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Introduction 
This dissertation addresses the development of nonparametric inference procedures for data exhibit­
ing dependencies of varied form and structure. Current statistical methodology for dependent data 
relies heavily on parametric models (such as ARMA, Spatial autoregressive models, etc.) to faithfully 
represent the underlying time or spatial process, [n practical applications, such models often prove 
difficult to choose and at times even inadequate. Parametric modelling presupposes a fair amount of 
knowledge on the part of the statistician about the nature of dependence among samples, which is not 
available in many situations and can lead to model misspecification. As a consequence, inference drawn 
from a misspecified model is not reliable. It is important to develop alternative inference tools based 
on nonparametric methods (eg. resampling) that are inherently less sensitive to model misspecification 
and require little knowledge of the exact dependence structure of the data-generating process. 
There are four completed research papers which constitute the dissertation: 
[1] On optimal spatial subsample size for variance estimation. 
[2] On the approximation of differenced lattice point counts with application to statistical bias ex­
pansions. 
[3] Empirical likelihood confidence intervals for the mean of a long-range dependent process. 
[4] Frequency domain empirical likelihood for short- and long-range dependent processes. 
Each paper deals with some aspect of inference on dependent samples observed (or located) on some 
lattice (eg. indexed by the integers Z"*). Observational stretches in time series are a special case of such 
lattice data. 
Let An be a sampling region in ]Rd, t 6 IRd, and suppose data are collected at t + Zd lattice 
points (sampling sites) within Rn• Paper [1) considers the problem of optimally implementing a spatial 
subsampling method for nonparametricaily estimating the variance of statistics on Rn. The results are 
applicable to a wide variety of stationary random fields exhibiting weak dependence, characterized by 
fairly mild mixing conditions, and a broad range of sampling regions Rn-
2 
Paper [2] frames and addresses a mathematical problem in lattice point theory. Theoretical consider­
ations for statistics of spatial lattice data (eg. bias or expectation expansions) often require calculating, 
or adequately approximating, subtracted lattice point counts for large sets based on Rn and certain in­
tersections of the form iZ„n(t-f fin). Paper [2] provides new lattice point count estimation results which 
can facilitate asymptotic bias expansions for spatial statistics for both rectangular and non-rectanyvlar 
sampling regions Rn. The count approximation tools are valid for a large class of sampling regions in 
JR.2 and IR3, including all convex sets in these dimensions, and help determine the influence of fin's 
geometry on the properties of a spatial statistic. 
Papers [3] and [4] consider nonparametric inference on dependent time series data, allowing for many 
possible process dependence strengths. Let Xi,X2,... be a sequence of stationary random variables 
with autocovariance function r(k) = Cov(Xi,Xl+/,) of the form r(k) ~ k~aL(k) for some a € (0,1) 
and slowly varying function L. Since |r(fc)| = oo, the process {Xe} exhibits strong or long-range 
dependence (LRD). Limit behaviors of estimators and test statistics under LRD are typically very 
different from their behaviors with weakly dependent or iid processes. Consequently, inference methods 
proposed for iid or weakly dependent data may not work for strongly dependent data, or at least require 
suitable modifications. 
Paper [3] develops new empirical likelihood confidence intervals for the process mean E(Xi) = 
under LRD, using (time-domain) "blocking" techniques like those involved in subsampling and the 
block bootstrap. The paper shows that empirical likelihood provides valid nonparametric estimation of 
Ii, even in those instances of LRD where the block bootstrap is known to fail. The confidence interval 
procedure remains valid for weakly dependent processes. 
Paper [4] develops a spectral version of empirical likelihood which allows nonparametric, likelihood-
based confidence region estimation and hypothesis testing for processes which could exhibit either LRD 
or weak dependence (including mixing processes). Inference is possible for spectral parameters like 
autocorrelations and Whittle parameters and spectral goodness-of-fit tests can also be made. 
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On optimal spatial subsample size for variance estimation 
A paper to be submitted to the Annals of Statistics 
Daniel J. Nordman and Soumendra N. Lahiri 
Abstract 
In this paper, we consider the problem of determining the optimal block size for a spatial subsampling 
method for spatial processes observed on regular grids. We derive expansions for the mean square error 
of the subsampling variance estimator, which yields an expression for the theoretical optimal block size. 
The theoretical optimal block size is shown to depend in an intricate way on the geometry of the spatial 
sampling region as well as on the characteristics of the underlying random field. Final expressions for 
the optimal block size make use of some nontrivial estimates of lattice point counts in shifts of convex 
sets. The expressions for the optimal block size are computed for sampling regions of a number of 
commonly-encountered shapes. 
Key Words: Block bootstrap, block size, lattice point count, mixing, nonparametric variance estimation, 
random fields, spatial statistics, subsamples 
1 Introduction 
In this paper, we examine the problem of choosing subsample sizes to maximize the performance 
of subsampling methods for variance estimation. The data at hand are viewed as realizations of a 
stationary, weakly dependent, spatial lattice process. We consider the common scenario of sampling 
from sites of regular distance (eg. indexed by the integer lattice Zd), lying within some region Rn 
embedded in B/. Such lattice data appear often in time series, agricultural field trials, and remote 
sensing/image analysis (medical and satellite image processing). 
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For variance estimation via subsampling, the basic idea is to construct several "scaled-down" copies 
of the sampling region fi„ (subsamples) that fit inside fi„, evaluate the analog of 0n on each of these 
subrogions, and then compute a properly normalized sample variance from the resulting values. The 
fin-sampling scheme is essentially recreated at the level of the subrogions. Two subsampling designs are 
most typical: subrogions can be maximally overlapping (OL) or devised to be non-overlapping (NOL). 
The accuracy (e.g. variance and bias) of subsample-based estimators depends crucially on the choice 
of subsample size. 
To place our work into perspective, we briefly outline previous research in variance estimation with 
subsamples and theoretical size considerations. The concept of variance estimation through subsampling 
originated from analysis of weakly dependent time processes. To obtain subsamples from a stationary 
stretch Z(l),..., Z(n) in time, Carlstein (1986) first proposed the use of NOL blocks of length m <n: 
|z( 1 + (i - l)m),...,Z(im)|, for i = 1,..., |n/mj, 
while the sequence of subseries: 
|Z(i),Z(i + m - 1) j for i = 1, ...,n — m + 1 
provides OL subsamples of length m (cf. Kûnsch, 1989; Politis and Romano, 1993b). In each respective 
collection, evaluations of an analog statistic Sj are made for each subseries and a normalized sample 
variance is calculated to estimate the parameter nVar(fl„): 
2  _  m {6 j  -  Q) 2  
5 J 
where J = [n/mj (J = n — m 4- I) for the NOL (OL) subsample-based estimator. Carlstein (1986) 
and Fukuchi (1999) established the L% consistency of the NOL and OL estimators, respectively, for 
the variance of a general (not necessarily linear) statistic. Politis and Romano (1993b) determined 
asymptotic orders of the variance 0(m/n) and bias 0(l/m) of the subsample variance estimators for 
linear statistics. For mixing time series, they found that a subsample size m proportional to n1'3 is 
optimal in the sense of minimizing the Mean Square Error (MSE) of variance estimation, concurring 
also with optimal block order for the moving block bootstrap variance estimator [Hall et al. (1995), 
Lahiri (1996)]. 
Cressie (1991, p. 492) conjectured the recipe for extending Carlstein's variance estimator to the 
general spatial setting, obtaining subsamples by tiling the sample region Rn with disjoint "congruent" 
subrogions. Politis and Romano (1993a, 1994) have shown the consistency of subsample-based vari­
ance estimators for rectangular sampling/subsampling regions in lRd (eg. sampling sites observed on 
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Zdn rif=1[l,nil; integer translates of f°r subsamples). Garcia-Soidan and Hall (1997) and 
Possolo (1991) proposed similar estimators under an identical sampling scenario. For linear statistics, 
Politis and Romano (1993a) determined that a subsampling scaling choice ^IiLim» = ^MiLi "tld^d+2\ 
for some unknown C, minimizes the order of a variance estimator's asymptotic MSE. Sherman and Carl­
stein (1994) and Sherman (1996) proved the MSE-consistency of NOL and OL subsample estimators, 
respectively, for the variance of general statistics in IR2. Their work allowed for a more flexible sampling 
scheme: the "inside" of a simple closed curve defines a set D C [— 1, l)2, Z2 n nD (using a scaled-up 
copy of D) constitutes the set of sampling sites, and translates of mD within nD form subsamples. 
Sherman (1996) minimized a bound on the asymptotic order of the OL estimator's MSE to argue that 
the best size choice for OL subsamples involves m = 0(nl^2) (coinciding with the above findings of 
Politis and Romano (1993a) for rectangular regions in IR2). Politis and Sherman (1998) have developed 
consistent subsampling methods for variance estimation with marked point process data [cf. Politis et 
al. (1999), Chapter 6]. 
Few theoretical and numerical recommendations for choosing subsamples have been offered in the 
spatial setting, especially with the intent of variance estimation. As suggested in the literature, an 
explicit theoretical determination of optimal subsample "scaling" (size) requires calculation of an order 
and associated proportionality constant for a given sampling region Rn- Even for the few sampling 
situations where the order of optimal subsample size has been established, the exact adjustments to 
theses orders are unknown and, quoting Politis and Romano (1993a), "important (and difficult) in prac­
tice." Beyond the time series case with the univariate sample mean, the influence of the geometry and 
dimension of Rn, as well as the structure of 9n, on precise subsample selection has not been explored. 
We attempt here to advance some ideas on the best size choice, both theoretically and empirically, for 
subsamples. 
We work under the "smooth function" model of Hall (1992), where the statistic of interest 9n can 
be represented as a function of sample means. We formulate a framework for sampling in lRd where 
the sampling region Rn (say) is obtained by "inflating" a prototype set in the unit cube in lRd and the 
subsampling regions are given by suitable translates of a scaled down copy of the sampling region i2„. 
We consider both a non-overlapping version and a (maximal) overlapping version of the subsampling 
method. For each method, we derive expansions for the variance and the bias of the corresponding 
subsample estimator of Var(fln). The asymptotic variance of the spatial subsample estimator for the 
OL version turns out to be smaller than that of the NOL version by a constant factor Ki (say) which 
depends solely on the geometry of the sampling region Rn- In the time series case, Meketon and 
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Schmeiser (1984), Kûnsch (1989), Hall et ai. (1995) and Lahiri (1996) have shown in different degrees 
of generality that the asymptotic variance under the OL subsampling scheme, compared to the NOL 
one, is Ki = | times smaller. Results of this paper show that for rectangular sampling regions Rn in 
({-dimensional space, the factor Ki is given by (§)d. We list the factor Ki for sampling regions of some 
common shapes in Table 1. 
Table 1 Examples of Ki for several shapes of the sampling region Rn C 
Shape of Rn Rectangle in lRd Sphere in IR3 Circle in IR2 Right triangle in IR2 
Ki (2/3)" 17tt/315 jr/4 — 4/(3%) 1/5 
In contrast, the bias parts of both the OL and NOL subsample variance estimators are (usually) 
asymptotically equivalent and depend on the covariance structure of the random field as well as on the 
geometry of the sampling region Rn. Since the bias term is typically of the same order as the number 
of lattice points lying near a subsample's boundary, determination of the leading bias term involves 
some nontrivial estimates of the lattice point counts over translated subrogions. Counting lattice points 
in scaled-up sets is a hard problem and has received a lot of attention in Analytic Number Theory 
and in Combinatorics. Even for the case of the plane (i.e., d = 2), the counting results available in 
the literature are directly applicable to our problem only for a very restricted class of subrogions (that 
have the so-called "smoothly winding border" [cf. van der Corput (1920), Huxley (1993, 1996)]. Here 
explicit expressions for the bias terms are derived for a more general class of sampling regions using 
some new estimates on the discrepancy between the number of lattice points and the volume of the 
shifted subrogions in the plane and in three dimensional Euclidean space. In particular, our results are 
applicable to sampling regions that do not necessarily have "smoothly winding borders". 
Minimizing the combined expansions for the bias and the variance parts, we derive explicit expres­
sions for the theoretical optimal block size for sampling regions of different shapes. To briefly describe 
the result for a few common shapes, suppose the sampling region Rn is obtained by inflating a given 
set Ro € (—j, k]d by a scaling constant An as Rn = A„iïo and that the subsamples are formed by 
considering the translates of ,Rn = ,XnRo- Then, the theoretically optimal choice of the block size 
,A„ for the OL version is of the form 
/ \dB2 \1+* 
for some constants Bo and Ko (coming from the bias and the variance terms, respectively), where r3 is 
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a population parameter that does not depend on the shape of the sampling region Rn (see Theorem 5.1 
for details). The following table lists the constants Bo and KQ for some shapes of Rn- It follows from 
Table 2 Examples of Bo, Ko for some sampling regions Rn- See Section 6 for 
more details. Autocovariances cr(-) and Euclidean, l l ,  and l ° °  norms 
II • II. II • Hi. II • lloo are described in Section 2.3. 
Rn Sphere in IR3 Cross in IR2 Q Right triangle in IR2 
Bo 3/2 53 ||k|Kk) 
kez1 
4/3 53 | | k | | i<r(k )  
kez3 
2 53 | | k | | l f f (k)+2 53 ||k|Ur(k) 
k-Ci . i aVez '  kez '  
• tgnfc l  «« t tn fc?  eunfc i  
Ko 34/105 4/9-191/192 2/5 
Table 2 that, unlike the time series case, in higher dimensions the optimal block size critically depends 
on the shape of the spatial sampling region Rn- It simplifies only slightly for the NOL subsampling 
scheme as the constant Ko is unnecessary for computing optimal NOL subsamples, but the bias constant 
Bo is often the same for both estimators from each version of subsampling. These expressions may be 
readily used to obtain 'plug-in' estimates of the theoretical optimal block lengths for use in practice. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the spatial subsampling 
method and state the Assumptions used in the paper. In Sections 3 and 4, we respectively derive 
expansions for the variance and the bias parts of the subsampling estimators. Theoretical optimal 
block lengths are derived in Section 5. The results are illustrated with some common examples in 
Section 6. In Section 7, we describe the properties of variance estimators based on an alternative 
subsampling scheme. Proofs of all results are partitioned among Sections 8-12. 
2 Variance estimators via subsampling 
In Section 2.1, we frame the sampling design and the structure of the sampling region. Two methods 
of subsampling are presented in Section 2.2 along with corresponding nonparametric variance estimators. 
Assumptions and Conditions used in the paper are given in Section 2.3. 
2.1 The sampling structure 
To establish the sampling scheme used, we first assume all potential sampling sites are located on 
a translate of the rectangular integer lattice in Htd. For a fixed (chosen) vector t € [—1/2, l/2)d, we 
identify the t-translated integer lattice as Zd = t +- Zd. Let {Z(s) | s e Zd} be a stationary weakly 
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dependent random field (hereafter r.f.) taking values in 1RP. (We use bold font as a standard to denote 
vectors in the space of sampling IR1' and normal font for vectors in 1RP, including Z{-).) We suppose 
that the process Z(-) is observed at sampling sites lying within the sampling region Rn C !Rd. Namely, 
the collection of available sampling sites is 
{Z {a )  :  s&R n nZ d } .  
To obtain the results in the paper, we assume that the sampling region Rn becomes unbounded 
as the sample size increases. This will provide a commonly used "increasing domain" framework for 
studying asymptotics with spatial lattice data [cf. Cressie (1991)]. We next specify the structure of the 
regions Rn and employ a formulation similar to that of Lahiri (1999ab). 
Let Ro be a Borel subset of (—1/2, l/2]d containing an open neighborhood of the origin such that 
for any sequence of positive real numbers o„ -* 0, the number of cubes of the scaled lattice anZd which 
intersect the closures Ro and flg is 0((a~l)d_l) as n -» oo. Let A„ be a sequence of d x d diagonal 
matrices, with positive diagonal elements A'f',..., A(d"', such that each A*/" -> oo as n -> oo. We assume 
that the sampling region Rn is obtained by "inflating" the template set Ro by the directional scaling 
factors A„; that is, 
Rn ~ ^ IIRQ-
Because the origin is assumed to lie in Ro, the sampling region fin grows outward in all directions as n 
increases. Furthermore, if the scaling factors are all equal (A'f1 = ••• = Ajj"), the shape of Rn remains 
the same for different values of n. Note that the location of sampling sites on Zd, rather than Zd, 
implies that the region Rn does not necessarily expand around a potential sampling site at the origin. 
The formulation given above allows the sampling region Rn to have a large variety of fairly irregular 
shapes with the boundary condition on Ro imposed to avoid pathological cases. Some common examples 
of such regions are convex subsets of lRd, such as spheres, ellipsoids, polyhedrons, as well as certain 
non-convex subsets with irregular boundaries, such as star-shaped regions. Sherman and Carlstein 
(1994) and Sherman (1996) consider a similar class of such regions in the plane (i.e. d = 2) where the 
boundaries of the sets Ro are delineated by simple rectifiable curves with finite lengths. The border 
requirements on Ro ensure that the number of observations near the boundary of Rn is negligible 
compared to the totality of data values. This assumption is crucial to the derivation of results to follow. 
In addition, Perera (1997) demonstrates that the border geometry of Ro can significantly influence the 
asymptotic distribution of sample means taken with observations from "expanding" sets, like Rn-
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2.2 Subsampling designs and variance estimators 
Wc suppose that the relevant statistic, whose variance we wish to estimate, can be represented as a 
function of sample means. Let Qn = H(Zftn) be an estimator of the population parameter of interest 
9 = where H : IRP -> IR is a smooth function, E{Z(t)} =/i€ IRP is the mean of the stationary 
r.f. Z(-), and Z/v„ is the sample mean of the Nn sites within Rn. We can write 
Zn„=K 1 £ Z(")- (D 
•ez'nR, 
This parameter and estimator formulation is what Hall (1992) calls the "smooth function" model and 
it has been used in other scenarios, such as with the moving block bootstrap (MBB) and empirical 
likelihood, for studying approximately linear functions of a sample mean [Lahiri (1996), DiCiccio et 
al. (1991)]. By considering suitable functions of the Z(s)'s, one can represent a wide range of estima­
tors under the present framework. In particular, these include means, products and ratios of means, 
autocorrelation estimators, sample lag cross-correlation estimators [Politis and Romano (1993b)], and 
Yule-Walker estimates for autoregressive processes [cf. Guy on (1996)]. 
The quantity which we seek to estimate nonparametrically is the variance of the normalized statistic 
y/N^én, say, = NnE(ên - ES„)2. In our problem, this goal is equivalent to consistently estimating 
the limiting variance r2 = limn-«» r;j. 
2.2.1 Overlapping subsamples 
Variance estimation with OL subsampling regions has been presented previously in the literature, 
though in more narrow sampling situations. Sherman (1996) considered an OL subsample-based estima­
tor for sampling regions in IR2; Politis and Romano (1994) extended a similar estimator for rectangular 
regions in lRd with faces parallel to the coordinate axes (i.e. fio = (—1/2, l/2]d); and a host of authors, 
in a variety of contexts, have examined OL subsample estimators applied to time series data [cf. Song 
and Schmeiser (1988), Politis and Romano (1993a), EVikuchi (1999)]. 
We first consider creating a smaller version of Rn, which will serve as a template for the OL sub-
sampling regions. To this end, let be a d x d diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements, 
{,A<1",,...„A[j0}, such that sA<i"l/A-'" -* 0 and ,A,"1 -*• oo, as n -+ oo, for each i — l,...,d. (The 
matrix An represents the determining scaling factors for Rn and ,An shall be factors used to define the 
subsamples.) We make the "prototype" subsampling region, 
»Rn — »Anflo> (2) 
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and identify a subset of Zd, say J O L ,  corresponding to all integer translates of , R n  lying within fi„. 
That is, 
J o u  =  { i e Z d  . i +  . R n C R n } .  
The desired OL subsampling regions are precisely the translates of ,Rn given by: fi|,„ = i + ,Rn, 
i 6 Jot.- Note that the origin belongs to JOL and, clearly, some of these subrogions overlap. 
Let ,Nn = |Zd n .fini be the number of sampling sites in ,fin and let | JOL| denote the number of 
available subsampling regions. (The number of sampling sites within each OL subsampling region is 
the same, namely for any i € J0L, fNn = |Zd n fii,„|.) For each i £ JOL, compute 6% = if(Zi,„), where 
ZUn = ,Nn-1 53 Z( •) 
sez'nfl,., 
denotes the sample mean of observations within the subregion. We then have the OL subsample variance 
estimator of rjj as 
^n.ot — \Jo,\ 1 ^3 '^r' — ^n) ' = \JOL\ 1 £ @l,n-
L I €-/ol 
2.2.2 Non-overlapping subsamples 
Carlstein (1986) first proposed a variance estimator involving NOL subsamples for time processes. 
Politis and Romano (1993a) and Sherman and Carlstein (1994) demonstrated the consistency of variance 
estimation, via NOL subsampling, for certain rectangular regions in ]Rd and some sampling regions in 
IR3, respectively. Here we adopt a formulation similar to those of Sherman and Carlstein (1994) and 
Lahiri (1999a). 
The sampling region Rn is first divided into disjoint "cubes'*. Let ,A„ be the previously described 
d x d diagonal matrix from (2), which will determine the "window width" of the partitioning cubes. Let 
J»OL = {i 6 Zd : A (i + (-1/2, l/2]d) C fin} 
represent the set of all "inflated" subcubes that lie inside fin- Denote its cardinality as | JWOt|- For 
each i 6 JNot., define the subsampling region fii,n = ,An(l + Ro) by inscribing the translate of ,A*fio 
such that the origin is mapped onto the midpoint of the subcube ,A„(i + (—1/2, l/2]d). This provides 
a collection of NOL subsampling regions, which are "smaller" versions of the original sampling region 
fin, that lie inside fin-
For each i € the function H(-) is evaluated at the sample mean, say Zi,„ for a corresponding 
subsampling region fij>n to obtain 8^n = £T(Zi.n). The NOL subsample estimator of is again an 
11 
appropriately scaled sample variance: 
*N,NOL — 1 ^ ] I^L.N (®l,n — > ÔN — \JSOI\ 1 V ®l,n 
16/nol 16*/NOL 
where ,Ni ,n  = |Zd n fli-n[ denotes the number of sampling sites within a given NOL subsample. 
We note that ,JVi,n may differ between NOL subsamples, but all such subsamples will have exactly 
,JVi
-n = ,Nn sites available if the diagonal elements of aAn are integers. 
2.3 Assumptions 
For stating the assumptions, we need to introduce some notation. For a vector x = (xi,..., x^)' 6 ®.d, 
let ||x|| and ||x||i = Y^=i Nil denote the usual Euclidean and ll norms of x, respectively. Denote the 
l°° norm as ||x||^ = max!<t<d |z*|. Define dis(£i, E%) = inf{||x - y||oo : x € Ex, y 6 for two sets 
£i, ^ C IRd We shall use the notation | • | also in two other cases: for a countable set B, |B| would 
denote the cardinality of the set B; for an uncountable set A C Eld, |A| would refer to the volume (i.e., 
the IRd Lebesgue measure) of A. 
Let fz(T)  = <T{Z(S) : s 6 T) be the u-field generated by the variables {Z(s) : s 6 T},  T C Zd. 
For Ti, T2 C Zd, write 
à(TuT 2 )  = sup{|P(An B) - P(A)P(JB)| : A € ^(TO.B € fz(T,)}. 
Then, the strong mixing coefficient for the r.f. Z{-) is defined as 
a(k,I)  = sup{a(Ti, T 2 )  : T, C Zd, |T4| < I ,  i  = 1,2; dis(rt ,T 2 )  >  k}  (3) 
Note that the supremum in the definition of a(k, l )  is taken over sets Ti ,T2 which are bounded. For 
d > 1, this is important. A r.f. on the (rectangular) lattice Zd with d > 2 that satisfies a strong mixing 
condition of the form 
JitnoSup{â(r i ,r 2 )  :  TUT 2  C Zd, dis(Ti,r2) > k)  = 0 (4) 
with supremum taken over possibly unbounded sets necessarily belongs to the more restricted class of 
p-mixing r.f.'s [cf. Bradley (1989)]. Politis and Romano (1993a) used moment inequalities based on the 
mixing condition in (4) to determine the orders of the bias and variance of r* OL, i2 VOL for rectangular 
sampling regions. 
For proving the subsequent theorems, the assumptions below are needed along with two conditions 
stated as functions of a positive argument r € Z+ = {0,1,2,...}. In the following, det(A) represents 
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the determinant of a square matrix A. For a = (ati,op)' € (Z+)p, let Da denote the atli order 
partial differential operator dat+~+a' /dx^1 ...dip" and V = (dH(fi)/dxi,.. ,,dH(fi)/dxp)' be the vec­
tor of first order partial derivatives of H at p. Limits in order symbols are taken letting n tend to infinity. 
Assumptions: 
(A.l) There exists a d x d diagonal matrix Ao, det(Ao) > 0, such that 
~~TÔÔ «An -» A0. 
•
ai 
(A.2) For the scaling factors of the sampling and subsampling regions: 
É W + g # + 8»*' - "1.3& V)' 
(A.3) There exist nonnegative functions ai(-) and g{-) such that lim*-,# Qi(fc) = 0, 
limt-,00 g(l) = oo and the strong-mixing coefficient a (k ,  I )  from (3) satisfies the inequality 
a (k , l )  <a i ( k )g ( l )  k>0 , l>0 .  
(A.4) suP{Q(rt,r2) : Ti,T2 c z d ,  |r,| = l, dis(rt,r2) > k}  =  o ( k~ d ) .  
(A.5) r2 > 0, where r2 = £ <?(%), <r(k) = Cov(V'Z(t), V'Z(t + k)). 
kez' 
Conditions: 
Dr: H : 1RP —• IR is r-times continuously differentiable and, for some a € Z+ and real C > 0, 
max{|£>"£f(x)| : ||„||. = r} < C( 1 4- ||x||B), x € IR". 
Mr- For some 0 < £ < 1, 0 < /c < (2r — 1 — l/d)(2r -t- S)/S, and C > 0, 
E||Z(t)||2r+<f < oo, f^x^ d - l adx ) s ^ + ^  < oo, g (x )  <  Cx". 
Some comments about the assumptions and the conditions are in order. 
Assumption A.5 implies a positive, finite asymptotic variance r2 for the standardized estimator, 
\/NnÔn- We would like T2 e (0, oo) for a purposeful variance estimation procedure. 
In Assumption A.3, we formulate a conventional bound on the mixing coefficient a (k ,  I )  from (3) that 
is applicable to many r.f.s and resembles a mixing assumption of Lahiri (1999a,b). For r.f.s satisfying 
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Assumption A.3, the "distance" component of the bound, ai(-), often decreases at an exponential rate 
while the function of "set size," g(-), increases at a polynomial rate [cf. Guyon (1996)]. Examples of r.f.s 
that meet the requirements of A.3 and Mr include Gaussian fields with analytic spectral densities, cer­
tain linear fields with a moving average or autoregressive (AR) representation (like m-dependent fields), 
separable AR(l)xAR(l) lattice processes suggested by Martin (1990) for modelling in IR2, many Gibbs 
and Markov fields, and important time series models [cf. Doukhan (1994)]. Condition Mr combined 
with A.3 also provides useful moment bounds for normed sums of observations (see Lemma 8.2). 
In conjunction with the boundary condition on Ro, Assumption A.3, and Condition Mr, Assump­
tion A 4 permits the CLT in Bolthausen (1982) to be applied to sums of Z(-) on sets of increasing 
domain. This version of the CLT (Stein's method) is derived from a-mixing conditions which ensure 
asymptotic independence between a single point and observations in arbitrary sets of increasing distance 
[Perera (1997)]. 
Assumptions A.l and A.2 set additional guidelines for how sampling and subsampling design param­
eters, A„ and ,An, may be chosen. The assumptions provide a flexible framework for handling "increas­
ing domains" of many shapes. For d = 1, A.l-A.2 are equivalent to the requirements of Lahiri (1999) 
who provides variance and bias expansions for the MBB variance estimator with weakly dependent time 
processes. 
3 Variance expansions 
We now give expansions for the asymptotic variance of the OL/NOL subsample variance estimators 
fn.oL ^ fn.NOL of ii = iVnVar(6„). 
Theorem 3.1 Suppose that Assumptions A.l - A.5 and Conditions D* and M$+2a hold, then 
(«) Var«.„J = +»(1)), 
<" v"«—> = m 
where Ko = 7-5-7 - f Kx ^ flo| » an integral with the Lebesgue measure on ]Rd. 
l"ol 71R l"oi 
The constant K0 appearing in the variance expansion of the estimator f2 OL is a property of the 
shape of the sampling template Ro but not of its exact embedding in space IRd or the volume of the set, 
|iZo|. Ko can be computed from either Ro or Rn = A„/Zo because the constant is invariant to invertible 
affine transformations applied to fio- Values of Ko for some template shapes are given in Table 3 and 
Section 6. 
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Table 3 Examples of Ko from Theorem 3.1 for several shapes of flo C IRd. 
"The trapezoid has a 90° Z and parallel sides 62 > 61; 
C = (62/61 +l)-2[H-2( 62/61 — l)/(62/6t + 1)]. 
flo Shape Htd Rectangle IR3 Ellipsoid IR3 Cylinder IR2 Ellipse IR2 Trapezoid* 
Ko (2/3/ 34/105 2/3 (l — 16/(3tt2)) 1 a 1
 
2/5 (1 + 4c/9) 
A stationary time sequence Z\,..., Z„ can be obtained within our sampling formulation by choosing 
flo = (—1/2,1/2] and A'f1 = n on the untranslated integer lattice Z = Z. In this special sampling case, 
an application of Theorem 3.1 yields 
Var«OL) = 2/3 • Var«NOL), Var«NOL) = .X[n'/X["} • [2T4](1 + 0(1)), 
a result which is well-known for "nearly" linear functions fln of a time series sample mean [cf. Kiinsch ( 1989)]. 
Theorem 3.1 implies that, under the "smooth" function model, the asymptotic variance of the OL 
subsample-based variance estimator is always strictly less than the NOL version because 
Varff2 ) 
The percentage 100(1 — KI)% represents the relative reduction in the variance of the estimator based 
on the OL subsampling scheme over the NOL one. If both estimators have biases of the same order, 
(5) implies that the variance estimation with OL subsamples is more efficient than the NOL subsample 
alternative owing to a smaller asymptotic MSE. 
Unlike KQ, KI does depend on the volume |flo|, which in turn is constrained by the flo-template's 
geometry. That is, Ki is ultimately bounded, through |flo| in (5), by the amount of space that an 
object of iZo's shape can possibly occupy within (—1/2, l,2]d; or by how much volume can be filled by 
a given geometrical body (eg. circle) compared to a cube. The constants in Table 1 are computed 
with templates of prescribed shape and largest possible volume in (—1/2, l/2]d. These values most 
accurately reflect the influence of flo's (or fln's) geometry on the relative performance (ie. variance, 
efficiency) of the estimators T%ol and f^ WOL. 
To conclude this section, we remark that both subsample-based variance estimators can be shown to 
be (MSE) consistent under Theorem 3.1 conditions, allowing for more general spatial sampling regions, 
in both shape and dimension, than previously considered. Inference on the parameter 0 can be made 
through the limiting standard normal distribution of V77^(9n - 0)/fn for i„ = f„,OL or fn-lVOL. 
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4 Bias expansions 
We now try to capture and precisely describe the leading order terms in the asymptotic bias of each 
subsample-based variance estimator, similar to the variance determinations from the previous section. 
We first establish and note the order of the dominant component in the bias expansions of f2 OL and 
^n.NOLt which is the subject of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1 With Assumptions A.l - A.5, suppose that Conditions Dn and Mi+a hold for d > 2; and 
D$ and Mz+a ford = 1. Then, the subsample estimators of rjj = /VnVar(9n) have expectations: 
The lemma shows that, under the smooth function model, the asymptotic bias of each estimator 
is 0(1/,A'f1) for all dimensions of sampling. Politis and Romano (1993a, p.323) and Sherman (1996) 
showed this same size for the bias of f2OL with sampling regions based on rectangles Ro — ( — 1/2, 1/2)' 
or simple closed curves in IR2, respectively. Lemma 4.1 extends these results to a broader class of 
sampling regions. However, we would like to precisely identify the 0(1/ .A'f) bias component for 
f2 ot or fn,noL t0 later obtain theoretically correct proportionality constants associated with optimal 
subsample scaling. 
To achieve some measure of success in determining the exact bias of the subsampling estimators, we 
reformulate the subsampling design slightly so that ,A„ = .A'f = ••• = ,A%". That is, a common scaling 
factor in all directions is now used to define the subsampling regions (as in Sherman and Carlstein (1994); 
Sherman (1996)). This constraint will allow us to deal with the counting issues at the heart of the bias 
expansion. 
Adopting a common scaling factor ,An for the subsamples also is sensible for a few other reasons at 
this stage: 
• "Unconstrained" optimum values of ,A„ cannot always be found by minimizing the asymptotic 
MSE of Tn,oL or even for variance estimation of some desirable statistics on geometrically 
"simple" sampling and subsampling regions. Consider estimating the variance of a real-valued 
sample mean over a rectangular sampling region in IR' based on Ro = (—1/2,1/21', with obser­
vations on Z' = Z'. If Assumptions A.1-A.5 and Condition Mi hold, the leading term in the bias 
expansion can be shown to be: 
E(fio J = r2 + 0(1/ ,A<">) and E(f2 wo J = r2 + 0(1/ .A'")-n.NOL 
(1 +  0(1)); L I =  53 |fc,|Cov(Z(0),Z(k ) )  
k*(*l *<)' 
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In using the parenthetical sum above to expand the MSE of f , one finds that the resulting MSE 
cannot be minimized over the permissible, positive range of (An if the signs of the Li values are 
unequal. That is, for d > 1, the subsample estimator MSE cannot always be globally minimized to 
obtain optimal subsample factors , A« by considering just the leading order bias terms. An effort 
to determine and incorporate (into the asymptotic MSE) second or third order bias components 
quickly becomes intractable, even with rectangular regions. 
» The diagonal components of ,A„ are asymptotically scalar multiples of each other by Assumption 
A.l. If so desired, a template choice for flo could be used to scale the expansion of the subsampling 
regions in each direction. 
In the continued discussion, we assume 
We frame the components necessary for determining the biases of the spatial subsample variance es­
timators in the next theorem. Let Cn(k) = |Zd n ,fl„ fl (k + ,fln)| denote the number of pairs of 
observations in the subsampling region ,Rn separated by a translate k € Zd. 
Theorem 4.1 Suppose that d> 2, ,Rn = ,A„flo and Assumptions A.l - A.5, Conditions D3 and Ms+a 
hold. If, in addition, ,A„ 6 Z+ for NOL subsamples and 
where <r(k) = Cov(VZ(t), V'Z(t -t- k)) and where f2 is either f2ot or f^ „OL. 
Note that the numerator on the left side of (7) is the number of integer grid points that lie in the 
subregion ,fln, but not in the translate ,fln + k. Hence, computing the bias above actually requires 
counting the number of lattice points inside intersections like ,flnn(k+,fln), which is difficult in general. 
To handle the problem, one may attempt to approximate Cn(k) with the corresponding Lebesgue 
volume, I.RnDk + .flnl, and then examine the discrepancy between the two values. The determination 
of volumes or areas may not be easy either but hopefully more manageable. For example, if flo is a 
circle, the area of ,A*flo can be readily computed, but the number of Z2 integers inside ,Anflo is not 
so simple and was in fact a famous consideration of Gauss [cf. Krâtzel (1988, p.l41)|. 
1 An — An^O' (6) 
exists for all k € Zd, then 
E C(kMk) (1 + 0(1)) 
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The boundary condition on flo implies that the discrepancy between the volume |,fl„nk+jfln| and 
the count C„(k) is of order 0((«A„)d_l), uniformly for k € Zd. Applying this bound to majorize the 
approximation error incurred by exchanging the volumes ],fln|, |,%«nk+,fln| for the counts ,Nn, Cn(k) 
in the numerator of (7) will ultimately introduce a new 0(1/,A„) sum of "estimation errors" into the 
bias expansion. This bound from the flo-boundary condition, on the discrepancy between |,.ftrlnk+J.Rn| 
and Cn(k), thus is too large to help in pinpointing the leading terms of the bias expansions of f^ot 
and f2_NOfc, which are also 0(1/,A„) from Lemma 4.1. 
Bounds on the difference between lattice point counts and volumes have received much attention 
in analytic number theory, which we briefly mention. Research has classically focused on sets outlined 
by "smooth" simple closed curves in the plane IR2 and on one question in particular [Huxley (1996)]: 
When a curve with interior area A is 'blown up' by a factor 6, how large is the difference between the 
number of Z2 integer points inside the new curve and the area 62A? For convex sets with a smoothly 
winding border, van der Corput's (1920) answer to the posed question above is 0(648|,69+<), while the 
best answer is 0(b46/73+t) for curves with sufficiently differentiable radius of curvature [Huxley (1993, 
1996)]. These types of bounds, however, are invalid for many convex polygonal templates flo in IR2 
such as triangles, trapezoids, etc., where often the difference between number of Z2 integer points in 
,Rn = »Anfio and its area is of exact order 0(,An) (set also by the boundary condition on flo or the 
perimeter length of ,fl*). The formulated problem above, as considered by number theorists, does not 
directly address counts for intersections between an expanding region and its vector translates, e.g. 
$Rn nk + «An. 
To eventually compute "closed-form" bias expansions for f*ot, we use the following two-step ap­
proach for counting the number of lattice points inside the intersection of ,fl„ and its translates. For 
each k E Zd, 
1. Approximate the numerator of the coefficient in (7) with the difference of the corresponding 
Lebesgue volumes: (,An)d|flo| - |,fln Hk+-,fln| 
2. Show the discrepancy in approximation is of sufficiently small order, o((,An)d-1). 
We do approximate the number of lattice points in ,fin and ,Rn O k +• ,Rn by set volumes, though 
the Lebesgue volume may not adequately capture the lattice point count in either set. However, when 
subtracted, the errors incurred in the approximation of both sets can cancel each other to a great extent. 
The difference between the two discrepancies ,Nn — (,A„)d|flo| and Cn(k) —l.flnOk+.flnl can be shown 
to be asymptotically small enough, for some templates flo, to justify replacing counts with volumes. The 
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above approach becomes slightly more complicated for NOL subsamples, fl|,n = ,A„(i + Ro), i € JNOti 
which may vary in the number of sampling sites. In this case, one tries to demonstrate additionally 
that, for each k 6 Zd, approximation errors incurred by the substitution of volumes (eg. replacing the 
count |Zdnfl|,„n(k+fl|,„)| with the volume |fli,„n(k+R|,n}|) are asymptotically negligible, uniformly 
in i € JSOL' 
In the following theorem, we use this technique to give bias expansions for a large class of sampling 
regions in IRd, d < 3, which are "nearly" convex. That is, the sampling region iîn differs from a convex 
set possibly only at its boundary, but sampling sites on the border may be arbitrarily included or 
excluded from Rn-
Some notation is additionally required. For a = (aL, ...,ap)' € (Z+)p, x 6 1RP, write x° = x?> 
a! = n?=i(ai'-)t and c„ = D"H(fi)/a!. Let Zoo denote a random vector with a normal JV*(0, £<„) 
distribution on 1RP, where Eœ is the limiting covariance matrix of the scaled sample mean \/Nn{Z^n ~n) 
from (1). Let B°, B denote the interior and closure of B € Ht"*, respectively. 
Theorem 4.2 Suppose ,Rn = iAnfio and there exists a convex set B such that B° C Ro C B. With 
Assumptions A.2 - A.5, assume Conditions Ds-d and hold ford 6 {1,2,3}. Then, 
C {k) = V (k )  =  lim ~ l'^' + , k 6 Z d  
n-»oo (»An)° 
whenever V(k) exists and the biases E(f£ ot - tjj), E(fjjwot - r£) are equal to: 
where <r(k) = Cov(V'Z(t), V'Z(t+k)) andC00=Var £ I +2 £ ^Ë.E (Z£Z£) 
\l|o||t=2 / l«6l=i. 
+ 2 £ £ tStStE ([Z(t) _ „]= [Z(t + kl) _ [Z{t + k2) - ) . 
kt,k,ez "r '>• 
for d — 1, |k|<7(k) + (l + o(l)); 
for d = 2 or 3, 
E ^(k)<r(k) (1 + 0(1)), provided each V*(k) exists; 
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Remark 1: If Condition D x  holds with C = 0 for x  € {2,3,4}, then Condition M x - i  is sufficient in 
Theorem 4.2. 
Remark 2: For each k e Z d ,  the numerator in V(k) is of order 0((,A„)'<-1) by the tio-boundary con­
dition which holds for convex templates. We may then expand the bias of the estimators through the 
limiting, scaled volume differences V(k). For d = 1, with samples and subsamples based on intervals, 
it can be easily seen that V(k) = |k| which appears in Theorem 4.2. 
The function H(-) needs to be increasingly "smoother" to determine the bias component of f^OL, 
T~ nol in lower dimensional spaces d = 1 or 2. For a real-valued time series sample mean 0n = Zn, 
the well-known bias of the subsample variance estimators follows from Theorem 4.2 under our sampling 
framework RQ = (—1/2,1/2), Z = Z: 
with V = 1. In general though, terms in the Taylor expansion of fli,n (around /i) up to fourth order 
can contribute to the bias of r* OL and NOL when d = 1. The asymptotic bias of the time series 
MBB variance estimator with "smooth" model statistics is very different from its subsample-based 
counterpart, appearing in (8) [cf. Lahiri (1996)]. That is, only the linear component from the Taylor's 
5 Asymptotically optimal subsample sizes 
In the following, we consider "size" selection for the subsampling regions to maximize the large-
sample accuracy of the subsample variance estimators. For reasons discussed in Section 4, we examine 
a theoretically optimal scaling choice ,A„ for subregions in (6). 
5.1 Theoretical optimal subsample sizes 
Generally speaking, there is a trade off in the effect of subsample size on the bias and variance 
of fn ot. 01 fn,noL- For example, increasing ,A„ reduces the bias but increases the variance of the 
estimators. The best value of ,An optimizes the over-all performance of a subsample variance estimator 
by balancing the contributions from both the estimator's variance and bias. An optimal ,A„ choice can 
be found by minimizing the asymptotic order of a variance estimator's MSE under a given OL or NOL 
sampling scheme. 
Theorem 4.1 implies that the bias of the estimators and f^„OL is of exact order 0(1/,A„). For 
(53|k|Cov(V'Z(0),V'Z(k))) 
\ Ire* / 
(8) 
expansion of 0|,„ determines the bias of the MBB variance estimator. 
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a broad class of sampling regions Rn, the leading order bias component can be determined explicitly with 
Theorem 4.2. We bring these variance and bias expansions together to obtain an optimal subsample 
scaling factor ,A„. 
Theorem 5.1 Let ,Rn = ,AnRo- With Assumptions A.2 - A.5, assume Conditions D* and M$+2a 
hold if d > 2; and Conditions D$ and D?+2a if d = 1. If Bo = |iïo|~l ^k6Zj C(k)cr(k) ^ 0, then 
Remark 3: If Condition Dz holds with C = 0 for x € {2,3}, then Condition Mu-1 is sufficient. 
Theorem 5.1 suggests that optimally scaled OL subsamples should be larger than the NOL ones 
by a scalar: (/fi)-l^d+2' > 1 where K\ = /<o|flo| the limiting ratio of variances from (5). It is 
well-known in the time series case that the OL subsampling scheme produces an asymptotically more 
efficient variance estimator than its NOL counterpart. We can quantify the relative efficiency of the two 
subsampling procedures in d-dimensional sampling space. With optimally selected subsamples from 
(6), the asymptotic relative efficiency of to F;\ ou depends solely of the geometry of RQ: 
Possolo (1991), Politis and Romano (1993a, 1994), Hall and Jing (1996), and Garcia-Soidan and 
Hall (1997) examined subsampling with rectangular sampling regions based essentially on Ro = (—1/2, l/2]d. 
While f£_OL is always more efficient than WOL, the geometry of rectangular regions interestingly im­
poses a bound on the relative improvement of f^ OL over f^WOL as the sampling dimension increases. 
In this case, we have that KI = (§)d and lim^oo ARE& = |, a dimensional limit on the efficacy of the 
optimized OL subsampling scheme over the NOL one. 
We note also that "unconstrained" optimal subsample parameters ,An for fjjt0t can, in principle, 
be found by minimizing the estimator's asymptotic MSE to achieve an appropriate scalar adjustment 
in each component direction. This is equivalent to choosing an optimally scaled sample template fio-
T o  f u r t h e r  e x p l a i n ,  l e t  A j  b e  a  d  x  d  d i a g o n a l  m a t r i x  w i t h  p o s i t i v e  d i a g o n a l  e n t r i e s  ( Z i , T h e  
sampling regions AnRo and ÂnRo are the same for Ân = &nAfl, Ro = Aj.Ro. Using Theorem 3.1 
with template Ro and Ân, the variance of fj{ OL becomes a multiple of [det(Ai) • (»An)dj/ det(A„). The 
factors Aj can often enter the bias of f%yOL through 
-=^( 
«An|flo| ^ E ^ (Af^Mk) (1 + 0(1)), >ez< J 
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with the limiting values V(-) from Theorem 4.2. One could then attempt to minimize the asymptotic 
VISE of fjjot for ,A„ and li,...,ld. However, the success of this endeavor depends usually on the 
covariances <r(k), k € Zd and a global minimum of the MSE may not exist over the positive range of 
values for ,A„, ZL,..., Zd (as described in Section 4). 
By construction, a template choice AIRQ may change the bias of the NOL variance estimator but 
the variance of T^ nol remains the same (as in Theorem 3.1). 
5.2 Empirical subsample size determination 
[n this section wc consider data-based estimation of the theoretical optimal subsample sizes. In 
particular, we propose methods for estimating the scaling factor ,A%" for subsamples in (6), which are 
applicable to both OL and NOL subsampling schemes. Inference on "best" subsample scaling closely 
resembles the problem of empirically gauging the theoretically optimal block size with the MBB vari­
ance estimator, which has been much considered for time series. We first frame the tactics used in this 
special setting, which can be modified for data-based subsample selection. 
Two distinct techniques have emerged for estimating the (time series) MBB block size. One ap­
proach involves "plug-in" type estimators of optimal block length [cf. Bûhlman and Kûnsch (1999)|. 
For subsample inference on nVar(Zn), Carlstein (1986) (with AR(1) models) and Politis et al. (1999) 
have described "plug-in" estimators for subsample length. The second MBB block selection method, 
suggested by Hall et al. (1995) and Hall and Jing (1996), uses subsampling to create a data-based 
version of the MSE of the MBB estimator (as a function of block size) which then is minimized to 
obtain an estimate of optimal block length. With spatial data, Garcia-Soidan and Hall (1997) extended 
this empirical MSE selection procedure with subsample-based distribution estimators. For variance 
estimation of a univariate time series sample mean, Léger et al. (1992) proposed a subsample length 
estimate based on asymptotic MSE considerations; namely, selecting a size by simultaneously solv­
ing (,A°")3 = (3/2)(S/f^ OL)2n for ,A%" and the associated estimator ot, where B estimates the 
quantity in (8). 
A "plug-in" procedure for inference on the theoretical, optimal subsample size involves constructing, 
and subsequently substituting, (consistent) estimates of unknown population parameters in ,A°P' from 
Theorem 5.1. The limiting variance r2 appears in the formulation of ,A%" and could be approximated 
with a subsample variance estimate based on some preliminary size choice. The value KQ can be 
determined from the available sampling region Rn, but selection of a template Ro is also required in 
the "plug-in" approach. The best solution may be to pick a sampling template RQ to be the largest set 
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of the form A(-lAn for a positive diagonal matrix A that fits within (—1/2, l/2]d; this choice appears to 
reduce the magnitude of the bias of f%OL, f^ „OL, which contributes heavily to the MSE of an estimator. 
In a spirit similar to the "plug-in" approach, one could empirically select, A^pt as in Léger et al. ( 1992) 
and Politis and Romano (1993b). After evaluating Ko and an estimate Bo of the leading bias component 
Bo, compute OL (or analogously f^ NOL) for a series of ,A„ values and simultaneously solve the 
asymptotical MSE-based formulation (,An)d+2 = det(A„) - (Jl0)2/{d • Ko • (f^ot)2} for ,A„ and an 
associated ot. 
6 Examples 
We now provide some examples of the important quantities Ko, Ki, Bo associated with optimal 
scaling ,A°pt with some common sampling region templates, determined from Theorems 3.1 and 4.2. For 
subsamples from (6), the theoretically best ,A%" can also be formulated in terms of = det(An)|Rol 
(sampling region volume), Kx, and Bo-
6.1 Examples in IR2 
example 1. Rectangular regions in 1R2 (potentially rotated): 
If Ro = |((Zi cosfl,Z2sinfl)x, (—<i sin0,Z2 cosfl)x))' : x € (-1/2, l/2j2} for 9 € [0, tt]t 0 < h,h, then 
KQ = Ï, Bo E f\k\ cos S — fc3sinfl| sin S + *2 cos9|"\ „ t , I h + 5 r,k)' k€Z2 >3)' 
The characteristics Klt B0 for determining optimal subsamples based on two rectangular templates are 
further described in Table 4. 
example 2. If Ro is a circle of radius r < 1/2 centered at the origin, then Ko appears in Table 3 and 
B0 = 2/(nr) £k6Zj llklk(k)-
example 3. For any triangle, Ko = 2/5. Two examples are provided in Tables 2 and 4. 
example 4. For any parallelogram in 1R2 with interior angle y and adjacent sides of ratio 6 > 1, 
Ko = 4/9 +• 2/15 - b~2 - | cos7|(l — | cos'/l). In particular, if a parallelogram RQ is formed by two vectors 
(0, Zi)', (Z2 cos%Z2SÙ17)' extended from a point x € (—1/2,1/2]2, then 
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Figure 1. Examples of templates Ro C (—1/2,1/2]2 are outlined by solid lines. Cross-shaped sampling 
regions Rn described in Table 2 are based on Ro in (v). 




Table 4 Examples of several shapes of Ro C IR2 and associated K\, Bo for 
.AT 
Ro Ki Bo 
(-1/2,1/2]2 4/9 Zkez»llklh<7(k) 
"Diamond" in Figure l(i) 2/9 2 EkeZ3 l|k|iooff(k) 
Circle of radius 1/2 at origin jt/4 - 4/(3%) 4/TZk€Z»Hk||ff(k) 
Right triangle in Figure l(ii) 1/5 (Table 1) Table 2 
Triangle in Figure l(iii) 1/5 E 2|*2k(k) + E (|fc2| + 2|fc1|)<7(k) 
k€*3. M*3. 
Parallelogram in Figure l(iv) 2/9 + (V5- l)/375 
-t/VSZkez'd^i -2fcal/5 + |<:2|)<7(k) 
6.2 Examples in IR1', d > 3 
example 5. For any sphere, Ko is given in Table 3. The properties So, Ki of the sphere described in 
Table 1 and 2 correspond to the template sphere RQ of radius 1/2 (and maximal volume in (—1/2,1/2]3). 
example 6. The KQ value for any IR3 cylinder appears in Table 3. If Ro is a cylinder with circular 
base (parallel to x-y plane) of radius r and height h, then 
* -  E  
With the counting techniques used in the proof of Theorem 4.2, bias expansions for f^ WOL 
seem possible for sampling templates RQ created from finite unions of convex sets whose borders do not 
intersect more than finitely often. More irregular sampling regions, including polygonal and non-convex 
regions, could then be constructed through unions of convex sets. We do not explore this possibility at 
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great length in this paper, but we provide a small step toward an extension in the following corollary 
concerning sampling regions which are a union of two "nearly" convex sets. 
Corollary 6.1 Let Ro = Ri U ft2 C (—1/2,1/2]2. Suppose there exists convex sets Ai, A2 such that 
A° ^ 0, A° C fij C AÏ for i = 1,2. Assume that 3AL fl 9A2 = (At \ A°)n (A2 \ AS) is empty or finite. 
Then, the results of Theorem 4.2 still hold under the same conditions. Furthermore, for k € Zd, 
whenever Vr*(k) exists, where: V,*n(k) = |,Anfij| — |,A„iîi H (k + ,AnJZ<)| /or i = 1,2 and 
vn*(k) = |,A„(fl, n fi2)t - I.A n(Rt n fi2) n (k +, An (fit n fi2))|. 
The formulation of the asymptotic bias involving V*(k) can be determined by separately working with 
the areas of the (nearly) convex regions ,AnJZi, ,AnR3 and their convex intersection ,An(iîi n R3). We 
provide a small application of Corollary 6.1 for a non-convex, star-shaped sampling template in Table 
2, which is illustrated in Figure l(v). The template is a union of two perpendicular rectangles with 
boundaries that intersect at exactly four points. 
The results of Theorem 4.2 for determining the bias Bo also seem plausible for convex sampling 
regions in lRd, d > 4, but require further study and extension of lattice point counting techniques in 
higher dimensions. However, bias expansions of the OL and NOL subsample variance estimators are 
relatively straightforward for an important class of rectangular sampling regions based on the prototype 
Ro = (—1/2, l/2]d. These hypercubes have "faces" parallel to the coordinate axes which simplifies the 
task of counting sampling sites, or lattice points, within such regions. We give precise bias expansions 
in the following theorem, while allowing for potentially missing sampling sites at the borders, or faces, 
of the sampling region Rn. 
Theorem 6.1 Let (—1/2, l/2)d c C [—1/2, l/2jd, d > 3 and A< is adxd diagonal matrix with 
entries 0 < < 1, i = 1 ,...,d. Suppose ,Rn = ,Anflo and Assumptions A.2 - A.5, Conditions Z?2 and 
M2+a hold. Then, the biases E(f2 ot — r„), E(f2 Not -rn) are equal to: 
Exact first-order expansions of the bias and variance of f^ OL, require mild differentiability 
conditions on H(-) for higher sampling dimensions d> 3. 
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7 Subsample design extensions 
We mention here a small reformulation of the sampling and subsampling scheme from Section 2. 
Instead of making scaled down copies of the original observation region Rn = Anflo to serve as sub-
samples, one may choose an entirely different template shape, say RQ, for defining the subrogions. For 
example, one might wish to use rectangular subsampling regions based on = (—1/2, l/2]d regardless 
of the shape of RN. This variation on subsampling has received little consideration in the literature, 
but it can also yield consistent variance estimators. 
There may, as well, be practical justification for this alternative subsampling scheme. If Rn is quite 
irregular in shape, subsamples based on scaled copies of Rn could become computationally undesirable. 
Also, asymptotic bias expansions for some subsample shape choices can also be particularly tractable, 
which then simplifies the construction of empirical "plug-in" estimates of optimal subsample scaling. 
In the following, we focus on the behavior of modified OL and NOL subsample variance estimators 
fjj OL and f2>wot, assuming sampling sites are observed in RN = Aniîo while a potential OL subsample 
is given by i + ,An/î^) C RN, and NOL subsample consists of ,An(i -t- R^) C RN, for i € Zd. (Both 
templates RQ, R^ are assumed to contain the origin as an interior point and satisfy the same previously 
mentioned boundary condition.) 
Under the conditions and assumptions of Theorem 3.1, the variance of f2 ot can be expanded as 
Var«OL) = KHIg • dG|^n) - [2r«](l + ,(!)). 
The variance constant K'Q is a function of the shape of the subsample prototype RQ, found by substituting 
R^ for Ro in the computation of Ko from Theorem 3.1. For example, if rectangular subrogions are chosen 
based on (—1/2, l/2|d, the above variance of f£ OL becomes 
Var«OL) = (§)'- ' [2r4l(l + o(l)). 
The variance of the non-overlapping version of is the same for all subsample template selections 
fly (or RQ) and appears in Theorem 3.1. 
The bias of each variance estimator f^01 or f% „oc can be deduced from the expressions given in 
Theorems 4.2-4.3 after replacing RQ with the alternative subsample template R^ in the result of each 
theorem. 
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8 Preliminaries for the proofs 
For proving the theorems, we will use C, C(-) to denote generic positive constants that depend on 
their arguments (if any) but not on n or any Zd integers (or Zd lattice points). The real number r, 
appearing in some proofs, always assume the value stated under Condition Mr with respect to the 
lemma or theorem under consideration. Unless otherwise specified, limits in order symbols are taken 
letting n tend to infinity. 
In the following, we denote the indicator function as f(.y (ie. /{.y G {0,1} and I  [ a }  —  1 if and only 
if an event A holds). For two sequences {rn} and {tn} of positive real numbers, we write rn ~ tn if 
Tn/tn —• 1 as n —> oo. We adopt the standard that for a set A: A", 3, and Ac represent the interior, 
closure, and complement of the set, respectively. We write A™" and ,A™" for the largest diagonal 
entries of A„ and ,An, respectively, while ,A^,'„ will denote the smallest diagonal entry of ,A„. 
We require a few lemmas for the proofs. 
Lemma 8.1 Suppose Ty,Ti C Zd = t +- Zd are bounded. Let p,q > 0 where 1/p 4- l/q < 1. // Xt, X2 
are random variables, with Xi measurable with respect to Fz{Ti), i = 1,2, then, 
|Cov(A'l,X2)| < 8(E|Xt|')l/»(E|Xar)l/«a(dis(rltr3);max|ri|)1-1/'-1/', (9) 
provided expectations are finite and dis(Ti, 7%) > 0. 
Proof. Follows from Chapter 1, Doukhan (1994). • 
Lemma 8.2 Let r € Z+. Under Assumption A.3 and Condition Mr, for 1 < m < 2r and any 
T C Zd = t + Zd, 
E(|| Y,  r(s) in $ CMirr'2, ns)  = Z(») - M; (10) 
•6T 
C(a) is a constant that depends only on the coefficients ct(k,l), I < 2r, and E(||Z(t)||2r+<5). 
Proof. This follows from Doukhan (1994, Theorem 1, p. 26-31) and Jensen's inequality. • 
We next determine the asymptotic sizes of important sets relevant to the sampling or subsampling 
designs. For i 6 Zd, let 
.M.n = l,An(i + fi0)nzd| 
denote number of sampling sites in a NOL subregion. (Note ,jV0-n = ,JV„ by definition.) 
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Lemma 8.3 Under Assumptions A.1-A.2, the number of sampling sites within 
(a) the sampling region Rn: Nn = |#n fl Zd| ~ |iZo[ • det(An); 
(b) an OL subsample, i 4- ,A„fio, * € Jot. '• »^n = |«-RnO Zd| ~ |flo| • det(,An); 
(c) a NOL subsample, ,A„(i -t- Ro), i € JNOL • «M,n ~ l#o| • det(,A„). 
The number of 
(d) OL subsamples within Rn : |JOL| ~ |fio| • det(An); 
(e) NOL subsamples within Rn : |«/NOL| ~ |Ro| • det(An) • det(,Aa)_l. 
Proof. To establish Lemma 8.3(a), it is enough to show 
Nn < |{i 6 Zd : (i + (-1/2, l/2jd) n Anfi| = 0}| + 
|{i € Zd : r1 n A„7zg #8,T'n A„7fo / 0; T1 = » + (-1/2, l/2]d}| 
< det(A„)|fio| + |{i 6 A"lZd : Tl D 1§ ^ 0,T' n ^  # 0; T' = i + A~l[-1, l]d}| 
< det(A„)|Ro| + |{i € (A™")-lZd : Tl n / 0, Tl H Tfo * 0; T1 = i + (A™**)-1[—I, l]d}| 
< det(A„)|fiol + 2d|{i 6 (A"")"lZd : T' nfig ji 0.T1 n ± 0; Tl = i + (A"")"l[0, lld}| 
< det(An)|iîo| + C • (A™")d_l, 
where the last inequality follows from the boundary condition on RQ. We use the previous argument to 
find a lower bound on Nn: 
iVn > |{i e Zd : (i + (-1/2, l/2]d) n A„fl§ * 0}| 
> det(A„)|iZol - |{i 6Zd:T'n A„fi§ #0,Tln A»% ± 0; Tl = i + (-1/2,l/2jd}| 
> det(A„)|iîo| — C • (A™")d_l. 
We now have (11). 
Lemma 8.3(b) follows by 
which can be justified simply by replacing (/V„, An, A™~) in the proof of (11) with the subsample 
versions (,iV„,,Afl),A^"). 
(11) 
We first bound Nn from above as follows: 
,Nn - det(,A*)|B6|| < C - (,A™")d_1 
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To show Lemma 8.3(c), we fix I G J not. and note |,An(i + fio)| = det(,A„)|/2o|. With arguments 
similar to those above, we find 
|*M,n — l»An(i 4- Ro)|| 
< |{k € Zd : Tk n ,A„(i + fl|) # 0, rk n ,A*(i + %) ^0; Tk=k + [-1/2, l/2]d}| 
< |{k€Zd:Tkn,An(i + Ââ)îÉ0.rkn,An(i-Hfi^) /0; Tk = k + [—1,l]d}| 
< |{kezd:Tkn,A„lg #0,Tkn,An^7i0; rk = k + [-2,2]d}| 
< C • («A™")d-1, 
by the Ro boundary condition. Lemma 8.3(c) then follows. 
To establish Lemma 8.3(d), we show 
\\JOL\ - det(A„)|fio|| < C - •A^"(A™")D-1. 
Define the set of subsamples near the boundary of RN, say KN, which we then bound. 
KN 
= |{i€ZdnA„flo :(i + ,A„Ro)nAnfl§#0}| 
< |{i € Zd : T1 n ANR% 5* 0, Tl n An% # 0; Tl = i + ,A^"[-l/2, l/2|d}| 
< |{i 6 ,A™"(2A™")-lZd : Tl ^ 0,T'n% # 0;Tl = 2(,A™")-li + ,A^"(2A"")-'[-l, l]d}| 
< l(i € ,A^"(2A"")-lZd : Tl CI # 0,Tl n # 0; T' = i + ,A^"(2A^")-1[-1, l]d}| 
• | { j € Z d :  2 ( s A ™ " ) _ l j  €  [ — 2 , 2 ] d } |  
< C • (,A^")d(2{,A^"}-lA^")d-1 
< C • ,A£" - (A£")d_l (12) 
using the boundary condition on RQ in the second-to-last inequality. The result follows by applying the 
bound on KN, \ JOL\ = JVn — KN, and (11). 
Finally, for proving Lemma 8.3(e), it suffices to show 
||-WI - {det(,A„)}-1 det(An)|fio|| < C • W')D~L 
where A™"' denotes the largest entry of (,Atl)-lA„. Because |/NOl| = |{i € Zd n A„Ao : i + 
(—1/2, l/2|d C (.A,,)-1 A„flo}|, we may use the boundary condition on Ro and proceed as in the 
proof of (11) to obtain the desired result. The proof of Lemma 8.3 is now complete. D 
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We require the next lemma for counting the number of subsampling regions which are separated by 
an appropriately "small" integer translate; we shall apply this lemma in the proof of Theorem 3.1. For 
k = (fci,..., kd)' € Zd, define the following sets, 
Jn(k) = |{i6 JOL : i + k + ,AnRo C AnRo}\, £„ = {k € Zd : |fc,| < .Aj = l,...,d}. 





Proof: For k 6 En, define the set J'(k) and bound its cardinality: 
j;(k) = |{ie JOL :(i + k + ,Anfio)nA„fig/0}| 
< |{i e JOL : (i + ,A„(-2,2|d) n Anfif # 0}| 
< |{i € Zd : T' n A„flg ^ 0,Tl n A# 0 for Tl = i + ,A™"[-2,2]d}| 
< C • «A™" • (A™")d~l, 
by the boundary condition on Ro. We have then that for all k 6 En, 
IJou\  >  Jn(k) = \J O L \  -  J:(k) > |Jot| -C • «A™" . (A"")d-1, 
where C > 0 does not depend on k 6 En. By Assumption A.2 and the growth rate of |/OL| from 
Lemma 8.3, the proof is complete. O 
9 Proof of Theorem 3.1 
We now provide a theorem which captures the main contribution to the asymptotic variance expan­
sion of the OL subsample variance estimator f^>OL (presented in Theorem 3.1). 
Theorem 9.1 For i € Zd, let Riitl = i+,#n, Y\,n = V'(Z|,„-/t), where Z|,„ = ,Nn~l Z.€z"nflt.„ Z(s) 
and ,Rn — ,An/Zo- Under the Assumptions and Conditions of Theorem 3.1, 
,Nn £ Cov{Yln,Y£n) = ^0-2^(1 + 0(1)), 
k 6S. 
where the constant KQ is defined in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. Treated in Section 11. • 
For clarity of exposition, we will prove Theorem 3.1, parts (a) and (b), separately for the OL and 
NOL subsample variance estimators. The arguments involved are quite different in both cases. 
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9.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1(a) 
For i € JOL,  we use a Taylor's expansion of H{-) (around N) to rewrite the statistic 9i,„ = H(Z\,N) 
evaluated on the subregion JÏ|,„ = i + ,Rn, ,Rn = ,Anfio. Write, for i € Zd, 
»!,„ = + EC^--^0+2E(Z',na! M)a fv-WHUi+U&n-Mdu 
l|o||i=l 
= + ^t,n + Ql,n (say). 
Hall. =2 
We also have 
9n = \Jol\~1 E êi-» = + i^r1 E r'-« + i-V E Qi" 
iÇJoL i6*/OL l€^OL 
= + YN + QN-
The overlapping subsample variance estimator f^ OL can be expanded as: r* OL = 
(13) 
(H)  
77T E % + TZTT Z QL + E «.»«••» " ^  " <3n - 2(f„)(Q„) 
JJotl lejot lJ°'l ieJoL ieJOL 
We will accomplish the proof in two parts by showing 
(15) 
w v




We will begin with proving (a) above. WLOG assume fi = 0 and that each diagonal component of ,A„ 
is greater than 1. For k € Zd, let <jn(k) = Cov(F02n, Yg_n). We first decompose 
(,iVn/|/OL|)2Var( E Kn) = UV„/|J0,I)2( E MWnik) + E J"»(k)*»(k)) 
ie Jot kGE. kez^g, 
— A,n + h,N (say), 
and we will individually handle the quantities h,n,h,n-
By stationarity and Lemma 8.2, we bound the covanances between subsampling regions: |<7n(k)| < 
E(Yç n) < C(,iVn)-2, k € Zd. Using this covariance bound, Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4, and |En| < 
3ddet(,A«): 
Jn(k) (,Nn)2/\JOL\ • E »n(k) - h.n 
k6£„ 
< c - . max 1 -
\JOL\ 
Then applying Theorem. 9.1 and Lemma 8.3, 
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By (17) and (18), we need only show that fz.n = o(det(,An)/det(An)) to complete the proof of (16)(a). 
For i e Zd, denote a set of lattice points within a translated rectangular region: 
= n ( - r.^'i/2, r.Ayi/2]j n zd, 
where [-] represents the "ceiling" function above. Note that for k = (fci,..., kj)' 6 Zd\En, there exists 
j € {1,... ,d} such that |fc,| > implying dis(flo,n n Zd, fîk.n n Zd) > dis(T°, T*) > 1. Hence, 
sequentially using Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2, we may bound the covariances â„(k), k 6 Zd \ En, in terms of 
the mixing coefficient a(-, •), as follows: 
|»n(k)| < 8[E(y0^2r+,)/r)]2r/t2r+j)Q(dis(fio.n n Zd, fik,n n Zd), ,Nn)s^r+s^ 
< c • (.JV„r2a(dis(7M), ,Nn)s"2r+s\ (19) 
We define a scalar term: £ = (,A£,!,)e and e = 1/2•(k• J/[(2r + S)(2rd — 1 — 1/d)] + 1) < 1 by Condition 
Mr. By the bound on ir(k) in (19) and the fact that J„(k)/|JOL| < 1 for all k 6 Zd, we have 
|/2,a| < c • IJolI"1 f; (^C(i^i)a(ï, .Nn)W+s\ (20) 
r=l j=l 
Q-J.») = |{i e Zd : dis(T°,T*) = x = inf{|vj - m^| : v 6 T°, w 6 Tj}}|. 
The function C(xj,n) counts on the number of translated rectangles 7% that lie a distance of x (measured 
by dis(-, •)) from the rectangle T° and, simultaneously, x is the distance between these rectangles realized 
in the jth coordinate direction for j = l,...,d. If, for i € Zd and i > 1 € Z+ and some j € ,ci}, 
dis(r°,T*) = x = inf{|uj - w,-| : v 6 T°, w 6 7^}, then |i,| = [, A'f'] + x — 1 with the remaining 
components of i, namely im for m € {l...d}\ {j}, being consequently constrained by |im| < ,A£' + x. 
We use this observation to further bound the right hand side of (20) by: 
C-UocrfXE H 3(.A^'+x))a(x,.iV„)^2r+i> 
r=l j=l m=l,J5Ém 
- g • detj'An) [E 4- Ê aJ-l[ai(«)ff(.^»)]'/(ap+fll 
I <"•' j—i i=i x=L<]+i 
< c • ^ rrr- '.)_i [li + {,X"LpZTrS) ' É *2rd-d-lal(x)'"2->] 
1 0tl J=l Z=l<j+l 




= o (det(,A„)/ det((An)), 
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with Assumptions A.l and A 3 and where the last line follows from ,A<£i}a > 1, I — o(,A^L) (because 
e~l * d • K • <5/(2r + j) < 2rd — d), and Condition Mr. The resulting bound can be contrasted to the 
bound of '|A|' in Politis and Romano (1994, p.2024). This completes the proof of (16)(a). 
To establish (16)(b), first note that 
|Var(f2.ot) - Ai>rl| < [a& + aV~ + A^2 + A\[\ + 2a\[~ + 2Ag^j - Ai,„, 
Ai.n = {.^«)8Var(|Jo<.|-lE.6/oLi?»), A2.n = (.MO'-Var^), 
A3.n = (.JVu)2Var(|Jot|-lE,€JotQ?.n). A,.„ = (,/Vn)2Var(Q=), 
As,n = (,iVn)2Var(|Jot|-lE16Jol.nr,Qi.n), A6,n = (,JVn)2Var(ynQn). 
By (16)(a), Ai,„ = 0(det(,&,)/ det(A„)), it suffices to show that A,-,„ = o(det(,A„)/det(A„)) for each 
j  =  2, . . . ,  6 .  
Consider A2in first. We observe that 
•k. < (.JV„)=E(f^) = Y. "(s)V'Z(«)]''); (21) 
° Su(5) = s , .ER,nz". 
By mixing Condition Mr and Doukhan (1994, Theorem 3, p.31) (similar to Lemma 8.2), 
E([ E w(s)V'Z(s)]4) < C • (iV„)2. 
»6«„nz* 
Because JV„ = 0(| JOL|), det(,A„) = 0(,iV„), and det(,A*) = o(|/OL|) (by Lemma 8.3 and Assumption 
A.2), it follows from the above moment bound and (21) that indeed Ag,» = o(det(,A„)/ det(An)). 
Now we will consider As,„. Write <Ti,„(k) = Cov(Y0,nQo,n, >k,n<3k,n), k € Zd. Then, 
(.Nn)2 
kez' 
< irf ( E i^..(k)t+ E i»i.n(k)0-
' 
OL
' kee, kez*\e„ 
For k e En, note 
l*i.n(k)| < Var(Fo.nOo.n) < E(y02nQâ,„) < C - E(||Z0.„||6(1 + ||Z0.„||2a)) < C - {,1V„)"3 
by Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 using also that |Yo.nQo.nl < C - [||Z0,n||3(l + ||Zo,n||a)]- By this bound and 
|£n| < 3d det(,Arl), we establish: 
M.n = E /n(k)â!,„(k) 
•''«"•I 
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after applying the set growth conditions from Lemma 8.3. Likewise, we obtain a bound on the covan­
ances <ri,n(k), k € Zd \ En, 
l*i.»(k)| < 8[E(|yo,nQo,n|(2r+,)/r)l2r/(2r+,) ' a(dis(fi<,,„ n Zd, flk,« n Zd), A)i/lîr+,,) 
< C • (,iVn)~3a(dis(T°,T^),,Nn)s^r+^ 
by the stationarity of the random field Z(-), the moment bound from Lemma 8.1, and Lemma 8.2. 
Using this covariance inequality and repeating the same steps used to majorize lh,n from the proof of 
(16)(a) (see (19),(20)), we have: 
and hence A8,„ = o^det(,A„)/det(A„)j. 
By symmetry to AS,N above, A3i„ = o(det(,An)/det(A„)) because for k € En, 
|Cov«32,„,Qi,J| < Var(Qo,n) < E(<&„) < C • E[||Z0,„||8(1 + \\Z0,n\\"a)) < C • (,Nn)~4 
with Lemma 8.2 and, for k € Zd \ En, 
|Cov«„,QL)l 
- 2r X t/(2r+j) 
E(||Zo.„||4(2r+,)/r + ||Zo,n||(4+2o)(2r+,$)/r)] a(dis(fio.n n Zd, Rk.n n Zd), ,Nn)s J 
< C - (,Nn)~*a(dis(T°, T*), .Nn)s'{2r+s). 
VVe will now handle A,,„. Define the function : Z+ —• Z+ such that: for m € Z+, 
Cn(m) = ||(v, w,x,y) 6 (Z4)4 : |v,-|,|u/j|,|zj|,|yj| < Ay/2, j = 1 ,...,d; 
dis([7^ U rn n Zd,P» U2*1 n Zd) = m}|. 
Then, similar to the counting arguments used in (19), 
5a(0)<C.[det(An)]3-[det(,An)l2 
and for m > 1 € Z+, 
Ç„(m) < C • [det(A„)l3 - ( 3d ^(m + .A'-») • £(m + .Ap-1 j . 
\ J=I J=I / 
Note for v, w,x,y € Zd, |Cov((3v,nQw-R, Qx,„Qy>„)| < E(Q^n) < C-{,Nn)~* by Holder's inequality 
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and stationarity, and if dis([T* U 7%] n Zd, [T* U n Zd) = m > 1, 
|Cov(Qv,nQw,ni Qx,nQy,n)I 
< 8 [E(|Qv,aQw.n|(2r+4)/r) • E(|Q,,„Qy,„|<2r+i)/r)] r/(2r+,)a(m, 2,JVn),/(2r+4) 
< 8[E(|(3o,„|2(2r+j)/r)]2r/(2r+<)a(m, 2,Nn)s^r+s^ 
< C • [E(||Z0,„||4(2r+,)/r + ||Z0.n||(4+2o)(2r+,)/r)]2r/(2r+<)a(m, 2.jV„),/(2r+,) 
< C • (.Nn)-*a(m, 2,Nn)SH2r+S)-




= 0({det(An)}-1) = o(det(1An)/det(An)), (22) 
from Lemma 8.2, the above bounds on <„(•) and the involved covanances, and the same arguments used 
in (20). 
For the last term A8,nt we the previous moment bounds for Ao,n from (21) and for Qo,n-
A*.n < [(,jV„)2E(f4)|V= • [(.iV„)2E(Q4)ll/= < C.,iVn.|Jot|-l[(,Wn)2E((3â,n)]L/2 
< C-\JOL\~1 = o(det(,A„)/det(An)), 
using Lemma 8.3. We have now established (16)(b) and thus the proof of Theorem 3.1(a) is now 
finished. • 
9.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1(b) 
The non-overlapping subsampling regions, by construction, may not always contain the same number 
of sampling sites, which complicates the proof slightly. To simplify the counting arguments involved, 
we first identify the set 
,P„ = {t€ .Anflo nZd:i + [-1/2, l/2]d C ,A„fio}. 
Note if k 6 JNOL then there exists a fie E Zd such that dis(t^,k) < 1/2. Then we have that 
H.+AC »An(k + flo)n Zd. (23) 
In essence, there are at least |,Pn| sampling sites in each NOL subregion, ,A„(i + Ro) ,  i € JNOL- Also, 
applying the counting arguments used to show Lemma 8.3 (based on the boundary condit ion on Ro) ,  
I .Pn - .A„|iio| | < c-(jA™")d_1. (24) 
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We denote, for each i 6 Zd, the NOL subrogions Âi,n = ,A„(i +- RQ) and their respective sample means 
4» = E ^(»): .M,n = |fl,,nnzd|. 
" »eRi,»r\Z(< 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1(a), the subsample evaluations of the statistic of interest, 9|>n = H(ZIT„), 
i € JNOL, can be expressed through a Taylor's expansion of if(-) around /x: 
9i.n = + 53 ca(Zlt(l - M)° + 2 53 Al - u;)D°ff(/i + w(2,.„ - f,))jw 
l|o||i = l l|a||i=2 Q" 0 
= #(>*) + îi.n + Ql.n-
In the following, we assume ft = 0 (WLOG) and that each diagonal entry of is greater than 2, with 
the smallest diagonal component again denoted as ,A^,%. 
We will accomplish the proof of Theorem 3.1(b) in two parts by showing (
°> Hà JL •N^ )  - dHw • +»<">• 
(6) |var(f2iNOL) - Var fry^—j- 53 I = o(det(,A„)/det(A„)). I \\JSOL\ lej^oL ) | 
(25) 
We will begin with showing that (a) above holds. For k € Zd, let 
•Âi(k) = {i € JHOL : ' + k 6 J.VOL}< (26) 
and define 
^n(k) = 53 ' »M+k,n " Cov(yi*n, yi+k,,,). 
ieJ.(k) 
Then we may express the variance: 
Var^lJ^otl 1 53 iM.nii'n) — I^nolI 2 j ^3 ^â(k) + 53 + ^n(®) 
iÇJftOL \ *€*< \o<a»ia«<i m«»>i 
= Ut.n + U2,n + |/WOL|_2^(0) (say). (27) 
We first prove U2,n = o(|J.vo«.| '). noting that det(,A„)/det(A„) = O(|/„OL|~1). 
If k = (fc[,...,kd)' € Zdsuch that |flc||oo > 1 and i 6 Jn(k), then 
dis(fîi,„ n Zd, fil+k,„ n Zd) > dis(.An[-l/2, l/2]d, ,A«(k H- [-1/2, l/2]d)) 
= 
= (|fcm. | — 1).A£1 for some m* € {1,..., d}. 
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The above follows from the fact that for x € ,An[—1/2, l/2]d, y € ,An(k + [—1/2, l/2]d), dis(x,y) > 
max{0,(|fc,| - 1). Aj"'} for each j = l,...,d. And dis(x\y*) = (|fcm.| - 1), A£l for x" = 1/2 -
,An(sign(A;i),... ,sign(fcd))' 6 ,A»[-l/2, l/2|d, y* = ,A„k - x'€ ,A„(k + [-1/2, l/2]d). 
Thus, if j € {l...d},j ^  m', we then have |fc3| < (|fcm. | — 1),A£1 • (,A^"')-1 + 1. Note also if k 6 Zd, 
||k||oo > 1, and L € Jn(k), then 
sM.n • »^l+k,n|Cov(yi"n, 
< c • ,M.n • ,jV.+k.n • [E(||Zi,„||2(2r+,)/r)E(||Z,+k.n||2<2r+,)/r)]r/t2r+<) 
/ \ <$/(2r+£) 
•a((|fcm*| - 1) L.AmU, max{,jVi,n,.M+k,n}) 
< C-a((|fcm.| - l)L*Am-J> rC.det(,A„)l)'/(2r+<$)-
by Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 and ,M.n,»M+k,n < det(,An)|Ro| +C • (,A"")d_l < C • det(,A„) from (24). 
Hence, we have 
<  r r - i E  ^ d ( i + z ) - ' E ^ " ' ^ . d e t ( ^ ) ^ / ' 2 ^  
l1'"01-1 r=l L j=l i=l J 
- P&igk" (g)"' + 
n Z im.«\ d-L °° z I \(»l _|\2rd-d-l 
5 irate) w.*.)!-"»"''g 
- i^o.i (X-:)2rd-d-1 èî ll ) 
= 
°G^b)' 
by Assumptions A.l, A 3 and Condition Mr (eg. d • K  •  £/(2r + J) < 2rd — d — 1). 
We now handle t/i,„ and we wish to show, as with Ui.n above, that [7l-n = o(| JNOL|-1)- For k e Zd, 
0 < ||k||<x, < 1, fix i € J„(k). Define the scaling quantity I = (.ALL)', where e = 1/2 (1 +d-K-S/[{2r + 
S)(2rd — d— 1)]) < 1 (as in the proof of Theorem 3.1(a)). 
For each coordinate direction j = 1,..., d, let the set 
{x G Rd : 1/2 - .Ay < Xj - ij < 1/2 - ,A^' + £} if kj = 1, 
{x 6 Rd : -1/2 - ,Ay- l < X j  - i, < -1/2 - ,Aj" } if fc, = -1, 
0 if kj = 0, 
as well as the set !£•' = UJ=1T*£. 
=: 
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With respective to the same fixed i € Jn(k), we then decompose the sum: 
,M+k.nii+k.n = 53 V'Z(s) + 53 V'Z(S) 
»eâl+k,„nz'nT?-1 »6fil+i..„nz-<\T;-1 
= + Sj^ i n . 
Then, we make the subsequent observations in (l)-(5) below: 
(1) It holds that: 
|E(fu, • sM.„ • s;,lin)| 
< [E(j>^)E(|5w,,,„!3)E(|s;,lin|3)]l/3 
< ^-(|fil+k.nnzJnrk-'|)1/2 • (|fll+k,„nzd\r„k-l|)1/2 
c f «1 \ l/2 
< |-^-j^det(,An)53(.A}-|)-lJ (det(,A„)|fîo| +C • (»A™")d-l)1/'2 
= o(l),  
by Lemma 8.2, Assumption A.l, \,Pn\ < ,Nltll < det(,A„)|Ro| + C • (,A™**)d~l by (24), and the 
inequalities: 
d d 
|R,+k.„ n zd nTk'»| < 53 |fi1+k,n n zd nrk;l| < £det(.A„) 53(.a<">)-1. j=1 ;=i 
(2) Likewise, 
E(y,:„-S2,,,n) < [E(%)E(^J]V: 
< c-\,pn\-l(edet{.^)'pyïTl>) =o(l). 
(3) |E(% - - E(r=n)E(S;l„)| = |Cov(%, md 
|Cov(y=n, %J| 
< 8[E(^2r+j,/r)E[(S;2,,n)(2r+j'/r]]r/<2r+d)a(L£J,max{,M.n ,,iVl+k,n})j/(2r^) 
< C - (det(,An)|Ao| +C • (,A™")d-1)|,P„|-1a(L£J, pC • det(,An)l)4/(2r+i> 
= o(l). 
by Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 and a(|_£J, \C - det(,A„)1)4/(2r+<f) < C - det(,An)'"$/(2r+<> = o(l) 
by Assumption A.3 and Condition Mr (similar arguments appear in the proof of Theorem 3.1(a)), and 
dis(s,+k.„nzd\rk-«, RUnnzd) > i. 
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(4) Applying Lemma 8.2, 
- {.M+k.„rlE(S&„)l 
< M.M+k.n}-1 • max{[E(S2,l-n) • E(S&„)]E^j} 
/ ,d  \ = / -
< C - imM2^|,Pnrl<det(,An) E('Aj"')-1 J = «(!)-
(5) By Lemma 8.2, ,JV|,nE(>^n) < C and from (24), 
< |.P„rl(det(,An) -t-C - (,A™")d-1) = 0(1). 
«m-frk.n 
Because the bounds in items (l)-(5) above do not depend on i € Jn(k), for k 6 ZD with 0 < ||k||oc < 
1, we can obtain the desired result for UI,N' 
1 ^ 
U\,n < |4»OL| K€IJ 
o<Hhaao<i 
i m.ax ) ,NI,N • ,M+k.r.Cov(y,-n, = °(irâi) 
We now closely examine the remaining quantity in (27), |JWOL| 2ô-* (0), whicli asymptotically de­
termines the variance on the left hand side of (25)(a). First, we note the expansion 
ÏT^IF = îwp leÇotl,Nl,nl2Vat(li>l^ )' 
For i 6 JHOL, write 
SI,N = V Z{S), 
»e(vi+./>„)nZ'' 
where the vector f| is defined in (23). Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality (twice), 
|(.WVar(f&) - Var([.M,al-lS?,n)| 
< 2(l + {Var([.M,n]-1Sl=n)}1/= ) -im^2|Var(.iV1,nyi;„ - [.M.nl"1^) 
< 2{l + [,Af,.n|-'[E(^J|^} - ^axjE[(.#..%, - [.M.n]-1^^)2]} 






here we used also Lemma 8.2 for the bound: E(S,4n) < C - [,M,n]2, i 6 JNOL, as well as inequalities for 
set sizes: |,Pn| < ,NI%N and 
I ,'V,.n - |.Pn| I < I ,jVl>n - det(jAn)|iZo| I + I |,P„| - det(,An)|Aol I < C-(.A™")'-1, (28) 
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by the boundary condition for Ro and (24). The above, in turn, yields 
i^ l8:(01 5 RbCiir2""1'")1 -(nsb) 
and then 
p4-p| Y. V"(l."i.„|-1S,=„) - !/.«! Var(|.P.|-'%.)| 
KnolI *€«/NOL 
< c-
[,iV..rt]3 - \.PnI2 
[Au]2!.^!2 
\.pn\2 detQAnjlflol+C-U—)d~l 
l.p»l4 =  ° ( i râ ) '  
(29) 
! JNOLI 
using Lemma 8.2 and (28). We now have demonstrated that 
||.Wra*;(0) - |J«oL|-lVar(|.Pn|-l5g,n)| = ° • 
We then may focus simply on S0,n in evaluating |7NOL|-25^(0). We find the limiting distribution 
of So,n: 
I P^JI/2 ' 5O,N —> V'ZOO, a normal JV(0,T2) random variable, 
by applying the Bolthausen (1982) CLT under Assumptions A.3-A.4 with Condition JV/r, and noting 
the boundary requirement is satisfied: 
for d[,Pn n Zdj = {i 6 ,Pn H Zd : there exists some m 6 Zd \ ,Pn, dis(i, m) = 1}, 
\d[,PnnZd]| < |{ieZd:T'n,AnÂ;#0,T'n,AnÂg ^ 0; T' = i + [-2,2|d}| 
= o(|,Pn|). 
Because, by Lemma 8.2, E(5q „) < C-|(Pn|3 for all n, we have that the collection of random variables 
{UPal~rSof„}£Li, for x = 1 or 2, is uniformly integrable so that 
E[|,Pnr2S5,„] —• E([V'Z«,l4)=3r4, E^P^-1^,n] E([7'Z«|2) = f=, 
(30) 
Var(|4P„|_l/aS0,n) —> 2r4. 
By combining (30) with the limit: [det(A„)|i?o|]/[det(,An)|/wol,|] —• 1 (by Lemma 8.3) and using 
both (27) and (29) [that is, U\<n,U^n — o(det(,A„)/det(A„))j, we establish (25)(a). 
We turn our attention now to showing (25) (b). We first rewrite the following difference, based on 
an algebraic expansion of fj* Not: 
8 
tLVOL - 1-Arot.n1 53 where, (31) 
IE.//VOL 1=1 
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Âl,n = 2\JNOL\ 1 12ISJNOL iM.nïî.nQl.n Âî.n = |-Arot| 1 HI£JNOL ^T,NQI<N 
ÂA.n = |JNO{.| 1 (I3iEJFIOL ^4," = I^NOLI 1 [HlçJNOL Qn 
•Âs.n = —2|JNOLI lYn SltJwot Âs.n — ~2| JNOL\ 'On 53I6JNOL 
Âî.n = —2| JNOI.| li"n 52ie_/„OL «^l.nQi.n Âs.n = ~2| JNO£,| lQn 53leJ/voL '^l,nQl,ni 
and here we analogously define 
YN = I JNOLI 1 ^2 QN — I-ATOLI ' ^2 Ql.«-
l€^NO& I6- / /VOL 
By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the left hand side of (25) (b) is less than 
1/2 
(^{Var(4)}'/2)'+ (ÊWÂ^)}1^)2. Var(|JNOt|-1 £ ^U*?») 
i=i L 1=1 i eJftoL 
With the established order of the variance in (25)(a), it suffices to show that Var(.4,,„) = o(| J.votl-1). 
i = After noting (det(,An)|JNOL|)/det(An) —> |flo| by Lemma 8.3, we will then have the 
desired proof of (25) (b). 
For k 6 Zd and J„(k) from (26), we apply Lemma 8.2 to get the following covariance bound: 
max • ,JVl+k.nlCovfyi.nQi.n, f'l+k,nQi+k.n)| 
iev„(k) 
< max ,M.n • .M+k.„(E[(yi,nQ,,n)2]E[(yi+w,„Qi+k,n)3])1/= i6J,(k) 
< C • max . ,M+k.n [E(||ZI.„||6 + ||Z1,„||8+2O)E(||ZI+K,N||D + ||Z1+K,„||6+2'')] ' lej-(k) L J . jiV|.„ - ,jVl+k lB(i Ln|l" ,. |-T'- || i+k.n||" [| , k.nir^-)il/2 6J,
< C- max [fiV|in • ,iVl+ki„]~1/2 l€J»(k) 
< C-UPnl"1. (32) 
And for k € Zd such that ||k||^ > 1, we apply Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 to bound the covariances 
* •''^l+k,n|Cov(yiirlQ|ira, V*t+k,nQâ+k,n)l 
< max 18 • .N^ . 1M+k,a(E[(Fl,nQt,rt)(2r+<S)/r]E[(yi+k nQ|+k nj(2r+d)/r]y/(2r+<i' 
Bka«>i 
x J/(2r+4) ) 
maa^lfcjl - 1),A^'J, max{,JViirt,,jV|+k.„}) | 
< C - |.P„|-1'admKflfc,-! - 1),A<-'J, [C - det(.&.)l)^2^ (33) 
resembling the bounds used for handling L/jz.n in (27). Following symmetrical arguments (based on 
Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2), 
max • i^Vi+k-n|Cov(Q2n, Q2+k-n)| < C • \,Pn| 2, 
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max • ,iVl+ki„|Cov(Qff„, Q?+k-n)| (34) 
Ikû» 
< C • |.Pn|-2 • a(l nw« (|fc,-| - l).A<">j, rC -det(.An)l)J/^+j). 
Using the covariance bounds from (32), (33), and the two in (34), we can repeat the same arguments 




-' = °(|J-—|-I^.p)-°(p^ii) • 
Similar to the treatment of the 'Az,*' term in the proof of Theorem 3.1(a) for r% OL (see (21)), 
we rewrite YN = (|,P„| - I/VOLI)""1 T.U=JNOL l«pn|îî.n as a weighted sum. To this end, let w(s) = 
|,P„| - [,jV|,„]-1 - s € Z", so that 0 < cv(s) < 1. Now apply the moment bound from 
Doukhan (1994, Theorem 3, p.31) and (28): 
Var(Â3,„) < E(Â5,„) 
< cM.p*r'i.wr4(i.wrl E ,m,„) E f 
^ ISJNOL ' V-sG/innz' 
5 t ' l»Pn| 4|-//VOL| 4 f |-AVOLI 1 ( ^2 t^ i.n 
i€ Jnol. XIEAVOL 
C maxiejWOL[, iV|,ra|4 
- I^OLI3 l,P„l4 
I^NOLI" \,P nl 
Likewise, by Lemma 8.2, 
so that 
I^NOLI 
Var(A5,„) < E(A|n) 
1/2 
C T • (det(,A„) + C - (.A™")''-1 )3 (36) 
< [E(y4)E[(ijNOt|-1 E .iv^nn)4]) 
TÇ.<JHOL 
< c-[i.p„r4iJwotrs( 52 .M.N)T/2 
L xie/woL ' J 
< C - IsPnl^l/^R 'CdetUAn) +C- (.A™")"-1)2 = 0(|/NOL|- 2 ) .  
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With respect to the bounds on E(K„ ) and (36), we can use elementary moment inequalities to produce 
Var(Â7,„) < E(Â?,J 
< [E(K4) -, maxL{[.M,nl4E(Q?,„)}] ^  
< c- [i,p„r4i.wr,(' E M*) 1 ' 
w i SJNOU 
< C • |,P„r2| J»ot|-l(det(JAn) + C • (.A™")"-1) 
= 0({det(A„)}"1) = o(\JNOt\-1); 
Var(Â8.„) < E(Ai,„) 
1/2 
1€JNOL 
< C-[I.P„|-VNOL|"4( 52 ,M,ny] ' 
v I€^NOL 
= C?({det(An)} l) = o(|JNOL| '). 






oo d d 
(l + E[Ê(x + l)-l(.Ay)-d f[(i,A^ + .A^')]a(Li,Al,:.,J, \C • det(.A„)1)^2r+'") 
^ z=l m=l / 
= 0({det(A„) det(,An)}-1) = o(|JNOL|"1). (37) 
This finishes the proof of (25)(b). With (25) established, the proof of Theorem 3.1(b) is now complete. 
• 
10 Proofs for Sections 4, 5 and 6 
10.1 Preliminaries 
We will use the following lemma concerning r* = Nn\ar((9n) to prove the theorems pertaining to 
bias expansions of f* ot and r*<flOL. 
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Lemma 10.1 Under the Assumptions and Conditions of Theorem 3.1, 
( ) = r2 + 0(fdet(An)]~I/'2) 
( ) >/N„ (ôn — 9 j A/*(0, r2). 
Proof. We begin with showing Lemma 10.1(a). By a Taylor's expansion of 9„ = H(ZH„) around /*, we 
have 
]Tc0(Z*„ -,,)»+2 £ ^ (Z*..-,,)'1 f\l-u>)DaH(n + u(ZNn -H))<Lj 
l|o||,=l l|o||l=2 ' J° 
= H(h) + ?n„ +Qftn (say) 
and so jV„Var(9„) = /VnVar(f/v„ + Qw„). Assume WLOG that /t = 0. For k € Zd, let JVn(k) = |{i 6 
fl„ fl Zd : i + k 6 fin}|. Then, for k ^ 0 6 Zd, it holds that 
iVn(k) < tV„, 
M, < iV„(k)+|{i6Zrf:r'nAn^/0,r'nA„SS^0; T' = i + ||k||00[-l,l]d}| 
< iV„(k) + (3||k||00)d|{i 6 Zd : Tl ^ 0.T' nfîf ^  0; T' = (A™")~l(i + [0, l]d)}| 
< jV„(k)+C.(||k||co)d(A™")''-1, (38) 
by the boundary condition on fio- Also, by Lemma 8.1 and stationarity, for each k 56 0 6 Zd: 
l<7(k)| < 8||V||2 - [E(||Z(t)||(2r+<)/r)]2r/(2r+,$)a(l|k||«,l)</(2r+'$) 
< C-a1(||k|t00),/(2r+'5>, keZd. (39) 
Using |{k £ Zd : ||k||oo = x}| < 2(2z +• l)d_1, the covariances are absolutely summable over Zd: 
OO 
Y. Iff(k)l < |<r(0)| + C - 53 2(2z -h l)d-lal(z)'f/(2r+'$) < 00. (40) 
keZ< e=l 
Using the set and covariance bounds above and (40), we find 
jVnVar(fîvJ = ^" 53 iVn(k)t7(k) = r2 + /„; t2 = 53 <r(k) (41) 
" kGZ* keZ* 
where with (38) and (40): 
Knl < -r^ 53|jVn-iVn(k)hk(k)| 
" kez' 
< = o ([det(An)l"l/d) . (42) 
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By elementary moment bounds and Lemma 8.2, 
NnVar(QNJ < iVnE(Q2„J < C • JVn[E(||Z^||4) + E(||ZAfJ|4+2a)] = 0(det(An)-1). 
Finally, with the above variance bounds for Ysn and Qs\, we apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to 
the covariance 
Nn\Cov(Y„n,QNJ\ < [iV„Var(yivj]^[iVnVar(QNj]^ < C[det(An)]-1'2. 
The order of the difference |iVnVar(Ôn) - r2! is set by the bound on the covariance Cov(>frn,<2/v„)-
To establish Lemma 10.1(b), we can apply the Bolthausen (1982) CLT to a normalized form of 
YNN = V(Z/v„ — /*)• VVe note also that the boundary condition for the CLT is satisfied because 
9[fl„ n Zd] = {i 6 Rn n Zd : there exists some m 6 R„ n Zd, dis(i,m) = 1}, 
\d[Rn n z d ] \  <  |{i 6 zd : rl n / 0, r1 n a„7z= / 0; r1 = i + [-1, i]d}| 
< C • (A™")d-1 = o(Nn). 
Hence, by Lemma 10.1(a) and E(f/v„ ) = 0, n > 1, we apply the CLT under Assumptions A.1-A.5 and 
Condition Mr: 
-V(O,T2). 
In the proof of Lemma 10.1(a), we established that NnE(Q]fn) —• 0, so that \/Nn • Q/v„ converges 
to zero in probability. Because 9 = H(n), the distributional result in (b) above follows from Slutsky's 
theorem. • 
We first establish a few lemmas which help compute the bias of the estimators f2_OL and f2>NOt. 
Lemma 10.2 Let Ri<n = ,A„(i + Ro), ,M.n = |Zd n fi,„ = [,iV|>r.]-1 E,ez4nA,,nV'(Z(s) - fi) 
for i € Zd. Suppose d > 2 and that, in addition to Assumptions A.l - A.5, Conditions Di and Mi+a 
hold. Then, 
E«oJ-.iV0,n.E(y?,„) 
=: O ({det(,An)}-1/2) + o ({det(,An)}"1^) . 
E(^,.voJ - l-WI"1 Ei6W .M,„ • E(%) 
Proof. We shall begin by considering E(f2ot) and adopt the same notation used in (13) and (14) 
(Z|,n, yi,n, etc.). By stationarity and the algebraic expansion in (15): 
E«ol) = ,JVn[E(Y02„) + E(QS.J + 2E(r0,nQo,n) - E(K2) - E(Q2) - 2E(FnQn)]. 
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With the moment arguments based on Lemma 8.2 and Condition Dr, we have 
,NnE(YS<n) < C, ,iV„E (QU < C-(,Nn)-\ 
(43) 
,JVnE(Yn2) < C- .N n - (N n )~ l ,  ,N n E(Ql )  < .JVnE(Q§,n), 
where bound on ,NnE{Y%) follows from (21). By Holder's inequality and Assumption A.2: 
E(f2,OL) = ,jV„ . E(Y<?,J + o((.JVnr1/2) + o(.JVn • (Ar„rl). (44) 
Note that E(y(?_„) = E(K02_n), ,Nn = ,JV0-n. Hence, applying Lemma 8.3 and det(,A„)/det(A„) = 
o({det(,A„)}) by Assumption A.2, we establish Lemma 10.2 for i^
-OL. 
We now show Lemma 10.2 for f* NOt. An algebraic expansion of t*nol is given in (31). We now 
use the growth rates in Lemma 8.3 and also (28). By the moment bound arguments in (32) and (34), 
it follows that 
E|Ai,„| < max max - ,JV|+k.a|E(%)E(Q[jl ' < C • {det(,A„)}~l/2, 
k€JNOL leJ„(k) L J 
E|A2,„| < maxi
€
jNOL ,Nt,n • E(Q?„) < C • (det(,A„)}-1. 
Likewise, from elementary expectation inequalities, (28), and Lemma 8.2, 
E|Â4,„| < [maxie/„ot ^maxleJ(Vot E(Qj j] < C-{det(,A»)}-\ 
E|Ag,„| < [(max,6Jwot[.iV,.rlpE(Q?ij)(max,6WE(Qft„))]l/2 < C • {det(.An)}'1-
With (35) and (36) (and the other corresponding variance bounds) and Holder's inequality, we have 
E|A3.n|, E|AS,„| < C-\JNOL\-1-, E|Ae,„|, E|A7,„| < C • {det(A„)}-^2. (45) 
Hence, taking expectations in (31), we now find 
E«„OJ = I^OL|-1 £ .M,n-E(y,=„) + O ({det(,A„)r1/2) +O(|jwot|-1). 
I€*/NOL 
Lemma 10.2 for f^ NOL then follows from Lemma 8.3 and Assumption A.2. • 
We establish the following lemma that provides a small refinement to Lemma 10.2 made possible 
when the function £?(•) is smoother. We shall make use of this lemma in bias expansions of f^ ot and 
Tn.ttot. lower sampling dimensions, namely d = 1 or 2. 
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Lemma 10.3 Assume d = 1 or 2. In addition to Assumptions A.l - A.5, suppose that Conditions Dz 
and M3+a. Then, 
E(i2ot)-.JV0,n-E(y£n) | 0({det(.A„)}-1) i f d =  1, 
E«NO J - lW Z1€Jnoi .iV.,n • E(y^) | o({det(.A„)}-V2) if d = 2. 
Proof: Consider first T^ ol. For i 6 /OL, we use a third-order Taylor's expansion of each subsample 
statistic around p: 9|,n = ffM + *î,n + Qi.n + Ct,n, where yi,„ = V'(Z|,„ - m); 
Qi.„ = 53 ^(Z,,„-/,)»; C,.„=3 53 E£(Z,,n - „)* f \ l - U ) 2 D a H{n+u , (Z l , n  -  „))da,. 
IMh=2 ||a||,=3 J° 
Here C|,„ denotes the remainder term in the Taylor's expansion and Qi,n is defined a little differently. 
Write the sample means for the Taylor terms: Yn = |JOLrl Yli<=jou Qn = l^oil-1 Qi.n! 
<?n = I •/oil-1 5ZiejOL C|,n. As in (15), we find after some algebra and taking expectations: 
E(f^,ot) = ,N n  • E^y02„ + Q5 n + Co,„ +• 2K0,n<2o,n +" 2Ko,nCo,n + 2Qo,nCo,n 
-Yn -Ql-Cl- 2YnQn - 2YnCn - 2QnCn], 
by stationarity. The moment inequalities in (43) are still valid and, by Lemma 8.2 and Condition D3, 
we can produce bounds: 
,JV.E(Cg,„) < C-(,JV„)-2, ,jV„E(C2) < ,JV„E(C5,„), (46) 
using the appropriate moments of ||Z0,„ - /i||. By Holder's inequality and the scaling conditions from 
Assumptions A.l-A.2, we then have 
f 0({det(,An)rI) if <1 = 1, 
E(f2OL) = ,Nn [E(Y02 J + 2E(K0.nQo,a)] + { 
| o({det(IAn)}_l/2) if d = 2. 
Since ,NnE(Y^n) = ,N0,nE(Z$ n), it now suffices to show 
iNnE{Yo,nQo,n) = 0({det(#An)} l) (4<) 
to establish Lemma 10.3 for fjj>ot. 
To this end, we assume WLOG that n = 0 and write 
p p p 
E(r0.aQo.n) = 5]EECiao>)Z{j,0,i.|Z(it0,n|^,0,nf. where (48) 
i=L j=L fc=l 
=,=mM/3x„ = I ww.teti p), 
t 1/2 - d 2 H{f t ) /d 2 Xj  i t j  =  k  
Z0,„ = (2T(ti0j„},..., Z{p> o,n>)' € 1RP is the vector of coordinate sample means. Fix i,j, fee {1, ...,p}. 
For s 6 Zd, denote the observation Z(s) = (Zi(s),...,Zp(s))' 6 JRd. Then, 
iNn\E(Z{ito,n}Z{j,0,n}Z{k,Q,n})\ = (s^rt) "h ^.n + ^S.nli 
= 52 E(Zi(u)Zj(u)Zfc(u)), 
uezdn,fl„ 
L2,„ = 53 E[Z((u)Z,(u)Z&(v) + Zi(u)Zj(v)Z*(u) + Zi(v)Z,(u)Z*(u)], 
I3>n = 53 E[Zi(u)Z,(v)Zt(w)l. 
u.v.w636l'n,Rn„ u#v*w 
By stationarity, Lemma 8.1, Assumption A 3, and Condition Mr, we have: 
(,jVn)-2|Llin| < C-(,iVn)-lE(||Z(t)||3), 




The next step follows from Lahiri (1999a). For yi,y2,y3 € 1R<<, define 
dis3({yi,y2,y3}) = max dis({yj}, {yi,y2,y3} \ {y.}). (49) 
If x > 1 € Z+, then |{(yi,y2) € (Zd)2 : dis3({yi,y2,0}) = z}| < Cz2d~l from Lahiri (1999a, Theo­
rem 4.1). Thus, 




using Lemma 8.1, Assumption A 3, and Condition Mr again. Thus, by (48): 
C 3 
,iVn|E(r0,„Q0.n)l < T^rn,-53 |r<,„| < C-{,Nn)-1. 
i=i 
We have now shown (47) and completed the proof of Lemma 10.3 for f^ OL. 
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We briefly outline the proof for f^ NOL) which involves the same essential techniques presented above 
with some minor counting modifications based on the set size inequalities in (36). Taylor's Theorem is 
used to expand the subsample statistics on a NOL subregion: 6i,„ = H(Z\<n) = #(/*) + iî,r»+Qi.n+£i,n> 
i 6 -/«OL. uP to a third order remainder term (analogous to the case for f~_OL but using Z|,„ instead of 
Zi
-It). Similar to the handling of the quantities Aj,„, i = 1,..., 8, in the proof of Lemma 10.2, one can 
use (45) [which are still valid though Qi.n is not a remainder term] and also inequalities resulting from 
Lemma 8.2, Condition Dr, and (28): 
max ,JVuE(^n)<C, max ,JV,.»E«3?.„) < C • |,P„r\ max .jV,,„E(C,2,„) < C • |,P„|-2 (50) I €Jatol * 6Jnol 16 JN O L  
to show (after algebraically expanding f;jiWOt): 
' 0({det(,A„)}-1) ifd=l, 
o({det(,A„)}~l/2) if d = 2, 
by using Holder's inequality and Assumptions A.l-A.2. For each i € JNOL, redefine the previous 
quantities i,,„, i = 1,2,3, by substituting in place of ,Nn, ,Rn\ by repeating the same 
arguments, we can bound each |•£,,,„! <C • (,iV,,n)-1 and (,JV|,n)~l < |,Pn|~l from (28). Then, 
IC?3^ »^l'"|E(^i.nQl.a)l 5 I P | = o ({det(gAn)} l) , 1CJWOL I»' n| 
from which the rest of Lemma 10.3 follows. 0 
E(fLoJ = Î7"-r E .M.JE(yi2n)+2E(n„Q,,n)] + I-7"0'1 L 1 
We use the next lemma in the proof of Theorem 4.2. It allows us to approximate lattice point counts 
with Lebesgue volumes, in R2 or 1R3, to a "sufficient" degree of accuracy. In fact, we obtain a fairly 
sharp bound on relevant approximation error with "nearly convex" templates flo in 1R2. [Namely, if 
d = 2 and fig contains a closed ball around the origin of radius e, then we can take Cu = e~l28 in 
Lemma 10.4(a); see Nordman (2002) for more details.] 
Lemma 10.4 (a) Let d = 2,3 and RQ  C (—1/2,1/2]'' be "nearly convex" as defined in Theorem 4.2. 
Let {6n}J£=i be o sequence of positive real numbers such that bn —• oo. Ifk 6 Zd, then there exists 
N|c 6 Z+. such that for n > N%, i € Zd, 
| (l&nflol - |6„(i + fio) n Z"|) - (|6nflo n (k + 6„fio)| - |6„(i + fio) n (k + 6n(i + fio)) n Zd 
CU\\VL ifd = 2 
C|t (bn + Çk.n^ n) if d — 3, 
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where C* > 0 and {Çk,n}?ILi C Hi is a nonnegative sequence (possibly dependent on k) such that 
(b) Let RQ — Ri U R2 C (—1/2,1/2]2. Suppose there exist convex sets Ai, .4; such that A° £ 0, 
.4° C Rj C A, /or j = 1,2. Assume t/iat dAt n <9A2 = (At \ A°) n (A% \ A|) is empty or finite. Then, 
the bound in Lemma 10A(a) for d = 2 is valid and, in addition, 
r„(k) = |6„(fli n Ri)\ - |6„(flt n ti2) n(k + bn(Rt n fl2))|; r,.„(k) = |6n^| - |6n^ n (k + bnRi)\, 
J = 1,2. 
Proof. Provided in Nordman (2002). • 
10.2 Proofs: Lemma 4.1; Corollaries 4.1, 6.1; Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 6.1 
To establish Lemma 4.1, we require some additional notation. For i,k € Zd, let 
,'V,.n(k) = \Ri,n n (k + «,.„) n Zd|, 
the number of sampling sites or lattice points in the intersection of a NOL subregion with its k-translate. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1: Note, for i,k 6 Zd, ,iV|,„(k) is a subsample version of ;Y„(k) in (38). Then, 
»M,n(k) < ,M,n and 
< ,M.n(k) + |{j 6 zd : Pn.ànii + TÇ) ^0,r^n .^(i 4-R|) #0; r'=j + IlklU-l, l]d}| 
< ,M.n(k) + |{j € Zd : T1 n .AJS # 0,7* n #0; r^=j + ||k||oo[-2,2ld}| 
< .M,n(k) + (5||k||00)d|{j € zd: r' n^ # a,r-in5= # 0; rJ = (.A—rl(j + [0,iid)}| 
by the boundary condition on RQ and infjgzj ||,Ani — j||^ < 1/2. 
Modify (41) by replacing Nn,Nn(k),Y^ with .Ni,n, ,Ni,n(k),fit„ = V'(Zt,n-fi) (ie. use a NOL 
subsample version in place of the sample one); and replace W„, A„, A™" with the subsample analogs 
,Ni.n, ,A„,,A^" in (42). We then find [using (40)] for each i € Zd 
< .M,n(k) + C • (||k||00)d(.A™")d-1, (51) 
,^i.n-E(K^)-r2 = -3- E (,M,n(k) - ,jV,.n)ff(k) = 




sup I,fl.nl < sup { -ji— 5] l»AT|,n(k) - ,M,nl ' Kk)|l 
iez' tez< I «^i.n J itt- v •- • kçZ< 
\d-l » 
< C . V x2d~lcti(x)s^2r+i^ 
\'p»\ £î 
< C • {det(,An)}-l/d, (53) 
using (51), (28) and Assumption A.l. Now applying Lemma (10.1)(a) and Assumption A.2; Lemma 10.2 
for d > 2 and Lemma 10.3 for d = 1; and Assumption A.l, Lemma 4.1 follows. • 
Proof of Theorem 4.1: Here = ,Nn, ,M,n(k) = C„(k), E(Yi,„) = E(Y0,„) for each i,k € Zd 
(since ,An € Z+) and det(,A„) = (,An)d. Applying Lemma 10.2 for d > 3 and Lemma 10.3 for d = 2, 
Lemma 10.1(a), and Assumption A.2, 
E(f„) - T- = »iV„E(Vt),n) — T2 + o((fAn)-1) 
using (53) as well. By (53) and Lemma 8.3, note 
52 l9n(k) |  <C,ne Z+,  ffn(k) —• C(k)<r(k), k € Zd. 
kez' 
Hence, by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem (LDCT), the proof of Theorem 4.1 is com­
plete. • 
To establish Theorem 4.2, we require some additional notation. For i, k 6 Zd, let 
D,.„(k) = - ,M.„) - (|Â,.„ n (k + fi,.„)| - ,M.n(k)|) 
= — sM.n) — (|«Anfio n (k + ,A„iîo)| — »M,n(k)|) 
denote the difference between two Lebesgue volumes-for-Iattice-point-count approximations. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2: We handle here the cases d = 2 or 3 and defer the proof for d = 1 to 
Section 12. We note first that if V(k) exists for each k 6 Zd, then Lemma 10.4(a) implies C(k) = V(k). 
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Consider first f^NOL. Applying Lemma 10.2 for d = 3, and Lemma 10.3 for d — 2, with (52) gives 
53 ,A,„ + o((.A„ri) 




by (28) and (53). Then, using (40), we can arrange terras to write 
&•'*-•• +SM' 
for = - X)keZ''{I»-Rnl}_I(l»^nl ~ l«i^i n (k+,Rn) |)tr(k). Since RQ is convex, the boundary condition 
is valid and it holds that for all i,k € Zd 
|,M.n(k) - |,A„flo n (k n ,Anflo)|  = |.M,n(k) -|A,nn(knfi,,n)|| 
< |{j 6 Zd : T* n A,(i + Tfc) / 0,T-» fl ,A„(i + fig) 0; T-» = j + [-1, l]d}| 
< C-(, XT')*"1, (54) 
following the same argument establishing Lemma 8.3(c); and 
- l.fia n (k + ,fL)|| < C • (||k||00)d(,A™")d_l (55) 
applying (51) and (54) Then (40), Lemma 10.4(a), (54), and (55) give 
53 |Cn(k)| < C, ne Z+; Gn( k) —+ 0, k € Zd; ,A„ • 4„ = 0(1). 
wez' 
By the LDCT, we establish 
53 ,An|/fo| = °((A»rL); e(f^NOL)-ti = ..(i + od)), 
which is the formulation of Theorem 4.2 in terms of 4fn. If V(k) exists for each k € Zd, then (40) and 
(55) imply that we can use the LDCT again to produce 
*--Xj5i(S/»Wk))(l + ^ l)). (56) 
Hence, we have established Theorem 4.2 for fjj „OL. 
Consider now r% OL. VVe can repeat the same steps as above to produce: 
s e * » ) =  
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The same arguments above for Gn apply to G\ and the arguments in (56) also remain valid when 
each y(k) exists, k € Zd, which establishes Theorem 4.2 for ot. Note as well that if V(k) exists 
for each k 6 Zd, then Lemma 10.4(a) and Lemma 4.1 also imply the second formulation of the bias in 
Theorem 4.2. The proof of Theorem 4.2 is finished. 0. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1: Follows from Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 and simple arguments from Calculus 
involving minimization of a smooth function of a real variable. O. 
Proof of Corollary 6.1: The same proof for Theorem 4.2 applies, using Lemma 10.4(b) in place of 
Lemma 10.4(a). Q 
Proof of Theorem 6.1: To reiterate, here fig = 4/2), % = rij=it-472, 4/2| f°r 
{(i MC(0,1|. 
We now develop some tools to facilitate the counting arguments, required for expanding the biases 
of f2,OL and fjjiNOt. We first define a count for the number of Zd lattice points lying in a "face" 
of a d-dimensional rectangle (with "faces" parallel to the coordinate axes). For a rectangle or cube 
T = ntik, Cj] C IRd, Cj,c3 € 1R, define the following "border" point set (in terms of the closure T): 
d 
G{T} = (J |s = (st,...,sd)' e zdnr: s, e {cj,cj}|. 
v=i 
We note now that, for i, k € Zd, 
(Zd n k + ,An(i + %)) \ (Zd n k + ,An(i + fio)) = 5{k + ,A„(i + T%)} \ 0{k + ,An(i + fio)}. (57) 
It also holds that, for each k, i € Zd, d> 2, 
|B{,An(i + %)}!- |S{.An(i +1%) n (k + ,A„(i + %))}! 
= |s{,A„(i + fi^)} \ ((k + ,An(i + fiô)) U (-k + ,A„(i + fiô))) | 
and there exists Nic 6 Z+ such that: for n > Nk, any i € Zd (and t 6 [—1/2, l/2]d), 
|s{.An(i + fi^)}\ ((k + ,A„(i+^))U(-k + sAn(i+W)))| <32d(d+1'||k||œ(,An)d-2. (58) 
We give a sketch of the proof of (58), which involves an induction argument. Assume WLOG that 
,An mini<j<£i £, > 2||k||oo. For d = 2, the inequality in (58) is straightforward to check. Assume the 
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inequality holds for d in the induction step. For ,A„(i +- RQ) C IR1""1, pick one of the d + 1 coordinate 
directions and select a corresponding "face" of this rectangle, say 
Fj,m,i,n = {s = (Si,... ,Sd+t)' € ,A„(i 4-fio) '• Sj = ,An(i4- (—l)m .4/2)} 
for j = 1,..., d + 1 and m = 1,2. Define also the vectors 
kj = (fci,...,fcy_l,0,fc,+i,...,fcd+l)' € Zd+l, 1 < j < d+ 1. 
Note that if s is an element of ,An(i + RQ) but s ± k are not, then it holds that there is some j, m and 
x € \ [(k, + Fj,m,i,„) U (-k; 4- where xp = sp for p e {1,..., d + 1} \ {j}. That is, 
components of s (except the jth) match those of a point on an edge of some "face" Fj,m,i,n (s might not 
lie on the face itself). Treating the face as a ^-dimensional rectangle and using the induction 
hypothesis, we can bound the maximum potential number of Zd lattice points on the edges of this face 
that do not remain on the same face when translated by ±k,; for a given point x in Fj
-m]i,n, we then 
bound the maximum number of possible boundary lattice points for ,A„(Î + RQ), which share the same 
values as x in all coordinate directions except the j'th by 3,A„; we may repeat the same tactic for each 
"face." Hence, 
|B{,A„(i + %)}\((k + ,An(i + %)) U (-k + ,A„(i + %))) | 
2 d+l 
< Z 53 |Z" n v ((kj + Fj.mj.n) U (-k, + Fj<mXn)) I. (3,A„) 
m=L j — L 
< 33(2d+l> •32d(d+I»||k||00(,An)d-1, 
completing the sketched proof of (58). 
Fix k ;£ 0 € Z and assume n is large enough so that ,An mini<j<d lj >3 4- ||k||a,. We then write, 
for i e Zd: 
4 
l^l.n(k)| = I ^ '(Faj-I.l.n — Pjj.l.n)!; 
3= I 
Pl,i,n = n,=l Pi,l,n = ~ l^j'Di ^3,1 ,n = |B{«An(i 4- fZo)}|, fil.l.n = |B{iAn(i 4" %)}], 
Psxn = Hj=l I.An(i, + Cj[-1/2,1/2]) - tj nZ|, Psxn = II?»i(l A»(*i + 'ihV2,1/2]) - tj n Z| - |fcj|), 
Pr.i,n = |S{«An(i 4- RQ) fl [k 4- »An(i 4-flo)}|, P8,i,n = |S{,A„(i-hflo)n[k + ,An(i + Ro)]}|- We used (57) 
above to express 
i^i.n = Fs,i,n P4.!.n 4" Pu.n, l,n(k) — Pg,|,n — Rr,i,n Ps,l,n-
We show now that, for k ^ 0, there exists Nk € Z+, > 0, such that: n > Nk, i € Zd 
. * , 
l^l.n(k)| = |53(P2,-U,n - Pzj,l,n)| < Ck - (AO*"2, i e Zd. (59) 
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By (58), for large n > Nk, 
0 <(P3,.,n-P8.l,rt) < (P»,l,n ~ Pr.l.n) < Ck ' (A,)"'2. 
Note now that: for t e Z,j € {1 
||Z n (,A„(i + £,[-1/2, 1/2]) - i,-)| - ,A„ - 4-| < 3. 






which holds uniformly in i 6 Zd. With these bounds, we have (59). 
Applying (59) [in place of Lemma 10.4(a)], the same proof used for Theorem 4.2 establishes Theo-
Remark. For creating rectangular subsamples, if ,Aj"' denotes the scaling factor in the jth direction, 
j = 1,...,d (rather than using a common directional scaling factor), it is not difficult to show that the 
estimators T% ol and have asymptotic bias: 
under the Assumptions and Conditions of Theorem 6.1. 
11 Appendix 1: Proof of Theorem 9.1 
11.1 Preliminaries 
The next lemma is due to some measure theoretic considerations in the proof of Theorem 9.1. 
Lemma 11.1 For ad xd positive diagonal matrix, Ao, 
(a) The function ii> : JR* -» 1R defined as t/i(x) = |(x + Aoiîo)n Aoiïol is Borel measurable and bounded. 
(b) Sets of the form {x 6 IRd : V(x) = c}, for some e > 0, can have positive Lebesgue measure for at 
rem 6.1. • 
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most a countable collection. 
(c) For x 6 2Rd, VKX) = |Aq||/Zq| i/ and only if x = 0. 
Proof, (a) Let g(x,y) : lRd x IRd —> 1R defined as g(x,y) = /{yeA0«o>^{(y-x)eA0flo}- By Fubini's 
theorem, 0(x) = /jp* g(x,y)dy = |(Aotio+x)nAofio| is a measurable function of x Clearly, |V(x)| < 
|Aofio| < oo for all x € lRd. 
(b) By (a) above, the sets {x € JRd : tfi(x) = e},e > 0, are Borel measurable and for a Borel set 
A C IRd, the measure u(A) = fA tp(x)dx is finite. From Billingsley (1986, Theorem 10.4), the set 
{< > 0 : |{x 6 lRd : 0(x) = <}| > 0} is at most countable. 
(c) Let x = (zi,...,xd)' jt 0 € IRd. Suppose, WLOG, à = |xi|/2 > 0. For z € IRd, define the first 
coordinate projection TTI(Z) = ZI € 1R and let Qx = {z € IRd : (—îrt(x) • ^I(z))/|?I(x)| € [0,oo)}. Let 
m 6 IRd be the maximum of the continuous function |TTI(-)| on the compact set fig ^ Qx- For an open 
ball of radius â around m, say B(m,à), we have that B(m,d) ("I fig ^ 0 is open (m is a closure point 
of fig). This implies that |B(m,à) n fig| > 0. For z 6 B(m,à) fl fig, |iri(z) - n"i(m)| < à and for 
z 6 x 4- fig, |îri(z) - 7Ti(m)| > |xi|; these facts together imply (fl(m,â) n fig) n (x + fig) = 0. By the 
boundary condition on fio, |fig| = |fio| = |fiol so that 
|fio| - |fion(x  +  fio)| = |fig\ (x  + fig)| > |B(m,a)nfig| > 0. 
Because A0 is nonsingular, we have that |fio| > |fio n ((A0 )~ l x + fio)| for all x  ^  0 € lRd. • 
11.2 Proof of Theorem 9.1 
WLOG we assume that /i = 0; that det(,A„)/(,Alf>)d > l/2-det(Ao) by Assumption A.l; and that 
each diagonal component of ,An is greater than 1. Note that, for k € Zd, 
(,Nn)2Cov(Y02n,y-£j = (,iVn)2E(r02irlyk2]n) - [.^nE(v02j|2, 
by stationarity of the r.f. Z{-). For a set T C lRd, define the function £(-) as 
Ë(T) = E V'Z(s). 
•ez'nT 
Let I = (.A^,'„)e with e = 1/2 + (K-S)/(2 - [2r — 1 — 1/d] • [2r + J]). Now, for any k 6 Zd, we define a set, 
Bi; = {iezd:iek + «Anfio, (i + ((-1, l]d) n(k + ,A„fig) # 0} 
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of lattice points "near" the border of the translate Bic.n = k + ,Rn- With the boundary condition on 
fio, 
|fl£l = |5°| < |{i6Zd:rln,Anfi^#0,rln,Anfi§#0; Tl = i + 2£(-l,lld}| 
< C • 2£ • («A™")d-L (60) 
uniformly in k 6 Zd [following the same arguments from (12)]. 
Next define the intersection, as a function of k 6 Zd, R£]n = ,Rn n (k + ,Rn) and write 
tfi,n(k) = Ë(fik.n \ fij,1',,) (a sum over sites in fik,n but not fi0,n = .fin), 
#2.n(k) = Ë(fio,n \ fi(k'!n) (a SUm over sites in ^0." but n0t ^k.n), 
^3,n(k) = E(fi'k"n) (a sum over sites in both fio.n and fik.n)-
Define a function hn{-) : Zd —> 1R as: hn(k) = 
E[ff2 „(k)]E[ff2 B(k)] + E[Hln[k)\E[Hln(k)\ + E[tf? n(k)]E[ff32 n(k)] + E[<„(k)] - (.^[E(^J]2. 
We will now use the following proposition; the proof is given separately in Section 11.3. 
Proposition 11.1 Under the Assumption and Conditions of Theorem 3.1, 
mM |(,ivn)2Cov(y02_n,r2 J - (.JVn)-2/.„(k)| = o(i). (6i) 
By (61) and |£n| = 0(,Nn), we have 
\,Nn Y, c°v(>o,n, Yin) - W~3 £ =°(1)- (62) 
kee, k6E„ 
Consequently, we need only focus on (,JVn)-3 ^2k&En hn(k) to complete the proof. 
For measurability reasons to be encountered later, we create the following set defined in terms of 
the lRd Lebesgue measure: 
E+ = |o < e < min{l,(det(Ao)|fio|)/2} : 
||x 6 ®.d : |(x + Aofio) 0 Aofiol = e or (det(A0)|fio| — e) j| = o|. 
By Lemma 11.1(b), the set {0 < c < min{l,(det(Ao)|fio|)/2} : e £ E+} is at most countable. For 
e € E+, define a new set as a function of e and n: 
fi«.n = {k€Zd: |fi£n| > <(,And, I,fin \ fi^'J > e(,A(1"')d}. 
Note also Rt,n C En, because k £ En implies = 0. 
We now further expand (,iV„) ~3 ^n(k) using the the following proposition involving the 
newly defined fie,n-
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Proposition 11.2 There exist N 6 Z+ and a function 6(-) : E+ —> JZ+ = (0, oo) such that 6(c) 4- 0 as 
e 4- 0 and 
(.^V„)-3| 53 Mk) - 53 /«n(k)| < c(e + (,AV ,)-1+[6(e)ld), (63) 
ke£-
where C > 0 does not depend on t 6 E+ or n > N. 
The proof of (63) is tedious and given in Section 11.4. The argument involves bounding the sum of 
hn(-) over two separate sets in En- those integers in En that are either "too large" or "too small" to 
be included in 
To finish the proof, our approach will be to write (for an arbitrary e € E+) (,JV„)~3 53keR. „ ^t(k) 
as an integral of a step function with respect to the Lebesgue measure of a step function, say /e,„(x), 
then show limn_»oo /«,n(x) exists a.e. on IR"*, and apply the Lebesgue Dominating Convergence Theorem 
(LDCT). By letting e 10, we will obtain the limit of ,Nn 53kGEii Cov(y02n, V£n). 
Pick and fix e 6 E+. For k e Rt,n, 
\R£n n Zd| > \R£]n\ -2-\{i€Zd:Tln .Ajk Ï 0,Tl D .AjZg * 0; = i + (-1/2, l/2|^| 
> e(,AVl)l'-C.2(,AV ,)d-1, 
by counting arguments based on the boundary condition of Ro and the definition of Rt,n- Likewise, 
.iVn-K'n^Z11! > |.iln\R^„|-C-2(.A<1-,)'<-1 > e(.All"y'-C.2(1Atl",)d-1. 
For some Ne € Z+, it holds that for all k € Rt,n, n > Ne: 
\R*.nr\Zd\ > l, ,Nn-\R^nZd\ > i. 
Assume n > N,, then we can rewrite (,iVn)-2/in(k), k 6 Rt,n, in the well-defined form: 
M k) 
(,W 










For x = (xi,...,xj)' € ]Rd, define [xj = ([iij,..., [idJ) € Zd, where |_-J is the "floor" function 
applied to each component of x Let /e,n(x) : IRd —• IR be the step function defined as 
/<,n(x) — («iV„) ' "XJ)-
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We have then that (with the same fixed c 6 E+): 
(.AVT 
4" • £ ( An)"2hn(k) = • f A,„(x)dx. (64) 
#'vn - »'*n y JR 
*€nt,n 
We will now prove the following: 
|(x 4- Ap.Ro) fl Aoiîol /e.n(x) — /e(x) _ ' (2t ) a.e. x 6 HV\ (65) det(Ao)|iZo| 
with R{ = {x 6 IRd : |x + A0flo| > <, |A0iïo \ (x + A0fio)| > e}, a Borel measurable set. 
For x G IRd, write x„ = [*Ai" -xj to ease the notation. To establish (65), we begin by showing (a.e. 
lRd Lebesgue measure) convergence of indicator functions: 
v ^{x€R.} o.e. x 61R . (66) 
Define the set A„(x) = (5A(1n|)'1(x„ + ,A„flo) H (,A'^')""\An%, as a function of x 6 IRd. Note that, 
a.e. y € lRd, 
^{y6(.A(l*l)-'(x„+.A«H5)} * ^{yex+iX0H5>; ^{yç(-A|'1')~l ,AnR%} * f(y<=AoKg}. 
by Assumption A.l and |AoRg \ Aofiol = 0- Also, it holds for some C > 0, 
fjfti ('{yGt.AV'l-'d.A^' xj+.A^fiS)} ' dV = l-4«(*)! 
< det(.An)/(.A1l",)d 
< C. 
We have now justified an application of the LDCT: for each x 6 IRd, 
|.4„(x)| —• |(x + A0fiS)nA0iîS| = |(x + Aoiîo)nAoiîo|. 
Let An(x) = (,Ai"))-l,Anflo\An(x) so that (using the above): |A„(x)| —• |A0R<) \ (x +A0fio)|. Thus, 
if x 6 Re, then 
|A„(x)| —• |(x + AOJRo)nAoiîol > c; |Ân(x)| —> |AofZo \ (x + Aoflo)| > c- (67) 
The above result implies further that for some Ne-X 6 Z+ dependent on x 6 Rc,e € E+: 
n > Ne>* => |A„(x)| > e, |Ân(x)| > e 
so that xn 6 Re,n by definition and it holds eventually that 
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Now consider values in R'. If x 0 Rt such that |(x + Aofio) n Aofio I < t (or |Aofio \ (x + AQRQ)| < c), 




in this case. Finally, c € E+ implies that a last possible subset of fi£ has Lebesgue measure zero; 
namely, 
||x g Rt : |(x + Aoflo) n  Aoflol = e or |Aofio \ (x + Aofio)| =e|| = 0. 
We have now proven (66). 
We next establish a limit for (,Wn)~"2An(xn), x 6 fi«. We wish to show: 
|K£.r.nZd| , |(x + Aoflo)nAoflo| __„fi 
JTn ' det(Ao)|flo| ' X€R" (68) 
Using the bound 1|fi5c" ,„| - |fi5c'i,„ n Zd| | < C • (,All"')d-t using the fio-boundary condition as in the 
proof of Lemma 8.3 and noting the limit in (67), we find 
(.Arrd|fl£,„ n Zdi —• |(x + A0fio) n Aoflol, X € fi«. 
By this and (,A11'")d/1iVn —• (det(AQ)l/Zo|)~l, (68) follows. 
We would now like to show: for each x € Rt, j = 1 or 2, 




where V'ZQO is a normal JV*(0, r2) random variable and so it follows E([V'Z00]2-') = (2j — l)r2-', j = 1,2. 
The limits in (69) will follow essentially from the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) of Bolthausen (1982). 
We first verify that the CLT can be applied, starting with checking a required boundary condition. Let 
T €{<.„, (X„ + A)\iÇI,nl .fin, .fin \ fi£,„} 
and define d[T fl Zd] = {i 6 T fl Zd : there exists some m € Tc n Zd, dis(i, m) = 1}, so that the 
cardinality |d[T n Zd]| counts the number of Zd lattice points near the boundary of T. Then, 
|d[rn zd)| < 2|fl°|, |B°|/|rnzd| = o(i), 
follows from (60), (67), and Lemma 8.3. Hence, the boundary requirement of the Bolthausen (1982) 
CLT is satisfied. For brevity, let {£7n}, n > Ne, denote any of the following collections of random 
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variables 
{ • ïo.n } , f fl3.n(xn) \ \\minnz^ r 
or { aj ,n\*n) (.jVn-lfiïl.nnZ'DVî } 
for any given x e Rt, j = 1,2. The condition n > Ne, for the fixed e 6 E+, again ensures that all 
lattice counts in the denominators above (for any x 6 Rt) are positive. Under Assumptions A.3-A.4 
and Condition Mr, we may now apply the CLT: 
Also, note that the collections {[/„}, {[/^} are uniformly integrable from the moment bound 
by Condition Mr and Lemma 8.2, where C does not depend on x € Rt, n > Ne. Uniform integrability 
and the distributional limit from the CLT ensure (69). 
Putting (66), (68), and (69) together, we have now shown the (a.e.) convergence of the univariate 
functions /<-n(x) as in (65). For all k 6 En and n > N«, Lemma 8.2 ensures: (,jV„)-2|/in(k)| < C, 
implying that for all x € IRd, 
— ^ " ^{xe[-c,cl*}t c > 0, 
by Assumption A.l. With this uniform bound on /,,„(•) and the limits in (65), we can apply the LDCT 
to get 
AjV(0,r2). 
E(C/«) < C, 
l/e.n(x)| < C - ^.At-'xenï.tM.A^'.a.A^'+ll} 
(70) 
Let {em}™=l C E+ such that em 10. Define the set 
fîo = |x e E.d : 0 < |(x-K AoiZo) H Aoiîol < det(A0)|fio||-
Then, C /XQ[—1, l]d and Lemma 11.1(c) implies, for all x ^ 0 6 Hd, 
—* ^xeA,} 
so that by the LDCT again 
/o(x)dx, /o(x) =/(xeÂ0> det(Ao)|fio| 
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- E *-> - i, AM* 
,Nn £ CovOtf^J - Lf'~n{x)dx 
kee„ * n ,/1K-
^ 1- '-'<x)dx - det(ao)ia,i /„-
+ d^ Hfi.1 |/K-
< c• <«„ + IK«m)l') + sji^i |/R. /-M* - 0 as £m 4 0. 
Finally, 
det(A0)|flo| ./R' /o(x)dx = 
Jil__/• 
(Ao)|fio| W 
|(x +• AQ/ÏQ) O AQ/ZQI" 
det | l l (det(Ao)|flo|)2 
2T4 f |(y 4-flo)nflol2 
dx 
Irs Iflol Jm.d \Ro\2 -dy, 
using a change of variables y = AQ lx. This completes the proof of Theorem 9.1. • 
11.3 Proof of Proposition 11.1 
This is justified through points (i.)-(iii.) below. We adopt the notation from the proof of Theorem 9.1 
and continue to assume = 0 WLOG. 
(i.) Let k 6 Zd. For j = 0 or k e Zd, decompose the sum tNnY},n = Sj.k.n +• S(t),k,n + Sj.k.n, where 
Sj.k.n = mi.n\{BÏUB°UR£]n}), 
5,„,k,n = Ê«>„\{B^UB°}), 
4k.« = Ê(flj,nn{B|£ufl°}). 
We show the following difference goes to zero, uniformly k € Zd, allowing us to "throw out" the border 
sums So,k,m 5k,k,n which contribute negligibly to the expectation E(Y£nY£n). 
|(.,vn)2E(y02irlyk2,n) - (,jv„)-1E[(Sk,k,„ + s(„,k.n)2 • (s0,k,„ + s(ll,k,n)2] | 
< 36(,jV„)-2 _wmaxi2) {(E[Sk,k,„ + S(I)tk.nj4)o/4(E[SOJc.n + S(I,.k.„l4r/4 
•(E[5k,k,„]4)l/4(E[50,k.n]4)1'/4} 
< C-(.Wn)-l/4[<-(,A™")d-1]l/4 = o(l), 
by first applying Holder's inequality and then using Lemma 8.1 and (60). Lemma 8.3 implies the final 
inequality with l~d det(,Arl) —> 0. 
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(ii.) After cutting out the border observations, the remaining sums of interest in evaluating E(YanY£n) 
are "essentially" independent. We establish the claim: 
majc E £(S|t,k,n + S(t,,k,rt)2(Sb,k,n +" S(1),k,n)2j 
- [E(Si,k.„)E(Sg,k,n) + E(S£,k.n)E(S?l)ik,J + E(S2>k.JE(S2)>kiJ + E(%_k.j] 




-2 Cov(Sj2k-n, Sft) k,„) 
^ { 
;-o ow k { 
.8(.JVn)-2{E(|5jlk,„|(4r+M)/r)E(|5(I).k,n|(4r+2f)/r)}r r (73) 
• « (dis [zd n Ryn \ (R£n uB^uB°),zdn fl'k'V \ (#n UB°)], ,yvn)j/(2r+j) |, 
using Lemma 8.1. Since the "border" lattice points of Rk.n, Ro,n have been removed, we have that in 
the Q-mixing coefficient from (73) 
dis [zd n Ryn \ (fl£n UB%U B°), Zd n \ (Bit U B°)] > I, j = 0, k € Zd, 
assuming the sets involved in the distance measure are nonempty. To see why, WLOG suppose j = 0 
and suppose p 6 Zd n R0,n \ {Rl£n ufiju B°), and q 6 Zd n R£'n \ (B* U B°) such that dis(p, q) < I. 
Then, p € q + £(-1, l]d C flk.n by construction, implying p 6 flk"n, a contradiction. 
Applying Lemma 8.2 to (73), 
S/{2r+i) max (1iVn)-2|Cov(Sj!,n,S2)ik,j| < C-a([£j, ,Nn) 
J"0 of k 
< C-{Qi(L£J)g(.jV„)}J/(2r+j) 
< C • [{det(,An)}c/d]-<2r-l)d+1 {detUAn)}""»/^^ 
= 0(1), (74) 
with inequalities following from Assumption A 3, Condition Mr, the growth rate of ,Nn from Lemma 8.1, 
and (K - S)/(2r 4- ô) < e(2r — 1 — 1/d). The constant C above does not depend on k 6 En. 
By an argument similar to (74), it can be shown that 
rag (.Nn)-2\E(Sl^nS^n) - E(S2.k.n) " E(52tk,j[ = o(l). (75) 
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In light of (74) and (75), to finish the proof of (72), it is sufficient to show that for any real-integers 
u, ui, x such that 0<U,UJ<2, l<x<3, u + uj-t-x—4 (with the exception that u = ui = 1 if z = 2): 
m^(.^)-:|E(^^%^,^j| = o(l). 
These can be deduced from covariance bounds analogous to those in (73) and (74), along with using the 
fact that either E(S£_n) = 0 or E(SQk) = 0 in any case considered. We handle one case for illustration. 
For (v,w,x) = (1,2,1), 
rnax (,Nn) "|E(5,it>|C,n5ôijtinS(i)tk,i»)| 
— (iJVn) " |Cov(5lt,k,n, <So,k.n^(:),k,n) | 
- |/{Z^O%„\(«L1.,„UBJ;uBJ)?sa;j=0,k). " f{Z'nfli,"„\(fl;uBO)/0} • (,Nn)2 
•{E(|5k.k.nll2r+')/r)[E(|5o,k.„|(ar+4,)/r)E(|5(I).k,„|'4r+w»/r)]l/2}r/l:!P+<5Q(W.^n)a/<2r+<>) 
< C - [{det(,Afl)}c/''] ™,2r~l,d'H {det(,An)}'"',)/(:!r+'$) = o(l), 
by first applying the covariance bound from Lemma 8.1 and Holder's inequality and then using Lemma 8.2, 
Assumption A 3, and Condition Mr; we used the distance 
dis[Z"n Ru,n \ «„UB^U B°), Zd nflo.n \(Bk U B°)] > i 
above as well, assuming these sets are nonempty. Thus, (72) is established. 
(iii.) Because the number of lattice points Zd in the sets fl°, B% (for k € Zd) is negligible compared to 
,iV„, we can add these points back into the sums So.k.n, Sk.k.n, S(1)>]n defined in (ii.) (for convenience) 
to get new sums 
5(Bo.a \ <„), Ë(fik,n \ <'„), Ê«'J, 
respectively. We aim now to show: 
(.•iVn) 2 • max E(S2.k.n)E(S2,k.„) + E(S2,k,JE(52n,k.J + E(Sg,k,JE(52„k,J + E(54),k,J 
(76) 
-(hn(k)+(,iV„)4[E(y2n)l2) = o(l). 
Using Holder's inequality, Lemma 8.2, and (60), we can first show the following difference in sums 
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is of sufficiently small order. 
max (,Nn)~l |E(S/k,n) - E[£2(HJ.„ \ R»]n)\\ 
J»0«fk 
mK 4(,*„)-'{ _ (El£2(flj.„\<Jl)",(E[SI(Bi\R|;:„)|)"/2} 
J«Oor k X 0<v<t.w+ww3 ) 
= o(l). (77) < C 
11 V2 
.Nn 
Likewise, for v = 1 or 2, 
max k€£Tn 
. . , r a i  l T V2 (,Ar„)-»|E(s(2,»k,„) - E[sr0(fî£„)i| < c {' " > 
,Nn 
= 0(1). (78) 
Lastly, we observe that, by Lemma 8.2, 
max (.jVJ-'jECS^J, E(S(2„,k,n), E[Ê2(fij.n \ <„)], E[Ë2«'„)]} < L\ (79) j-O erk ^ * 
max (,^)-2{%_kJ, E[24(fl»'J]} < C. j-Oo-k I J 
Using moment bounds directly above and the difference bounds in (77) and (78), we obtain (76). 
Then, (61) follows easily from (i.)-(iii.) above; the proof of Proposition 11.1 is now finished. • 
11.4 Proof of Propostion 11.2 
We retain the same notation from the proof of Theorem 9.1 and WLOG assume n = 0. For clarity 
of exposition, we show Proposition 11.2 by dividing the proof into two parts. In part (I.), we formulate 
a way to handle integers in En that are "too large" to be in R,,n; in part (IL), the integers in En 
which are "too small" to be included in After dealing with each, we put the pieces together and 
complete the proof of the claim in (63). 
(I.) We show here that: 
(»iVn) ^2 ^ ' [e + Vl ') M* (80) 
kee. 
To this end, it is sufficient to prove 
2 
' l^n(k)l 5 C • [e +• (»Al! ') l], (81) 
in which case (80) follows from |£„| = 0(det{,An}). 
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Pick and fix c e E+. We first must bound the number of Zd lattice points inside the intersection of 
the subsamples ,Rn and R\c,n- Namely, if k € En and |iîJJ'„(lc)| < e(,Al1"')d, then 
K'n(k) n z'| 
< K'n(k)l 
+  £  | { i € Z d : T ' n ( m  + ,An^)^0,r' n ( m  + ,Anfi§)?i0; r' = i + [-l/2,l/2ld}| 
m=0,k6Z* 
< e(,X\t>)d +• C • («A™")d-1 
< <(»Ali"')d • (,A<1")'<-1, 
with the inequalities following the RQ boundary condition (see the proof of Lemma 8.3) and Assumption 
A.l. This bound on |Ak'„(k)|, k 6 En, is important for moment inequalities (under Lemma 8.2) for 
sums of the r.f. over the intersections Rj^k). In particular, we use this bound to produce: 
Ee&i {f(|RLV»<k>IS<t-A(t-V> >E^3,n(k)]} j - C-fc + tsAi1) l], 
SeE? ' max {E[ffl,rt(k)], E[^2,n(k)]| ^  < C, (82) 
with applications of Lemma 8.1, Lemma 8.3, and Assumption A.l Noting that (,jV„)2E[y,fin] = E([#i,„(k) + 
ff3,n(k)]3) = E([»2.n(k) + H3in(k)]2) by stationarity, we obtain that 
ke" /(l<Vk)l<«(.AV')''} '(,lVn) 2 '^"(k)! 
< C- max ^ ^^^max^ (^)-^(E^(k)|)^(E^(k)|)^^ + c + (.A'-)-^ 
IR^WIS.I.V,"1)' w'=l X •SI.-+-» ' J 
< C • (e + (tAi"1)-1) , 
following by sequentially applying from Holder's inequality, Lemma 8.2, and the moment bounds in 
(82); the constant C > 0 does not depend on c or n. This establishes (81) and hence (80). The step (I.) 
is complete. Note as well that we relied only on moment bounds to show (81) and we did not need to 
account for the number of integers k 6 En satisfying |Rk^(k)| < e(,A(l"')1<. The approach taken in part 
(H.) will differ. 
(H.) We now consider ke£„ such that |fi0,n \ fi(k''n(k)| = [.An.Ro \ (k + ,A„flo)| < e(,A,l"')d. We will 
work to construct the function 6(-) from the claim in (63) and build a corresponding set, say De-n, such 
that: 
{k e En : |flo.n \ a%n(k)l < e(,AV')d} C£„ fl Dt,n, \Dt,n\/,Nn < C • ([6(e)]d + (,A'f')"1), (83) 
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where C is independent of rt > N (some N 6 Z+) and e € E+; this is the goal of (IL). 
We begin with defining the function b(-) : E+ —> JR+. For x = (it,... ,Xd)' 6 lRd, let %;(x) = Xj 
be the projection of the jth coordinate of x. For each coordinate j = 1,..., d, let mj" and mJ be 
maximums of the continuous function |iTj(-)| on the compact sets {x 6 IRd : ij > 0} O A0.Rg and 
{x € IRd : ij < 0} fl Aofio> respectively; € IRd are, of course, functions of each coordinate 
component j = 1,..., d. 
For each j = 1,..., d and fixed e 6 E+, define the sets 
Dtj = > 0 : |{x € ŒV' : 6 fcj(mt) - v, n-,(mt)]| n > 2e|, 
D~j = |tv > 0 : ||x€ Rd :xj- 6 [ffj(m™), 7r,(m~) + w)j n > 2c|, 
where above [xj(m^) — w, Tj(m^")] and [ffj(m~), rrj(mj) 4- w| are closed intervals in IR. 
Define the corresponding set infimums, for j = 1,..., d 
fi+=inf Dtj, n--=inf D-J. 
We note two important properties of and fifj, for each j = 
1. For all e € E+, > 0 and fl~j > 0. 
2. Treated as functions on E+, both fl+j and !ï~j are decreasing in e. 
Furthermore, if {em}™=l C E+, em 10, then 10 and ; 4.0. 
We briefly justify each of these statements: 
1.): WLOG focus on and suppose = 0. Then there exists a sequence {wm}m=i C D+Jt um 10, 
so that 
2e < ^lim^ ||x 6 IRd :x,-€ [xj(mt)-o/m, ^(mt)]! n A0iZS| 
= ||xGlR'' :xj =n-j(mt)|nA0fig| 
= 0 (zero ]Rd Lebesgue measure), 
a contradiction. This convergence in measure follows from |Aotio| < 00 and the fact that the sets are 
nested and decreasing (cf. Roy den, 1988). Hence, it must be that >*0 for each j = 
2.): As functions of e, both are clearly decreasing. Denote an open ball of radius w > 0 
around x 6 IRd as B(x,ui). Since mt,mJ € Aofl§, the Lebesgue measures |B(mt,w)n AQ-RqI > 0 and 
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|fi(nij , w)n Aoiigl > 0 for all w > 0, j = 1,. - -,d; this follows because both intersections are nonempty 
and open (mt, mj are closure points). We have then for any tv > 0 and j = 1,... ,d: 
| jx 6 JRd : Xj € [7r,(mf ) - tv, iTj(mf )]} 0 A0flg| > |A0B5 n B(mf ,tv)| >0, 
||x € Rd : z, € [îrj(mj), JTj(m~) + wjJ (~l A0flS| > |A0iïS n B(mj",w)| > 0, 
using that x 6 AoBg n implies Xj(mf) — w < x, < 7tj(mj"). To now establish the second 
property claimed for R+j, suppose there is a sequence em € E+, EM 4- 0, and R^ J I C > 0. Then, it 
follows that eventually, 2em < |A0flo n B(mj",C/2)| so that C/2 € f implying R+m j < C/2 and 
then the contradiction: limm_>00 R^, ,j =C < C/2. Hence, we must have em j. 0 implies R^j 4- 0. The 
same argument holds for R~j, justifying statement (2.) above. 
Continuing with the construction of 6( ), we now define the function b(-) on E+ as 
6(e) = mjw (max{R+., R^}) 
and let 
D«.„ = {k = (ku...,kdY € Zd : |fc,| < 6(e) • (.X'f'/XJ), j = 1 d}, 
where Ai,...,Aj denote the positive diagonal entries of AQ. Using the definition of the set, we bound 
the ratio 
^7 < C • I] < c • ([6(e)jd + (.XTT1), (84) 
by Assumption A.l and Lemma 8.3. 
Note that det(,A„)/(, Al1"l)d > 1/2 • det(A0) when n > N, for some N 6 Z+. We show, in the 
following, that for n > N, e 6 E+: 
k 6 £„, k $? D,,„ => URn \ «£„(k)| > e(,A(l-,)d. (85) 
If k g D^n, then there exists j e {l...d} such that |fcj| > 6(e) • (»Ay°/Aj). WLOG suppose fc, < 0 (the 
other case kj > 0 is handled similarly). Then, (&, • Xj)/,X{}n> < -6(e) < -R+j by construction; and if 
x 6 Ao(,A,T1k 4- fig), then xj < + (kj • Xj)/,X^]. With these two observations and n > N, we 
have: 
lurr'Aifls \ uï")-1 (k+,AnBg)| 
= det((.A(l*))-l,AnAo11) * \ Ao.A^^k + A0flg| 
> 1/2 - |{x 6 R" : Xj e (x3-(mt) + (kj - A,)/,AV*\ mt]} n A0Bg| 
> 1/2 • (2e) = e. 
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Note, as well, that |(,A^') l,Anfl5 \ («Ai*') 1 (k + ,A„flg)| > e if and only if 
|^\<'n(k)l = |.AtlJïS\(k + .A„flg)| > e(.A'f')d, 
because the boundary condition on RQ implies |/ZQ| = |i?o| = l-Rol- We have now shown (85). 
With (84) and (85), we have proven (83) and constructed the function b(-). We proceed now com­
plete the proof of Proposition 11.2 using the tools built in steps (I.) and (II.) above. 
If k 6 EN\R t ,n (for e € E+), there are two disjoint possibilities: |i4''„(k)| < «(fA<1'")d; or |A^(k)| > 
c(,Ai")d and k 6 Dl%n, which follows from (85). We finally arrive at: for n > N, 
(«•Nn) 3 |  53 Mk)| < (, 'Nn) 3  53 (^{|fiL"„(k)l<«(.A(,'*')'> + ^{k€ De,„}) IMk)| 
< C-(e + (,AV')-l+|Z)e.n|/,iVn) 
< C-te + UAVT'+lKe)!'), 
using (80) to handle the sum over integers satisfying |#|^(k)| < c(,A11"l)'<; and for the sum on using 
(83) with (sjVn)-2|/t„(k)| < C, for all k € Zd, by Lemma 8.2 [see (79) as well]. Hence, Proposition 11.2 
and (63) are now established. D 
12 Appendix 2: Proof of Theorem 4.2, d = 1 
By assumption, there exists 61,62 6 1R such that 6 t  < 0 < 62 and ( 6 1 ,  62) C Ro C [ 6 1 , 6 2 ] .  To ease the 
following counting arguments, define a concrete version ,PN = Zn(,A„6i + 1/2, ,A„Ô2 - 1/2) from (24); 
for i 6 J.SOL, let Pi,„ = vi-n + ,PN C ,A„(i + flo), where vi-n € Zd such that ||vliIt - ,Ani||oo < 1/2. 
Then, when n is large (so that ,An6! + 1 < 0 < ,An62 - 1): i € J.VOL, 
Is^nl = lfi.nl 5 »'V„(i) < |«Pfil + 4. (86) 
We first work to expand both E(rjj ot) and E(fjj wot) and find the important terms for determining 
the sizes of these expectations. 
Consider r*OL. For i 6 J0L, we use a fourth-order Taylor's expansion of each subsample statistic 
around p: 
3 
Kn = + 53 ( 53 ^^'•n ~p)a) + = #00 + !1,n + Ql.n + C|,n + Mi<n, 
V=l l|a||i=j ' 
Af|.n = 4 53 ï±(Zt,n-n)a) f (1 — w)3DaH(fi +tv(Z|,n — /j))du. 
IM|.=4 '° 
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Write the sample means for the Taylor terms: Yn = \J0L\ 1 53i6jOL 51,n; Qn = \JOL\ 1 J2IEJOL 3i,n! 
cn = \JOL\~1 Ei€Jot Ci'": = lJoi.rl ZieJoz. MI."- From an algebraic expansion of r2ot and 
stationarity, we find the expectation: 
B(T*ol) = .iV„E((r0,„ + Qo,n + Co,n + Afo,„)2 - (f„ + Q„+C„ + Mnf). (87) 
Although the terms are defined slightly differently, the moment inequalities in (43) and (31) still are 
valid (and follow from Lemma 8.2 and Condition Dz) as well as, bounds: 
.jV„E(M02,„) < C • (,iV„)"3, ,NnE(Ml) < ,NnE(A/£j. 
Then, by Holder's inequality and Assumption A.2, the terms in (87) which do not immediately have 
o(l/»A„) expectations can be listed as: ,NnY£n, ,NnY0,nQa,n, ,WnQl,n, ,jVnr0 nC5 n, XQn- Note 
then that, by subtracting ,iVn{E(Q5 „)}2, 
,iV„(E(Q2n) - {E(Q0,„)}2) = .JVnVar(Q„) < 
which can be shown with counting and moment arguments similar to those showing (22) in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1(a). Hence, we can express (87) as 
E«01) = ,M,E(K02n + Qln + 2r0,„(3o.n + 2Yo,nCo,n) - ,iV„{E(Ç0.n)}2 + o(l/,A„). (88) 
Now we examine E(f2 wot). We again use a Taylor's expansion to write H(Zi-n) = H(n) + K|,„ + 
Qi.n + C«.„ + M|,n and define analogous sample means over JNOL: Yn,Qn,Cn,Mn• Using moment 
inequalities in (45) and (50) valid by Lemma 8.2 and Condition Dz [though Qt,n, Ct,„ are not remainder 
terms in the Taylor expansion] and 
E(Qn) < max E(Q?,„); E(C2) < max E(C2n); E(M2) < max E(M«2n), (89) 
Ic-'WOt IÇJNOL 
we find 
E«nol) = I/nolI"1 53.M.„(E(K^) + 2E(y,,nQ,,n) + 2E(f,.„Cl,n) + E(Qlj) 
IGJNOL 
-2|^OLI"1 53 .M.nE(Q,,n(5n) + L-WI'' ( 53 .'Vl.n)E(<^)+0(l/.An). 
16-^nol 1€^NOL 
Applying moment bounds from (50) and (89) with Holder's inequality and (86) produces 
-2I/-VO.I"1 53 .M,nE((5l,n(?„) + L-WI"1 ( 53 = -,jVnE(Q=)+0(i.Pn|-2). (90) 
i€iwot l€-/wot 
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We next define, for each i € JNOl, new random variables: Yj*„, C,*„ as 
in-irj E 53 
IMU=j / 
for j = 1,2,3, respectively. We can expand the following quantities as the difference of two linear 
combinations (of products between coordinate subsample means) with some algebra, cancel common 
terms, and apply (87) and Holder's inequality to the expectations to find moment bounds: 
f maxt max {E^Cf, J), E(Q£)} < C • |.P„r2, , max Je Q'Jj | < C • |.Pn|-3/2, 
.jVlin|E(nnC,,n - | < C • \.Pn\~3/2, ( maxt - Qfn) | < C • \,Pn\~^. 
(91) 
With counting and moment arguments similar to those showing (37) [bounding the variance of 'Â»>n'l, 
we may show 
,JV„Var(Q„) < — = o(l/,An), (92) 
n| * Mwotl 
by Assumption A.2, growth conditions set in (86), and Lemma 8.3. Using (50), (89), and (91), 
,Nn fi-wr 53 E(Q,,„))"-{E«3;,„)}= 
X i€J/vot ' 
< c-,iVn-l.Pnr3/2(|J.voU-1 53 e(iqu + iq;,„i)) 
x ieJ.vot ' 
< c • |,P„|"3/2 = 0(1/,A„). (93) 
Then, by (92) and (93), 
,W„(e«3=) - {E(Q5,J}2) = .Nn(yax(Qn) + (l-WI"1 53 E(Q,.„))2- {E(QS,„)}2) = o(l/,An), 
I Ç.JNQL 
which with (90) and (91) further implies 
E«„ol) = 53 ,M,nE(y«2n + 2f,.nQl.n) 
x iSJ»OL ' 
(94) 
+ .M, ^ 2E(fo,nCo.„) + E(Q5,„) - (E(Qo,n)}2) + o(l/,A„) 
[since each collection {F,*n}, {Q,*n}, {C,*n} is identically distributed]. 
We next establish that for each i 6 /TOL, 
,JV,,nE(y,2„) - | 53 lkHk) + max |£7i,„| = o(l/,A„). (95) 
«A„|Yto| i6-f.vot. 
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Because ,JV|,n(k) = (,JVs,n - lkl)I{.*v,,„>|k|). for i,k e Z, we apply (40): 
,N,.»E(%) - T2 = = - T7R7 Z TKK(K) ^ E'I1.1»; 





= .^,S^ LK) + (^ "^ )S|TKK) 
where using (13), Condition Mr, (87), and Lemma 8.3: 
sup < C-UPnl^ViaUx)»/^) = o(l/,A„). 
lE^not r=l 
Applying Lemma 10.1(a) and Assumption A.2, we establish (20). 
We then show that for i € JNaL, 
2(.jVi,„)2E(>i,„Qi,„) = 53 (! + Vi^/o>)o,*(k1,k2) + £|,2n, max |£i,2„| = o(l/»An) (96) 
k,.k36z 1€Jnol 
where the "lagged" expectations: 
\ 
cac{$+-t) ..T»r-7/1 , L. x ..i<*r-7/«. . i. i t? 
n-ii 
ff*(kt,k2) = 2-E ( E 7^5f[Z(t)-M]a[Z(t-f-kl)-M]',[Z(t + k2)-M]1 
appear as in the statement of the constant Coo from Theorem 4.2. For s 6 Z, write Z(s) = (Z\ (s),..., Zp(s))' 6 
IRP and 
ii.n = 53 (Z(s)-M)/.jVi,n = (r(u,„},...,f{p,,.„>)' e rp. 
«GZ'TIR,,, 
WLOG assume /i = 0. Fix i,j,fc € {l,...,p}. Then, 
(.iVl,n)3E(K{M,(l}Ku,1,„}f{fc,l,n}) 
= ,M,nE(Zi(t)Zj(t)Zfc(t)) + 53 - l*l)/«.i,fc(*) + 53 (»^l.n-x)53 ki.M(X>y)> 
»ez. •«>. yez. 
1SI»IS.«1., IS-S."!., i<»<» 
where the functions /i.j.ik(0 and hi,j .k{-, *) are defined as: 
/U,*(x) = E(Zi(t)Zj(t)Zfe(t + x) + Z,(t)Z,-(t + x)Z*(t) + Zj(t + x)Zj(t)Zfc(t)) 
/ii.j,*(x,y) = 53 E^Zi'(t)Z_,'(t +- x)Z*>(t 4- y) + Zv(t)Zy (t — x)Zf(t — y) j, 
with P(i,j,k) denoting the set of all 6 permutations of the vector (i,j,k). We then write 
(«ATi.n) E(y{Mirt}y{jt,,n}y-{jMin}) (97) 




l^ij*,l,2n| < (sNl,n) 1 ) ] lx/i,v,*(x)l +" T! |/t,j,fc(x)| 
+ (.M,n)~lZlx/li-J.*(X'y)l + 53 \hi.iAX'y)\- (98) 
•,jr€X. «.*€1. 
0<y<« 0<y<*.«/Vlin<* 
We will to show now that maxi
€
jNOL |£yk,â,2n| = o(l). We begin with the sums in (98) involving 
/ij,*(x)- By (13), Lemma 8.1 and Condition Mr, 
53 lx/ij.*(x)l 5 c 53 xa{x, l)'V(2r+'$> < 00, 
xez\(o> i=i 
53 I A,.&(%)! < l,Pn|"1 53 |x/ij.*(x)|. 
.a., 
We turn our attention now to those sums of /ii,j>(x,y) in (98). With the distance metric dis3(-) from 
(49), we below define a useful set (as a function on Z+) for counting purposes and also bound its 
cardinality: 
G(do) EE {(x,y) E Z2 : 0 < |y| < |x|,dis3({0,x,y}) = do}|, |G(do)| < C • do. 
(The bound on the set size follows easily from |y| < do and min{|x|, |x —y|} < do in G (do).) Applying 
this set bound, Lemma 8.1, Condition Mr, and using |x| < 2do when diS3({0,x,y}) = do, we find 
53 |x/li.J,fc(x,y)| < cf^\G(x)\xa{x,2)s<V'+V 
*.*€*• x=L 
o<jr<l*l 
< C^x2a(x,2)sn2r+i) < oo, 
1=1 
53 i/|i.j,*(x.y)l < I.Pnl-1 53 lx/l«.j,*(x.y)l-
*.y€*. e.jrÇZ. 
0<y<* 
Hence, we have now established that maxiçjNOL |J5Ty*,i^n| = o(l) in (23) for any 1 < i,j,k < p. Note 
that 2(sM.n)zE(îl,„(5t,n) is a linear combination of expectations of products between coordinate sample 
means as in (23). It also holds that 
53 Aw.t(x,y) = 53 E(ZiWZj(* + ki)Zfc(t + ka)) 
*.y€Z. 
0<y<* 
by stationarity. (That is, terms in each of the above sums can be placed in a one-to-one correspondence 
by matching E(Zi{t)Zj(t +- ki)Zk{t •+- k2)) from the second sum above with E(Z<(t — mhlrla)Zj(t + 
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kt — mkl,k,)Z*(t k2 — mktikl)) in the first sum, where 
if sign(ki) = sign(k2), 
_ f o 
ci,ki — S [ kt + l 
mki, " (k2 - ki)/(ik,j>|ki|} otherwise. 
Each of the matched expectations is the same by stationarity.) A little algebraic manipulation of the 
above sums of /jj,* and /%,,,& provides the desired result in (96). 
Hence, by (88), (94), (20), and (96) (and using Zo,n = Zo.n), we can write 
E( r 2 ) - r 2  = -  I 53 Ikk(k) + 53 ff'(ki'k2) (") 
* "I"0' keZ ki.kaez 
+ 2,yv„ • Yo.nCo.n + §Nn(Qô,n ~ (E(Qo,n)}2) +°(l/fAn)-
where fjj denotes either ot or f^ NOL. 
By the boundary property of the template RQ, 
| { i € Z n „\„fio: x e Z n .AnflS; | i - x |  =  l}| < 2= o(,N„), 
so that, under Assumptions A.3.A.4., and Condition Mr, we have that: for all 6 € IRP 
i t -Nn)  l t~  •  b ' (Zo,n — f )  b 'Zoo,  
a normal JV*(0, random variable by the Bolthausen (1982) Central Limit Theorem. By Lemma 8.2 
and Condition Dz, we have that for all n > 1 
(.jVn)3E(|Qo,n|3),(,iVn)4E(|yo.nCo,n|3) <C.max{(,iVn)3E(||Zo.„-^||6),(,iVn)4E(||Zo.„-M!|8)} <C. 
The above moment bounds ensure the uniform integrability necessary to obtain the following normal 
moment limits: 
(,JV„)2(E(Q5,n)-(E«2o.n))2) -» Var( £ ^Z"), 
||o||i=2 
\2 ( E *«)( £ Se) ||a||t=l ||o||t=3 (^r„)'E(Ko.«C
,o.n) —> E 
By (99) and (100) above, the proof of Theorem 4.2 for the d = 1 case is now complete! D 
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On the approximation of differenced lattice point counts with application to 
statistical bias expansions 
A paper to be submitted to Transaction of the American Mathematical Society 
Daniel John Nordman and Soumendra N. Lahiri 
Abstract 
This paper formulates a lattice point counting problem, which is important to statistical theory with 
spatial lattice data. The goal is to approximate two subtracted lattice point counts, where the counts 
correspond to a set of increasing domain and an intersection of this set with a vector translate. It 
is well-known that, even in the plane, volumes can poorly measure lattice point counts, producing 
approximation errors of the same order as the number of near-boundary lattice points (eg. polygonal 
regions). However, it is shown here that Lebesgue volumes can still adequately estimate differences 
between lattice point counts. The results are valid for sets and potential sampling regions of a variety 
of shapes, including all convex regions in 2- and 3-dimensional Euclidean space. The approximation 
tools permit more bias derivations for spatial statistics. New variance expansions for spatial sample 
means are provided for non-rectangular sampling regions. 
Key Words: Asymptotic expansions, convex sets, lattice points, O-estimates, spatial statistics, sample 
mean, volume 
1 Introduction 
Lattice point theory is generally concerned with estimating the number of integers Zd (or some 
other lattice points) which lie inside large bounded bodies in lRd-Euclidean space. Historically lattice 
point counting has focused on the plane 1R2 and one important question: When the inside of a curve 
with area A is blown-up by a scaling factor 6, how big is the discrepancy between the area 63A and 
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the number of Z2 integer points inside the new curve? Writing the lattice point count #(6) of the new 
curve-delineated set as 
#(6) = b2 A + A(6), (1) 
the search for the best possible estimates of the remainder A(6) is known as the "O-problem" in number 
theory [cf. Krâtzel (1988)]. Usually the curves considered are sufficiently "smoothly winding" and 
estimation tools for exponential sums are applied [cf. Huxley (1992), Chapter 2], Better approximations 
of exponential sums often in turn lead to sharper "O-estimates." For example, for convex sets with a 
"nice" boundary, van der Corput (1920)'s answer to the posed question above is 0(648,,89+<), while the 
best answer, based on the latest analytic methods for exponential sums, is 0(b'i6^73+e) for appropriately 
smooth curves [Huxley (1993, 1996)]. The O-problem and exponential sum estimation are highly active 
areas of research, with increasing attention as well in higher dimensional extensions [cf. Krâtzel and 
Nowak (1991, 1992)]. 
In this paper, we introduce a variation on the O-problem which has significant application in statis­
tics. Asymptotic developments with spatial statistics for lattice data often require an approximation for 
the difference between two lattice point counts. Suppose Rn C IRd represents a sampling region with 
available observations located at sampling sites Zdfl Rn. Then, bias expansions for statistics computed 
on Rn often depend crucially on subtracted counts: 
#Z d ntfn  -  #z d nf l n n(k +  f l n ) ,  keZ d ,  (2)  
where #fi denotes the cardinality of a finite set B. Because the computation of volumes is usually 
more tractable than counts, Lebesgue volumes could in principle be used to approximate lattice point 
counts, as in the O-problem. However, there is a catch: the required accuracy of the approximation 
to (2) must typically be of smaller order than the number of lattice points near the boundary of the 
sampling region Rn- Serious complications then arise with "volume-for-count" estimation and, even in 
the plane, many non-trivial O-estimates are in fact set by the number of bordering lattice points [cf. 
Krâtzel (1988), Theorem 1.7; Huxley (1996), Lemma 2.1.1, Theorem 2.3.3]. That is, for 1R2 regions 
without nice smooth borders, analytical methods for exponential sums become inapplicable and the 
remainder A(6) in (1) is often exactly of order 0(6), corresponding to both the perimeter length and 
the number of Z2 lattice points near the boundary of the inflated curve. This unfortunately holds true 
for many useful polygonal-shaped sampling regions in B.2 (eg. triangles, trapezoids). 
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. We first wish to describe the need in statistics for approxi­
mations with differenced lattice point counts, as in (2). We then produce some advances in estimating 
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such differences for (almost) convex sets, or sampling regions, in IR2 or IR3 space. It is shown that 
differenced volumes can well approximate subtracted lattice point counts, even though the Lebesgue 
volume can fail terribly to measure the number of lattice points in either set appearing in (2). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the importance of (subtracted) 
lattice point counts in determining a spatial statistics expectation or bias. A precise statement of a 
new lattice point counting problem, with close connections to the O-problem but with more relevance 
to statistics, is given in Section 3. In Section 4, main results on lattice point count approximations 
are presented. We apply our approximation tools to derive new statistical bias expansions which are 
valid for non-rectangular sampling regions in IR2 and IR3 in Section 5. Through several examples, we 
illustrate the influence of sampling region's geometry on the variance of the spatial sample mean. For 
clarity of exposition, all proofs are given separately and divided among Sections 6, 7, and 8. 
2 A counting problem in statistics 
Statisticians often wish to quantify the performance of an estimator, defined on some spatial sam­
pling region, by determining the difference (or bias) between the estimator's expected value and some 
population parameter value targeted for inference. Expectation and bias expansions involving spatial 
lattice data often require difficult lattice point counts. 
To make the discussion concrete, we describe a common sampling formulation from spatial statistics 
[cf. Sherman and Carlstein (1994), Lahiri (1999ab)]. Suppose {F, : s 6 Zd} is a stationary collection of 
real-valued random variables; fio is a Borel subset of (—1/2, l/2jd containing the origin as an interior 
point; {6„} is a positive, real sequence which goes to infinity; and a sampling region Rn is obtained by 
"inflating" the template RQ by bn: Rn = bnRo C lRd. Then, we treat those integer points (sampling 
sites) located inside the sampling region Rn as the available observations for inference. Namely, the 
data are 
{r.:s€Zdnfl„}. 
This sampling scenario leads to an "increasing domain" asymptotic framework for studying statistics 
of spatial lattice data [cf. Cressie (1993)]. For practical reasons, RQ is usually equipped with a mild 
boundary condition which guarantees that the number of lattice points near the border of A* is of smaller 
order 0(6d_1) than the totality of observations in Rn- This avoids pathological sampling regions and 
implies that #Zdfl Rn/\Rn\ —» 1 as n —> oo, using |B| for the Lebesgue volume of an uncountable 
set. Such boundary conditions are typically satisfied by many convex and non-convex (eg. star-shaped) 
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sets. 
The expectation of a spatial statistic depends intricately on the determination of set sizes like 
#Zd n Rn fi (k + Rn), k 6 Zd. These lattice point counts arise, for example, in the leading order 
component of an estimator's bias, which is often of the form: 
#zJnJln Z {#zdnflnn(k + R„)-#zdnfin}c(k) 
= Z „limo6;(d-1){#Zdnfi„n(k + fl„)-#Zdnfin}c(k) + o(b~ l) (3) 
for some scaling constants (c(k) : k € Zd} satisfying a summability condition. In one common scenario 
in statistics, each constant c(k) = Cov(%, Vi+t) represents the autocovariance function for a mixing 
random field, with I^kez' llk|l!»|c(k)| < °°, llk||oo = maxi<,<d |fc,| [cf. Doukhan (1994)]. 
For instance, consider a time series stretch Yi,...,Yn with mean E(Vj) = 0 and autocovariance 
function c(k) = Cov(Yj, K,+*) = E(YjYj+k), k € Z (an equivalent size n sequence is obtained by 
RQ = (—1/2,1/2], 6„ = rt in our sampling formulation). The expectation of a simple statistic based on 
the sample mean = £"=l V)/n is given by 
E(ny„3) = l Ê (n-|*|)<r(fc), (4) 
k——n 
an elementary (variance) result from time series [cf. Fuller (1996), Corollary 6.1.1.2]. However, the 
expectation in (4) involves a natural lattice point count: the number of observations in the sample 
which are exactly k time lags apart for each k € Z, |fc| < n; this is equivalently the size of the set 
Z fl [l,n] n(k + [l,n]). The difference between (4) and its limiting value, the population parameter 
Voo ~ 13*6z°W> can be expressed: 
= n~lZ{(n-lfcl)-r«}ffW+o(n""1 Z IfcllsWl) 
*6Z I*|>n 
= -n~l Y |fc|g(fe) + o(n~l), (5) 
*€Z 
a special case of (3). We have now expanded the bias the estimator nY% for vn and isolated its 
well-known leading order 0(b~l) term which is required, for example, to determine optimal block sizes 
for statistical resampling methods such as the block bootstrap [cf. Hall, Horowitz and Jing (1995); 
Lahiri (1996)] and subsample-jackknife [Kûnsch (1989), Politis and Romano (1993)]. The expansions in 
(3) are analogously needed in optimizing spatial subsampling methods (using the spatial sample mean 
Yn = SZeezTi/i, *•/n Zd) and appear in bias expansions involving spectrographs estimators [cf. 
Guyon (1995), Chapter 4; Nordman and Lahiri (2002)]. 
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The asymptotic study of spatial statistics for lattice data is often confined to rectangular sampling 
regions Rn = with ij > 0 (eg. subsample-based estimation [Possolo (1991), Politis and 
Romano (1994), Hall and Jing (1996)]; Whittle estimation [Heyde and Gay (1993)]; bias expansions for 
autocovariance estimators and other spectral means [cf. Guyon (1995), Theorem 4.1.2]). These sampling 
regions have application, for instance, in agricultural field experimentation and image analysis, but also 
fail to encompass many real sampling shapes [cf. Cressie (1993)]. Note as well that the lattice point 
counts required in (3) for rectangular sampling regions are a fairly straightforward generalization of the 
time series case in (4): 
This counting aspect of rectangular regions greatly simplifies the theoretical development of associated 
spatial estimators. 
The lack of better lattice point counting techniques does hinder statistical theory in some regards. 
Without the capacity to isolate and explicitly compute expansions as in (3), statisticians cannot de­
termine the effect of a sampling region's shape or dimension on the properties of a spatial statistic. 
The need in statistics exists for better lattice count approximation tools, and estimation of differenced 
counts from (2) are especially useful in bias studies. 
3 Problem statement 
We first give a precise formulation of the counting problem of interest. Suppose Rn — bnRc is a 
sampling region as described in Section 2, where the number of Zd points near the boundary of Rn 
is 0(6d~l). For t € (—1/2, l/2]d, define the translated integer lattice Zd = t 4- Zd. We will count 
Zd points, rather than use the integer lattice Zd, to allow for more a general embedding of Rn in IR1' 
Euclidean space and avoid forcing Rn to expand around a potential lattice point at the origin. The 
interest is approximating the difference in counts 
We now add an important twist which makes the approximation problem non-trivial and also helps to 
determine the main statistical bias component in (3): for each k ^ 0 € Zd, the order of an approximation 
to (6) should satisfy 
*{z'nn?=i[i,n',in(k+n?=iti.o)} = n?=i(i"4J -14n, k «= z< 
#zd n Rn - #zd n Rn n (k + fl„), k e zd. (6) 
(7) 
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We note that, by substituting a difference between Lebesgue volumes |fî„| — |R„ n (k + iîn)| in place 
of (6), a uniform bound on the approximation error 
C • l|k||„(6„)d-1, C > 0, k € Zd (8) 
follows from a very mild (and fairly uninformative) boundary condition on RQ: for any positive se­
quence a„ —> 0 as n —» oo, the number of cubes of the lattice anZd intersecting both fly and 
is 0((a~l)d~l). This particular condition is satisfied by many convex (eg. ellipsoids, polygons) and 
non-convex sets (eg. star-shaped) [cf. Lahiri (1999a)). 
For k € Zd ,  define the discrepancy between volume and lattice point count of the intersection 
&,n(k + Rn): 
fin(k) = \Rn n  (k + ft,)! - #zd n  Rn n  (k + Rn). 
We have mentioned that, even with seemingly simple bodies in space (eg. convex polygons without 
smooth borders), volumes may not well approximate lattice point counts. Specifically, the magnitude 
of fin(k) may be of exact order 0(b„~l) (set also in (8) by the unrestrictive boundary condition on Ro) 
and not to the precision required in (7). 
In this paper, we do approximate the number of lattice points in A* and /î„ n (k + Rn) from (6) by 
set volumes, though the Lebesgue volume may not adequately capture the lattice point count in either 
set. However, when subtracted, the errors incurred in the approximation of both sets can cancel each 
other to a great extent. That is, the difference between the two discrepancies ftn(0) and fi„(k) can be 
shown to satisfy (7) for a broad range of sets (sampling regions) in Eld, d < 3, which are "nearly convex." 
Definition. A set R C IRd is called nearly convex if there exists a convex set B such that B" C R C B, 
where B° and B denote the interior and closure of B, respectively. 
The considered (sampling) region Rn differs from a convex set possibly only at its boundary, but 
Zd lattice points on the border of Rn may be arbitrarily included or excluded. Statistically speaking, 
this sampling framework allows for missing observations (sampling sites) near the edges of the sampling 
region. Hence, the expanding sets Rn are not necessarily closed, which also differs from the usual set-up 
in the traditional O-problem [cf. Krâtzel (1988), Chapter 3]. 
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4 Main results 
4.1 Approximations in IR2 
We now give a theorem establishing a fairly sharp bound on the resulting approximation error 
when using volumes in (6) rather than counts, valid for regions based on large class of "nearly convex" 
templates Ro in IR2. In the following, Z+ = {0,1,2,...} denotes the nonnegative integers. 
Theorem 1 Let d = 2 and RQ be nearly convex. Suppose R% contains a closed ball of radius e around 
the origin. Then, for k € Z2, there exists N* 6 Z+ such that for n > N*, 
|fin(0) - n„(k)| < e~l28||k||^0. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 6.1 and involves placing the volume-for-count approximation 
errors of Rn H (k + Rn) and a subset of Rn into a one-to-one correspondence, for each k € Z2; the size 
of the volume and lattice point count of the remaining portion of Rn may be bounded by ||k||^. The 
argument exploits properties of convex sets to pinpoint the subset of Rn of interest for each k € Z2. 
Approximation results analogous to Theorem 1 may be possible for some templates representable 
as a finite union of convex sets. Some fairly complicated non-convex (sampling) regions could then be 
described. In this paper, we do not consider this possibility greatly but we provide a small extension in 
the next theorem, treating templates RQ = S1US2 formed by the union of two almost convex sets Si, S2 
with borders that are at most finitely intersecting. The assumption that Si, S2 share (no more than) 
finitely many common border points permits some control over the size of bn(Sj \ SJ-J) n (k + bniSz-j \ 
Sj)) and allows a determination of the amount of cancellation between errors Qn(0) and f2„(k). 
In the following, write dB = B\B° to denote the boundary of a set B C IR2. 
Theorem 2 Let d = 2 and RQ = Si U S2, where each Sj is nearly convex with a nonempty interior. 
Suppose dSi O dS2 is empty or finite. Then, for k 6 Z2, there exists C > 0 and N* € Z+ such that for 
n > Nk, 
|fin(0)-fin(k)| < C-||k||L> 
(\Rn\-\Rnn{k + Rn) |) - (Vi,n(k) + F2.„(k) - ^ 3,n(k)) < C - ||k||^, 
where Vjf,n(k) = |Aj.nl I Aj.n n (k + Aj,n)|» Rj,n — bnSj, j = 1,2,3,' S3 = Si O S3. 
Theorem 2 says that we can even find a computationally more feasible estimate of count difference in (6). 
Namely, (6) can be approximated fairly well with a linear combination of separately computed volume 
differences V}>n(k), each corresponding to an individual (nearly) convex set. The proof of Theorem 2 is 
given in Section 6.2. 
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4.2 An IR2 extension 
Some spatial resampling methods in statistics involve tiling a subset of JRd space with disjoint con­
gruent sampling regions [cf. Politis and Romano (1994), Sherman and Carlstein (1994), Lahiri (1999a), 
Nordman (2002)]. For this purpose, a commonly used collection of expanding, non-overlapping regions 
is given by: 
fii.n=6n(i + flo), i€Zd, 
and, analogous to (6), the need also arises to approximate the count differences 
#zdnRs,n - #zd n Ri,„ n (k + Ri,„), kezd, (9) 
for an arbitrary i € Zd. We can provide an extension of Theorems 1 and 2 for bounding the approxi­
mation error incurred by estimating (9) with the corresponding difference in volumes: — |/Zi,n n 
(k + RUn)\ = \Rn\ - |E„ n (k + Rn)\. Let 
n,.„(k) = \Rn n (k + Rn)| - #zd n fl,,n n (k + fi,.„), i,ke zd. 
We can now bound the volume-for-count approximation error uniformly across each potential non-
overlapping (sampling) region, i € Z2. 
Corollary 1 Under the conditions of Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, for each k 6 Z2, there exists C > 0 
and Ni, € Z+ such that for n > N%, 
|fi|,n(0) -n,,„(k)| < C.||k||L i € z2. 
A bound with C = e~l28 holds under Theorem 1 assumptions. 
4.3 Results for IR3 
Our final theorem shows that corresponding Lebesgue volumes can estimate a difference of lattice 
point counts for a broad range of IR3 templates (to a sufficient degree of accuracy as in (7)). We 
formulate the theorem to be available for application to non-overlapping regions in IR3: Jîi.n, i 6 Z3. 
Theorem 3 Let RQ be nearly convex for d = 3 and k 6 Z3. Then, there exists N% € Z+ and Cu. > 0 
such that, for n > N*, 
|fii,n(0) - n,,„(k)| < ck (ft*/3 + Ck,„62), i e z2, 
where {fk,n}J£=i C [0,oo) is a sequence (possibly dependent on k) such that Çk.n —» 0. 
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The bound on the approximation error may certainly be improved with more knowledge of the specific 
geometry of the template RQ. The proof of Theorem 3 in Section 7 shows that the null sequence 
{£w,n}n=i depends on a continuous function of the boundary of RQ (a surface), but not necessarily the 
curvature of the surface. More information about RQ may then sharpen the bound on |ni
-n(0)—Q|,n(k)|. 
5 Applications to statistical bias expansions 
The bias expansion in (5) is well-known in statistical time series. However, the same expansion 
has yet been undetermined for the spatial counterpart involving spatial sampling regions Rn = bnRo 
in IR."* for a real-valued random field {F. : s e Zd}, E(K.) = 0, c(k) = Cov(Ys, Ym+k), k € Zd; a 
spatial sample mean Yn = 53.6ZJnn„ Mi = ##n n Zd; and the spatial population parameter 
Ud.oo = IZkez-" c(k) for d > 2. Assuming the spatial autocovariances to be appropriately summable 
IZkez' HkHœllc(k)l < oo. we can expand and explicitly determine the leading order bias term Bo of 
jV„E(K„2) - = p- + o(6~l) (10) 
from (3) by using Theorems 1-3. (Specifically, we apply these theorems with (8) and the Lebesgue 
Dominated Convergence Theorem.) 
Table 1 provides this bias component BQ for several differently shaped templates RQ to demonstrate 
the influence of the geometry of the sampling region Rn on the bias of NnY£ for t/dl0O; note (10) equiv-
alently represents the difference between the variance of the standardized sample mean Nn2Yn and its 
limiting variance. 
Figure 1. Examples of templates RQ C (—1/2,1/2]2 are outlined by solid lines. 
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We need some additional notation before beginning the proofs. Vectors in lRd are denoted with 
bold font x = (arl,...,zlj)',k = (fcL,...,fcd)'. For x 6 IRd, ||x|| denotes the Euclidean norm, while 
IMIoo = maxt<i<j |zi| remains the i°° norm. Define the dot product (x,y) = x'y. Denote the greatest 
common divisor of positive integers i,j as gcd(i,j). 
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Table 1 Sampling templates Ro C (—1/2, l/2]d, d = 2,3, and associated 
bias Bo from (10). For x e Htli, ||x|| denotes the Euclidean norm; 
11*111 — Si=l l-Eili llxlloo — maxt<j<j |lj|. 
Ro Bo 
Circle of radius 1/2 at origin 4/T£k6Z'llk||c(k) 
"Diamond" in Figure 1(1) 2 53kez' IMIooc(k) 
Triangle in Figure l(ii) £ 2|*2|c(k) + £ (|N+2|*i|)c(k) 
l»1l<l*al/3 l*tl>l»al/a 
"Cross" in Figure l(iii) 4/3£kGz*IWIic(k) 
Rectangle (-1/2,1/2]3 Ekez3 llk||ic(k) 
Sphere of radius 1/2 at origin 3/2 Ekez5 l|k||c(k) 
We often use some elementary, but important, properties of convex sets which can be found in Kelly 
and Weiss (1979), p. 111-116; one such feature of a convex set B is that x 6 B°, y € B implies that 
B° contains the open line segment between x and y. By assumption, there exists a convex set B c lRd 
such that B° C flo C B. By convexity, B° = fig and B = RQ are convex sets; R% = RQ" and ~RQ = flf; 
the "borders" of Ro and RQ are the same (i.e. RQ\R% = RQ\ R^°). 
6.1 Proof of Theorem 1 
Note that there is nothing to prove when k = 0 6 Z2. Fix k = (fci,&2)' 0 € Z2 and define a new 
vector (a function of k): 
,(!=) =: ( "k"- ttfc,=o=,t,-o, (u) 
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' I gcd(|fci|,jfc2|) otherwise. 
Write M = sup{(x,k) : x € RQ}, m = inf{(x,k) : x 6 R^} and let vM, vm g % such that M = (vM,k), 
tn = (vm,k). (The existence of vM,vm is clear by compactness and continuity). Note also that 
B(0,e) C flg implies M > 0 and 0 > m. 
Because the origin 0 e Ag, we have that for all U 6 [0,1), uvM, uvm e RQ- This implies, in turn, 
that for all c 6 (m, M), the set Ro O {x 6 IR2 : (x, k) = c} is a closed line segment and that the sets 
flo n {x G IR2 : (x, k) = M}, Ro H {x € IR2 : (x,k) = m} are each either a single point or a closed line 
segment [cf. (Kelly and Weiss) 1977, p. 112]. 
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We will first define the boundary points of Ro-
Proposition 1 There exist continuous functions fu,ft. : [m,M] —• Ro \ fig such that, for all c G 
. . .  _  k  . . .  k  f  ( c / M )  •  v M  t / c > 0 ,  
+ AW = y. - & - BEjj. ,7c<0, 
Pc = Sup{p > 0 : yc + ||k||-lp • k € flo}> = sup{p > 0 : yc - ||k||-1p • k 6 Ao}-
The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Section 8. 
For c € [m, Mj, define the diameter of the closed "line" segment {x 6 Ro : (x, k) = c} as 
dm(c) = sup|||xi-x2|| :Xi 6 Ao,(x<,k) =c; i = 1,2| = ||/u(c) - /L(c)|| =pe + pc. 
From the continuity of fu and/,., dm(-) is also continuous on [m, M] so that there exists c € [m, M] 
such that dm(c) = max{dm(c) : c € [m, iV/]} by compactness. The function dm(-) is also concave on 
[m, A/]. We make the following claims based on the continuity of dm(-) and the convexity of Ro'-
Proposition 2 (a) The set Az = {c € [m, M\ : dm(c) = dm(c)} is a closed interval. 
(b) If m < ci < C2 < inf A;, then dm(ci) < dm(cî) < dm(c). If sup Aj < Ci < c% < M, then 
dm(c2) < dm(ci) < dm(c). 
Proposition 2 is proven in Section 8. 
We now develop a systematic way of locating and counting the Z2 lattice points within the set Rn 
so that we can track (and subsequently count) points in the intersection Rn D (k + Rn). In particular, 
we desire to know which lattice points exit R„ upon translation by k. We begin with a partition of the 
space Z2 by lines (hyperplanes) which are parallel to the vector k and thereby the relevant direction of 
translation. 
For k = (fci,fc2)', we have by construction that gcd(|fci|, |*2|) = 1 (even if one of the coordinates of 
k is zero). Hence, there exist integers un, w2 6 Z such that wiki 4- u/2k2 = 1 [cf. Gallian (1994), p. 6]. 
Letting w = (u/t,u;2)', we have for all c 6 Z: cw +1 6 Z2 and, furthermore, 
x, y 6 Z2, (x,k) =(y,k) => y = 911^11^ + x, (12) 
for some q € Z. We briefly justify (12). If (x,k) = (y,k), then x — y = wk for some u € E and 
also |zt — yi||fci| = |y2 —12||*2| with |zt - yi|, |y2 — i2| G Z+. Assume x # y. Then there are three 
possibilities: 1.) If |fci| > 0, |fc2| > 0, then |fct| divides |y2 — x2| and |fcj| divides |xi —yt|, implying that 
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g|*i| = |jf2 — X2I, q|k2| = |zi —!/i| for some q > 1 6 Z+; 2.) If fc2 = 0, then |fct| = 1 and |yi —n| = 0; 3.) 
If ki = 0, then |fc2| = 1 and |j/2 —12I =0. In all cases, ||x—y|| = g||k|| for some q € Z+ and we have (12). 
Hence, we may express Z3 in terms of lines parallel to k: 
We now develop some notation for matching "border" points of Rn (falling on certain parallel 
lines/hyperplanes of interest) with points of Rn n Z2 near the boundary of Rn. Note that, if x 6 Rn, 
then (x, k) 6 [m„, A/„] for m„ = b„m, Mn = bnM. Define functions fv,n,fi..n'- [mn,Af„| —• R^\ R^ 
such that, for all c 6 [m„, A/„j, 
Let t0 = (t,k). Note, if x € Rn H Z2, then (x,k) € [mn, Af„] fl (Z + to). We also define functions 
/Û.n./J,n: [m„,Af„l n (Z + to) —• z- such that 
where pc n =: 0 if /o.n(c) € An n Z2 and 0 < pc>n < ||k||, otherwise; and n =: 0 if /L,„(c) € fin O Z2, 
and 0 < n < ||k||, otherwise. Note that /Û,6 Z2 are well-defined functions by (12). Write 
functions ei,n,e2,„: [m„, A/n] D (Z +10) —• [-1/2,1/2] such that for c 6 [mn, Afn] fl(Z + t0), 
ei.„(c) = 1/2 - ||k|rl||/u.n(c) - /:.»(c)||, e2.„(c) = 1/2 - ||k||-l||/,.n(c) - /L*,„(c)||. (15) 
The functions in (15) incorporate the distance between the border of Rn and the "closest" Z2 lattice 
points (defined by /û,„,/,*„) on lines (parallel to k) cutting through Rn-
To ease the counting arguments, we define a function that counts the number of Z2 points lying 
simultaneously in Rn and on lines (parallel to k) slicing through Rn- Define the function F„ : IR —• 
[0,00) such that 
We will make use of the following equality. 
Proposition 3 . Let cM,n = [Mn - to J + to, cm,„ = fmn - t0l +10- For c 6 [m„, Af„] n (Z + t0), 
^n(c) = ||k||~1||/v,n(c) ~ /L,n(c)|| + et,„(c) + e2,n(c) + ^{c=cM.«}^Af,r» + (16) 
where IM,n, Im,n denote evaluations of f{/L,„(c)=/u.n(c)eza\R.} at cM,n and cm-n, respectively. 
(13) 
/u,n(c) — 6n/u(c/Ôn), /t.,n(c) — bnfi.{c/bn). 
Fn(c) = #Z2 fl {x 6 Rn : (x,k) = c}, c € IR. 
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We prove (16) in Section 8. 
Now suppose, for n > N* 6 Z+, it holds that 4||k||oo < e26n, implying 
mn — <0 < —1, Mn — to > 1, CM,n — Cm.n > 2, (17) 
because R$ contains an open ball of radius e < 1/2 around the origin. We use (13) and (16) to write 
the Z2 lattice point count of fin as a sum over Z + to: 
CM.» 
#Z2HAn = £ F„(i) 
CM,W r 1 
= E [l|k|rl|l/u.n(i) - A.n(»)ll + =,.„(») + e2,„(i)J + /M.n + Im,n. (18) 
We then re-write portions of the sums in (18) to obtain a "trapezoidal" approximation of the 
area |fi„|. For » € [to,c»r,„) n (Z +10), let r,il>n denote the closed trapezoid defined by the corners 
/u.n(i),/i..n(t),/u,n(t +- 1),/L,n(i + 1); for i 6 (cm,„,t0] fl (Z + to), T,,2,n is the trapezoid with corners 
/u.n(i),/L.n(i),/u,n(i-1). A,n(«-1); let Tcj,n denote the trapezoid formed by the points fv.n(c), fL.n{c) 
and /u.nfMnJi /t.»n(Mn) [/u.nt"1»), /u,n(^n)l for C = CM.n, j — 1 [c = Cm.n, J = 2]. 
Note that the distance between the hyperplanes (x,k) = ci, (x,k) = c2 for ct,c2 6 IR is |c2—ci|/||k|| 
[cf. Kelly and Weiss (1979), p. 99]. Hence, the area of the trapezoid i € (cm,„,CAf,n) H (Z + to), 
is: 
|r«.,.„| = g(ll/u.n(i) - A.n(OII + ll/v,n(i " (-1)4 " /L.n(« - ("1)J)||), 
|rc„.».l,nt = (||/u.n(CM,„) - /L.„(cM,„)|| + ||/u,„(Af„) - /L.n(Af„)||), 
I^Cm.i.,2,n| — 2||k|| (ll/u,n(Cm,n) ~ /L.n(Cm,n)|| + ll/u.n(mn) — /t.rt(mn)ll)• 
Hence, using cm,„ < to < CM,„ by (17), we can write in (18): 
CM ,1 CM,*» TO 
E llkir1|l/u.n(i)-/L,n(i)|| = £|TM,n|+ g iri_2.nl+EAr,n+£m,„; (19) 
ffli.n I—to f~Cm,n 
^Af.n = -(2||k||)-l(M„ - CM,n)ll/u,n(Afn) " A.n(A/„)|| 
+(2||k||)-l(l - Afn + CM,n)||/v,n(CM,n) — /L,n(CM,n)ll, 
Em.„ = —(2||k||)_l(cm,n - mn)||/u,„(m„) - /L,n(m„)|| 
+(2||k||)"l(l -rnn + cm,n)||/u.n(crn,„) - /u,n(Cm,n)||. 
We note that for i € [to, Af„] n (Z +10), 
|{x 6 Rn : i < (x,k) < min{Af„,i -H}]|-|Tj„i,„| = oUtl,„(i) + aL>1,„(i); 
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aY,i,n(») = ||k|| 1 |/Y,n(« + (v[min{6nM, i -t-1} - i]) 
- (/v.nM + w[/Y,n(min{A/„, I + l}) - /Y,„(»')]) ||DW, Y = L.U, 
by convexity of Rn- The integrands in a0li,„ and aL,i,„ are continuous and hence integrable. Likewise, 
for i 6 [mn, to] n(Z + to), 
|{x 6 Rn : max{m„, i - 1} < (x,k) < i|| - |Tj,2,„| = ûu,2,n(i) + au,2,„(i), 
where the functions aUi2,„(i) and aLi2,„(i) are scaled integrals obtained by substituting max{mn, i - 1} 
for min{A/„,i + 1} in the definitions of a0il,„(i) and aL-i,n(i), respectively. 
Then, using (18) and (19), we write 
n„(o) 
CM,» 
= 5Z (av,l.n(') Ot,[.n(') - et,n(i) ~ c2.n(')) ~ Atf.n ~ 
i=to 
I. V 
+ 53 (au.2.n(l) + aL,2,n(0 — ei,n(«) — e2,n(»)J ~ An.n ~ £m.n + (Cl.n(to) + e2,„(t0)) 
= •f'l.n + P2,n + (ei,„(to) + e2jn(to))- (20) 
We now consider the discrepancy: ftn(k). We first define some functions of the border of the convex 
set Rn fl (Rn + k) analogous to the ones defined with respect to ii„. Let 
mn = inf{(x,k) :x € RnH(k4-Rn)}, Mn = sup{(x,k) : x 6 fl^n(k + R^)}. 
For c 6 [m„, .V/n] and yc,„ 6 Rn n (k + Rn) such that (yc,„, k) = c, define 
Zu.n(c) = yc.n + k - Sup{j9 > 0 : yc,„ -h/3-kefi^n(k + R^)}, 
A,n(c) = yc.n - k-sup{/3>0:yc,n-/3-keR^n(k+R^)}. 
The functions /L,„ e ft,n(k + Rn) are analogous to and /L,„, but created with respect 
to the intersection R„ n (k +• fi„). If c € [mn, M„] n (Z + t0), write /J,„(c),/*_n(c) 6 Z2 similar to 
/Û,n(c)»/Û,n(c). substituting for (or /L,„ for /L,„) and R„ n (k + &,) for Rn in the definition 
from (14). Likewise, for c € [rh„, Af„] n (Z + to), define the border "errors" êltn,ê2,n with respect to 
fin n (k + Rn) by replacing {/u,n,/û>„,/i.,n,/1*ri} with their counterparts {/u,n,/û,n.Â.n./*,n} in the 
definition of ei,„ and e2,„ from (15). 
Define cm,„ = [Af„ — t0J +- to, Cm,« = \mn —10] +10- Assuming that 
l_Afn — toj > 1, |mn ~ toi — —1, (21) 
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(wliich we later show follows from n > Nk), we can write as in (20): 
fla(k) 
a
" " / \ 
= 53 + - ®l.n(i) — ë2,n(i)J — - ^A/.n 
1=<0 
+ 53 (ôUi2l„(t) + âLi2,„(») - ëi,n(i) — C2,n(i)) — Ân.n ~ Ëm,n + (ëi,„(to) 4- ë2tfl(to)) 
= Â,n + Pi.N + (êl,n(to) + C2,n(to))i (22) 
where ÊM,n, Âf.n, Ân.n, the functions ôu.i^, àL,i,n (defined on [t0, M„] n (Z + t0)), and âU]2.n, 
âLi2,n (defined on [mn,t0J f! (Z + to)) are analogous to their Rn counterparts; these are constructed on 
(k + RH) by substituting for /L,„ for /L,„, Afn for Afn, and m„ for mn in the definition 
of each item in the collection {E\i,n, Em<n, Iiu.n, Im,n, A,n, fu,n} • 
We now show that 
n > Nfc =• [ M n  -  toj > 1, \Pl,n - Pun I < £"l14||k||L (23) 
We consider two possible cases: (I) dm(M) > 0; (II) dm(Af) = 0. Note that 
{x€ (RZ + k) : (x,k) > t0} 
U {A,n(c) + u,||k||-lk : ||k|| < a; < ||/u.„(c) - A..„(C)||}. 
•«[•o.Mol. 
(I). If dm(M) > 0, then eventually l|/u.n(M„) - /L,n(M„)|| > 2||k|| or equivalently dm(M) > 6~l2||k||. 
Because ||t||/b„ < e, we have t € /Z° and the distance between the hyperplanes (x, k) = (t,k) = t0 and 
(x,k) = 0 is 
l|k||-l|tol < 1 <e6„. (24) 
Using ||/u,n(0) - /L,n(0)|| > 2ebn > 8||k||^. we have 
||/v,n(e0) - A.n(to)l| > 2((e6„)2 - l)'/2 > 2ebn - 2 > 4||k||oc > 2||k||, 
or equivalently dm(to/6„) > 6~l2||k||. By Proposition 2(b) and the continuity of the diameter function 
dm(-) on [m, Af] (by Proposition 1), we have that for all c 6 [t0/6n, Af]: 
dm(c) > 6~l2||k|| <=> 6„dm(c) = ||/v,n(c6n) - /L,n(c6„)|| > 2||k||. 
This implies that Af„ = Af„ and so (21) for Af„ follows from (17); and also for c 6 [t0, Af„], 
{x e Rn n (k + R%) : (x,k) = c} = |/L,n(c) H-w||kH~lk : ||k|| < u < ||/„,„(c) - /t.,n(c)|||. 
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Hence, we have /0.n(c) = /u,„(c) and /L,„(c) = k + /L,„(c) with ||/u,n(c) - /L,n(c)|| > ||k|| (by Propo­
sition 2). It then follows that, by construction, for i 6 [to, M„] n (Z + to): 
au,l,n(i) = ûo,l,n(i)i OL,l,n(*) = Ôt,ltr»(0-
Also, I= 0 = and for i 6 [t0,Mn] D (Z +10), it follows that 
/v.n(i) = /Û,„(»')- /:,n(«) = /:,n(«)+k, 
and so ei,„(i) = êi,„(»'), e2,„(i) = è2,„(i), i 6 [t0,A/„] n (Z + to). Thus, for large n > Nk, 
IA,n - Â,n| = I^M.n — SjW.nl 
= (^IkjD-'llklKMn-CA/.n) 
< llklloo-
(U) Assume dm(M) = 0. As shown in (24), for n > Nk, we have M > to/bn and dm(t0/6„) > 6~l2||k||. 
By these inequalities, Proposition 2, and the continuity of dm(-) from Proposition 1, there exists a 
unique c„ 6 (t0,bnM) such that: dm(cn/bn) = b~ll|k|| or equivalently ||/u,n(c„bn) - /L,„(c„)|| = ||k||; 
and for c € [to, dm(c/b„) > 6~l||k|| or equivalently ||/u,n(c) - /L.n(c)|| > ||k||; while for c € 
(cn, b„M], dm(c/6„) < b~l||k|| or equivalently ||/u,„(c) - /u,„(c)|| < ||k||. 
We further note that ebn||k||"lk, -ebn||k||-lk € R„ and fu,n(Mn) eR^so that, for each w e [0,1), 
the points 
/u,n(Afn) + W(£bn||k||-lk - /„,n(Afn)) = /u.n(Afn) + tvbn(£||k||-'k - /0(A/)), 
/u.n(A/-„) - W(£6„||k||-lk + fu,n(Mn)) = /u,n(A/n) - 0/6„(e||k||~1 k -f /„( A/)) 
are in R„ [cf. Kelly and Weiss (1979)). In particular, we have yi,n,y2,n € for 
yi.n = /o,n(A/n) +k - e-l||k||/0(Ai-), y2,„ = /u,n(Af„) — k+e"l||k||/u(Af). 
Then, (yi,n,k) = (ya.n.k) = A/(b„ - £-l||k||) and ||yi,n - y2.n|| = 2||k|| by construction. From the 
convexity of fig, wy1>tv + (1 - w)y2,„ € R%, w € [0, lj and, hence, 
dm(A/[l - (e6„r l||k||]) > b;l||yi.„-y2,„|| > b;'2||k||. 
By this and Proposition 2(b), it must be the case that Af(bn -e-1||k||) < cn < Mn; then n > Nk (and 
£ < 1/2) implies 
Af(l-(£6„)-l||k||)-6-1(2 + |ik||00) > 0 
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so that 2 +10 < M(6„ —e l||k||) < Cn < bnM. We now have 
{x 6 n (k + ÏQ : (x, k> > t0} = (J {/L,„(c) + u||k||-lk : ||k|| <w< ||/„,„(c) - /t.„(c)||} 
c6[to.c„] 
and Mn = 5n with [M„ - t0J > 1 (establishing the relevant part of (21), (23)). 
Analogous to the case with dm(A/) > 0, for i 6 [to, c*f,n) n (Z + to), we have 
/u,n(*) — /u,n(i) 
Ôu,l,n(i) = au,l,n(0 
êi,„(i) = elin(i) 
/L,H(I) — /L.H(Î) + k 
Ôu,l,n(i) = aL.l ,n(i) 
Ê2,n(») = e3,„(i). 
After cancelling terms common to both sums Pi,„ and Pi.n, we may write 
e*i.» 
fl.n — Â,n = 53 (""'''"W + Qi-.l,n(i) — el.n(t) — «2.n(*)) — E\l,n ~ I\t,n 
- ôu.t,n(CM,n) - âL,iin(CAr>n} + êl,n(cAr.„) + êî,n(CM,n) + 
Because CM,n-CM.n < Mn-c„+l < e"l||k||M+l, M < HkU^, and |e_,,„(i)| < 1/2, i 6 [t0, M„ln(Z+t0), 
J = 1,2: 
CM,» 
Y! Cl.n(') + C2,n(i) < 8||k|lo (25) 
Also, 
«Mr.» 
t=cM.„ + l 
É a".i.n(i) + aL,i,„(t) < |{x € An : (x,k) € [c„, A/„] 
< ||k||-l(Afn - Cn) sup{||/„,„(c) - /L,„(c)|| :ce[c„, Af„]} 
< |lk|rl(e-l||k||M)||k|| 
< e-'2||k|lL (26) 
By construction, we have 
0 < Im.ti, |ël,n(CM,n) +" ë2,n(CAf,n) + Îm.n — «L,n(CAf,n) — e2,n(cAf,n)| < 1- (27) 
In handing the remaining terms in the difference P|,„ — PU n ,  we note the following three cases: 
Case 1. If c„ € Z + to, then cn = c\t,n- It follows that Ëst,n = 0; 5u,i,n(cn) = ôL,i,n(crl) = 0 because 
ll/u,n(cn) — /L.n(cn)ll = 0; and a„,i,n(cn) + <1L,I,II(C„) < E—12||k||50 as in (26). Also, C* < CM.n implies 
IEAf.nl <1/2 -||krll|k|| <||k||oo-
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Case 2. If Cn £ Z + t0 and cM,„ + 1 < Af„, then cM,n + 1 < cM,„. Here again < Hk||oo because 
en < cM>n. Note that cM,n <Cn< cjw.n + 1 and, for c e [cm,„,c„], 
/u,n(c) = /u,rt(c)i Â,n(c) = A,n(c) + k, ||/u,n(Cn) — /i.,n(Cn)ll = l|k||. 
Using this, we split the volume, |{x € lîT : (x, k> 6 [caj.h,CAf.n + 1]}|, into a sum of two volumes 
corresponding to regions separated by the hyperplane, (x, k) = c*: 
i 
l|kl|(au,l,n(CM,n) + °i.,l,n(CAf,n)) + V. ll/u.n(CAf.n + j) ~ A.nCcM.n + j)ll/2 
}=0 
= l|k|| |{x€fi^:(x,k)€ [cMl„,cM,„ + 1||| 
= 1/2 • (C„ - CAf.n) (||/u,n(CM,„) - /u,„(cA/,„)|| + ||/„,„(C„) - /u.„(Cn)||) + l|k|| 
+ 1/2 • (CAf.n ~Cn + l)(||/u,n(CAf,n + 1) _ /i.,n(CAf,n + 1)11 + ||/u,n(cn) — A.,n(Cn)ll) 
I 
+ E / ||A,n(CM,n + W(C - CM,*)) - (/y,n(CAf.n) + tv[/Y,n(cn) ~ /v.ntCAf.n)]) ||du 
Y=L,U JQ 
= 1/2 • (Cn - CW,„) (||/u.n(CAf,n) ~ Â,n(CA/,n)ll + ||k||) 
+ 1/2 . (CA/,„ -C« + l) (l|/0,„(CM,a + 1) - /u,a(CM,n + 1)11 + llk||) 
+||k|| (âu,i,n(cAr,„) + ât,i.B(c«.„)) + ||k||^., (28) 
I 
llkll^ = 53 /||/u,n(c„ +<v(cA/,n + 1 - C„)) ~ (/u,n(Cn) + w[/u,„(CAf.n + 1) -/u,n(c„)l) |t&V. 
Y=L,U { 
With H/u,n(c) - /L,n(c)|| < ||k||, c € [c„,CAf,n + M (by Proposition 2), we can bound the volume: 
< |{x€Î£:(x,k)€[cn,cAf.n + ll}| < (cAf,„ + 1 - c„)l|k|| < 2||k||». 
Since ÉM<n = (2||k|!)-t(cAf,n +1 -c„){||/u.n(cM.n) - /L,fi(cAf,n)ll - l|k||}, we use (28) and ||/0.„(cAf,„ + 
1) - /L,n(cA/.n + 1)11 < ||k|| to write 
\Ê\t,n + 1u,l.n(CAf,n) + OL,l.n(CAf,n) ~ 2u,i,„(cm,„) - ÔIl,i,rl(CAf,n)l 
= |(2||k||)-l(CAf,n — Cn)(ll/u,n(CM> + 1) " /i,„(CM,n + 1)11 ~ ||k||) + VjJ 
< 411kl!». 
Case 3. If c« £ Z -+- to and CM.n +1 > Af„, then CA/,n = CM,n < c* < Af„. Similar to Case 2, we write 
(2||k||)-1(Af„ — CAf.n) (||/v,n (CAf.n) ~ A.,n(CAf,n)||) + au,l,n(CAf.n) + Ou,i,„(CAf.n) 
= |{x 6 An : (X,k) € [cAf.n, Aifnl|| 
= (2||k||)-l(ên - CAf.n) (|l/u.n(CAf,n) " A.n(CAf.n)|| + ||k|l) 
+ âu,1,n(CAf,„) + âL, l,„(CAf,„) + (2||k||)-l||k||(Ar„ - C n )  +  V!-
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l|k||VE; = £ / ||/v.n(^ + <"(M„ - 5n)) - (/v,n(Cn) + w[/Y.„(iV/„) - /Y.„(c„)]) ||^. 
Y=L.U I 
Because ÊMi„ - EM,n = (2l|k||)~l{(A/n. - c„)ll/Uin(cM,n) - /L,„(cM,n)il - (CM.u + 1 - c„)l|k(|} and 
V£'m < 2||k||oo (as with V5„), we have 
IÊM.n — Et-l.n + au,l,rt(CM,n) + «u.1 ,n(cM,n) — â0,l.n(CAf,n) — ÔL>i,n(c.u,n)| 
= (2||k||)-l(l +cu,n - M„)||k|| + VI < 4||k||œ. 
With (25), (26), (27), and Cases 1-3, we establish part (II) and find that (23) holds as well when 
dm(M) = 0. 
In showing (23) [through steps (I) and (II)), we also proved: for n > Nk, Cj,n(t0) = ë,,n(t0), j = 1,2. 
By repeating symmetrical arguments on the half space {x € 1R2 : (x,k) < to}, it follows that for 
n > Nk, |m„ - toi < -I and |P2,n - P2.nl < e~l14||k||^,. By (20) and (22), the proof of Theorem 1 is 
then complete. • 
6.2 Proof of Theorem 2 
We can assume that it is not the case that St H S2 = S, for j = 1 or 2. (If so, the Theorem 1 for 
d = 2 already establishes this case.) 
Let Sj,n  = bnSj, j = 1,2; S3 = Si n S3; and Sj,n = bnSa. Denote the discrepancy between the 
volume and Z2  lattice count of Sj,n  n (k + Sj<n): 
n».j(k) = |Sj,„n(k + Sj,„)| - #s,.„ n (k + sj-n), kez2, 
for j = 1,2,3. Since each Sj, j — 1,2 is almost convex with a non-empty interior, it holds that: for 
each k e Z2, there exists Nk 6 Z+, C > such that for n > Nk, 
|tW0)-fi,-.n(k)| < C||k||L, J = 1,2,3. (29) 
We can justify (29), following the arguments from the proof of Corollary 1. First fix j 6 {1,2}. Pick 
a point s, e SJ and find a closed ball around s, in S° of radius < 1/2. For each n, there exists 
tj,n € (—1/2,1/2]2 such that t — 6„s, - tj,„ 6 Z2. Define the lattice Z2* = tJ-n + Z2. Then for each 
z 6 Z2, n,,„(k) = n* „(k) where 
n;,„(k) = KSj.n - 6ns,) n (k + Sj,n  - s})| - #Z2* n (S,-,„ - 6„Sj) n (k + S,.„ - 6„s,). 
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Since Sj,„ — bnSj expands around the origin (0 is an interior point), the same arguments in the proof 
of Theorem 1 apply to bounding |fij „(k)| for large n guaranteeing that e%bn > 4l|k||oo. Hence, (29) 
follows for j = 1,2. 
The result in (29) also applies to fZ3,„(k) if the intersection S3 has a nonempty interior. Then the 
set S3 is also almost convex, because S° n Sf ^ 0 and Si fl S* are convex. If S° n Sf = 0, then it 
must be the case that St H S2 = dSi n dSz = {v}, v e 1R2. [This follows from the fact that Sf.Sf 
are (bounded) disjoint open convex sets, so that by the Separating Hyperplane Theorem [cf. Kelly and 
Weiss (1979)|, there exists b 36 0 € IR2, c 6 IR such that 
(x, b) > c if x € S°, (x, b) < c if x € S,. 
Thus, St fl Si n {x € IR2 : (x, b) = c} = {v}, because dSi n ÔS2 is finite.] Hence, if S° nSf = 0, then 
|n3,„(k)| < 2 for k / 0 so that (29) holds trivially. 
We make note, in the following, of some useful partitions of counts and volumes. For k ^ 0, write: 
2 
#z2nflnn(k + fin) = 53 #z2 n S,> n (k + sj-n) - #z2 n s3,„ n (k + S3,„) + *„(k), 
2 
|iînn(k + iîn)| = 53 |Sj>n n (k + Sj,„)| - |S3.n n (k + s3.„)| + *„(k); 
j=l 
2 
*t're(k) = ^ 1 #Z2 H (S3-j,n \ Sj.n) O (k + Sj.n \ S3— ,.*), 
2 
*n(k) = 53 |(S3_>-n \ s,-,„) n (k + Sj,„ \ S3_J,„)|. j=i 
Then we can write 
2 
n0.„(o) - n0,re(k) = 53 (njifl(o) - n„„(k)) - (n3,„(o) - n3,„(k)) ~ *„(k) - *„(k). (30) j=I 
By (29) and (30), it suffices to show: for each k jt 0 € Z2, there exist Nk € Z+ and C > 0 such that 
for n > Nk, 
*„(k),*„(k) < C-||k||2, (31) 
to complete the proof of Theorem 2. To show (31), we will consider two cases: (I) S° H S| ^  0; or (II) 
Sf nS| =0. 
Some additional notation is necessary. We write roy(x,y), seg(x, y), and 5ëg(x,y) for the ray, open, 
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and closed line segment between the points x, y 6 IR2; that is, 
roy(x,y) = {x + w(y - x) 6 IR2 : 0 < w}, 
seg{x, y) = {x + u(y - x) e  IR2 : 0 < u < 1}, 
55g(x, y) = seg(x, y) U {x, y}. 
We will also often use the following properties of a convex set A (cf. Kelly and Weiss, 1979, p. 99): 
if x 6 A° and y 6 A, then seg(x,y) c A0; the border of A, 9A = A \ A°, is a simple closed curve; if 
x € A° and y ^ x € IR2, then ray(x,y) intersects dA exactly once. 
(I). Suppose that S° \ S^-j ^ 0 for j = 1,2. By assumption, we then have common border points 
dSi fi ÔS2 = {vi,..., vm}, m > 2, where each v, is distinct. The fact that m > 2 is intuitively simple, 
but we will outline the proof of this in the following parenthetical argument. 
(Note that there exists y0 € S° n Sf, yj € S° \ S3-] for j = 1,2. Then, for each j = 1,2, ray(y0,yJ) 
intersects dSi and dS2 exactly once by convexity of the sets. Because yi £ R2, ray(yo,yi) must inter­
sect dS2 at a point, say yj, on seg(y0,y 1); this implies further that y? € S° n ÔS2. Also, ray(y0,y2) 
intersects dS? at the point yj somewhere "beyond" y% (and the border of Si ) on the same ray so that 
y\ 6 dSi \St- Note both dSi and dSz are simple closed curves. If an interior point of S? lies on 
seg(y;,yî), the line between y[ and y% separates dS2 into two parts, each lying on an opposite side 
(open half-space) of this line; then, by the Jordan Curve Theorem, dSz must intersect/cross dSi at 
least once on each open side of the line. That is, the border dSi curves away from y* on each side of 
the line between yj and yô, winding toward yj from two different directions; and on the same line, by 
construction and convexity, 3Si and ÔS2 cannot intersect. On the other hand, if seff(yj,y3) C 3S2 , 
then by the Jordan Curve Theorem again: sêg(yl,yï) 0 dSi ^ 0 and (9S2 \ sëg(y*,y5)) (1 dSi ^ 0. 
Hence, we have that 2 < m < 00.) 
Assume that m = 2 for the moment. We can express the line defined by vi and v2 as a hyperplane 
involving b 6 IR2: 
|x € IR2 : (x,b) = (vt,b)|, b / 0 6 IR2. 
By convexity and dSi fl dS« = {vi, v2}, one of the following must be true: seg(vi,v2) = S° n dSi, 
seg(vt, v2) = Sg n dSi, or seg(vtl v2) C S° fl S| . In any case, we have for some j' 6 {1,2}: 
seg(y l,v2) n (S°. n 9S3_) = 0. 
By convexity, this implies that Sj-J- \5/« lies in one open half-space determined by (x,b) = (vi,b) 
and Sj- \ S3-}' is a subset of the opposite (possibly closed) half-space. 
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Fix k ^ 0 € Z2 and define k as in (35). If (v2 — vL, k) = 0, we may take b = k. In which case, we 
easily have (31): for all n: 
*n(k) = 0, *n(k) < #{6„vl,6nv2} < 2 
because both sets Si,n \ S2,n and S2,n \ Si,„ are parallel as they "slide" upon translation by k. 
Suppose (v2 — vltk) / 0. Let m = 1/2 • (vi + v2). Then there exists a p ^ 0 € IR and mk € IR2 
such that 
mk = m + p||k|r'k eSfnS?. 
The above follows from the fact that the diameter of {5i fl S2 : (x,k) = (v,k)} cannot be zero by 
Propositions 1 and 2, because (m,k) lies strictly between (vltk) and (v2,k). Then, we can make a 
closed ball of radius 0 < r? < |/»| around mi,, say B(mk, ry), such that B(mk, l) C S° fl S|. 
We will exploit the mentioned properties of convex sets to build V-shaped "cones," originating from 
both vi and v2, that lie outside Si U S2; we use these cones to quantify the number of Z2 points in 
Sj,n \ Ss-j.n that move over to S3_j,„ \ Sj.n when translated by k (for each j = 1,2). 
Note, for j = 1,2, 
seg(v jy mk + ev||k|nlk) C S° fl S2, w e [-r?, r/| 
and for the "cones": v € [-r?, i?], {3 > 0, 
vj + /9(Vj - mi, — tv||k||-1k) g R | U R 2 .  
This implies, for tv € [-17,17], j 6 {1,2}, 
6„v, +/3(mk + wllkir'k - vj) € S|,n = 6„(S? n Sf), 0 < 0 < bn 
6nVj+/3(v;--mk-wJIkll-'k) Si,„US2,n =6„(StuS2), 3 > 0. (32) 
Suppose 6„i7 > ||k|| and wn 6 (SJ,n\S3_,i„)n(k + (S3_^,„\Sj)) for some selected j 6 {1,2}. Then, 
w„ and w„ — k lie in opposite (not necessarily open, but complementary) half-spaces defined by the 
line or hyperplane (x,b) = 6n(vi,b), and also 
(wn,k) = K - k,k) = (wn,k); wn = 6„m + Cn(v2 - vt), c„ = (v2 - vt,k) 
Because wn lies on the tine (x,b) = 6n(vi,b) (by definition), we must have ||wn — wn|| < ||k||. 
Furthermore, it must be the case that 
2 M $ [0,6„->rl||k||], (33) 
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which we briefly justify with a proof by contradiction. A little algebra gives: 
(2 if Cn > 0 1 ifCnCO 
Let 
Vc.,n = 6n.Vj- + (6n — 2[cn[)(mit — rç||k[|-lk — vy ), 
Vu.n = 6nVj- + (bn - 2|cn|)(mk + r?||k||-1k - Vy ). 
Then, we have vUin, vUin, wn, wn - k all lie on the same line with vL,n, vUtn e 6n(S° nS|) by (32) and 
||vL,„-vu>n|| > 2||k|| by construction. The points w„, w„ - k cannot lie between vL-n and vu-n (because 
w„,w„ - k £ l>n(S° n So)) and vL-„, vu-n cannot lie between w„ and wn - k. Hence, w„, wn - k 
lie on either ray(vL,„, vLi„ - k) or ray(vu-n, vu-n + k), implying further that w„, w„ - k 6 Si,„ or 
wn,wn — k € S2,n> a contradiction. VVe have now established (33). 
We can show also that 
2|c„| ^[6n + v-l||k||,oo], (34) 
as we will explain in the following. Assume (34) is false. Defining vt>n, vu-n as above, we have again the 
p o i n t s  v L - n ,  v L - n ,  w n ,  w „  -  k ,  w n  f a l l  o n  t h e  s a m e  l i n e ,  | | v L , n  -  v u - n | |  >  2 | | k | | ,  b u t  n o w  s e g ( v L t „ ,  v u - n )  c  
bn(Si u52)c by (32). Because (v2 — vi,k) ^ 0 and (v2 — vt,b) = 0, we must have (b,k) 0 and so 
(vL,n — &nVi,b) = (/,-^ )(6n-2|cn|)^ ., 
(Vu.n-6nVt,b> = (/) + r?)(6„-2|cn|)^  ^
have the same, nonzero sign (rç < |p|). Hence, vLi(,,vu-n both lie in one open half-space or side of the 
hyperplane (x,b) =6„(vi,b). Furthermore, 
6-lw„ 6 {dSi \ S2) U (dS2 \ St) U (Si U S2)c. 
[This follows from the fact that because 6~lw„ g 5eg(vt,v2): if b~ lwn e S° for some j € {1,2}, 
then ray(b~lwn,vi) intersects dSj at vL and v2, a contradiction of a basic property of convex sets; if 
6^'wn e dSj for j = 1 or 2, then the closed line segment including the points b^'wn, vt,v2 is a subset 
of dSj, implying b~lwn g dSj-j, else dSi fldS2 would be an uncountable set.) We can now argue that 
the closed line segment containing vL-„,v„,n, w„ must be a subset of (Si,„)c or (S2,n)c- [In brief, the 
points vu-n (or vL,„) and 6nmk lie in opposite open half-spaces defined by (x,b) = 6„(vi, b), while w„ 
lies on this line. Also, seg{m, mk) C S° n Sf so that 
ray(7m + (1 - 7)*nk, v,-) \ sëg{f m + (1 - 7)mk, v,) C (St U S2)c, 7 € (0,1), j € {1,2} 
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from convexity. Hence, we can conclude that all the rays of the form 
roy(,A„(vy + i),rv + (1 - 7)w„), 7 6 (0,1), v = vL,„. vu-n 
are not in S,-,n, j = 1 or 2.] Now we have that wn and w„ — k, which lie on complementary half-spaces 
created by (x, b) = 6„(vt,b), must be separated by the open line segment containing vL-„, vu,„,w„, 
as all these points {vti„1vUi„,w„,w,l,w„ — k} fall on a common line. This implies a contradiction, 
because again ||vL,„ - vu,„|| > 2||k||. We have now established (34). 
Essentially, by (33) and (34), we can bound the length of the section on (x, b) = 6n(vi,b) at which 
a point from S,-,„ \ S3_;,n (on one side of the line) can cross over to Sî-j.n \ S_,,n (on the other side of the 
same line) when translated by k. For an arbitrary wn 6 (Sj,„ \ S3_,]rl) n (k + (S3__,,n \ Sj,n)), j 6 {1,2}, 
we can pull together (13), (33), (34), and the fact that ||wn - wn|| < ||k|| to show: for bnj) > ||k||, 
*-(k) < 4||k|l-2n"1||k|1'[l|<^|t~Vl,k)l < 16^-l||k||^, 
*n(k) < 4to-l||k||-|(v8-vl,6)| + 2)(||k||-l||k|| + l) < 48frl||k|&,. 
This proves (31) for Case (I) when dSi fl <9S2 = {vl( v2} (ie. m = 2). 
Suppose Case(I) holds and dS\ 0 dS-i = {vt,...,vm}, m > 2. The border of Si n S2 can be 
expressed as a continuous simple closed curve C(0), 9 € [0,2ir] and WLOG we may assume there exists 
0i < ... < 9m 6 [0,2TT] such that y, = for j = 1 ,...,m. We can then create hyperplanes/lines 
between consecutive pairs of elements in SSi fl dS2: 
VJ + w(v, - v,+i), 0/61R. 
Note that the closed line segments seg(vj, vJ+i), j = 1 ,...,m, form sides of a polygon in Si fl S2. If 
we pick and fix wn 6 (Sj-n \ S3-j,n) n(k+ (S3-j,n \ Sj,„)), for some k # 0 € Z2, j € {1,2}, then there 
exists q 6 {l,...,m} such that the line between and 6„v1+l separates wn and wn — k. That 
is, wn and wn - k must lie in opposite (complementary) half-spaces defined by the line between 6nv, 
and 6nv,+t (possibly one point among w„, wn — k may fall on this line). Thus, when 9St n dS2 is fi­
nite, we can control the sizes of #n(k) and $n(k) as in the proof of Case(I) for m = 2 and establish (31). 
(H). For sets TI,T2 C IR2, define the set distance dis(£i,£2) = inf{||xt — x2|| : x< € Et}. 
If Si n Sz =0, then dis(5t, S2) = J>0. If k / 0 and bnS > ||k||, then for each j = 1,2 we have: 
dis(Sj,„), k 4- S,_,in) > 0 implies 
4„(k) = $n(k) = 0, 
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and so (31) follows easily. 
If Ri D R2 / 0, then it must be the case that Si n S2 = {x € Si n S2 : (x, b) = c} = {v}, for some 
b / 0,v € IR2, c 6 IR. Let v* ^ v € IR2, (v*,b) = c. 
If k 0 6 Z2 and (v — v*,k) = 0, then we can pick b = k and obtain that 
We sketch the remainder of the proof for this situation, which relies on elementary properties of convex 
sets and is very similar in spirit to the proof of Case (I), m = 2. One can show that A(/3) is positive 
and increasing on (0,oo) (and positive and decreasing on (—00,0)) by the convexity of Si,S%. If there 
exists a /9 € (0,00) such that h(0) < 00, then we can choose yt,y2 6 /f(/9), yi # y 2, (yt,b) = c, such 
that yi,y% lie on a line segment "between" Si and S? and seg(v,yj c (Si U S?)c for each i = 1,2. 
We can do the same if there exists a f} 6 (—00,0) such that h(@) < 00. We can then use arguments 
similar to the proof of Case (I), m =2 (although the arguments are geometrically simpler here): the 
line (x,b) = b„c separates the bodies Sj,n \ {bnv} and Sz-j,n \ {bnv} (bnv is on the line); we find the 
segment of this line (including the point 6nv) which must be crossed for a point in Sj,n \ Sz-j,n to be in 
(k+(S3_j,n\Sjin)) upon translation by k; and we can eventually bound the length of this line segment 
using the fact that the distance 6„||yi — y^U will be large (or equivalently bound those f} € IR, where 
A(/9) < ||k||/6„). We then obtain that for k jk 0 6 Z3 and large enough n 
*n(k) = 0, *n(k) < 1, 
establishing (31). 
If (v — v*,k) jt 0, then define the set 
H(J3) = {x 6 IR2 : (x,k) = (v,k> + - v*,k)} 3 6 IR, 
and the function h : IR —• 1R+ U {00} as 
otherwise. 
max{*„(k), *„(k)} < C-||k||L 
establishing (31). The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete. • 
6.3 Proof of Corollary 1 
Fix i^0€ Z2. (The i = 0 case follows directly from Theorems 1 and 2.) The set 6n(i + RQ) grows 
outward in all directions and "slides" through R2 space as n increases. However, for each n, there exists 
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t|,„ 6 (-1/2,1/2]2 such that t — 6„i — t|,n € Z2. The Z2 = t + Z2 lattice points in = 6„(i + RQ) 
can be placed in a one-to-one correspondence with the Z2* = t|>n + Z2 lattice points in A* = bnRo; ie. 
s € Z2 n Ri<n if and only if s - 6ni G Z2* n Rn- That is, for each 1c 6 Z2, 
#z2 n fl,,„ n(k + = #z2* nfl„n(k + ti„). 
Since we estimate each count #Z2 n iil-n n (k + by the volume |iZn n (k + Rn)\, the result follows 
by applying the same arguments from the proof of Theorem 1, or Theorem 2, (with the same Nk) to 
the Z2* lattice and the region Rn. • 
7 Proof of Theorem 3 
From the arguments establishing Corollary 1 (applied to d = 3), we need only consider the case 
that i = 0 6 Z3, ie. R^n = /2„. Fix k = (ki,k2,k3)' 0 € Z3. WLOG assume that tig contains 
the closed ball of radius e < 1/2 around the origin (say B(0,e) C Rq) and n is large enough so that 
e2àn3 > 't||k||oo. 
To facilitate counting, we first determine a systematic method for describing the Z3 lattice points 
within Rn as a function of the selected k. Since k ^ 0, say WLOG component ki ^ 0. Define it, k 6 Z3 
as: 
k = g~lk = (fct,*3,*3)', k = g~l(*2,-fci,0)'; 
g = max{« € Z+ : |fc,|/i € Z+, j = 1,2,3}, g = max{» € Z+ : |fcj|/i € Z+, j = 1,2}. 
The divisors g and g are each essentially the greatest common divisor of a set of nonnegative integers. 
As in (12), there exists wi,w2 6 Z such that, for w* = (uj^u^.O)' 6 Z3, we have (w*,k) = 1. Let 
v* = (g||k||2rl(-*ifc3, -~k7h, llgkll2)' 6R3. 
We gather some useful properties of w* and v* in the following proposition; the proof is provided in 
Section 8. 
Proposition 4 Let i, j € Z3. 
(a) (i,k) = (j,k), (i, v*) = (j, v*) if and only i/i—j = mk for some m 6 Z. 
(b) (i,k>, (i - (i,k)-W,v-)6Z. 
(c) For ci,c2 € Z, there exists i 6 Z3 such that (i, k) = ct and (i — ciw*, v") — c2. 
Let vm,v„ e RQ such that 
(vm,k) = mm_(x,k) = rn< -e, (v„,k) = max(x,k) = M > e, 
*6«o *e«o 
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using B(0,e) C fig- We need to define some functions for counting purposes. For c G [m, M], let 
/i(c) = inf{(x - cw*, v*> : x G RÔ, (x, k) = c} 
H(c) — sup{(x - cw", v") : x G So, (x, k) = c} 
For y G [h(c), H(c) define 
Z)*(c,y) = sup |||x! - x2|| : x, G Ho, (x_j, k) = c, (x, - cw*, v') = y, j = 1,2}, 
a collection of "diameters" with respect to (convex) slices of RQ (created by an intersecting plane). For 
c G [m, M\, define 
D(c) = sup |D*(c,y) :y G [h(c), ff(c)]} 
to denote the maximum of each collection of set diameters Using convexity of Sq, it can be shown that 
D{-), H(-), and —h(-) are concave and continuous on [m, M] (similar to the proof of Proposition 1); 
likewise, D*(c, •) is concave and continuous on [h(c),H(c)j, c G [m, M]. 
Let Af„ = 6„Af and mn = bnm. We define now "scaled-up" versions of the functions £>(•), //(•), 
h(-) for R„. Create functions Dn,Hn,hn : [mn, M„] —> IR: 
0n(c) = bnD(c/bn), Hn(c) = bnH(c/bn), A„(c) = bnh(c/bn), c G [mn, >/„]. 
Define to = (t,k). We can then write 
#Z3 n Rn = #z3 n (Rn - t) (35) 
OO 
= 53 53 #Z3 n {x 6 fl„ -1 : (x,k) = », (x - :w", v") = j} 
ieZn([m„,iW„]-t0) j=-œ 
= 53 53 *z3 n {x G Rn -1 : (x,k) = i, (x -iwe, v") = j}; 
i€Zn([m#e,Af^I—to) 
5i.n = {(x - iwe, v*) :x€fi^-t, (x,k) =i}, i G Zn([m„,M„] -t0) (36) 
= [hn(i + to), Rn(• + t0)] +10 • (w*,v*) - (t,V). 
We will restrict our attention to hyperplanes intersecting Rn — t which have a "significant" number 
if integer points. Let 
Tj = max{cG Zn([m„,M„]-t0) : Hn(c +10) - hn(c-h t0) >2}, 
T~ = min{cGZn([mn,Af„] - t0) : ffn(c + t0) -hn{c + t0) > 2}, 
r£ = sup{c G [m„, Mn] - to : Dn(c + to) > 26j/3}, 
= inf{c G [m„, Af„] - t0 : Dn(c +10) > 26}/3}. 
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Note that either TJ + t0 = Mn, or rj + to < Mn and Dn(T% + to) = 2&J/3, by the continuity of D(-) 
and the definition of £>„(•); likewise, either T~ +10 = mn, or T~ -f- to > m„ and +-10) = 26Ù/3. 
Let 
C" = max{T-,rr-l}, C+ = min{T+, [F+J}. 
We make a few comments to help frame the relative positions of C~,C^" in IR, using convex ge­
ometry and the assumption that e26)/3 > 4||k||oo. For k = (fci,À2,0)', note that ||k||-livkcos(0) + 
w(0,0, sin(0))' 6 Rq for each u 6 [0,e],9 € [0,2?r]; this implies that 
6nV+j9(||k|rlwkcos(0) +u/(0,0,sin(9))' - v) € R°, w € [O,e],0 € [0, 2tt|,£ € (0,b„J 
with v = vm, vM. It follows then that: Zf„(c) - /i„(c) > 2 if m(b„ - e~2) < c < M(6„ - e™2); 
D„(c) > 2b}/3 if m(6„ - E~2^3) <c< M(6„ - e^i/3). Thus, 
T+ + 1 + to > M(bn-e~2) > l+2l|k|[oo, 
F+ + to > M{bn-e~2bln/3) > 1 +2||k||oo, 
T- - 1 + to < m(6„ — e~2) < -l-2||k||oc, 
F" + to < rn(bn-e-2bln/3) < -l-2||k||». 
We will approximate the number of lattice points in the intersection of Rn and the plane (x, k) = i+t0 
(a "slice") with the area (Lebesgue measure in IR2) of the same set for each i g Zn [C~,C+\. This 
process is analogous to the approach in the proof of Theorem 1. For the planar set Sj,n in (36), 
i € {C~,...,C+}, we define boundary functions /„,,,n(c),/L,,,n(c) for c€ S,,„ and el,1,„(c),e2,I,n(c) for 
c € Zn Si,n, analogous to the corresponding used in the proof of Theorem 1. (However, here we choose 
to work with Rn — t rather than R„.) To make these functions precise, we start with that, for c 6 Sj,n, 
there exists 
Vc.t.n € Rn (vc,i,n> k) — t, (vc,itn W , V ) = C. 
Then define functions /u,<,n : S.,n —• {x 6 \ R° - t : (x, k) = c}; 
: ZnSi,„ —• {x € Z3 : (x,k) = c}; and ei,iin,e2i<,„ : Z A £<,„ —• [-1/2,1/2] such that 
/u.i.n(c) = vc,i-n + sup{j8 > 0 : ve,i,„ + 0||k||-Lk eR^-t}- ||k||"lk 
fx.,i,n(c) = Vc>i,n - sup{/3 > 0 : vc,i,„ - 0||k||-1k € R^-t} - ||k||-lk 
/v.«,n(c) = fu,i.n(c) ~ 
_ _ (3o) 
K,i.n(c) = A,.,n(c) + ^.JWrk 
ei,i,n(c) = 1/2 - l|k|rl|l/û,,,a(c)-/u,i,n(c)|| 
e2,i.n(c) = 1/2 - l|k|!-lH/M,„(c)-/L,i,a(c)|| 
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where pe ^n =: 0 if /u,,,„(c) 6 (fin - t) n Z3, and 0 < pc fl < ||k||, otherwise; jn =: 0 if /L,i,„(c) 6 
(fin — t) n Z3, and 0 < . n < ||k||, otherwise. 
Similar to (18) from the proof of Theorem 1, we write the number of Z3 lattice points in the planar 
slice {x € Rn : (x, k) = i+fo} (or equivalently the Z3 integer points in the slice {x 6 Rn—t : (x,k) = i}) 
as a sums of scaled distances between border points of the convex slice. Using Proposition 4, 
#Z3n{xefl„:(x,k) =i + t0} 
= #Z3n {x 6 Rn - t : (x,k) = i} 
= 53 |Z3n {x€ fin - t : (x,k) = i, (x - iw'.v') = j}| 
jeznsi., 
= llkll-1 53 \\Ui,nU) - fu,i.nU)\\ + £i.n.l + A.n, (39) 
jeznSi... 
where, for i € Zn [C~,C+\, = X^6zns.,„(ei.'.nC/) + e2,i,n(j)) and A,n denotes the sum of 
two indicator functions (similar to the /m,„ terms from (16) but we will use only the fact that 
IA .n| < 2). 
Fix: 6 Zn [C~,C+\ and write airl = inf Sj.„, 5i>n = supS,,„. For each j,j + l € ZnS„,„ we create a 
trapezoid, say Tj,ny formed by the points in the plane (x, k) = i: /u.,.nU),/u.,.nO' +1), A...nO), h,,.n(j+ 
I), which has area (or Ht2 Lebesgue measure) 
MTi.nl = 2|i^T^(ll/u.:.nU) - A.i.nU)!! + Il/u.i.n0' + 1) ~ ft.,t,n(j + 1)||). 
We can similarly create two other trapezoids formed by two collection of points: 
/u,i,n(Oi,n)t ft,,i,n(&i,n)> /u,i,n(lai.nj)t /L.t,n(L°t,nJ)i 
/u,i,n(S«,n)' ft.,i,n(8Li,n)> /u.i.n(T&.nDt /t..i.n(f&i.nl) 
say ris> „Jjn and rfai respectively, with corresponding areas 
APl=i,„J,n] — ^ij^7ji"(ll/u.'.n(c) ~/i-,i,n(c)|| + ||/u,i,n(LcJ) —/(..«,n(LcJ)ll) i c = ai,ni 
= ||^(||/„.i.„(c)-/l..,.„(c)|l -h ||/„,i,„([cl)-/L,i,„(rcl)||), c = g1(V 
We now examine IR2 areas associated with the intersections formed between Rn — t and some "planes" 
of interest (determined by k). To this end, we introduce a little notation: for c 6 IR, write 
Ac,„ = area (IR2 Lebesgue measure) of {x € fin -1 : (x,k) = c} (40) 
We shall focus on the particular collection of areas: A<-n, i € Zn [C~, C+\. 
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Following steps analogous to those used in (19) and noting [a,,*! < L™»,nj by (37), ||v*|| = ||kl|-l||k|| 
(by construction), we can rewrite the last sum of norms in (39) as a sum of areas of trapezoids: 
iikir1 53 n/u.i.»v) - /M,nO)ii = 5] Hfcr'Ap^i + Eiin,2, (4D 
;€ZnS.,„ 
2||k||Si.„.2 - 53 ||/v,i,n(c)-/L,i,„(c)|| 
= 53 (1 " ic1 ~c2|)(ll/u,i,n(ci) — /l,i,ii(ci)|| + ||/u,i,n(c2) — /i.,«,n(C2)||) • 
,*J). 
(Ai,*,fas,»!) 
The areas of the potentially "irregular" trapezoids rlTi iiJi„ and Trai (formed at opposite It-
parallel "ends" of the two-dimensional region {x € Rn — t : (x,k) = *}) contribute to £7i-n,2 above 
(which resemble the "error" quantities Em<n from the trapezoidal area estimate in (19)). The 
sum of trapezoidal areas in (41) approximate ||k||-1Ai,„, i € Z n [C~, C+ \• Write 
Ei,n,3 = iikirlAiin - 53 iikiriA[r,,n] > o (42) 
j=ra.,„1-t 
to denote error incurred by subtracting the trapezoidal approximation from A,,n; we note that 3 is 
nonnegative by the convexity of ft, — t. 
We next comment that for i,i + 1 € Zfl [C~,C„ ], 
2|^ji (a*'" + a<+t.«) (•») 
approximates the volume (IR3 Lebesgue measure) of the section of Rn — t enclosed between the planes 
(x, k) = », (x,k) =* + 1; 
note the distance between these planes is ||k||~l. Write the difference between the actual volume 
i{x € Rn — t : (x,k) € [i,i + 1]}| and the approximation in (43) as 
Ei,nA = tlk|| 1 J ^Ai+U,,n — (I — u)Ai,n — wAi+i.njdj > 0, t € Zn [C~, C„]. 
Above we used the definition of IR2 "area" from (40) and convexity, which guarantees that £,,n,4 is 
nonnegative. Thus, for i< j € Zn [C~,C+], 
|{x G Rn - t : (x,k) e [«, j|}| - llkir1 53 Ai,n = 53 EUn,< - (2||k||)-l(A<,„ + Aj,„). (44) 
i€Zn[i,j] iEZn[i,j-ll 
We next consider estimating the Z3 lattice point count of Rn n (k + Rn) (or equivalently the Z3 
integer count of (Rn n (k + Rn)) — t) by areas and volumes based on minor reformulations of our 
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previously developed quantities. For c 6 [Cn ,C%J, let 
hn(c) = inf |(x - cw*, v*) : x € (k + R«), (x, k) = cj, 
flfn(c) = sup |(x - cw*, v*) : x € R^n (k + Rn), (x, k) = cj, 
which are analogous to the functions hn,Hn defined with respect to Rn A (k + Rn). We remark that 
h„(c), Hn(c) are well-defined for c e [C~, C+] because: 
Dn(c +10) > 2bln/3 > ||k|| => {x e R^D (k -I- R^) : (x, k) = c +t0} ^  0. (45) 
Also define 
T+ = max{c € Z n [C~, C+| : Hn(c + t0) - Kn(c +t0) > 2}, 
T" = min{c € Z n [C", C+] : H„(c + t0) - hn(c + t0) > 2}. 
Because a circle of radius 2||k|j can be embedded in the open slice {* f BJ : (x, k) = c}, m < 
(bn — e-22||k||)-lc < iVf, it follows that 
t£ + 1 + to > M(6n-£-22||k||) > l + 2||k||, (46) 
T„ - 1 + to < m(6n-e-22||k||) < -l-2||k||. 
Let M~ =max{C",T~} and M+ = min{C+,T+}. 
Fix i 6 Zn[iVf", M+). We will now create counterparts to the set Si,n, and the S«,n-defined functions 
/o.i.n(-), A.i.nH, ei.i.n(-), and e2fi,„(-), with respect to 
{x € (Rn n (k + Rn)) — t : (x, k) = i} (47) 
as follows: define £<,„ by replacing Rn -1 with (fiiTfl (k + R^)) - t in (36); define /L,,,„(•), 
êt,i.n(-)> and ê2,i,„(-) on £<,„ by replacing Rn - t with (RZfl (k + R^)) -1 and Rn with R*n (k + Rn) 
in (38). Note that (47) and 5j,n are nonempty by (45). 
We can approximate the number of Z3 integer points within (47) by following the same steps used 
for {x € Rn -1 : (x,k) = i}. 
1. Express the integer point count of (47) as the sum over counts: 
# z3n { x e ( R n n ( k  +  R n ) ) - t :  (x,k) = i ,  (x - »w\V") = j } ,  j  e Z, 
which can be further written as a sum of a scaled distances ||k||-l(ll/iM,nQ')ll - ||/i.,»,nC7)|| and 
"boundary" errors îi%n,i + Ê„n,i ; here &,n.i consists of a sum of (èUi,nU) +• ê2,i,„(j)) over Z n St,n 
and is the sum of two indicator functions. [Thus, we repeat steps analogous to those in (39) 
and produce error quantities analogous to Ti.n, £i,n,i but defined on (R„ fl (k + R*)) — t.] 
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2. Write this sum of scaled line segment distances as a sum of trapezoidal areas which approximate: 
||k|rl-Ài,„ = ||k||-1 • area of {x € {Rn O (k + Rn)) — t : (x,k) = i}. (48) 
In this approximation of ||k||-lAj,n, an additional error £i,n.2 — £i,n,3 results, which is a difference 
of terms analogous to £<,„,2, Ei<n,3 from (41) and (42) [but again defined on (Rn n(k + Rn)) — t 
and using S<,„ in 
In summary, we may then write 
#{x 6 (/ZnO (k +- Rn)) — t : (x,k) = i}| = ||k||-lAi,,i+ /*,„ +Ëj,,,.! + £j,„,2 — £it,,,3. (49) 
with all quantities defined with respect to {Rn O (k + Rn)) — t but functionally analogous their coun­
terparts on Rn — t. 
We now focus on establishing that for all i €  Z  n  [A/~, Af+], 
\Ei,n.i -EUil < 36||k||^6^, 
(50) 
\(Ei.n* - Ei,n,3) - (ÉUn,2 - &aj)| < 72||k|&b3/3, 
which we will use shortly after to finish the proof of Theorem 3. 
Fix i e Zn[A/-,Af+l- Then there exists y1.y2.y3 € {x € R^ : (x,k) = i + t0}, such that 
u,(y, + 6«/3(2||k||)-llc) +(l-w) (y, - 6y3(2||k||)-lk) e  R°n, w € [0,1J 
(because Z?a(»-Mo) > 2b}/3 and the function D*(b~l{i-t-to}, •) is continuous, concave on the [h(b~l{i-t-
to}), H(b~l{i +• to})] interval) and 
(y3 - t - iw*, v') = a< n, <y3 - t - iw*, v') = âi,„. 
We are suppressing here the dependence of y1.y2.y3 on i and n. 
The open line segment from y2 or y3 to any point between yi+bn/3(2||k|])-lk and yi— bj/3(2||k||)~lk 
lies in R^. In particular, 
<M0), eRZ 3 € (o,b„i, j e {2,3}, 
<i>i(0) =Yi+0- b~ l  (yi + bV3(2||kl|)-Ik - y3), 0-GS) = y,- + 0 - b'1 (yv - bj/3(2||k||)-lk - y,), 
where the above IR3 vectors are functions of 0 and j. For 0 = 2||k||bn/3, it holds that 
W j W - w m  = 2iikn, {^(p), v) = v) j e {2,3}. 
By this, we have: if (#z(?)-{*+(o}W,v") < d < (^3(#)-{i+to}w*,v*), then ||/u,«.n(c)-/L,i,n(c)|| > 
2||k|| by the concavity of D'(b~l{i + to}, -) on [A(b~l{* +• t0}),£f(b~l{i + t0})]; this result implies that 
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if c € Z and {fàW — t — iw*, v*) < c < (ipsifi) — t — tw*,v*) (assuming the interval is nonempty), 
then 
et,i,n(c) = èIiiin(c), e2,i,„(c) = ê2ti,„(c) 
[see also (36)]. By the above, |e,-ii-n|, < 1/2 for > = 1,2, and the fact that 
l(yj, V) - (V,m V*)| < 6||k||262/3, j = 2,3, (51) 
we reach: 
- ÈM,n| < 12||k||2b2/3. 
We have established the first inequality in (50). We can also obtain 
K^.n.2 - Ei,n,3) - (Êiin,2 - £i,„,3)| < 12||k||362/3, 
which is achieved through bounding the Lebesgue IR2 measure of the set 
{x€R^:(x,k> = i + t0, D'(&-l{.- + to},6-l(x - (i + t0)w% v')) < 6;'||k||} 
with a ||k|| multiple of the bounds on |(y,, V) - %(?), v')|, j e {2,3}, from (51). The un­
derlying arguments closely resemble those presented in proof Theorem 1 for handling the quantities 
E\t,n, Qu.i.niôu.i.m âL,i,n (see (26) and the subsequent discussion of |Pj,„ - Pj,n\,j = 1,2). 
This now sets the second bound in (50). 
Using an approach analogous to (44), the sum 
iikir1 e Kn 
.gzn[m-,acl 
can be used to approximate |{x € {Rn D (k + A*)) -1 : (x,k) e [M~, Af+]}|. Namely, 
|{x € (Rn n (k + Rn)) -1 : (x,k) 6 [At-, M+]}| - Ilk]!"1 £ À«." 
iezn[af-,a/*] 
E Ê'.M - (2||k||)-'(â^_^ +• kM+,n)> (52) 
where for i,i + leZn[Af~, Af+], 
Êi,nA = fQ [Âi+ur,n ~ (1 ~ ")Âj,n — UfÂi+i.njtiv > 0. 





where, letting Sn = {x € IR3 : (x,k) 6 [Af~,Af+]}, 
wUn = ||fi„-tns=| - |(fi„n(k + fln))-tns=||, 
Wi.n = 2-#Z3n{xeiZn-t:(x,k>^[C-,C7+]}, 
Wz,n = 2.#Z3n{x€«n-t:(x,k)€[C-,M-)U(Af+,C+l}, 
w4,„ = Kli^-tnSnl - #z3n(iîn-t)ns„)-
(Ktfinfitk + iînD-tjnsj - #z3 n {(Rn n (k + R„)) -1} n Sn) | . 
We bound each W,,n> j 6 {1,2,3,4}, in the following. 
We note first that, for c 6 [mn,Mn], we can easily bound the difference between the IR2 Lebesgue 
measures (areas) of the sets 
{x € Rn - t : (x, k) = c}, {x € {Rn n(k+- Rn)) -1 : (x, k) = c}, 
which correspond to planar "slices" of Rn — t and (Rn n (k + Rn)) — t, respectively. That is, from (40) 
and (48): 
Ac.n - Âe,„ < l|v*|rl|lk||(H„(C)-/in(c)) 
< 4||k|l26„, (53) 
using |/f„(c)|,|/in(c)| < 2||k||6„. With this bound, the inequalities from (37) and (46), and |m|, |M| < 
||k||co, we find 
WUn < (2e-a(|m| + M)6y3).(4||k||a5„) < £-248||k|&, • Ô4/3. 
It follows from inequalities in (37), the concavity of £>(•). #(-), —/»(•), and Proposition 4 that 
#Z3 n |x 6 Rn — t : (x,k) *(max{T-,t-} - 1, min{T+ T+} + 1)} 
< 2£~2(|m| + M ) (  sup ||k|rlDn(c) + l) 
c€[nxn.af«»l ' 
< Ife^llkllooôn; 
#z3n{x€fln-t:(x,k> *(r~ r+)} 
< 2£-2(|m| + M)6^3(26^3||k||-1 + l) ( sup^ (Hn(c) - hn(c)) + l) 
< 28£-2||k||006v3. 
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Hence, the two count inequalities above provide bounds to show that, for large n 
W2.n < 29e-2||k||00 (bn + %/') . 
Note that for integer i e [C~,M~)U (M+,C+), 
Hn{i + to) — hn(i +- to) > 2, Hn(i + to) > Hn(i + to) > h„(i + to) > hn(i -t- to), 
implying, with Proposition 4, that 
#Z3 n |x € - t : (x,k) = ij 
< 2(|lk|rlD„(i + to) + l) + [{Hn{i + to) - Mi + to) + l)(||k|rl||k|| + 1)] 
< 32||k|l2bn. 
Applying this bound with the one from (46), we have 
Wb.n < 2e 2||k|| (M • /(M+<c+y + |m| • 
- max{#Z3n{x zRn-t: (x,k> = »} : i 6 ZD ([<?",AT") U (Af+,C+])} 
< 64£-2||k||4b„. 
We now handle by subdividing the quantity into more manageable components: 
Wt.n < Ws.n + W«.n + ^7,ni 
Wî.n = (2|ik||)_l^AM+ „ - Àw+ „ + Aw- n - kM-
W«.n = 12 (A,n + À,n + 22 \Ei,n,j ~ 
.GZn[,Vf-, AC] x J=l 
Wr,n = e \Ei,nA ~ 
.6Zn[M-,Af+-l] 
By the same arguments in (53) (ie. examining differences between areas), we have 
Wk.» < ||k|rl||k||||V||-1 sup (Hn(c) - hn{c)) < 4||k||26n. 
From (50) and 0 < li,n,î,,n < 2, it follows that 
W,.n < 3(6n(A/-m)+l) -(72||k||^3) < 648||k|£065/t. 
To handle W7.n1 we first create a "difference" function: for i € Z n [A/~, ), ui € [0,1], 
Xi+w.n = (Aj+U,>n — Â.i+u,nj ~~ ||v*||-t||k||^fln(»+W + to) — An(i-f-U7 + to)^, 
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with the "area" definitions of Ai+til„,Âi+u,irl from (40) and (48). Define also the "scaled" set: 
Kn{i+u + t0) = 
6„-|c : h(b~l(i + u + ta)) < c < H{b~l{i + t0)), D'(b~l{i+u + t0),c) >b^M|k||j. 
We can then bound the function Xc.iV for c 6 [M~, M£], 
lxc.nl = ||v*||~l|lk|| • |/i„(c + t0) - inf Kn(c +to) + sup Kn(c +10) - H„(c + t0)| 
< ||v-|r1||k||-2(6||k||26^3), 
which follows from £>„(c +10) > 26j/3 > [|k[| so that we can bound the distances \hn(c + to) — 
inf AT„(c + to)|, |supKn(c + t0) - Hn(c + t0)| by using the properties of Vj(£). <Pj(P) and the bound 
on [(yj, v*) - (ipj(p), v*)| from (51). Hence, we reach: 
l#«.n.4 — 
— util' h «n f 4- to) — Hn(i + to)| + |/i„(i + to) — hn(i + w + to)|")<&v 11*11 • ||v|| Jo x > 
+ml 
< 12||k||3(V<k,n + 62'3) 
where 
(k.n = sup | max{|ff(ct) - ti"(c2)|, |h(ct) -/i(c2)|} : ci,c2 € [m,A/],|ci - c2| < 6™1}; 
we used, in the last inequality above, 
Hn(c) = 6n -H(b~lc), A„(c) = bn • h(b~lc), c € [m„, Afn], 
by definition. We can now set a bound on WytB: 
W4.n < 36||k|r(b2.Çk,„ + 65„/3). 
Note that, because h(-),H(-) are continuous on [m, Af], Çk,n —• 0 as n —• oo. 
In conclusion, for large n (such that e26j/3 > 4||k||oo), we have 
< ck-6a(ç„.k + 6-1/3) j=l 
for some C* > 0. This finishes the proof of the Theorem 3- • 
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8 Appendix: Supplementary proofs 
Proof of Propostion 1. Define an invertible linear transformation T : IR2 —» IR2, where for x = 
(zi.iz)' 6 IR2, 
7\x) = fc2zt + &1X2, —kiXi — A2I2)'-
Applying the transformation to RQ, we have the new set T(RQ) is closed and convex and, if x e RQ 
such that (x,k) = c e [m,Af], then T(x) = ||k||~l(c, —fciZi — k^xz)'. The function A(c) = inf{y € 
IR : (c||k||-1, y)' 6 T(fio)} is finite and convex on [m, Af ] [cf Lay (1982), p. 200]. Note now that, for 
c 6 [m, Af] and p > 0, 
T(yc + ||k|rlp-k)=(C||k|rl, -||k|rl(yc,k> -PY => ft(c) = -||k||-l(yc,k) — p c ,  (54) 
T-l((Hk||-lc, Mc))') = jj^ji (=j§p -fciMc), ^|-fc2/.(c))' = /„(c). 
To show that fv is continuous on [m, Af], it suffices to establish the continuity of h : [m, Af] —• IR 
by (54). The convexity of A(-) on [m, Af] ensures the function is absolutely continuous on (m, Af) [cf. 
Royden (1988), p. 113]. We prove that h(-) is continuous at Af; continuity of h(-) at m follows by 
symmetry. If for c 6 (m, Af), [/i(Af) — /i(c)](A/ — c)_l < 0, then 
[A(Af) - /t(m)](Af — m)~l < [h(M) — h(c)\(M — c)~l <0, ce (m, Af) 
by the convexity of /i(-). Letting c f Af, we have: 
0 < |/t(Af) - /»(c)| < (A(Af) - h(m))(m - Af)"l(Af - c) —> 0. 
If there exists a c € (m, Af) such that [A(A/) — A(c)](Af — c)-t > 0, then for all 1 6 [c, Af), h(M) — 
h(x) > 0. In particular, if xn 6 [c, Af) such that xn —• Af, then |A(xn)| < 1 implies there is a 
convergence subsequence A(z„, ) —> LM for some LM € IR. Furthermore, (zn||k||~1,A(zn) )' € T(RH) 
implies ( Af||k||~l,LM ) 6 T{RQ), because the latter set is closed. From the definition of h(-) and the 
construction of the subsequence, we have now 
h(M) < LM = lim^ A(z^, ) < h(M). 
Thus, every sequence A(z„), with xn € [c, Af) and zn —• Af, has a convergent subsequence and 
continuity of /»(•) at Af follows. We have now established the continuity of h and, hence /„, on [m, Af]. 
A similar argument shows that the function h(c) = — sup{y 6 IR : (c||k||~l, y)' € T(R^)} is convex and 
continuous on [m, Af] and 
a ( c ) = m (  w + f e i s ( c ) '  m+ k 2 'h{c)) 
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is thereby continuous on [m, M\. The proof of Proposition 1 is complete. D 
Proof of Propostion 2. Proposition 2 follows from the fact that if ci < c2 6 [m, Af] such that 
dm(ci) = dm(c2) = dm(c) and w 6 (0,1), then 
w/u(ci) + (1 -u)/u(c2), uifu(ci) + (1 - uz)/l(c2) 6 n {x 6 R2 : (x,k) =uci + (1 -w)c2} 
and so, by convexity and linearity, 
dm(c) > dm(u;ci + (1 - w)c2) 
> ||l|k|rlM|/„(ci) - /L(ci)|! + (1 - u/)||/u(c2) - A(c2)||)k|| = dm(c). 
Thus, Ai is an interval and must be closed by the continuity of dm(-). To show Proposition 2, there 
exists u> € (0,1) such that c2 = iv • ct 4- (1 — u) • inf Ae so that, as above, 
dm(c2) > ||Ml/u(Cl) -/l.(cl)|| + (l-W)||/u(infAe)-/l.(inf Ae)||)k||k||-lJ 
= wdm(ci) + (1 — w)dm(c) > dm(ct). 
The Proposition 2(b) can be shown similarly. • 
Proof of Propostion 3. We establish the proof by considering two cases. 
Case 1. If c 6 bn(m,M) A(Z + to), then by linearity: ||/u,n(c) - A,n(c)|| > 0 by Proposition 2. 
l.a If F„(c) £ 0, then F„(c) = ||k||~l||/J,n(c) ~ /i!.n(c)ll + 1 by (12) and, because the IR2 points fall 
on the same line, 
ll/v,n(c) - A,n(c)|| = ||/u,„(c) - /J,»(c)|| + ||/*.n(c) - /'^(c)|| + WflM - A.„(c)||. 
Note also that ||/o,n(c) - A,n(c)|| > ||k|| implies F„(c) / 0. 
l b If F„(c) =0 and ||/u,n(c) - /L,„(c)|| < ||k|| then 
llkll = ll/û.n(c) - A,„(c)|| + ||/u,n(c) - A,n(c)|| + ||/-„(c) - /u.n(c)||, 
ll/û.a(c)-/u,„(c)|| = ||/^,„(C) - A.ntoll + ||A.„(C) - /v.„(c)||, 
ll/:,n(=) - A,n(c)|| = ||/:,n(c) - A.n(c)|| + ||A.„(c) - A.n(c)||. 
Hence, F„(c) = 0 = ||k||_l||A.n(c) - A.n(c)|| + el>rv(c) + e2-n(c). 
l.c If F„(c) =0 and ||/u.n(c) - A,n(c)|| = ||k||, then A,„(c) = /*„(c), A,n(c) = fû,n(c) 6 Z2 A 6„flg 
and F„(c) = 0 = ||k|rl||/u,r.(c) - A,n(c)|| + el>R(c) + e2,„(c). 
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Case 2. Consider now c = c\t,n (the treatment of cm-n is analogous). 
2.a If It\i_n = 0, the arguments in Case 1 remain valid. 
2.b If Iiu.n = 1, then 
/v.n(CM.n) = /v.»(cW.„) + ||6|| • ||k||-lk, /* n(cM.n) = /u.n(CM.n) - ||6|| - ||k||"lk 
so that F„(cM,n) = o = ei,„(cAr,n) + e2,n(cAf,n) + /m,ri-
Cases 1 and 2 above establish Proposition 3. • 
Proof of Propostion 4. Proposition 4(a): It follows from the same arguments used to show (12) that 
«i,i2,0)' = (1,6) -W (ji,j2,0)' = (j,k) • w* + mj||k|| 
for some mi, mj e Z, where k = (ki, fcg, 0)'. Then, the inner product assumptions imply that |fc3||mi — 
rrijl = ||i3 - j3|. If |fc3| ^0 and |i3 -;3| = 0, then |m( - mj| = 0 and i = j; if |fc3| £ 0 and |i3 - j3| # 0, 
then [mi — mj| / 0 and so g must divide |mi — mj| (since if | / 1, then g cannot divide |fc3| by definition 
of g); and if |fc3| = 0, then g = 1 by construction. In any event, g~l("U - mj| € Z+. Upon subtraction, 
we find i — j = mk for m = g-1 (mi — mj) 6 Z 
Proposition 4(b): The latter set claim follows from the fact that, expanding (it, <2,0)' as above (in 
terms of mi and k), 
(i - (i,k) -w\ v*) = (||k||2g)-l(-m,||k||||kt|fc3 + llgk||%) 
= —mifc3 +- gi3 € Z, 
because g||k|| = ||k|| . 
Proposition 4(c): There exists si.si € Z such that —fc3si +- gs% = 1. (To see this, note for fc3 = 0, 
we have g = 1 and so we can pick st = 0, s2 = 1; if &3 ^ 0 and g = 1, we can choose si = 1, s2 = ifca +1; 
finally, if k3 # 0 and g > 1, then gcd(g, |fc3|) = 1 so that the result follows as well.) Then, let 
i = CiW* +g-1S2C2k + (0,0,S2C2)' 6 Z3. D 
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Empirical likelihood confidence intervals for the mean of a long-range 
dependent process 
A paper to be submitted to the Annals of Statistics 
Daniel J. Nordman and Soumendra N. Lahiri 
Abstract 
This paper introduces blockwise empirical likelihood confidence intervals for the mean of a long-range 
dependent process. Both linear and non-linear processes are considered. Empirical likelihood is shown 
to provide valid nonparametric inference in instances where the block bootstrap is known to fail. The 
confidence levels of the empirical likelihood intervals are empirically calibrated using the sampling 
window method of Hall, Jing and Lahiri (1998). The consistency of the sampling window estimator for 
distribution of the sample mean is also extended to linear, long-range dependent processes. 
Key Words: Bootstrap, empirical likelihood, long-range dependence, sampling window method, sub-
samples 
1 Introduction 
Empirical likelihood (EL), proposed by Owen (1988, 1990), makes possible likelihood-based statis­
tical inference without a specified distribution for the data. That is, the method generates a nonpara­
metric likelihood. To name a few attractive properties of EL which are well-known for independent and 
identically distributed (iid) observations [cf. Hall and La Scala (1990)], EL confidence regions respect 
parameter ranges and have shapes naturally reflecting the data constitution; logarithms of EL ratios 
have limiting chi-square distributions, like the parametric likelihood version [cf. Owen (1990), Qin and 
Lawless (1994)1; and Barlett corrections can, at times, reduce the coverage error of confidence regions 
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[cf. DiCiccio, Hall and Romano (1990)]. Many applications of EL are provided in Owen (2001). Kita-
mura (1997) recently proposed a framework for EL with stationary, weakly dependent (mixing) time 
processes. The method applies the Owen (1990) formulation of EL to observational "blocks" rather than 
individual observations and relies on blocking techniques from the bootstrap and subsampling literature 
[cf. Carlstein (1986), Kiinsch (1989), Liu and Singh (1992), Politis and Romano (1992)]. With short-
range dependent processes, the properties of blockwise EL are comparable to those (mentioned above) 
from the iid setting [Kitamura (1997)]. The aim of this paper is to investigate the asymptotic behavior 
of blockwise EL when the data exhibit long-range dependence (LRD). We consider EL estimation of 
the process mean E(%) = p. 
An important finding of this paper is that the blockwise EL procedure in Kitamura (1997) fails under 
LRD. The reason for this, simply stated, is that the usual standardized version of the sample mean, 
ni/2(yn _ cannot be trusted to produce a normal limit under strong dependence. Wrong "scaling" 
is partially to blame because slowly decaying covariances among strongly dependent observations cause 
the variance of the sample mean Var(f^) to converge to 0 at a slower, unknown rate (larger than 
n~l). However, a more serious complication is that the properly standardized sample mean can have 
a non-normal limit under LRD. This characteristic in fact ruins the applicability of the moving block 
bootstrap (MBB) for inference on the mean of a strongly dependent process, as shown by Lahiri (1993). 
With EL methods, a basic feature from the iid or weakly dependent EL settings can collapse under 
LRD: the logarithm of EL ratios may not have chi-square limits for constructing confidence regions. 
This paper shows however that, in situations where the MBB breaks down for inference on the process 
mean (i, a modified blockwise EL procedure can still yield valid confidence intervals under LRD. The 
results are applicable to two entirely different kinds of long-range dependent (LRD) processes. To build 
confidence intervals for p, we combine EL techniques with "sampling window" method of Hall, Jing, 
and Lahiri (1998) (hereafter HJL) for estimating the sampling distribution of the standardized sample 
mean. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the strongly dependent processes 
considered and briefly reviews some known results on LRD. The construction of a blockwise EL ratio 
for the mean and its limiting distribution are given in Section 3. Section 4 provides a method for 
setting EL interval estimates with empirically calibrated confidence and addresses the issue of block 
length selection. The sampling window method of HJL (1998) is explained and applied; its consistency 
properties are extended. Section 5 contains the proofs of the main results. 
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2 Preliminaries 
2.1 Process assumptions 
Let Z denote the set of integers and rn ~ s„ denote r„/sn —• 1 as n —• oo. We suppose that the 
observed data Yi,..., Y„ represent a realization from a stationary, real-valued LRD process {%}, t € Z 
which satisfies one of the following assumptions. 
Assumption L. For iid innovations {et},t 6 Z with E(et) = 0, E(eJ) = 1, and E|et|* < oo for k > 3, 
yt=»+53 16 5Z4 < °°> 
j6Z jez 
and the autocovariance function r(fc) = Cov(Y"tl Yt+k) is regularly varying at infinity; 
r(fc) fc—>oo (1) 
for some 0 < Qi < 1 and function Li slowly varying at infinity, ie. Lt : (0, oo) —r K is positive, 
integrable over every finite interval, and limz-,oo Li(Xx)/Li(x) = 1 for all A > 0 [cf. Appendix 1, 
Ibragimov and Linnik (1971) for other basic properties of Li]. 
Assumption G. The process {Vj}, t 6 Z is a function of a long-range dependent, stationary Gaussian 
process {Zt}, E(Zt) = 0, E(Zf) = 1: for t € Z, 
Yt=G{Zt), E (YT)=M, 
where G : R —• R is a Borel-measurable function. The autocovariances rz(fc) = Cov(Zt, Zt+k) are of 
the form in (1) with respect to 0 < az < q~l and a slowly varying function Lz(-) where 
q = inf {fc > 1 : E[Hk(Zt){G(Zt) - #i}[ ^ o} 
and tf/k(x) = (—l)fc exp(z2/2)(d*/dz*)(exp(—x2/2)), r € R represents the fcth Hermite polynomial. 
The function G(-) satisfies E|G(Zt)|2c < oo for some c > {qaz}~1. 
The processes in Assumptions L and G represent two of the most common formulations of strong 
dependence, which arise naturally in astronomy, economics, hydrology, and geophysics [cf. Mandelbrot 
and van Ness (1968), Granger and Joyeux (1980), Beran (1994)]. Unlike with weakly dependent obser­
vations which satisfy mixing conditions with a rapidly decaying mixing coefficient [cf. Kûnsch (1989), 
Politis and Romano (1992), Kitamura (1997)], the sum of the covariances diverges to infinity for LRD 
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processes satisfying (1) [eg. the processes {Ve} and {Zt} under Assumptions L and G, respectively]. 
The representation of slowly decaying covariances in (1) is also equivalent to the frequent, alternative 
definition of LRD where the spectral density has a pole at the origin [cf. Beran (1994)]. 
Assumption L allows for a LRD linear process and encompasses two popular models for strong depen­
dence: the fractional Gaussian processes of Mandelbrot and van Ness (1968) and the fractional autore-
gressive integrated moving average (FARIMA) models of Adenstedt (1974), Granger and Joyeux (1980) 
and Hosking (1981). 
We adopt the LRD treatment of Taqqu (1975) in Assumption G, in which the variance of depends 
heavily on the Hermite rank q of G(-) — ft. HJL (1998) considered these types of processes in developing 
their sampling window method. Roughly speaking, treating r(k) = Cov(%, %+*) like rq2(k) intuitively 
explains the rate of decay in the process covariances r(fc) and effectively determines the size of Var(Yn) 
[cf. Taqqu (1975), Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.1]. 
In the next section, we characterize two important properties of the sample mean V*n which can 
differ substantially from the short-range dependence case: the growth rate of Var(Pn) and the limiting 
distribution of standardized sample mean. 
2.2 Asymptotic distribution of the sample mean 
We describe some distributional aspects of the sample mean under LRD which will help frame 
our work with EL confidence intervals for n = E(K£). For independent or weakly dependent data 
generating processes, confidence intervals for based on a normal-approximation of Yn are known to be 
asymptotically equivalent to EL confidence intervals [cf. Owen (1988)]. In some sense, EL confidence 
intervals for /j can be anticipated to inherit asymptotic distributional properties from Yn. 
For both types of process admissible under Assumptions L or G, the rate of decay in autocovari-
ances prescribed by (1) [for the process {Zt} under Assumption G or the process {Kt} directly under 
Assumption L] implies that Var(Kn) does not converge to 0 at the n~l rate. Instead, 
for some 0 < a < 1 and slowly varying function L. To be precise, (2) holds for Assumption L or G 
processes with: 
Var(fn) ~ n-°L(n), (2) 
ai under L {(2 — ai)(l — at)} l2Li{-) under L 
a £(-) ='• < (3) 
qaz under G {(2 - qaz)(l - qaz)}- l2C^L"z{-) under G 
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where Cq = E[i/î(Zl){G(Zl) — (*}]/y/ql [cf. Taqqu (1975), Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.1]. To ease our 
discussion, we will use the common notational standard set in (3) and refer simply to the relationship 
in (2) for either Assumption L or G processes. 
The correct scaling for an(Yn — n) to have a limit distribution is uncertain under LRD, depending 
on the unknown a and L(-) through (2). In contrast, o„ = n1/2 is the known, correct scaling with 
short-range dependence. A more serious problem with inference based on Yn under LRD is that, even 
if correctly standardized, the sample mean may have a non-normal limit. The following result, due to 
Davydov (1970) [Assumption L] and Taqqu (1975, 1979)-Dobrushin and Major (1979) [Assumption G], 
makes this precise. Let dn = {n-aL(n)}I/2. 
Theorem 1 Let {l-"t}, t € Z be a process which satisfies Assumption L or G. 
a) Under L, (Yn — n)/dn Z\, a standard normal random variable. 
b) Under G, (Yn — n)/dn Wq, where the random variable Wq is defined by a multiple IViener-ftô 
integral with respect to the random spectral measure W of the Gaussian white-noise process: 
W, = (A.J r " =  / " P -
J «(Xl H (-E,) ^ 
for A = 2r(az)cos(azff/2), Â = 2/{(2 - qaz)(l 
When g = 1, W, is equal in distribution to a standard normal Zi. However, the distribution of 
Wq is non-normal for q > 2 [cf. Taqqu (1975)]. For further details on the stochastic representation of 
and the concept of a multiple Wiener-Itô integral with respect to the random spectral measure of 
stationary process, see Dobrushin and Major (1979) and Dobrushin (1979), respectively. 
The moving block bootstrap (MBB) approximation of Yn can fail terribly for LRD processes specif­
ically because the bootstrap sample mean is always asymptotically normal while the true sample mean 
In might not have a normal limit [Lahiri (1993)]. (In contrast, the MBB works very well for weakly 
dependent processes in which a central limit theorem holds.) Given the strong parallels often drawn 
between the bootstrap and EL [cf. Owen (1990), Kitamura (1997)], one might expect a non-normal 
asymptotic distribution for Yn to also complicate standard EL techniques, based on normal limit theory 
and chi-square distributions. We show that this is indeed the case in the next section. 
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3 Asymptotic distribution of blockwise empirical likelihood 
3.1 Construction of blockwise empirical likelihood for the mean 
We now construct an EL function and associated EL profile ratio for the process mean E(Yî) = fi. 
Our EL formulation uses observational blocks as in Kitamura (1997) to capture the process dependence 
structure. 
Let 1 < I < n be the block length; let Bi = (%,..., Yi+i-1) denote the ith data block for 1 < i < N = 
n — I + 1; and let Mi be the sample mean of the elements in 5j. We use the maximal possible number 
N of length £ blocks among the observed time sequence Yi,...,Yn. Valid EL confidence intervals 
are possible with a non-overlapping block scheme as well, where we use only the blocks S<(i_i)+i, 
1 <i <nf I. However, we focus our presentation on the maximal block version. 
We consider assigning probabilities {pi}£Lt to each block sample mean {A/,}(11 under a process 
mean-based restriction and examine the corresponding (multinomial) likelihood function: Pi- The 
profile blockwise EL function for is given by 
r ,v N N i 
inM = sup < JJPi : p« > 0,53Pi = 1,PtAT, = (I > (4) 
11=1 1=1 1=1 J 
where we maximize the product of probabilities satisfying a "mean ft" linear constraint, [f the condi­
tioning set is empty for some fi€ R, we can define Ln{fi) = —00. When positive, Ln(/i) is a maximum 
realized at unique weights pt = iV-1{l + A„(Afi — /i)}~1 where is determined by 
N 
£(Mi-/*){l + A4(Mi-/,)rl =0; 
1=1 
these pi values result from using Lagrange multipliers to find the constrained extrema in (4). Owen (1988, 
1990) discusses these and further computational aspects of EL. 
Without constraints, the product Pi is maximized when each pi = iV-1, corresponding to the 
empirical distribution of The profile empirical likelihood ratio for the mean n is then 
N 
RnM = Ln(ri/N-» = [J{1 + A„(Afi -#i)rl. (5) 
i=l 
A confidence interval for is then determined by those values of ft with relatively high EL, ie. sets 
of the form 
{#1 : Rn(j*) > A}, (6) 
where A > 0 is chosen by some distributional "calibration" to set a desired confidence level. It can be 
verified that the set in (6) is convex [cf. Hall and La S cala (1990), Theorem 2.2) and therefore represents 
a true confidence interval. We next discuss the asymptotic distribution of log-EL ratio under LRD. 
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3.2 Limit distribution of empirical likelihood ratio 
One highly celebrated feature of EL with independent (or even weakly dependent but blocked) data 
is that it allows a nonparametric casting of Wilk's theorem [Wilks (1938)] for constructing confidence 
regions. That is, the logarithm of the EL ratio has an asymptotic chi-square distribution when evaluated 
at a true parameter value [cf. Owen (1988, 1990, 1991) for iid sampling; Kitamura (1997) for mixing 
processes]. 
We now give a substantially different result on the asymptotic distribution of the blockwise EL 
ratio in (5) under LRD. As in the EL framework of Kitamura (1997), we require a correction factor 
to adjust for the blocks used in place of individual observations in (4) and ensure our statistics have 
correct (non-degenerate) large-sample distributional properties. Write Bn = (d^/d^)N~l for the block 
adjustment term. 
Theorem 2 Suppose {%}, t 6 Z satisfies either Assumption L or G Let E(ye) = IM) denote the true 
process mean and suppose i~l 4- = o(l) for some S € (0,1/2). Then, 
—2Bn\ogRn(m>) —• Y&, (7) 
where Voo is the limiting distribution of (Y„ — Ho)/dn. 
If the process {%} satisfies Assumption L or G with q = 1, then the "standard" Wilks distributional 
result follows in (7) because is a chi-square distribution xi by Theorem 1. The 1 degree of freedom 
owes to the fact that the parameter p € R. However, the log-EL ratio in Theorem 2 will have a non-
chi-square limit distribution precisely whenever the sample mean Yn is asymptotically non-normal. In 
practice, the exact limit distribution Y£. is uncertain. 
In its mechanics, the EL ratio in (7) asymptotically uses a subsample-based estimator of Var(ft) to 
estimate Var(Yn) and requires a correction Bn involving Var(ff)/Var(f^). Lahiri (1993) demonstrates 
that a similar problem arises with the MBB sample mean under LRD and produces a degenerate 
bootstrap approximation of Yn unless corrected by reseating. The block adjustment for the log-EL 
ratios in Kitamura (1997) [see p. 2089] involves n/£ since n/l ~ Vax(Yt)/\ax{Yn) under short-range 
dependence. That is, if the process autocovariances are absolutely summable under mixing conditions 
(or even independence), the variance of Var(Yn) is known to be asymptotically proportional to n-1 
[Fuller (1996), Corollary 6.1.1.2]. However, (2) implies that the n/£-based block correction from the 
weak dependence case is inappropriate under LRD, requiring a different correction B„ in (7). 
In contrast to the iid or weakly dependent data scenarios, both Bn and Y£, are unknown under 
LRD. Of course, if we knew the exact block adjustment and limit law in (7), then we could readily 
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obtain EL confidence intervals for ft with many of the same desirable properties mentioned in Hall 
and La Scala (1990), but perhaps without using a chi-square distribution to calibrate confidence levels. 
Likelihood-based inference on ft, involving regions like (6) of high confidence, has not been invalidated. 
We just require a way to pick A in (6) to establish a desired confidence level. 
As it turns out, we can set the confidence level of EL confidence intervals for ft by using Theorem 2 
with empirical (nonparametric) tools from the "sampling window" method of HJL (1998). Even in 
the presence of strong dependence, we can still apply EL principles to obtain asymptotically correct 
confidence intervals for ft. 
4 Empirical calibration of empirical likelihood confidence 
4.1 Sampling window method 
We briefly present the "sampling window" estimator of the sampling distribution F„(x) of the nor­
malized sample mean (Yn —ft)/dn, proposed by HJL (1998). Those authors formulated the subsample-
based estimator for strongly dependent processes prescribed by Assumption G. We will use some of their 
subsampling devices for distribution and variance estimation to next formulate EL confidence intervals 
for ft. 
The sampling window estimator of the distribution Fn(x) is given by 
N 
F„(x) = N~l 53 /{(AA - Yn)/dt < x}, 
i=i 
where /{•} denotes the indicator function. The estimator treats block analogs (M< — Yn)/di as scaled-
down replicates of the standardized sample mean (Yn — ft) /dn to create a sample proportion: the number 
of block evaluations (M, — Yn)/d( not exceeding x. 
There is, of course, the complication that Fn involves dn and thereby depends on unknown quantities 
a and £(•) under LRD. To handle this problem, HJL (1998) introduce a device to consistently estimate 
both dn (and di) via subsampling. 
To describe the method, write the length m sample mean Mmi = m~l Yj for integers m, 
i > 1; define a block-based estimator d£ = (n - m +- l)~l 5Z":Tlm+l(Mm, - Yn)2 of d^. (To avoid 
confusion, we note that d% here differs slightly from HJL (1998) because we use subsample means, not 
sums.) Let min, m?* € [l,n] and m», mzz € [1,£] denote sequences of integers such that for some 
e € (0,1): as n —• oo, 
mïn/m2n ~ n, m\Jmu ~ I, min, mu = 0(n1-<), i = 1,2. (8) 
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Define estimators d2 = d£lit/d£3n and d2 = d£u/d£u. 
Following HJL (1998), we next define the sampling window estimator of the studentized sample 
mean: (Yn — m)Mi- Let d^l) denote the analog of dt defined on the ith block S< by using the smoothing 
parameters mu and mit specified in (8). Then, each S< yields a studentized block sample mean 
{Mi — Yn)/d[^ for inference on the sampling distribution, say F\n, of (Yn — n)/dn. Write the sampling 
window estimator of Flrl(z) as: 
n 
Fm(x) = N~l ^ /{(M, - Yn)l$? < z>. 
i=i 
The consistency of sampling distribution estimation via subsampling is well-known in the inde­
pendent and weakly dependent (mixing) sample scenarios where dn = Cn-1'2 [cf. Politis and Ro­
mano (1994), Hall and Jing (1996), Lahiri (1996)]. HJL (1998) prove that their sampling window 
estimators successfully approximate the distributions Fn and Fi„ for long-memory processes under 
Assumption G. We now extend the consistency of F„ and Fi„ to include LRD non-Gaussian, linear 
processes [under Assumption L|. Although our goal is EL confidence intervals, the consistency result for 
the sampling window estimators is important in its own right because it shows the general applicability 
of the "sampling window" method. For completeness, we include the results of HJL (1998). 
Theorem 3 Let {%},( 6 Z satisfy either Assumption L or G and i~l + = o(l) for some 
S € (0,1). 
a) Then, under Assumption L or G with q = 1,2, 
sup |Fn(x) - F„(z)| 0, as n —» oo; (9) 
*€ r 
if in addition conditions in Theorem 2.2, HJL (1998) hold, then (9) follows for all q > 1. 
b) Suppose mm, msn, mu, m.21 satisfy (8) and 
L2{xy)l{L{j^)L{y2)} —» 1 as x, y —• 00. (10) 
Then, dn/dn,dt/di 1 as n —• 00; under Assumption L or G with q = 1,2, 
sup |Fin(x) - Fi„(z)| -^+0, as n —• 00; (11) 
re* 
if in addition conditions in Theorem 2.2, HJL (1998) hold, then (11) follows for all q > 1. 
We remark that Theorem 2.2 of HJL (1998) involves assumptions on the process dependence strength 
for {Zt}, steeped in terms of the spectral density fz rather than through the covariances rz(-)- The 
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representation of covariances rz(-) which satisfy (1) [with az, Lz(-)\ is equivalent to one implying fz 
has a pole at zero [cf. Zygmund (1968), Beran (1994)]. 
The condition in (10), due to HJL (1998), implies that dm can consistently estimate dm under 
LRD. For fractional Gaussian and FARIMA long-range dependent processes, the function £(•) = Ca is 
constant in (2) and so easily satisfies (10) [cf. Fox and Taqqu (1986)]. 
4.2 Confidence intervals for the mean 
By modifying components from the sampling window method, we now give a construction for EL 
confidence intervals of ft with LRD processes. We first replace fl„ with a function of the data which 
requires no knowledge of a and L(-): B\n = (âf/d^)N~l, using the smoothing parameters from (8). 
We can also define an alternative estimator of fl„ with: B^n = (d^2/ii^)/V-1. 
To make EL confidence intervals with approximate confidence level 0 6 (0,1), we estimate the 
appropriate quantité from the distribution of in (7). Let F(z) denote the continuous distribution 
of Koo- Write Qg = inf{x > 0 : F(z) — F(—x) > 3} so that [Qp\2 is the j8-quantile of ie. 
P {Yl<[Qtf)=f}. 
By Theorem 3, Fin(x) [free of unknown quantities] consistently estimates Fi„(z) which in turn will 
be close to F(z) as rt increases. Hence, define Qma — inf{x > 0 : Ft„(z) — Fin(—x) > j3) to estimate 
Qff. We can also define different, but completely data-based, estimators of Qg through new sampling 
window estimators of F„(x) (and F(z)): let 
r  d\ if j =2 
Fjn(x) = J V  1 I3£Li /{(Mi ~Yn)!dji < x}, dji =: < 
dt if j =3 
and define Qjn0 = inf{z > 0 : F,n(z) — F,„(-z) > 0} for j = 2 or 3. 
Choose Bn € {Bjn : j = 1,2} and Q„g 6 {QjnS : j = 1,2,3}. We can now write an EL confidence 
interval for the mean ft of a LRD process, which is of the form in (6): 
C=L,n09) = (p: -2Bn logRn( f t )  <  [Q„fl]2}. (12) 
The above EL interval is empirically calibrated with approximate confidence level 5 and has asymptot­
ically correct coverage. Unlike with the MBB [cf. Lahiri (1993)], EL allows valid estimation of ft under 
LRD even when the sample mean Yn has a non-normal limit. We show this in the subsequent theorem. 
Theorem 4 Assume the conditions of Theorem 1, that q< 2, that mjn, satisfy (8), and that (10) 
holds. Then as n —» oo : Bn/Bn 1; Q„g -£+ Qg; and denoting the true process mean E(>t) = Po, 
P (jiQ € CBt.,n09)) —• P-
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If in addition the conditions in Theorem 2.2, HJL (1998) hold for Assumption G processes, the conver­
gence results follow for all q > 1. 
We remark that the EL confidence intervals in (19) are also valid under weak dependence [with 
the same mixing conditions and summable covariances in the EL set-up of Kitamura (1997)]. Short-
range dependence can be accommodated in our EL formulation by letting a = 1 and £(n) = = 
52fcezrW > 0 in (2). This choice provides the same block adjustment Bn from Kitamura (1997), 
depending on n/£, and also implies that Var(Y"n) is asymptotically proportional to n~lcr00 in (2) and 
that an = nl/2<7«t/2 is used to scale a„(Y"„ — n) to attain a proper limit distribution... which are 
correct! We note that Politis and Romano (1994) have already shown the validity of the subsample-
based sampling window estimator under mixing. Hence, our approach to setting EL estimate intervals 
can also side-step classification of strong vs. weak process dependence. 
4.3 Empirical block selection 
The EL confidence intervals for /i in (19) require the selection of block lengths for £, mjn, and 
(possibly) m,(. Choices for mjn,nijt are fairly straightforward to handle, given a block length £. As 
HJL (1998) state, plausible values are mi„ = nll+9)/2 and = n9 (or mu = £(l+«>/2i m2( = £B) for 
0 e (0,1). Picking 9 near 1 will keep the block sizes m]n, mji large and sharpen the accuracy of Bn (as 
large m values reduce the bias of d„ [pointed out in HJL (1998)]). 
Recommendations for selecting £ to determine the EL ratio for /i in (5) are more difficult. Even 
with mixing processes, where the (known) adjustment factor B„ and (5) depend only on £, the effect of 
block size is not well-understood with blockwise EL [cf. Kitamura (1997)]. Experience with blocking in 
subsampling and bootstrap applications indicate that £ ~ cnd, d < 1/3 is usually appropriate (even op­
timal) for purposes of variance, bias, or sampling distribution estimation under short-range dependence 
[cf. Kunsch (1989), Hall, Horowitz, and Jing (1995), Hall and Jing (1996), Lahiri (1996)]. However, 
intuition would indicate that blocks should be longer under strong dependence, which HJL (1998) 
propose. We can take £ = en*/2 with large 0 6 (0,1) to produce large blocks under Theorem 4 condi­
tions. HJL (1998) make a similar suggestion finding block lengths such as cnl/2 to be effective in their 
"sampling window" estimator with Assumption G processes. 
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5 Proofs 
5.1 Proof of Theorem 3 
We consider only the linear processes under Assumption L. HJL (1999) establish the case involving 
Assumption G processes. Before proving Theorem 3, we state some useful lemmas concerning moments 
of the sample mean Yn from a LRD linear process. 
Lemma 1 (from Theorem 18.6.5, Ibragimov and Linnik (1971)) For a sequence of iid random 
variables {ee} with E(s«) = 0, E(e,) = 1, let Yt = #* + Yijezc3-t£J< < G Z with <~ < oo. If 
a\ = n2Var(yn) —• x as n —> oo, then for each k € Z and n > 1 : 
V/2 
<7-1(4 + 2a-1)53cM . (13) 
J6Z J 
Lemma 2 (Lemma 4, Davydov (1970)) Let {Ft}, t € Z, be the linear process in Lemma 1 and 
k > 1. //E(|et|2fc) < oo, then for all n> I and some A* > 0 
E{[n(yn-M)]"| <At 
Proof of Theorem 3 a). We use the same notational standard from (3). The rate of covariance decay 
in (1) implies that 
cr2 = n2Var(y"„) ~ n2t£ (14) 
and Theorem 1 implies (f'„ — n)/dn has a limiting standard normal distribution function F{x) = *(z). 
Let F*(z) = N~l /{(M* - p)/dt < z}. Denote the supremum norm tl^lloo = sup{|g(z)| : x € 
R} for a real valued function g : R —• R. For each e > 0, we can write 
ilFn-FJco < ||Fn - FIU + ||F„ - F\U 
l|F„-F||=o < ||F; - FIU + sup |F(z + e) - F(z)| + /{|yn - fi\/dt > e}. 
z€R 
Because L is positive and z7Z,(x) —• oo, z-7L(z) —• 0 as x —• oo for any 7 > 0 [cf. Appendix 1, 
Ibragimov and Linnik (1971)], we have for large n: 
(«£)/(<?) < C(n/£)-°{£(n)/£(£)> < Cn~aSL(n)/L(e) = o( 1). (15) 
From this, P(|fii — (A/de > e) = oP(l) by Chebychev's inequality and (17); the continuity of F and 
Theorem 1 imply ||F„ — F||oo = o(l) and also sup, |F(x -he) — F(z)| —• 0 as e —• 0; and hence it 
suffices now to show 
E{sup|F*(z)-F(z)|} —• 0. (16) 
J'=I 
^ On — 
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However, note that: F = $ is continuous; a standard normal Z is determined by its moments; (15) 
holds; ern/(ndn) —> 1 by (17); and Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 imply that, for all fc > 1, 
E {t(K„ - M)/(dn)]*} —•E(Z*)=:| ° k0M (17) 
[ (k — l)(fc — 3) •••(!) k even. 
Hence, it stands that (16) will follow by establishing [from Theorem 2.4, HJL (1998)]: for any positive 
integers a, b and 0 < e < 1 
nmaxn |E [(Si)°(5i)6] - E(Z")E(Z6) | = o(l) (s( = £(Aff - rf/trt) • (18) 
To prove (18), we consider 3 cases. 
Some additional notation is first required. Write for i > 1, 
( 
t o — °t1 ycj—t'—D—*• 
;€Z *=l 
We suppress the dependence of on £ above. Write 
r«(i) = »72Cov(Si,S<) = 53d i Wdm ,  i  > 1 (r,(l) = l). (19) 
J6Z 
We point out that it cannot be assumed that |c3| < oo or 53°l_co |dj(l)| < oo, which complicates 
the arguments to follow. 
For Z+ = {0,1,...}, define an ordering on (r,s),(u,u) € as follows: (r,s) ^ (u, u) if and only if 
r + s>u + u;orr + s = u + u, max{r,s} > max{u, u}; or r+ s = u -t-v, max{r,s} = max{u,u}, r > u. 
Letting Am = (ri,si,...,rm,sm), define the set 
= U^t6)/2J{^m € Z2r : n+sj > 2,(rJjSj) 5 (rj+us]+l),'£'?=l rj = o, E," i = &}, 
where a,b > 1 are integers and [-J denotes the integer part function. For a,b,i > L we can write 
E[(St)a(S<)6] = 53 Ki(Am)Ki(Xm)Ai(Am), 
Ai(Ara)= 53 icl(Am)=nE«,+'1) 
- j=l J=1 
where K%(Xm) denotes the number of partitions (Wri,...,Wm) of the set {yk3l, : k — 1,2; 1 < ji < 
o;l < J2 < 6} such that £j=t /{yi, € W*} = r>, 52>=t /{îfaj € W*} = s* for each 1 < k < m. We 
used above that E(e() = 0 to formulate R, + S, > 2 in P0t-
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Case 1: a-fb is odd. Note E(Za)E(Z6) = 0. We now proceed with an induction argument, involving 
the count c(Am) = /{r, = s, = 1}, to show that for any Am e P„6, 
nmaXn|Ai(Am)| =o(l). (20) 
Because Ki, are bounded and P„t is finite for each o, 6, (18) will then follow from (20) for this 
considered case. 
Since Y^=iirj + 3j) = o + 6 is odd, there exists a pair (rj,s,) in Am 6 P„t such that r, + s,- > 3, 
implying c(Am) < m — 1. In the first phase of the induction, we suppose c(Am) = 0 and demonstrate 
that (20) holds. We have when c(Am) = 0 
|Ai(Am)| < n53ld*U)lr'ld*(0l" < ap-l(r'+"-2)=o(a;/2) =0(1), (21) 
j=ifcez 
where the first inequality follows from mini<j<m max{r,-, s,} > 2 by c(Am) — 0 and the second inequality 
results from r<(l) = 1 and (13). We now make the induction assumption that (20) holds for any 
Am 6 P„6. c(A) < t e Z+ and all a, 6 > 1 with a + 6 odd. We will establish (20) for Am 6 P„&, 
c(Am) — t + I and a + 6 odd (for which m > £ -f- 2, a + b > 2 m + 1 necessarily) under the previous 
induction hypothesis. 
Ifa = lor6 = l and c(Am) > 0, we find c(Am) = 1 so that using (19) and some algebra 
m —I /  m — I  \  
ài<Xm) = 53 II (dk,(i))r'(dk)(i))'> I r<(i) - 5% J (22) 
*x?i ' îéÀm-i€Z J-=1 \ *=1 / 
where rj = 0, Sj > 2 if a = 1, or rj > 2, Sj = 0 if 6 = 1, for each 1 < j < m — 1. Applying |r<(i)| < 1 
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, (13), and (19): 
|A«(Am)| < + (m-l)a2} = 0(a<) = o(l). (23) 
We may proceed assuming a,b> 1. Then repeating the expansion in (22): 
m— I  
Ai(Am) = Am0) - 53 Ai(Amj) (24) j=l 
denoting Amj, j > 1, as a vector equivalent to (r(tJ),,s^'_t) after ordering the pairs 
(ry.sy1) by the > relation (where (rV'.sV1) = (r_, + 1,3, + 1) and (rj,\s|,)) = (rt,«i) for i ^ j) 
and writing Am0 = (rl,sl,...,rm_l,5in_1). Since Am, 6 P,», j £ 0 with c(Amj) < t, we find 
maxt<7<m-t max„,<i<„ |A<(Am,)| = o(l) by the induction assumption; likewise, Am0 6 Pa-u-t with 
c(Am0) = t and @ + 6 — 2 > 1 is odd so (20) holds for Amo- Because |r*(i)| < 1, we see (20) holds now 
for Am 6 Pa& and the proof of Case 1 is complete. 
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Case 2: a, b odd. As in Case 1, it is enough to show (20) holds. We begin by examining a few 
preliminary cases. 
Consider first Am € Pab, m = 1. If a 4- 6 > 2, then ri = a > 2 or si = 6 > 2 so that (21) follows. 
When m = 1 and a + 6 — 2, then A*(Ai) = r<(i). Suppose n is large so that ne/2 > £. The growth rate 
of r(k) in (1) gives 
nmaxn|r<(i)| < C<rf2i2\ne - i\~aMn, t  
< C{ne)-aS{L(n)/L(l)}{Mn, t/L(n)} = o(l) (25) 
where for M„ ,e  = sup{L(tn) : e/2 < t < 2}, Af„,«/L(n) —• 1 by Taqqu (1977, Lemma Al). Hence, 
(20) is valid for any Am 6 P„t with m = 1 and a, 6 odd. 
Next suppose a = 1,6 > 1 or 6 = l,a> 1 and m > 1. For any Am 6 Pat, with m > 1, there is exactly 
one 1 < j < m with r, = 1 and Si > 2,1 / j when a = 1 or otherwise one Sj = 1, rj > 2,1 j when 
6 = 1. If c(Am) = 0 and m > 1, then all rj >2 in Am (if b = 1) or all Sj > 2 (if a = 1) and furthermore 
it must be that 2m < a + b (since 2m = a + b implies each r, + Sj = 2 which cannot hold here); in 
which case, (21) holds. If c(Am) > 0 then actually c(Am) = 1 and m > 1, so that (22) and (23) follow 
sequentially. We have now established (20) for a,b odd if either a = 1 or b = 1. 
We may now assume a,b > 1 are odd and show (20) holds for any Am € P„&, m > 1. As in Case 1, 
we will use a proof by induction on c(Am). We start by handling the possibility that c(Am) = 0. When 
c(Am) = 0 and m > 1, there exists some r, + s, > 3 in Am (implying again 2m < a + 6); if not, then 
rj + si = 2 for all j so that r, = 0 or 2 for each j by c(Am) = 0 and hence 52j=t rj = a is even, a 
contradiction. Hence, we find (21) follows when c(Am) = 0 for the same reasons given in Case 1. 
We make the induction assumption that (20) is valid for any Am € Pat>, where a,b > 1 are odd, 
c(Am) < t € Z+. We show that the induction hypothesis implies (20) holds for Am 6 P„6 with 
c(Am) = t + 1, a,b > 1 odd. We can assume m > 1 (the m = 1 situation being already handled) and 
decompose Aj(Am) as in (24). Using the same notation, we have Amj e Pa& with c(Amj) < t, so that 
maxi<j<m_t maxne<i<„ |A,(Amj)| = o( 1) by the induction assumption. The |Aj(Am0)| term cannot be 
handled under the induction hypothesis because Am0 6 Po-u-i with c(Amo) = t and a — 1,6 — 1 >2 
even. However, we find maxn,^^ |A4(Am)| = o(l) by applying (25) and (26) [below]. We have now 
that (20) holds for Am € P„», c(Am) = t +1, which completes the induction argument and the proof of 
(18) for Case 2. 
We briefly establish the following claim: 
If Am e Pab, o,6 > 1, then max [Ai(Am)| = O(l). (26) 
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We may suppose a, b > 2 because maxne<i<a |A,(Am)| = o(l) for a = 1 or 6 = 1 has been fully es­
tablished (in the treatments of Case 1 or o, 6 odd). If m = 1, then ri = a,si = 6 > 2 and (21), (26) 
hold. Assume (26) is true for any Am e Pai with a, b > 1 and m <t for some t > 1 € Z+. We show 
that this assumption implies (26) holds for Am 6 Pab where a,b > 2 and m = t + 1. If c(Am) = 0 [for 
m = t 4-1], then r, > 2 or Sj >2 for all pairs in Am implying the inequality in (21) is applicable by 
(13) and (19) so that |Ai(Am)| < a^+6-2m = 0(1). If c(Am) > 0, then we write Aj(Am) as in (24) with 
Am; € Pab AZ+ (for 1 < j < t) and Am0 € Pa-ib-i HZ2+ with a-1,6-1 > 1; the induction assumption 
implies maxo<j<t maxnl<i<n |Ai(Am,)| = O(l). Because |ry(i)| < 1, (26) follows when c(Am) > 0 and 
m = t + 1, which finishes the induction argument. 
Case 3: a, b even. We first show that (20) holds for any Am € Pab with c(Am) > 0. If c(Am) = 1, 
then 1 < m < (a + b)/2 and (22) and (23) follow subsequently as in Case 1. We make the induction 
assumption that (20) is valid for any Am 6 Pab with a, 6 even and c(Am) < t for some t > I € Z+ and 
proceed to show (20) holds for any Am with c(Am) = t + 1 and a, 6 even. We write A,(Am) as in (24). 
Then Amj 6 Pab with c(Amj) = t (for 1 < j < m - 1) so maxnt<,<„|A,(Amj)| = o(l) for each j by 
the induction hypothesis. Also Am0 € Pe-i6-i with a - 1,6 — 1 > 1 odd so |Ai(Am0)| = o(l) by Case 
2. With (25), we have now that (20) holds for any Am with c(Am) =4+1 which finishes the proof by 
induction that (20) is true whenever a, 6 are even and c(Am) > 0. 
Let c(Am) = Hrj + si > 2}. We next consider Am € P,» such that c(Am) = 0 and c(Am) > 0 
and show (20) follows. Note max{r,, sj} > 2 for each 1 < j < m by c(Am) = 0 and c(A) > 0 implies 
m < (a + b)/2 — 1. Hence, we may apply the same bound as in (21) to show (20) is valid. 
We need now only consider Am 6 P,e for which c(Am) = c(Am) = 0; that is, for each (r^.s,) in 
Am, Tj is either 0 or 2 and sj = 2 — rj. Because 52Jli(rj + a3) = a + 6 and ri — a> we have 
2m = a + 6 and exactly a/2 of the r/s equal 2 (so exactly 6/2 of the s/s equal 2). Thus, it must be 
Am = A(a+6)/2 = (rL, at,...,r(a+6)/2, S(a+(>)/2) where Sj = 2 — r, and r3 =: 2 if j < a/2, 0 otherwise. 
There is only one such possible <\a+b)/2 € P.». We have that Ki(X(a+b)/i) = 1 (since E(e?) = 1) and 
that Ki{\a+b)/2) is equal to Ca C», where C* denotes the number of partitions of the set 
into k/2 groups of size 2, for k = a,b. It follows from basic combinatorics that 
^2(A(a+6)/2) = [(«- l)(a-3)--.(1)] [(6- 1)(6-3) • • • (1)] = E(Z°)E(Z6). 
The definition of A(a+6)/2 yields Hfc6ZMk(i))r,(£/*(i))'-' = n( 1) = 1 for 1 < j < (a + 6)/2, i > 1 so that 




&i(\a+b)/î) = 1 ~ 52 ^ti(^(a+6)/2)> 
1=1 
*«(*(.+»)/2) = 53 (Dd*-(i))r,+,(d*.(o)"+l)-
*i?i—^*«GZj=l \z=l / 
Because each |iZti(A(a+6)/2)| < (o + 6)a2 from (13) and (19), we find for any o,6 even: 
E[(S0*(Si)6] = E(Z«)E(Z6) + o(l), 
using K"I(A(0+(,)/2) and K2(\a+b)/2)- Hence, we have established (18) in Case 3 and completed the 
proof of Theorem 3 a). • 
Proof of Theorem 3 b). We again treat only Assumption L processes and essentially follow the proof 
of Theorem 2.5, HJL (1998). For m > 1, define d2, = iV~l £^(A/mt — ft)2 for Nm = n - m + 1 and 
let m denote mjn or m,<, j = 1,2. Using Holder's inequality, (17), and (15) 
E|d'2 -dl| < 4N~ l  g [E(K„ - n) 2 {E(M m i  - f t ) 2  + E(?„ - ft)2}] 
= 4n-1(r„(m-2(7^+n-3(72)1/2 = o(d£,). 
From (17), Lemma 2, (17), and (18), it follows that 
E(dl - E(d2m))2 = <0[iV-3 53 |Cov{d-2(Afmi - - m)2}|] = o«). 
By (17) again, we have E(d^) = d^[l + o(l)| so that 
dl=<{l + oF(l)} (27) 
and then d*/d* 1 for fc = n or £. Applying this and Theorem 3 a), we find the convergence of Fin 
in probability. We are now finished with the proof of Theorem 3 b). • 
5.2 Proofs of Theorems 2 and 4 
We maintain the same notational standard that a and £(•) refer to values in (2) and are determined 
from (3) for each process. 
Lemma 3 Assume the conditions of Theorem 2. Let Mn = N~l {Mt—fto) and cïj = Ar_1 EfcLi (Mt— 
Mo)2- Then, 
Mn/dn Yoo, %/d* -U 1. 
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Proof of Lemma 3. Note NMn = n(Yn  — #io) — Hn with Hn=l 1 53j=i(l — j)(Yj  + Yn-j+i — 2po). 
Because E(Hn) = 0 and 
we have (Ndn)~lftn 0. Applying Slutsky's theorem, Theorem 1, and n/N —> 1, we have the 
distributional result for M„. 
The second assertion in Lemma 3 follows from (27) under Assumption L; HJL (1998) [p. 1203] 
establish (27) for Assumption G processes. • 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let F denote the continuous distribution function of From (16) for 
Assumption L processes [or analogously from (4.1), (4.3) of HJL (1998)], F*(±e) -^+ F(±e) > 0 for 
some e > 0 and consequently 
which implies that a positive Rn(.f*o) can be determined with probability approaching 1. Using Lagrange 
multipliers [cf. Owen (1990)], the probabilities yielding the constrained maximum are given by pi = 
jV-l{l + A„,(M( — /<o)}-1 where is the root of 
(ie. g(Aw) = 0). Note (28) shows that, in probability, the function g is well-defined and strictly 
decreasing (from oo to -oo) on the above domain so that exists and each is indeed positive. 
Let Zn  = maxi<i<jv |M, — /JOI- We first establish a bound on the order of Zn-  The finiteness of 
E{]Yi|2c} for some c > a-1 ensures that maxt<<<n |Vi —/ki| < n1/(2c) eventually [almost surely (a.s.)] 
by stationarity and the Borel-Cantelli lemma. Then we have Zn = 0P(nl^2cH~l) (a.s.) so that 
Var [(NtUr'Hn] < 4Var (Ko)*2^)-2 
< C(£2n-l){n*l_a'£,(n)}-1 =o(l), 
P( -po) <o< ~ w»)) 1 (28) 
1 + A(Mj — no) ' maxi<t</v(Mj — no) min i <i<iv(Mj — po) 
dJ2dnZn = {nl/cn-aL(n)}l/2(£l"aL(£)} l{n-l/(2c>fZ„} = o(l) a.s. (29) 
In a fashion similar to Owen (1990), we next show 
|A„ol = 0(dn/d?). (30) 
Assume j, > 0, which occurs in probability by Lemma 3. We can write 
0 = |J(AW)| > AM/(H-A^Z„)-|Mn|/dl 
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where the rightmost term is 0P(dn/tlj) by Lemma 3. Hence, (d^/d^)|Ap„/(l + Vo^n)| = Op(1). For 
any e > 0, we may pick K, Nk > 0 large enough to ensure that: for n > N/t 
l-c/2 < P(dfd"l|-Vol < A-{l + |Aw|Z„}/2) 
< P(d?d-l|A„0| < K) + P(K < d*d-l|A,J,K/2 < K2dJ2dnZJ2) 
< P(d2d~'|A^| <K) + P(*Tl < dJ2dnZn) 
< P(d^d-l|AM|</f)+e/2 
using (29) for the last inequality above. The order of |A„0| in (30) then follows. 
FVom (29) and (30), we find for = A(10(Mi — /i0): 
= Op(dt 2dn)op(d$dnl) = Op(l). (31) 
With a little algebra, it holds that 
N 
o = g(Aw) = Mn - Aftgd^ + In = N~l ^02/(l + 0j) 
i=i 
which can be solved for A„0 = (Mn + [n)/d%. Note that 
i'r.1 < |AM0|2Z„dl mo^l +^rl = 0r(dT%)0,(dgd;')0,(^)0p(l) = oP(d„), (32) 
by (29), (30), and (31). When |A^|Z^ < 1 in (31), a Taylor's expansion gives 
log(l+0i)=0,-0?/2 + «/i, H < |AP0|3Zn(Mi - W)2(l - |A„0|Zn)-3, 
for each 1 < i < N. We now write 
N 
-2B„ \ogRM = 2Bn 52 l°g( 1 +9i) 
i=i 
N fit N 
— 2BnA„0 ^(Mj - po) — BnA20 — Mo)2 + 2B„ 52 
i=i i=i 1=1 
= Qln — Qin + Qjn 
where Qtn = (d~1A/n)2/(d^"2dJ) K2, and Qm. = (d~I/„)2/(d^2dJ) = oP(l) applying Lemma 3 and 
(32), and Q3„ = 2B„ £ fi so that (when |Ayo|Zn < 1) 
IQs.1 < 2d?d-2|A(10|3Zndl/(l-|A^|Zn)3 = d2d-20p(d76d3)0p(^d-l)0p(d2)0p(l) =oP(l). 
Theorem 2 then follows from Slutsky's theorem. • 
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Proof of Theorem 4. The convergence of Bn/Bn follows from Theorem 3 and (27). HJL (1998) show 
(27) under Assumption G. 
Again let F(z) denote the distribution of Y^. By Theorems 1 and 3, (Y"n — /Jo)/dn converges 
in distribution to and hence ||Fi„ — F||oo = o(l) by the continuity of F. Applying Theorem 3, 
||An - F||oo = oP(l). By the continuity of F, it follows that Qinff -*-+ Qg-
We now show the convergence of Qjn$, j = 2,3. By construction, Fjn(i) = F„(idj</d<). Then, we 
can write 
sup|Fjn(z) - F(z)| < ||F„ - F„||oo + ||F„-Fil,» + sup|F(ztï,v/d<) - F(z)| = oP(l) 
x£R zgR 
by applying Theorem 3, (27), and the continuity of F so that ||Fn - F„||oo,supz |F(zd,*/d<) - F(z)| = 
oF(l); and ||Fn — F||oo = o(l) by Theorem 1. We then have Qjn0 Qg by the continuity of F. 
With Slutsky's theorem and Theorem 2, 
—2B„logfl„(/Jo) — [Qnd\2 + [Qsj2 —i• Y^. 
The continuity of F and the definition of the quantité [Qg|2 then give 
P(M0 € CBL,nm = P(-2B„logfln(po) <[Qnfl]2) —> Pr(r^, < [<?5]2) = 0. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4. 0 
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Frequency domain empirical likelihood for short- and long-range dependent 
processes 
A paper to be submitted to Biometrika 
Daniel J. Nordman and Soumendra N. Lahiri 
Abstract 
This paper introduces a spectral version of empirical likelihood, using periodogram ordinates to create 
a nonparametric spectral likelihood. The first-order properties of frequency domain empirical likelihood 
are studied for linear time processes which could exhibit either long- or short-range forms of dependence. 
The method results in likelihood ratios which can be used to build nonparametric, asymptotically 
correct confidence regions for spectral parameters like autocorrelations. Using estimating equations 
based on spectral mean conditions, maximum empirical likelihood estimators are available for parameter 
estimation and testing under both types of dependence. We consider the effects of tapering for weakly 
dependent processes. Our methodology can be applied to many inference problems, such as Whittle 
estimation and spectral goodness-of-fit testing, and has parallels with the frequency domain bootstrap. 
Key Words: Autocorrelation, bootstrap, cumulants, empirical likelihood, estimating equations, long-
range dependence, nonparametric estimation, periodogram, spectral distribution, testing hypotheses, 
Wilks's theorem, Whittle estimation 
1 Introduction 
Empirical likelihood (EL) allows likelihood-based inference without specifying a parametric distri­
bution for the data. The method, proposed by Owen (1988,1990) for independent samples, generates a 
nonparametric likelihood which has been successful in a broad range of applications [cf. Owen (2001)). 
Like the fully parametric likelihood, EL yields ratio statistics with limiting chi-square distributions for 
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estimation and testing purposes [cf. Qin and Lawless (1994)]. The technique has often been paralleled 
to the bootstrap in both its mechanics and performance [cf. Efron and Tibshirani (1993)] and desirable 
properties of EL have been well documented for independent observations [cf. Hall and La Scala (1990)]. 
However, most developments with EL in the literature focus on independent data generating pro­
cesses. In this paper, we would like to consider inference on dependent data, in which correlations 
among the observations could conceivably remain strong over long periods of time. To explain further, 
let {Xt},i 6 Z, be a stationary sequence of random variables with mean ft and spectral density / on 
H = [—ir, TT] where 
/(A)/|A| — —• C«, A —• 0 (1) 
for a 6 (—1,1) and a constant C a  > 0 involving a [cf. Robinson (1995), Lahiri (1999)]. When a  = 0, 
we can classify the process {A'e} as short-range dependent (SRD). For a > 0, the process will be 
called long-range dependent (LRD). (The case a < 0 can result from overdifferencing but typically is 
of less practical interest.) This classification resembles the one from Lahiri (1999) and encompasses the 
definition of long-range dependence (LRD) where / is assumed to have a pole at A = 0 [cf. Beran ( 1994)]. 
Recent extensions of EL to dependent data [cf. Kitamura (1997), Monti (1997)] rely exclusively on 
a weak or short-range dependence (SRD) structure. The time processes considered have correlations 
which decrease rapidly enough over time so that, in essence, observations are nearly independent after 
relatively short time separations and the autocovariances are absolutely summable. However, the situ­
ation changes dramatically with strongly dependent data. The rate of decay of the covariance function 
r(fc) = Cov(Xj, Xj+k) is characteristically much slower under LRD, namely: 
r(k) = C0fc-(1"a) k—• oo, 
a representation of LRD which is also equivalent to (1) for a > 0 [cf. Zygmund (1968)]. While the 
sum of the covariances converge under SRD, the slow decay in r{k) causes the same sum to diverge to 
infinity under LRD. Strong dependence can then complicate statistical inference in that, for example, 
Var(Xn) decreases to 0 at a slower (and unknown) rate n~l+° instead of being proportional to the usual 
n~l from SRD. Consequently, the usual scaling factor n1'2 for the centered sample mean (Xn — #<) does 
not produce a proper limit distribution, even with Gaussian processes. 
It is well-known that the process dependence strength affects the relevance and applicability of many 
statistical procedures. An inference method proposed for weak dependence may fail terribly in the 
presence of strong dependence, or at least require significant modification. For example, Lahiri (1993) 
has shown that the slow growth of Var(X„) under LRD causes the moving block bootstrap, which works 
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so well under SRD (mixing), to produce a degenerate approximation of the sampling distribution of Xn. 
Strong dependence similarly invalidates the EL statistics proposed by Kitamura (1997) for mixing time 
series (a = 0). These statistics result from applying Owen (1990)'s EL formulation to observational 
"time blocks" formed with the same blocking techniques used in the bootstrap [cf. Kunsch (1989), 
Liu and Singh (1992)]. Such "blockwise" EL statistics can asymptotically diverge to infinity under 
LRD because they employ a "blocking" re-calibration [see Kitamura (1997), p. 2089)] rooted in the 
assumption that = nl|/2 correctly scales an(Xn — /t) for a normal limit (whereas valid scaling o„ 
depends intricately on the unknown a). 
We demonstrate, however, that EL methodology can provide a common tool for inference on both 
SRD and LRD time processes. We give a new development of EL based on the process spectral distri­
bution / rather than its probability distribution. Using spectral estimating equations and periodogram 
ordinates, frequency domain empirical likelihood (EDEL) can build a nonparametric spectral likelihood 
for estimation of parameters, such as autocorrelations or the long-memory constant a. We establish 
that FDEL statistics have limiting chi-square distributions for setting confidence regions. EL tests are 
possible to assess both parameter conjectures and the validity of (spectral) moment conditions, similar 
to EL features available in the independent data formulation [Owen (1990), Qin and Lawless (1994)]. 
In addition, FDEL allows for estimation of the same population quantities targeted by the frequency 
domain bootstrap of Dahlhaus and Janas (1996) under SRD, while simultaneously having justification 
for LRD processes as well. 
Our results are directly applicable to linear processes with spectral densities satisfying (1), which 
include several important models for both SRD (eg. ARMA) and LRD. In particular, two such LRD 
processes are the fractional Gaussian processes of Mandelbrot and Ness (1968) with spectral density 
and parameter 1/2 < H < 1: 
/»,»'( A) = 4g(22r^~ 1} cosfrff - R/2) sin2 (A/2) £ |A/(2TT) + , A € II (2) 
and the fractional autoregressive integrated moving average (FARIMA) processes of Granger and 
Joyeux (1980) and Hosting (1981) with density and parameters 0 < d < 1, p = (pi,...,pp), g = 
(gi,...,gg): 
.. „ V „ A, fe'*V 2 
A e n, PO = EO = I (3) fd,e.e.a*W = 2^|1 ~e,A| d 
ZUQi(eiXY 
(where the polynomials in the above ratio have unlike roots outside the unit circle). These models 
fulfill (1) with o = 2H — 1 and a = d, respectively [cf. Fox and Taqqu (1986)] and are known to arise 
naturally in astronomy, economics, hydrology, and geophysics [cf. Beran (1994)]. 
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1.1 Related Literature 
We point out one important related reference to our work. Monti (1997) has proposed periodogram-
based EL confidence regions in the context of quasi-Whittle estimation with SRD linear processes. 
However, our FDEL methodology differs from that of Monti (1997) in both its form and philosophical 
underpinnings. In particular, Monti's development of EL treats the collection of periodogram ordinates 
(at positive frequencies 2ir/n, 4%/n,...) as asymptotically independent. However, this assumption cre­
ates serious complications, like those encountered in the frequency domain bootstrap of Dahlhaus and 
Janas (1996), because the dependencies among the whole collection of periodogram ordinates are typi­
cally not negligible. Monti's justification also depends considerably on the existence and properties of 
Whittle estimators. Our results include those in Monti (1997) as a special case and further imply the 
periodogram-based EL theory in Monti (1997) may not be fully accurate. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the construction of spectral EL 
using the periodogram and estimating functions. Examples of useful estimating functions are provided. 
Our working assumptions are given in Section 3 along with a brief, background comparison of the 
mechanics of frequency domain EL and bootstrap methods. In Section 4, we state first-order asymptotic 
properties with FDEL statistics for confidence region estimation and hypothesis testing. In Section 5, 
we illustrate applications of FDEL to Whittle estimation and goodness-of-fit testing. Section 6 provides 
extensions of our methods to inference with parameter restrictions and also tapering. Proofs of the 
main results are given in Section 7, while the Appendix in Section 8 contains supplementary tools to 
facilitate the proofs. 
2 Definition of spectral empirical likelihood 
2.1 Estimating functions. 
Consider inference on a parameter 6 6 9 c 1RP associated with the distribution of a time stretch 
Xi,..., Xn. We suppose, following the EL framework of Qin and Lawless (1994,1995) for independent, 
identically distributed observations (iid), that information about 8 exists through a system of functions 
and their corresponding expectations or, in our case, spectral means. Let 
9»{A) = (9t,»(A),...,5r,fl(A))' : II x 6 —• 1R' (4) 
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denote a vector of even, estimating functions with r > p. (When r > p, the above functions are said to 
be "overidentifying" for 9.) We assume that gg satisfies the spectral moment condition 
for some known p 6 Htr. Note though that g$ is not an "unbiased" estimating function in the sense of 
Qin and Lawless (1994) and Kitamura (1997); in fact, gg(-) is defined on [—TT, TT] and not a function of 
the data. However, by combining the periodogram and the estimating functions in (4), we demonstrate 
the construction of an EL function for subsequent spectral inference. 
For illustration, we first provide a few examples of useful estimating functions, some of which tar­
get estimation of normalized spectral means: 9 = /„* 4>fdX/ f* fdX involving a desirable function 4>. 
Dahlhaus and Janas (1996) comment on the importance, and often complete adequacy, of population 
information expressed in this integral ratio form. For appropriate choices of the estimating vector gg, EL 
inference is possible for many of the same parameters estimable with the frequency domain bootstrap 
of Dahlhaus and Janas (1996) (hereafter FDB-DJ). 
Example 1: Autocorrelations. Consider interest in the autocorrelation function p(-) at arbitrary 
lags that is, 9 = (p(mi),...,p(m*))' where 
One can select gg{X) = (cos(mt A),... ,cos(mtA))' —8 for autocorrelation inference, in which case the 
moment condition in (5) is fulfilled with p = 0 € Bt*. Note here r = p — k. 
Suppose p(l) = 9 and p(2) = 92, which would be the case if {X£} satisfies a stationary AR(1) model: 
Xt = 9Xt-1 +Ct (for a white noise process {et}, |9| < l). One could estimate 9 with overidentifying 
estimating functions: 
with r = 2 > p = 1. EL techniques can combine such frequency domain information. Alternatively, if 
say p(mt) = p(m3) = 0 at some lags (as in a moving average model), the information may be incor­
porated to estimate 9 = p(l) with equations gg{A) = (cos(A) — 0,cos(miA),cos(m2A))'. We can create 
moment conditions and allow a nonparametric spectral likelihood to suggest parameter estimates as 
well as quantify our relative certainty in the formulated spectral moments. 
Example 2: Spectral distribution function. For w 6 [0,ff), denote the spectral distribution func­




p(m) = r(m)/r(0) = J cos(mX)f(,\)dx/ j f(X)dX, m 6 Z. 
5»(A) = (cos(A) -0,cos(2A) -92)' 
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some Tt,... r* € (0, ir). This normalized parameter often sufficiently characterizes the spectral distri­
bution F for testing purposes, as in Bartlett's U-Statistic [cf. Dahlhaus (1985b)]. To this end, we can 
pick g»(A) = (/{x<rt}»- -,/{x<rt>)' — 9 where /(.y denotes the indicator function. Then (5) holds with 
mean p = 0 6 IR*. 
Example 3: Goodness-of-fit testa. There has been increasing interest lately in frequency domain-
based tests to assess model adequacy [cf. Andersen (1993), Paparoditis (2000)]. Consider a test involving 
a simple null hypothesis Ho-f = fo against an alternative Hi : f / jo for some candidate density /0. 
With EL techniques, one immediate approach would be to take g(A) = l//o(A) so that, under Ho, the 
spectral mean of g is ir. (Here we treat r = 1 and the dimension p of 9 as 0). A EL ratio test can be 
produced with g which resembles a spectral goodness-of-fit test statistic proposed by Milhoj (1981) and 
shown by Beran (1992) to be useful for long-range dependent Gaussian series. 
The more interesting and complicated problem of testing the hypothesis that / belongs to a given 
parametric model family (like densities corresponding to ARMA models or fractional Gaussian pro­
cesses) can also be addressed with frequency domain EL. This testing issue, however, can often involve 
Whittle estimation [cf. Beran (1992), Pararoditis (2000)]. We return to EL-based, spectral goodness-
of-fit tests in Section 5. 
Example 4: Whittle-estimation. We denote a parametric collection of spectral densities as 
^ ={/»(*) :0 6 0}. (6) 
and assume the densities are positive on H and identifiable. (That is, 9 ^ 9 6 0 implies the Lebesgue 
measure of {A : /»(A) ^ /,(A)} is positive.) Whittle estimation [Whittle (1953)] is a common procedure 
for fitting the model ft to the data. The Whittle estimator minimizes the Whittle likelihood involving 
the periodogram 
Wn{9) = (4jt)~1 jT |log/»(A) + } dA 
to estimate the value of 9 at which the theoretical "distance" measure (the Kullback-Liebler distance 
for Gaussian processes) 
W{9) = (4t)-1 J* (log/,(A) + 1^1 j dA (7) 
achieves its minimum [cf. Dzhaparidze (1986)]. The model class may be misspedfied (possibly f F) 
but Whittle estimation aims for the density in T "closest" to / as measured by W{9). Dahlhaus 
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and Wefelmeyer (1996) describe features of Whittle estimation for potentially misspecified parametric 
models. 
To consider a particular parameterization of (6), suppose 
fg(X) =<r2k(\,d), 9 = (<r3,.?')', 6 C (O.ooj x R"-1, Ô = (0lt...,i9p_i)', (8) 
and that Kolmogorov's formula holds with 
(2jt)~1 / log/s(A)dA = log[£T2/(27r)] 
J — K 
(as would be the case for many linear models where or denotes the innovation variance) [cf. Brock-
well and Davis (1991), Section 5.8)]. The model class in (8) is commonly considered in the context 
of Whittle estimation for both SRD and LRD time processes and includes those LRD processes for­
mulated in (2) and (3) [cf. Hannan (1973), Fox and Taqqu (1986), Dahlhaus (1989), and Giraitis and 
Surgailis (1990)]. Under appropriate regularity conditions, the true minimum argument 0O = (OQ, il'0)' 
of W(9) is determined by the stationary solution of: dW(6)/dO = 0 or 
f" /(A){a/„-l(A)/dt?}dA = 0 /g~l(A) = 1//»(A) 
,, O) 
TT'1 / /(A)/„-l(A)dA = 1. 
Jo 
The moment conditions in (9) imply that a natural set of estimating functions can be used for EL 
inference on 0 in densities from (8). Namely, the choice 
9eW =(/rlW.9/rlW/9»i,...,a/,-l(A)/fl6,-i),1 Ptu = (ir,0,...,0)' € Ht'1 (10) 
will fulfill (5). 
Note that if one wishes to treat a1 as a nuisance parameter, which is often the case in the density 
formulation of (8) because a- has no bearing on the essential shape of the density fg, estimating 
functions 
9D*(A) = dk~\A,TF)/STF, PLU. = 0 E R"-1 (11) 
provide structure for inference on «9. 
2.2 Construction of spectral empirical likelihood 
Denote the periodogram of the sequence vYi,..., Xn by 
2 
'»(A) = à T. Xt exp(—itA) 
t=i 
, A e II = [—x,jr], 
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where i = V—1- For a given 0 € 9, the profile frequency domain empirical likelihood function is given 
by 
{JV N N I IJ rr i j  : m, >0, 53rrij = n-, ^ mjge{ \ j ) I n ( \ j ) = p > J=l j=L J=l J 
(N U I V 1 lift : Pi ^ °' 53 P J = !» ^>2*Pj9e(.*})In(\j) = P> (12) j=i j=i i=i J 
where A, = 2irj/n, j 6 {l,...,iV}, are Fourier frequencies and JV = [(n - 1)/2J. To determine the 
above EL function, a weight m} is assigned to each ordinate A, (or /n(Aj)) so that an integral over [0,TT] 
of gB with respect to the sample spectral density /(A) = Yl'j-i ^{A,-t<x<A,}^n(A,) + /(A„_,<A}/n(A/v) 
equals p. These point masses correspond to a finite measure on [0,ir] and do not have the usual, 
immediate interpretation of multinomial probabilities assigned to observations (or blocks of them) as 
in Owen (1990), Qin and Lawless (1994), and Kitamura (1997). However, (12) shows that EL function 
can be defined with such probabilities (after a scalar adjustment by jt^). We can define L„(<?) = —oo 
when the conditioning set in (12) is empty. 
If p is interior to the convex hall of {7r<to(A,)/n(Aj ) }£_t, then Ln(9) is actually a positive maximum 
and optimizing 
C(pi,...,p„,7,t) =53log(ft) +7 ( 1~53pj ) ~Nt> ~P] J , j=t V J=l / V=l / 
with Langrange multipliers 7 and t = (tl,...,tr)' provides the unique solution for the constrained 
extrema [as in Owen (1988,1990)]. Then, the empirical likelihood function in (12) may be reformulated 
as 
N _L  
U{9) = II 7rP,(9), PM = N~l [l + 4{^(Aj)g,(A;) - p>] (13) 
>=l 
where tg is the stationary point of the function q(t) = log(l + f[xln(\j)gg(\j) — p]) [see Kita­
mura (1997)]. (When L [7r/n ( A, )g» ( A3) - Plt"'A»(Aj)s,(Aj) — p]' is positive definite in some neigh­
borhood in 9, can be locally written as a continuously differentiate function of 9 by the implicit 
function theorem. Owen (1990) and Qin and Lawless (1994) describe these and other features of the 
EL.) Without the integral-type linear constraint in (12), [J/Li mi has a maximum when each rrij = ir/N 
so that we can form a profile empirical likelihood ratio: 
/v 
finW = £»w/ (TjV-1)" = n[l + f#{ir/B(A,)s»(Ai) - p}] " . (14) 
j=i 
We shall refer to the maximum of (14), say 9n, as the (spectral) maximum empirical likelihood estimator 
(MELE). 
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It may hold also that the spectral density belongs to a parametric class of densities T as in (6) and is 
a function of the parameter of interest 0. That is, we may wish to determine which fg € T corresponds 
to / (or possibly even test if / € T). In this estimation scenario, we can construct a "centered" versions 
of the EL function and likelihood ratio by approximating E(/„(Aj)) with a density evaluation /s(A3), 
for fe € T. Namely, let: 
ÎN "I JJmj : MJ > O.^m, = TT,^ mjgg(AJ)[/„(Aj) - fg(Xj)\ = 0 > i-i j=i j=i J 
RnAO) = (NMNL„,A9). (15) 
An exact form for L„,,(fl) can be deduced as with Ln(0) in (13). We shall denote the maximum of (15) 
as 9n,r- We consider the densities /g and prospective functions gg as dependent on the same parameters, 
which causes no loss of generality. 
We emphasize that the profile ratio fin-,(9) always requires specification of a candidate spectral 
density class. However, the EL function in (15) and its associated statistics, such as Rn,r(Ôn,r)i can be 
useful in Whittle-like estimation and goodness-of-fit testing. 
3 Preliminaries 
To facilitate our discussion, we will now set down some assumptions on the time process under 
consideration and the potential vector of estimating functions, gg. In the following, let OQ denote the 
true (but unknown) value of the parameter 6 which satisfies the moment condition in (5). 
3.1 Assumptions 
(A.l) {X t} is a real-valued, linear process with a moving average representation of the form: 
OO 
Xt = ft + 53 t 6 Z (16) 
OO 
where Z = {0,±l,j=2,...}, {ee} are iid random variables with E(e<) = 0, E(e[) = a* > 0, E(e®) < oo 
and {6t} is a sequence of constants satisfying 5Zeez 6? < oo and 
/(A) = â|6(A)|2' Aen 
with 6(A) = 63e,jx. It is assumed that, for some a € [0,1), C > 0, that 
/(A) < C|A|—, A € II 
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and /(A) is continuous on (0, ir]. 
(A.2) For gg from (4) at 9 = 90, each component g3 lg0  is an even, integrate function such that 
Iffj.io WI < C\\\0>, A 6 0, where 0 < fa < 1, a - fa < 1/2, j = 1,..., r. 
(A.3) For each gj,e0(A), j  = 1,... ,r, one of the following is fulfilled: 
Condition 1. is Lipschitz of order greater than 1/2 on [0,rr]. 
Condition 2. is continuous on II and 
1 <C|A|^"1, 2a — /9j  < 1.  
Condition 3(a). is of bounded variation on [0, %] with finite discontinuities and a < 1/2. 
dgj.o aW 
dX 
(A.4) The r x r matrix Wga  = fn  f2(X)g'9 o(X)gg0(X)dX is positive definite. 
(A.5) On (0,5r], / is differentiable and 
d f (  A) 
<C|A| 
dX 
or each f{X)gj,ga(X) is of bounded variation or piecewise Lipschitz of order greater than 1/2 on [0, JT], 
j  —  1 ,  •  • . ,  r .  
Remark 1: The assumptions on the white noise process can be weakened at the expense of greater 
complexity. Ergodicity of {ee} is required along with absolute summability of the fc-th order cumulants, 
for fc < 8, to explicitly define the cumulant spectral density of {X£} [cf. Brillinger (1981), Yajima (1989), 
Lahiri (1999)]. In addition, we would require that cumulant(ce ,£1+il, £t+tj, et+tj ) = C if £i = t2 = t3 = 0 
and is equal to 0 otherwise, resembling the 4th-order cumulant conditions of Dahlhaus (1985b), Heyde 
and Gay (1993) and Hosoya (1997, Assumption F) in the context of periodogram-based inference. 
(Of particular note, Hoyosa's (1997) Assumption F allows the development of quasi-likelihood ratio 
statistics, in his sense, which is also a desirable feature for EL.) The asymptotic normal limit law for 
periodogram-based spectral means is needed, which many authors have justified for linear processes in 
various contexts under both SRD [cf. Brillinger (1981), Dahlhaus (1983,1985a)] and LRD for functions 
satisfying a "growth rate" condition as in A.2 [cf. Fox and Taqqu (1986), Giraitis and Surgailis (1990), 
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Heyde and Gay (1993)]. The standard proofs usually involve stipulations on the innovations {et}, 
such as further cumulant summability, Gaussian distributions, or a mixing and/or martingale difference 
structure. 
The bound on / in Assumption A.l allows for the process {Xt} to exhibit both short- and long-
range forms of dependence with a possible pole of / occurring at A = 0, encompassing the most common 
definition of LRD [cf. Beran (1994)]. A.l embodies a slight generalization of (1) which permits the 
growth rate of f also possibly depend on a slowly varying function at zero [cf. Fox and Taqqu (1986), 
Lahiri (1999)]. 
The behavior of gg0 in Assumption A.2 helps to reduce the growth rate of the scaled periodogram 
ordinates, ge0(^j)In(.^j), at low frequencies under LRD. The condition ensures that the entries of 
are finite in A.4 and that central limit theorems for quadratic forms involving the mean(#i)-corrected 
periodogram are possible [cf. Giraitis and Surgailis (1990)]. Additional fractional poles in / (other than 
the origin) could be allowed at the expense of greater complexity, making allowances for the vector 
ge considered in A.2 to dampen any "unstable spots" in / in the product of the two functions [as in 
Hosoya (1997)]. However, important processes are permissible under A.l and, for these, useful estimat­
ing equations often satisfy A.2, allowing a fairly broad formulation of EL in the frequency domain. 
Assumption A 3 outlines smoothness criteria for the estimating functions so that (for one rea­
son) Riemann integrals of the periodogram sufficiently approximate spectral means in (5), similar to 
Brillinger (1981, Theorem 5.10.1). The important functions treated in Dahlhaus and Janas (1996) meet 
the requirements of A.3, including the estimating functions for autocorrelations and normalized spectral 
distribution given in Examples 1 and 2. The functions in and dfgl/dO considered in Examples 
3 and 4 satisfy A.3 for many SRD and LRD models so that, for instance, quasi-Whittle estimation 
and goodness-of-fit testing are available under weak or strong dependence. Hannan (1973) justifies 
Whittle estimation for ARMA densities where components of gg in (10) meet Condition 1. For the 
fractional Gaussian and FARIMA models for LRD in (2) and (3), and dfg/dO fulfill Condition 2 
[see Conditions A-B, Fox and Taqqu (1986), Dahlhaus (1989), Giraitis and Surgailis (1990)]. Process 
dependence that is not "too strong" [/ € La (H)] allows more flexibility in choosing estimating functions 
in Condition 3. 
Assumption A.4 reflects requirements of functional linear independence among potential estimating 
functions. The conditions set in Assumption A.5 will be used only in the context of inference with EL 
statistics based on Ln^ or Rn,r and are generally not restrictive. 
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3.2 Discussion: bootstrap and empirical likelihood mechanics 
A few comments will help to explain some of the anticipated properties of FDEL. Comparisons 
between bootstrap and EL techniques have often been made with iid or weakly depednent observations 
[cf. Owen (1991), Hall and La Scala (1991), Kitamura (1997)]. Hence, it seems natural to contrast FDEL 
here with the FDB-DJ, especially since both methods target estimation of similar population quantities 
for linear processes. There are, of course, other periodogram bootstrap versions [cf. Hardie, Horowitz, 
and Kreiss (2001)], but the parallels between FDEL techniques and the bootstrap of Dahlhaus and 
Janas (1996) seem the strongest and most pertinent. We note, though, that FDB-DJ has been proposed 
and justified only for SRD linear processes. 
Define the mean corrected periodogram 
Inc{ A) = (27M) -i 
2 
A en.  53(Xe -/i)exp(itA) 
t=i 
For a vector function 4>, the FDB-DJ attempts to approximate the distribution of a spectral mean 
estimator f* <t>Incd\ — f* <f>fdX with a bootstrap version: 
-  £ 0 ( A , ) / ( A , ) E ; 0 ( A , ) / ( A ; )  
" 2^t=i£k j=i j=i 
where / is a kernel estimator of / and each ej is an independent, random selection from the Stu-
dentized periodogram ordinates {e, = Inc(Xj)/f{Xj)}jLl. The bootstrap procedure treats {£j}£Lt 
as a set of iid standard exponential variables (because, for fixed frequencies {wi,...,wk} C (0,irj, 
variables Inc(utj)/f(uij) have independent exponential limit distributions under both SRD and LRD 
[cf. Lahiri (1999)]). However, the dependencies among the entire collection of periodogram ordinates 
cannot typically be ignored so that the bootstrap does not reliably estimate the asymptotic variance 
Jirr^ nVar Qf 4>IncdX^ = ir jT 00'/2dA + K^/aj (l/2 • éfdxj ^1/2 • ^ 4>fdX^ ( 17) 
unless the 4-th order cumulant of the white noise process = 0 or fn<(>fdX = 0. That is, the 
frequency domain bootstrap only captures the first component in the sum from (17). Consequently, the 
F D B - D J  u s e s  m o d i f i e d  f u n c t i o n s  < p g  =  < f >  —  9  t o  e s t i m a t e  a  n o r m a l i z e d  p a r a m e t e r  9  —  J n  4 > f d X /  f n  f d X  
which guarantees that fn <pefdX = 0. 
FDEL methods choose estimates of a parameter 9 by profiling the ordinate evaluations {ge (A,)/n( A, )} 
to achieve a desired integral equality as specified by the moment relationship in (5). Like the bootstrap, 
FDEL can experience its own difficulties with variance estimation. The EL ratio can involve variance 
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estimates for empirical spectral means, y/n 4>Incd\, of the form 
V" £ (<M*,')/n(A,) -1/2. jT 4>fdXj ^(A,-)/„(A,) -1/2 • jT 0/dA) 
in its mechanics. Heuristically, E(/^(A)//2(A)) as 2 under both SRD and LRD so that the above 
Riemann integral of the periodogram can consistently estimate (17) when fn 0/dA = 0. Important 
estimating equations can however be judiciously selected so that p = 0 in (5), which eliminates potential 
variance estimation problems. In fact, if the dependence structure of the underlying process is not too 
strong (a < 1/2), estimating functions for normalized spectral parameters can be constructed in a 
fashion following the bootstrap of Dahlhaus and Janas (1996) (selecting gg = tj>g as above). Note 
that unlike its bootstrap counterpart, FDEL requires no kernel density estimates of / and no direct 
computation of skewness estimates. 
To further explain the differences between the FDB-DJ and FDEL, consider their respective ap­
proaches to inference on the first-lag autocorrelation 8 = p(l). As described above, the bootstrap 
approximates the distribution of 
(Pn(l) - p (l) ) / v ^Var(pn(l)) 
to generate empirical quantités and set a confidence interval for p(l), where p„(l) is the Yule-Walker 
estimate of p(l). The FDEL method suggests plausible values of p(l) through profiled ratios [see (12) 
and Example 1] 
N w 
52 Pj cos(A,)/n(A,) I 53P_,/„(AJ) j=l >=i 
involving optimally selected constrained weights {pj}. These ratios are then "calibrated" to obtain an 
interval estimate for p(l) with appropriate confidence. The theoretical properties of FDEL are discussed 
in the next section. 
4 Main Results 
4.1 A Wilks's theorem 
We first establish a Wilks's theorem [Wilks (1938)] for EL ratios which can be used to successfully 
construct nonparametric confidence regions and simple hypothesis tests as in Owen (1988, 1990, 1991). 
Before proceeding, we define two differently scaled log-profile EL ratio statistics: 
ln(0) = -4log#n(@) and ln^(8) = -2logA.^(6), (18) 
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using (14) and (15). The difference in the scalar adjustments to log-likelihoods in (18) owes to the 
assumption that the periodogram ordinates are approximately mean-corrected in the construction of 
ln,r(Q)- We note, however, that the spectral EL ratios in (18) do not require complicated scaling 
adjustments like the time domain blockwise EL ratios in Kitamura (1997) and more closely resemble 
those found in the iid sample setting of Owen (1990) and Qin and Lawless (1994). 
In the remaining discussion, xt denotes a chi-square distribution with u degrees of freedom and 
xt,i—t represents the 1 — 7 quantile of the same distribution. Let ch°A denote the interior convex hull 
of a finite set A c 1RP. 
Theorem 1 Suppose Assumptions A.l-A.4 hold. // p = 0 6 IRr, then 
(*) (n(#o) —» Xr-
(»"«) If, in addition, Assumption A.5 holds, f = /»„, and P(0 € ch°{%g@o(A;)[fn(Aj) ~ /(Aj)]}) —• 1, 
then in,A9o) Xr 
(iii) If it4,< = 0, statement (ii) remains valid if p^ 0 € Elr. 
Remark 2: If {A't} is Gaussian, then the 4th order innovation cumulant #î4,r = E(ejf) — 3a* = 0. 
Remark 3: The probabilistic condition in Theorem l(ii) implies only that the EL ratio tn.f can be 
finitely computed at QQ and resembles assumptions are made in EL for linear models [cf. Owen (1991)] 
and in the EL formulation of Monti (1997) [see Section 5.1 of this paper]. 
The formulation of estimating equations which satisfy p — 0 in (5) is necessary for (n(0Q) to have 
a chi-square limit law. As mentioned in Section 3.2, this moment restriction is shared also by the 
the bootstrap of Dahlhaus and Janas (1996). However, useful and important inference is nonetheless 
possible with FDEL. (Examples 1, 2, and 4 involve estimating equations with p = 0.) For Gaussian 
inference, there is more flexibility with possible estimating functions in in,*-
Rom Theorem l(i), an approximate 100(1 —f)% joint confidence region for the parameter 9 is given 
which has asymptotically correct coverage. If the parameter of interest 8 can be incorporated into an 
estimating equation of the form gg = tj> — 9 for some functional <f> (for example, autocorrelations or 
normalized sdf when a < 1/2), then the confidence region in (19) will always be convex. For these 




La Scala (1991)]. 
If / 6 T in (6), then a confidence region similar to (19) can be set with ln,r(9)- Monti (1997) sug­
gested such confidence regions for Whittle estimation with SRD linear processes and spectral densities 
parameterized as in (8) (eg. ARMA models). The performance of in^ under model misspecification 
closely parallels the behavior of the EL ratio for misspecified regression models described in Owen (1991, 
Section 5.4). If the candidate density class is incorrect, then consistent variance estimators are replaced 
by upwardly biased ones within the EL ratio (with extra positive terms due to misspecification). To 
illustrate, consider the case r = p = 1 and p = 0. If /#/»„, then 
<n.,(9o) = • -XI + o,(l), a»0 = faglpd/"lfg^f.M2dÀ 
because Tr2N~l Ejli 9g0(<\,)[/„(*,) - /»„(A3)]2 is used to estimate nVar(/0" gBoIncdX) =rrfn gj0f2d\. 
Confidence intervals for parameters become conservative to a degree dependent on the misspecification. 
Owen (1991) provides more details on the effect of misspecified linear model in EL, which are relevant 
here. 
4.2 Maximum empirical likelihood estimation 
Maximum empirical likelihood estimates (MELEs) 9„ and 9n,r have features and uses similar to 
those from conventional parametric likelihoods and other EL frameworks [Qin and Lawless (1994), 
Kitamura (1997)]. We present some important first-order asymptotic properties of frequency domain 
estimates fl„ and and statistics based on them. 
Qin and Lawless (1994) showed the local consistency and asymptotic normality of the MELE in a 
radius n-1'3 "ball" around 8o with iid samples and Kitamura (1997) established the consistency and 
normal limit of a (time domain) blockwise MELE for mixing SRD processes. For SRD and LRD linear 
time series, we can establish the existence of EL maximums 9n and 9n^ in a neighborhood of 90: 
Bn = {9 6 6 : l|5 - Soil < n"™}, m = max{l/3,1/4 + (a - 0)/2, (1 + a + <S)/4} < 1/2 
(see Lemma 8). (Because the likelihood function („(6) or £n,^(9) could involve weakly or strongly 
dependent processes, local maximums are guaranteed in potentially larger regions around the true 
parameter than in the iid setting.) We prove that these point estimates have an asymptotic normal 
distribution. 
In the following, the Euclidean norm is denoted by || • ||. 
Theorem 2 Assume A.1-A.4 hold and p = 0. Suppose, in a neighborhood of9o, dgg(\)/d9, d2gg{\)/8989' 
are continuous in 9; ||5ff»(A)/96||, \\d2gg(X)ld989'\\ are bounded by G(A) = C|A|-<f for some S < 1, 
5 +a < 1; the set of discontinuities of dgga/dO has measure zero; and Dg0 — fn f(\)dgga(\)/dOd\ has 
full column rank p. 




where Ve„ = Dga) and U9a = nW~l - (^rlDg0Va0D'gW~l). 
(ii) [n addition, suppose A.5 and f = /»„ hold; the set of discontinuities of dfe0/d9 has measure zero; 
P(0 € ch°{7rg9(A_,)[/„(A_,) - /»(A,)]}, 0 € B„) —• 1; and, in the 60-neighborhood, gg(\)f9{\)d\ = p 
an</ \\dfeldO\\, ||d2/»(A)/d99S'|| < C|A|~a, A € (0, z|. TA en, tAe distributional result in (i) « ua/id /or 
- So, tg-, ,/2) -
Remark 4: As in Theorem l(iit'), if K4it = 0 then Theorem 2(ii) holds even if p ^ 0 in (5). When 
assuming that / € T belongs to a selected density class in (ii), a constant function /0" g»(A)/»(A)<fA = p 
of S represents a natural relationship between the chosen estimating functions and T. For example, the 
Whittle estimating equations gj? in (10) would often satisfy this condition. The additional conditions 
on / in Theorem 2(it) are satisfied, for example, by many SRD and LRD processes, including those 
densities in (2) and (3) [cf. Fox and Taqqu (1986)]. The probability assumption in Theorem 2(ii) 
implies that the EL ratio in (14) can be computed finitely in a neighborhood of do-
Combined with a proper variance estimate, Theorem 2 can be used to set approximate confidence 
intervals for 6. The asymptotic variance of y/n(0n — 6q) is consistently estimated by 
A consistent estimator also results by weighting each periodogram ordinate by p, (Sn) from (13) (and 
removing N~l) and analogous estimators can be formulated with 0n<r. 
The MELEs 6„ and 9n-, allow testing of parameter and moment hypotheses with further log-
likelihood ratio statistics, as in the estimating equation framework of Qin and Lawless (1994). To test 
the parameter assumption H0 : 0 = So, we form an EL ratio Ln(0o)/Ln(0n) [or Ln^{9a)lLn^(9n,r)\ as 
we would with a parametric likelihood. After a log-transformation, the resulting statistic £n(0o) —£n0n) 
[or in^(0o) — ln,r{Qn^)\ has a limiting x2 distribution for assessing H0. 
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The log-ratio statistics £„(6„) and tn ,rifin,r) are also useful for testing Ho- the true parameter OQ 
satisfies the spectral mean condition in (5). The practice of testing implications, formed with moment 
restrictions based on estimating functions, is common in economic applications and much recent research 
has focused on time-domain tests [cf. Imbens, Spady, and Johnson (1998)]. With ln(Ôn) or ln .r{Ôn.r), 
spectral moment conditions can also be tested. 
Intuitively, the log-EL ratio <n(9o) admits a decomposition into separate parameter and moment 
assessment contrasts: £„(0q) = {<„(9o) — ^n(Sn)} + ln(9n). We show these contrast statistics have 
limiting chi-square distributions for testing the above hypotheses. 
Theorem 3 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, 
(i) tn{6o) — £n(9n) and in(Ô„) are asymptotically independent and 
o) — tnifin) Xp> ^n(6n) —+ Xr-p-
(ii) Additionally, if assumptions in Theorem 2(ii) are satisfied, then tn,A90) — f-n,r{9n,r) Xp> 
£n,r0n.r) Xr-p an^ both statistics are asymptotically independent. 
If k4,{ = 0 and the moment conditions in (5) are set with p ^  0, the test statistics in Theorem 3(ii) 
again retain their distributional properties if the parameter and moment assumptions hold true. 
Example 1 (continued). For an overidentifying number of estimating functions (r > p), the asymptotic 
variance VgQ of ffn or 9n,r in Theorem 2 cannot decrease if an estimating function is dropped [cf. Qin 
and Lawles (1994)]. Additional parameter information can sharpen the performance (accuracy) of 
confidence regions and test statistics. We examine a simple to illustrate how estimating functions may 
useful even when there is no apparent advantage for variance reduction. 
Suppose estimation of p(l) = 6 is sought with «79(A) = (#i,»(A),g2,eW)' as described in Example 1. 
By this function selection, we have again r = 2, p = 1 and p = 0 in (5). If {Xt} represents a stationary 
AR(1) process (satisfying the moment conditions with gg), it follows that: 
, Dg0 = (di,d2y, 
implying VSo = 4wwii/df = (1 — 9q). When the AR(1) model holds, the extra information from §2,0 in 
gg does not help (or hurt) in reducing the limiting variance of y/ri • 9n, which is the same as the MELE 
based solely on §1 tg. However, gg still permits a nonparametric likelihood assessment of the spectral 
moment assumption p(2) = 92 using tn(9n). 




5.1 Whittle estimation 
Example 4 (continued). Monti (1997), considering periodogram-based EL for Whittle-like estimation 
with SRD linear processes, suggested confidence regions based on (n,r(6) for spectral density parameters 
9 determining fg 6 T, for some given density class. However, Theorem 1 indicates that some suggestions 
and results of Monti (1997) may not be entirely correct. 
e Monti (1997) constructs a likelihood function from standardized ordinates fn(A,)//g(A,), j = 
1, jV, treated as approximately iid random variables (in fact, the development philosophically 
shares the same starting point as the FDB-DJ). The EL ratio in (4.1) of Monti (1997) essentially 
corresponds to £n,*(9) using the estimating functions g™ from (10), which are intended for inference 
on parameters 0 = (<r2, i?')' characterizing /s6f from (8). For this choice of functions, the spectral 
mean pw ^ 0 in (10) due to the first estimating function ff1 intended to additionally prescribe a2. 
Theorem 1 implies the choice of and g$ (with pw 0) seems most appropriate when the 4-th 
order innovation cumulant K4it = 0. Indeed, Dahlhaus and Janas (1996) describe the inconsistency 
of the bootstrap Whittle estimate of a~ when 0 and one might anticipate similar problems for 
FDEL as well. It appears however that Monti (1997) implicitly assumes the 4-th order innovation 
cumulant is zero (if not, the statement of the Whittle estimator's [inverse] variance matrix "V" 
[Monti (1997), p. 404] appears mistaken as there should be additional components depending on 
*4,, owing to fg1-) Hence, we respectfully question Monti's (1997) claim that the author's EL 
formulation is generally valid for both Gaussian and non-Gaussian SRD linear processes. The EL 
ratio statistic £n_^(0) may arguably be inadequate for setting joint confidence regions for Whittle 
parameters minimizing (7) when the model class is misspecified. 
• Treating a2 as a nuisance parameter and concentrating it out of the Whittle likelihood function [see 
(9)], Monti (1997) suggests a EL ratio statistic for estimation of the remaining p— 1 parameters â in 
(8) via confidence regions. The statistic (6.1) of that paper behaves asymptotically like 1/2 • £„(«?) 
based on the p — 1 estimating functions g\from (11). The author then claims this statistic has a 
limiting chi-square distribution with p — 1 degrees of freedom (evaluated at the true x)Q). Note that, 
for the functions g$*, it holds that pw. = 0. However, Theorem l(i) and (18) imply Monti's (1997) 
normalization of the EL ratio is incorrect. 
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For quasi-Whittle estimation in the parameterization from (8), tn(d) based on the functions g\"* in 
(11) appears preferable. This selection results in asymptotically correct confidence regions for t? under 
both SRD and LRD, even for some misspecified situations where the moments in (9) still hold. We do 
inherently treat a2 as a nuisance parameter in this case. Given parameters d € CR(0 | tn, 1 — 7) (using 
g$' in £n(d)), one can sensibly pick an associated, data-based estimate of a2: from (13), take 
The profile likelihood ratio here admittedly does not simultaneously suggest a range of a2 values along 
with d, but possibly this may be expected. As mentioned previously, the FDB-DJ usually has difficulties 
with estimation of a2 and, for Whittle estimation under LRD, estimates of cr2 are not typically included 
in the distributional results given for other parameter estimates, eg. d. [cf. Fox and Taqqu (1986), 
Giraitis and Surgailis (1990), Heyde and Gay (1993)j. Dahlhaus (1989) establishes a CLT for Whittle 
estimates of 9 = (cr2,t9')' for correct model-specified, LRD Gaussian processes and, for this case, one 
could use gg and £n,*(9) to make valid confidence regions for 9 under Theorem l(iit). 
5.2 Goodness-of-fit tests 
Example 3 (continued). We return to the simple hypothesis test HQ : f = fa for some possible density 
/o. To assess the goodness of fit, Milhoj (1981) and Beran (1992) proposed the test statistic 
for mixing linear processes and long-memory Gaussian processes, respectively. The variable 2ttT„ 
represents a sum of squared autocorrelation estimates of the innovations process {e(} using all possibly 
estimable lags 1 through n — 1. Both authors show Tn has an asymptotic normal distribution and its 
distribution may also be calculated through the limiting bivariate normal law of Vn{(An, B„)'—(2jr,7r)'} 
under the null hypothesis. 
For this test, the involved time processes are linear with «4,, = 0 by Gaussianity (or at least assumed 
so [see Milhoj (1981)]). By Theorem l(iii), we can construct a single statistic £n,s to test H0 in the 
same setting by treating T = {/0} in (6) and taking a single estimating function /J"1 (which satisfies 
(5) with p = jt under Ho). We reject Ho if ln,r > xî.i--,- By a first order expansion, we find 
and the EL ratio statistic asymptotically incorporates much of the same information in 2irTn under Ho-
If / # /0» the power of the test depends on the degree to which n > TT /0*(///o — l)2dA/{J"*(///o — 
= 
l(*j,«?)r„(Aj). 
= n (B„ - 7T)2 /(itAn) 4- op(l), 
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l)dA}2 > 1 and Tn has similar power characteristics under Hi [Beran (1992)]. 
The choice of constant fo on II coincides with the claim that {'Ye} is white noise. A goodness-
of-fit test based on the process autocorrelations for the first m lags can be applied, as considered in 
corresponding Portmanteau tests [cf. Box and Ljung (1978), Li and McLeod (1986)]. The estimating 
functions g(A) = (cos(A),..., cos(mA))' satisfy (5) with p = 0 € Btm under this Ho and yield a single 
EL ratio £n which pools information across m EL estimated autocorrelation lags [see Example 1]. 
Example 5. Consider testing a composite hypothesis Ho : / € T, that the spectral density belongs 
to a specified parametric class. Although the exact test statistics differ in form, Milhoj (1981), Be­
ran (1992), and Paparoditis (2000) have proposed frequency domain tests for Ho which share similar 
characteristics. Each test procedure uses Whittle estimation to select the "best fitting" model in a 
collection T from (6) and then compares this fitted density to the periodogram (the sample density) 
across all ordinates. Beran (1992) and Pararoditis (2000) formulate their tests for LRD and SRD Gaus­
sian processes, respectively. We briefly show that FDEL techniques can produce similar goodness-of-fit 
tests, while at the same time expanding our EL theory slightly. 
Suppose {vYe} is a Gaussian time series and we wish to test if / € T for some parametric family 
as in (8). The class T could correspond to SRD models as in Pararoditis (2000) or the LRD spectral 
densities as in Beran (1992), including (2) and (3). In the spirit of their proposed tests, we explore here 
EL methods to simultaneously incorporate both components of model fitting and model comparison. 
To this end, consider possible spectral moment conditions 
where g™ = (/J-1 ,dffv/di?')' are the Whittle estimating functions from (10) for the parameters 0 = 
(<r2,i)')' € 1RP in fg. Note that we introduce an overidentifying L% moment restriction on / (so that 
r = p + 1). We then extend the log-likelihood statistic £n^ in (18) to include /2 ordinates: = 
-2 log R,2 ,(9) for 
We use /» and /| in (21) to approximate the means of In and /2/2 for each ordinate. To evaluate 
Ho '• f € T, we can test if the moment conditions in (20) hold for some 6 value. Following the testing 
(20) 
Ril.AO) = N" sup Pj : Pj > 0, 53p, = 1, %-£pjiM(Aj) = 0 




prescription in Theorem 3, we find the argument maximum of say and form a test 
statistic <,2 ,(9,2 for £f<>. 
We can then extend Theorem 3 to obtain a distributional result for our test statistic. 
Proposition 1 Suppose {%;} is Gaussian and the assumptions in Theorem 3(H) hold for /» and gjf 
with a — 0 <Tf, for an arbitrarily small r? > 0. Under the null hypothesis f = fea 6 T, 
Xl 
The 1 degree of freedom results from the overidentifying estimating equation using f2. The distribu­
tional result is valid even with nonzero spectral mean conditions (ie. pw / 0) because the process is 
Gaussian. 
The power of the test will not be considered extensively here, but we can make a few comments 
about model misspecification. Suppose / £ T but 90 still represents the parameter value which min­
imizes the asymptotic distance measure W(9) in (7) and fe0 satisfies (9) (ie. the moment condition 
fo gfJdX = pu, holds). Under technical assumptions like those in Proposition 1, we can establish a 
consistency property: as n —» oo, 
(mXT1) dA} >0 
where OQ > 0 depends on / and fg0- We are assured that the test statistic can at least determine 
if HQ : / € 'F is true as the sample size increases. However, the exact power will depend on the 
misspecification as in the goodness-of-fit test proposed by Beran (1992). 
6 Extensions 
6.1 Inference with parameter restrictions 
For inference on subsets of parameters or functions of them, we can consider EL estimation subject 
to a system of parameter constraints on 0: 
ip(9) = 0 6 ® *  ( 2 2 )  
where q < p and <t(0) = difj(6)/d0 is of full row rank q. By maximizing the EL functions in (12) or (15) 
under the above restrictions, we find constrained MELEs 8* or 9* ,. Following the fully parametric 
likelihood framework [cf. Aitchison and Silvey (1958)], we can then use FDEL sequentially to 
1. test if the true, unknown parameter value satisfies HQ '• VK^o) = 0 with a log-likelihood ratio statistic 
tn{8*)-in{9n).  
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2. if failing to reject Ho, make an approximate confidence region for constrained 9 values 
Cl*(0 | n, 1 - 7) = {0 : m = 0, £„(») - in(9*) < 
One could use 9*r, 9n<r and ln,r above as well. We provide the necessary large sample distributional 
results in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 Suppose the conditions in Theorem 2 hold and, in an neighborhood of0o, tp(9) is contin­
uously differentiate, \\d2^{0)/d6d0'\\ is bounded, and $(#o) « rankq. Then, under Ho : 0(0o) = 0, 
(i) en(ê*) - en(9n) A and in(90) -en(9*) -U 
(ii) // assumptions in Theorem 2(ii) ore satisfied as well, 
- <n(fln,,) "A X;, W) " <n.,(SV) A 
The degrees of freedom in the test statistic f„(9X) — tn(9n) correspond naturally to the number of 
parameter restrictions g. Qin and Lawless (1995) first introduced a similar statistic for independent 
samples and p = r estimating equations (for which £n(9n) = 0 necessarily) and Kitamura (1997) 
provided a blockwise version for time domain EL under SRD. Qin and Lawless (1995) describe how to 
practically implement a constrained maximization of the EL function subject to restrictions as in (22). 
6.2 Results with tapering 
We next consider what happens in our EL framework when possibly tapered observations are used. 
The results are directly applicable to SRD processes. (Incomplete distributional theory for quadratic 
forms hinders immediate tapering extensions in FDEL to LRD.) 
Let h : [0,1] —• IR be a function of bounded variation such that fg h2(x)dx £ 0. Then the 
periodogram of Xi,... ,Xn under the "data-taper" function A(-) is 
n—t 
y: xt+lh(t/n) exp(-ttA) I?\\) = {2^(0)} 1 




BjTW = 12A*(t/n)exp(-itA), te {1,2,...}. 
t=o 
A data-taper is typically used for handling missing observations (where the function A(-) is set equal 
to zero over an interval corresponding to a missing data segment) and for reducing leakage, especially 
where the spectrum contains high peaks [cf. Brillinger (1981), Dalhhaus and KQnsch (1987)]. 
We simply substitute the tapered periodogram /£*"' in the definitions of the EL functions Ln, Ln^ 
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from (12) and (15). We can then obtain MELEs and produce log-profile EL ratios l(nT,(0) and i'n,rW 35 
before (using the same notation). Tapering in the periodogram however changes the asymptotic variance 
of spectral mean estimators in (17), a well-known result for SRD time series [cf. Dahlhaus (1983,1985a)]. 
Hence, we need to make small adjustments to our developed EL statistics to ensure they have correct 
asymptotic properties under tapering, while preserving potential small sample-benefits of the taper. To 
this end, we introduce a scaling factor to account for the taper 
A<nT> = {tfr(0)}2/{"T(0)} 
and show that it provides a simple correction to EL statistics in the following revision of Theorem 1. 
We quantify the SRD of the linear process to be tapered [Dahlhaus (1985, Corollary 3.2)] and use 
estimating functions go of bounded variation in the theorem. 
Theorem 5 Assume A.l is satisfied with p = 0 and the fitter coefficients are bj = 0(j~") for p > 1. 
Suppose ge0 is componentwise of bounded variation with finite discontinuities and A.4 holds. If p = 0, 
then 
(i) A™t™(0o) A xl 
(») A^»O(90) x;, »//=/»o-
(ii*) If K4,t = 0, statement (ii) remains valid i/ p / 0 € IRr. 
Remark 5: We can also reformulate Theorems 2-4 by multiplying ln^(0) and tn,r(0) by A£°> (and 
substituting Vg0 and Ug0 in Theorem 2 with Vg'o = H-V9o and U'$0 = H-Ug0 for H = fg h*dx/(fg h2dx)2). 
Dahlhaus and Janas (1996, p. 1953) suggest a tapering correction to improve the frequency domain 
bootstrap approximation similar to A^' and Theorem 5 shows that adjustments should be made in EL 
to accommodate tapered periodogram ordinates. In the nontapered case h(x) = 1, we have .4^' = 1 
which reduces to the original log-EL ratios in Section 4. Tapering adjustments to EL confidence regions 
were not used in Monti (1997, Section 7). 
We remark finally that the EL results with the tapered periodogram remain valid even if sample 
mean corrected observations are used — X„}"=1 when /i ^ 0. 
7 Proofs 
We first develop some additional notation and useful functions to help with the proofs. Write 
Aj = 2nj/n, j 6 Z. In the following, C or C(-) will denote generic constants that depend on their 
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arguments (if any) but do not depend on n or ordinates {A, }|"(rjv 
Define the mean corrected discrete Fourier transforms 
dnc(A) = £(A-,-/i)e-"\ A en. 
1=1 
Then, /„C(A) = (2jrn)~l|<f„c(A)|2, |d„c(A)|2 = dnc{X)dnc(-X). It holds that 
/ne(A<) = /n(A<), A* 6 {A,(23) 
the mean-corrected and uncorrected periodogram are equal for each ordinate {A,}^. 
Let Hn{X) = 53"=i A € IR, and write Kn(X) = (2irn)-l|/J„(A)|2 to denote the Fejer kernel. 
The function Kn is nonnegative, even with period 2ir on IR and f[t Kn dX = 1 [see Brockwell and 
Davis (1991, p. 71) for these and other basic properties of if„]. 
We adopt the standard that an even function g : II —» IR can be periodically extended to IR, with 
period 2%, by g(A) = g(—A), g(X) = g(X + 2%) for A € IR. When g is integrable, define the nth Césaro 
sum of the Fourier series of g as 
c„g(A) = [ Kn(X - x)g(x) dx, X € II 
Jn 
[cf. Edwards (1979), Chapter 5]. For g : IR —• IR, denote the supremum norm: ||g||oo = sup{|g(x)| : 
x e IR}. 
We will make extensive use of the following function from Dahlhaus (1983): Let Ln, : IR —• IR be 
the periodic extension (with period 2ir) of 
£ns(A) =: 
e 'n |A| < e'/n 
e'/n < |A[ < x, l6n'"°'1' 
Then for each n > 1, « e (0,1}, Ln,(-) is decreasing on [0,7r] and 
|tfn(A)|<CLn0(A), A 6 IR (24) 
Another convenient bound on Hn is 
\BnW\ < (1 + |Amod2ff|n). X€1R, (L«o(A) ^ (1 + |Amod2 w|n)) (25) 
which we will also employ at times. Note A mod 2 x 6 H. 
We require a few lemmas for the proofs. The first lemma develops bounds for cumulants of discrete 
Fourier transforms. 
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Lemma 1 Let n > 3, 1 < i < j < N, and ai,...,a& € {±Ai,±Aj}, |ai| < |a2| < < |a*| with 
2 < k < 8. Under Assumption A.l, 
M-a(l«2|-l+£m(ai+a2)) if a > 0 (») |cum(dnc(ai),d»c(a2))| < C 
ini(ai+a2) if a = 0 
(it) jcum(dnc(ai),...,dnc(a»))| < c||at|a/2_l|afc_l|~1/2 4- nln*""l(n) j Q \aj \~ a ' 2 .  
j=i 
The proof of Lemma 1 appears in the Appendix. The next lemma is useful for some evaluations of Ln0 
and L„i and describes some basic properties of these functions. 
Lemma 2 Let 1 < i < j < iV. J/ Âj 6 {±At}, Â, 6 {±A,}, Â< 4- Â, / 0, then 
(j-i)~l signXi / signXj 
(i) if»o(Âi 4- À,) < (2îr)~lncij„, Cy„ = ^ (j + i)-L signXi = signXj, i+j < n/4 
(n — j - t)~l signXi = signXj, i 4-j > n/4. 
(ii) ^ni(At 4- Àj) < ln(nîr)L„o(Ai 4- A,), 
Lnl(Â< 4- Ây) < Cn{cijn}rf, for a given d, max{a,<5,1/2} < d < 1. 
-  7  o r i  =  l ;  
(iii) For integers j > i > 1, 
For every integer n, r > 1, there exists C > 0 independent of n such that 
7 < y otherwise. 
r  f Clnn r = 1 
(i«) / £no(A)dA< j 
'n ( Cnr_l r > 1. 
(u) f L„o(ri 4- A)L„o(r2 — X)dX < CLni(rt 4- ro), ri,ra € 1R. Jn 
proof: Parts (iu) and (u) of Lemma 2 correspond to Lemmas 1-2 of Dahlhaus (1983). Lemma 2 (i) 
follows from the fact that |(Âj 4- À,) mod 2tt| > 2ir/n if Â; 4- Ây ^ 0, along with the definition of Ln0. 
Likewise, we have by definition 
Îln(2ir(j — i)) signXi # signXj ln(2ff(j 4- i)) signXi = signXj, i + j < n/4 ln(2ir(n — j — *)) signXi = signXj, i+j > n/4. 
There then exists C so that i~l+dln(2iri) < C for i > 1 so that {cijn}l-dcijn < C for all n, i,j and 
Lemma 2(ii) follows. Part (lit) is easy to show so we omit the proof. • 
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Lemma 3 Suppose Assumption A.l holds. Let Hp = [p,ir\ for 0 < p < ir. If 01,02 € II, |oi| < I02I, 
and |a2| 6 Hp, then 
cum(dfie(al),dnc(a2)) = (2îr)-lff„(oi + a2)/(a2) +• HnP, 
where Rnfi = o(n) uniformly for |o2| 6 U.p. 
proof: We note that f is continuous on np/3 so that, given e > 0, there exists St > 0 such that 
|/(o2 — A) — /(a2)| < e wherever |A| < Stl a2 € np. Then we follow the proof of Theorem la of 
Dahlhaus (1983) to find 
l-fifipl < <C£nl(oi + 02) + CLno(<^<) f  (1/(^2 - A)| + | /(02)i)Lno(ûl + "2 ~ A)dA 
Vn 
for C independent of e,p,ai,o2,n. If a > 0, we pick 1 < r = r(or) < I/o and apply Holder's inequality: 
j |/(o2 — A)|L„o(oi + 02 — A) dA < C J |A|-°Lno(ai 4- A) dX 
< CnVr, 
with Lemma 2(u). If a = 0, the same integral is bounded by Cln(n) by Lemma 2(iu) because |/| is 
bounded. Using |/(o2)| < Cp~a and Lemma 2(iv), we have 
ÎC(p,e) In(n) a = 0 C{p,e)nl!r a > 0, (r = r(a) > l) 
where C and C(p,e) are independent of 01,02, n (and C does not depend on c). The order of Rne then 
follows. • 
The next lemma ensures that the JRP zero vector lies in ch°{jrgs0( X j )In ( X j )  t as n increases, where 
ch°A denotes the interior convex hull of a finite set A C IRP. This guarantees that the log-likelihood 
ratio £n(flo) exists asymptotically. 
Lemma 4 Let {Xt}, t 6 2, be ergodic with spectral density f, continuous on (0, ir] and /(A) < C|A|_Œ, 
0 < a < 1. Suppose g = (gi,... ,gp)' is even with finite discontinuities on [0, ït] and satisfies Assumption 
A.2. If fn fgdX = 0 and XV = (fn Pgtg, dA)<j=l p is positive definite, then 
(t) inf f fg'ydA > a > 0, («) pfo € ch°{irg(A3)/„(A3)}" .) —• 1. 
veil , ||e||=l Jg'v>0 * ' 
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proof: To obtain («), we modify the proof of Owen (1990). Suppose (i) is not true and there exists 
{ym}5£=i> IIVn.ll = 1 such that fg,v>0 fg'ym dX < 1/m. By compactness, there exists a convergent 
subsequence {ymJ where ym, —• t/o, llvoll = 1- On the set {A e II : y'0g{X) > 0}, fg'ym,I{3 'Vmj >o} —> 
fg'yo pointwise so that we may apply the Monotone Convergence Theorem (for nonnegative functions): 
J fg'yo dx = lim J fg'y m i I { 3 ' V m i >0}d\  < lim J fg'y m ,dx  = 0. 
9*Vo>0 g'vo>0 9'Vmj >0 
Since fn fg'yo dX = 0, we then have fg'yo = 0 almost everywhere (a.e.) on H, implying further that 
0 < y'0Wyo = ftl(fg'yo)2 dX = 0, a contradiction. Lemma 4(i) now follows. 
For Lemma 4(ii), suppose the discontinuities of g are at 0 < <u < a2 < ... < ak < ir on [0, TT]. Pick 
e > 0 so that: e < mini<«<*-i(o,+i — a<)/2 (if k > 1); e < minOi^0 a</2; and e < min0„^»(7r - Oj)/2. 
Define a function gt on [0,7r| where 
g(A) |A - ai| > e, 1 < i < d 
9tW '• ~ UG(&I - e) 4- (1 - CJ)G(AI 4- e) A = a< + e(l — 2U), Oi ^ 0, tv 6 [0,1] 
g(e)e~lA A < c, at = 0. 
We then extend gt periodically on IR. 
On II, gt is continuous, fg, is integrable, ge(A) = g0(A) if minl£,<, |A - a,| > e, and ||gt||oo < 
Hgolloo < M, where we denote g0 = g for convenience. Pick Sc > 0 so that ||g«(ii) - ge(z2)|| < e if 
|zi - z2| < St on II and n large so that (2M)~l K*(x)dx < e [cf. Brockwell and Davis (1991), 
p. 71]. 
For m e {0,«} and ||y|| = 1, let hmy(A) = (|g^y| + g'my)/2, A € II. Then for large n, 
\cnhtyW - hev(A)| < Kn(X - z)|Ae„(z) - hty(X)\ dx 
< f Kn(X - z)||g«(z) - ge(A)|| dx 
Jtt 
< e 4- 2M f FCn(x) dx < 2e. 
J\x\>6. 
That is, the nth Cèsaro mean of the Fourier series of htv(X) converges uniformly in A 6 II and ||y|[ = 1. 
We can then follow the same arguments as in Hannan (1973) or Rosenblatt (2000, Theorem 2.2.1), 
using the process ergodicity, to show 
A„i = sup 
lliill=i 
L-/Î1 
0 a.s. P. (26) 
2 l-fl r 
— 53fnc(A,)Alw(Aj) - J^htv(X)f(X)dX 
By construction (||ge||„ < ||go||„ < M) and A~° < (min0i*oOt/2)-a on [0,ir] if |A—o<| < c for some 
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2 < i < d or if |A — ot| < e, ai ^ 0. Then, 
An2 = sup I f ht„(X)f(X)dX - f hoy(\)f(X)d\ 
w=ili! /, 
< I (lldo(A)H + ||ge(A)||)|A|-adA 
IA—Oi|<« 
< c < + /(al=o>£"1+'3 f |A|-°+ldA < c[e + el~a+0 
|A|<« 
for C independent of e. Since c above can be made arbitrarily small, we have An2 = o(l). 
We also write 
An3 = sup 
ll*ll=i 
^ £ WAi){M^)-W^)} <^E £ 'ne^HlA^-HMAj)!!} 
l*/3J D L-/3J 
t=l j*—n. 1*» —®il 5* 
and use Lemma l(i) and (23) [ie. E(/nc(A,)) < CA~a] to show 
1-/31 e d 
lim E( Ana) < Climn 1 I 53 (l^jl 
jm-N ^ i=l 
< C |c + J |A|-a+(J + |Aro+Ie-l+^dA 
IMS-
< C[e + É1"a+'3]. 
"
Q+fl + |Aj|-a+le-l+<i •>} 
It follows that An3 = op(l). 
Let 
An 4 = SUp 
ll»ll=l 
53 f"c(Aj)/loV(Aj) - ^ "53fn(Aj)flOV(^j) 4% 
N 
< 27r|lgll°° (Jne(0) + fncM). 
rt W j—l 
Applying Lemma 9(ii) from the Appendix, we find E(An4) = o(l) so that A„4 = oP(l)-




— 53 ^ n(Aj)hov(Aj) — f fg'y dA < ^ Ani — op(l) 
" J=l »'»>o i:=l 
so that 
P(lli«£i'n'53/n^Ai)y^Aj)/{/9CAi)>0} - l) (27) 
by the established Lemma 4(i). To finish the proof of Lemma 4(ii), it suffices to show that the event in 
(27) implies 0 € ch°{xg(AJ)/n(A3)}^1 C Rp. Suppose not; then there exists some a € 1RP, ||a|| = 1 such 
that: if i € ch{xg(A:(-)/„(AJ)}^1 (the convex hull) then l'a > 0'a = 0 by the separating/supporting 
hyperplane theorem [cf. Kelly and Weiss (1977), p. 142-149]. But when the event in (27) holds, there 
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exists r 6 JV} such that ir/n(Ar)(—a)'g(Ar) > 0, a contradiction. Hence, part (t'i) of Lemma 4 
follows. D 
The next lemma sets up an important distributional result for Riemann integrals based on the 
periodogram, involving central limit theorems for certain quadratic forms under both LRD and SRD. 
Write 
= T E En/ = ^  5>(W(Aj). 
7=1 j=l 
Lemma 5 Suppose Assumptions A.1-A.3 hold with respect to an even function g(~ gga). Then, 
>/n(jn-£ fg dxj A JV( 0, V), V = - J f-gg' dX+^(jjg dx) ( f fg dx) '. (28) 
If A.5 holds additionally, 
jV(0,V). (29) 
proof: By Assumptions A.1-A.2, we have that 
gWineWdx- gWtne{\)d\j -4 m,V) 
from Theorem I of Giraitis and Surgailis (1990) and the Cramer-Wold device [cf. Billingsley (1986)]. 
To show (28), it suffices to establish 
y/™Mn "* f s(^)Aic d)\ = Op(l), (30) 
I Jo I 
Me f g(X)Ine(X)dX- f f(X)g(X)dX = o(l). (31) 
I Jo Jo 
When each functional component of g = {gi,...,gPY satisfies one of the Conditions 1-3 set by As­
sumption A 3, we have (29) follows easily from (28) and Lemma 10 in the Appendix (which shows 
yffîEnf ~ fo fgdX| = o(l)). 
WLOG we assume that p = 1, since we need only establish (30) and (31) componentwise. We begin 
showing (30) and (31) are valid under Condition 1 of Assumption A 3. By the Lipschitz property, it 
holds that 
Il9W - CnSMIL = sup |g(A) - Cng(A)| = o(n~l/2) (32) 
Aen 
[cf. Theorem 6.5.3, Edwards (1979)]. Let 
l"/2J 
~ T" É Cng( ^ j )Inc ( X j )  =  f c ng( X )In c ( X )  dx. 




y/nE\2Jn  — Bn \  <  ^J|cnS(0)|E(/nc(0))+||«7|UE(/nc(?r)) + MKg - fflUVar(Jfo) 
< C n~l'2(na'0 +1) + o(l) = o(l) 
using (23), Lemma 9(ii)-(iu), ||c„g||„ < ||g||„, (32), and 
n_ L«/2J . n -
— E f«c(w = = / ^wdx. 
i= -N i= i  y n  
Hence, \/n |2J« — Bn \  — op(l). We also find 
(34) 
V"E Bn - f s(A)/„=(A) dA < ^ ||cns - s|U E (f /„c(A) dA^ 
< VrillcnS - flIL Var(Xo) = o(l) 
by (32) and (34) so that y/n\Bn  — /n g(A)/„c dA| = op(l). Since g and /nc are even functions, we now 
have (30) under Condition 1. 
To show that (31) follows from Condition 1, note 
E(/ne(A)) = (2irn)-lc»im(dnc(A),dne(—A)) = f  Kn ( \  -  y)f(y)  dy (35) 
J n 
[cf. Lahiri (1999), Lemma 3.1|, since E(dne(A)) = 0, so that 
E( J t l  sWIncW dxj  = J 9(A) ^  J Kn (X -  y)f(y)  dy) dA 
= f(v)  ^  Kn (y  - A)g(A) dA^ dy 
= f  f{y)cn g (y)dy (36) 
J ri 
by Fubini's theorem and the evenness of Kn ( - ) .  Then 
%/rë|  J^c„g(\)f(X)dX -  J^g(\)f( \ )d\  < s/n\ \Cng -  g\\„ J  / dA = o(l), 
by (32). Hence, (31) holds under Condition 1 of Assumption A 3 {c„g,g,  f  are even functions). 
We now consider showing (30) and (31) when g is real-valued and satisfies Condition 3 of Assump­
tion A 3. First write 
f  gIn cdX=^~ rn(u)g(u), Bn  = ^  ^  9(Aj)/nc(A>) = ^3 r"(u)9*(«). 
y
" 
2n u=^-i) " A 2,ru=r^-i) 
where 
1 "-'U' f n " 
rn(u) = - £ (Xt - ti){Xt+M - M), 5(u) = / e-iuAg(A) dA, g» = ^  E -
e=i Jn t=i 
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Since et < 1/2 under Condition 3, we can pick 1/(1 —  a ) < q  =  q { a )  <  2 so that 
53 kH' < cf>-'(1-a) + |r(0)|* < oo, r(u)=Cov(X0,Xu) 
U=—OO u=l 
using Lemma 9(i). By this summability result, the stationarity of {X£}, the fact that Inc is mean-
corrected, the bounded variation of g and the square integrability of the 4th order cumulant partial 
density /4(wi,w2,w3) = K4,t6(Z2j=iu)) FI>=i 6(~"j) °f {%«} over II3 (because |6(A)|4 is finitely inte-
grable over II by a < 1/2), we have 
n/S (jT g Inc dx~Efn 9 Inc d\j - (Sn - EBn) = op(l), (37) 
applying Theorem 3.2 of Dahlhaus (1985). Note, that by the evenness of g,  
V^E|2Jn-Bn| < n-l/22ff||9|UE[/„e(0)+/„c(rr)] < Cn"1'2^ + 1) = o(l) 
from (23), Lemma 9(ii) and a < 1/2. Hence, y/n\2Jn  — B„| = op(l) so that (30) will follow from (37) 
if we establish 
y/n E f glnc dX — EB„ 
I Jit 
since g,  In e  are even. Because g is of bounded variation, 
= o(l), (38) 
I5(u) -9*(u)l < 
n-|u| |u| < n, n > 1,  
by Lemma 3.1 of Dahlhaus (1985). So then 
v^Ie [ 
I J n 
glnc dX — Efln = \ /n 
n—I 
53 r(u)(â(«) -9*(u)) 
use—(n—I) 
n-l 
< Cy/n 53 |r(u)|(n — u)-1 
u=0 
r Ln/2J n—l x 
< Cn-'/2f |r(0)| + 5] u~l+a + 53 na(n-u)-lJ 
^ U=1 v=l n/914-1 ' 
< Cn-l/2 (1 + n° + n" In n) = o(l), 
= l"/2J + l 
using Lemma 9(i) and at < 1/2. We have now shown that (38), and consequently (30), holds under 
Condition 3 of Assumption A 3. Also under Condition 3, we have (31) follows directly from Lemma 4 
of Dahlhaus (1983) because g is of bounded variation and /2 is finitely integrable on Q. 
The proofs that (30), (31) hold under Condition 2 of Assumption A 3 (along with A.1-A.2) are 
rather involved so we defer these proofs until the Appendix (Lemmas 12 and 11, respectively). The 
proof of Lemma 5 is now finished. • 
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Lemma 6 With Assumption A.l, suppose g and w are real-valued, even Riemann integrable functions 
on II such that |g(A)|, |ur(A)| < C\\\0, 0 < /? < 1, a — f) < 1/2. Then as ra —> oo, 
N 
(39) ^Éff(Aj>(A,-)/2(Aj) -A f gwf 2dX, 
j=i Jn 
— y^g(Aj)uj(Aj)(/n(Aj) — /(Aj))* - f gwf 2d\ .  
n ,=i ^ •/n 
(40) 
proof: We will first show that (39) holds. Applying the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, 
N 
—» [ g*>f2da 
n 
'o 
(writing the function 0„(A) = g(A,)u;(Aj)/2(A_,)/{Xj_l<x<Aj>, we have —• gwf2 a.e. on [0, II], 
and |<>n(A)| < Aj'3-2Œ/(Aj_1<x<AJ j..) Hence to prove (39), it suffices to establish for 
N 
Sn = 
= o(l), Var(Sn) = 0(1). 
j=l 
By (23) and the product theorem for cumulants (Briilinger (1985), Theorem 2.3.2) 
(27rn)2E(/2(A,)) = cum2(dnc(AJ)1dnc(AJ)) + 2cum2(dnc(AJ-),dnc(-Ai)) 
+• cum (d„c ( A j ), dne ( Aj ), dnc ( Xj ), due ( Aj)) 
using E(d„c(A)) = 0. Then we see 
jV 
N 
j=1 < Sin + S2n + &3n, 
where we define and bound the terms Sin in the following. 
Using Lemma 1(>) and Lemma 2, 
N 
«In = n-3 53 l9(Aj)i"(Aj)|cum2(d„c(A,),dnc(Aj)) 
j=l 
< Cn-3 53 Af-Sa(A"2 + ln2(n)£2n0(2Aj)) 
3=1 
, L«/4J s x 
< Cn-l+m*xt°'2a-w>ln2(n)f 53 j'_2+ 53 (n -2J)-1) = °(1)-
^ J=1 ;=|n/4J + l ' 
By Lemma l(t'i), 






S2n = |3(Ai)u,(-X3')cum(dnc(A3),dm:(Ai),dm:(-A3),d„c(-AJ-))| 
j=l 
< Cn-'/'fn-^Af-2") =0(1). 
^ j=i / 
Pick 0 < p < jr and write using Lemma 2(i) and Lemma 3 
»3n 
4tt 
jszi ^ ^ 
< C n~l 53 A,2fl-2a+Cn-l|fl„p|(n-1 £ Af"a) 
CUtn(dnc(Aj), tine(-Aj)) 
2irn 
+ /(A ") 
so that lims3„ <Cf£ \2l3~2adX implying sa„ = o(l) because p can be made arbitrarily small. We have 
now established the first claim in (41). The second claim in (41), Var(S„) = o(l), is more tedious to 
prove and we show this result in the Appendix (Lemma 13). We now have (39). 
The convergence in (40) will follow from (39) if we establish additionally that for 
2* " 





= o(l), Var(Sn) = o(l) (43) 
so that Sn —• fô 9m/2 ^A. Using (23), (35), Lemma 2(») and Lemma 3: for a fixed 0 < p < ir 
E(S„)-^f>(A,)^)/2^) < - 53 Af-2° + 
j=I At<A,<p " j=l 
= Sin + S2n 
and lim(sin 4- ijn) < C \2l3~2adX, which can be made arbitrarily small. Hence, we have shown the 
first statement in (43). 
For the second statement in (43), 
AT N 
Var(S„) = (2im-1)2 5% 53 9(Aj)to(AJ)/(A,)g(Ai)uj(Ai)/(A,)cum(/nc(A:,),/ni.(Ai)). 
j=l t=L 
Using (42), 
(2jrn)2|cum(/nc(Ai),/nc(Ai))| < cum2(dne(Xj),dne(-Xj)) 4-cum2(dnc(Ai),dnc(-A<)) 
+ |cum(dnc(Ai),dnc(-Ai),d„c(AJ),<ine(-AJ))|. (44) 
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When i = j, (44) is bounded by C n2Xj 2o by Lemma 1 so that 
S 
(2*n-1)2 53 <,2(AJ)«;2(Ai)/2(Ai)cum(/nc(Aj), /„C(A,)) 
< Crt-i+m«x{o,2a-2S> fn-1 53 A2y-2a) = o(l). (45) 
^ j=i ' 
When i  #  j ,  
|cum(dnc(Ai),dne(-Ai),d„c(Aj),dnc(-A,))| < C(n3/2 +nln3(n))(AiAj)-0, 
n"4 53 (A.Aj)w-a|cum(dne(Ai),dne(-Ai),dnc(AJ),d„e(-A3))| 
l <i<j<N 
< Cn-l/=L-l53Af-2°) =o(l). 
^ j=i ' 
(46) 
Pick 0 < p < jt/2 and partition the sum 
n~4 53 (AiA3)w"a{cum2(d„c(Ai),d„c(Aj)) + cum2(dne(Ai),dnc(-A,))} = s4n + s5„ 
!<><j <N 
into two sums where S4„ represents a sum over 1 < i  <  j  < iV where Ai or Aj > p and ss„ as a sum 
over  the  remain ing  terms  wi th  1  < i  <  j  <  N ,  A,  <  p .  By Lemma 3 ,  (24) ,  Lemma 2 ( i ) :  
»4n < C(p)n"4 5] (A<)^-a[i^p+L20(Ai + Aj)+r-0(AJ-Al)] 
< C(p)n-4[nfl2p53(Ai)'}-0+ 53 n2(i+j)-2+ 53 n2(R-j-i)-2 





< C(p)n" (n-iflnp)253(Ai)^-»+53r2 
j=l J=l 
= o(l). 
While by Lemma l(i), Lemma 2(it>) (for some max{a, 1/2} < d < 1) 
»5n < Cn~ 4  53 (A<A,)2d-aAr2a [AJ"2 + n 2 ( j  +  i )~ 2 d  + n2(j - i )~ 2 d ]  
< Cn-2 53 (AiAj)23-20 (j-2+Œ +- + i)~2d+a + — i)-2d+a) 
xI<* 
< c ( e ^~2av 
V*l<A i<p / 
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Thus, for a C independent of p, lim(s4n + s5n) < C A29 2adX so that lim (sn4 + s„5) = 0. By this, 
(44), (45) and (46), we have Var(S„) = o(l) in (43). The proof of Lemma 6 is now finished. • 
Lemma 7 Suppose Assumption A.l holds and 0 < /3 < I, a — 0 < 1/2. Let b = max{l/3, (l/2)(l/2 + 
a - 0)}. Then, 
i<i<N = i<\<Ar^^A')Af = o(n'). 
proof: Note that/(Aj) < CA~a implies /(A«)Af < Cnmax^0,a-dl = o(ra6), showing maxi<t<yv /(A*)Af = 
o(n6). 
We next show, for each e > 0, 
P ( m «  J B (A , )A?>«I») < ^ £ A^E^A,))) = o( 1). (47) 
Then, by (23), (42), (44) and Lemma 1, 
E(fl(A0) = cum(/L(Ai),/2c(Ai)) + [E(/^(A<))]2 < CA^=. 
Hence, (47) will follow by showing 
z , AT \ 1/4 
= "™'+1/4(-£a?'}-40) = 0{1). 
^ 1=1 ' 
Note that n~l E^tAi)4"-40 is: 0(1) if 40-4a > -I; 0(ln(n)) if 4/3-4a = -1; and 0{n-l~^+*a) 
if 4/3 — 4a < -1. In the first two cases, -6 + 1/4 < 0 implies fc„ = o(l). In the last case, 
n-t+1/4 (n-l-4fl+4a j t/4 _ n-b+a-g _ 
since 6 > a — /9 so that fcn = o(l). We have now established (47) and Lemma 7. • 
Proof of Theorem 1. We will begin with Theorem l(t) and give a detailed argument. The remaining 
elements (it) and [iii) of Theorem 1 will then follow with some minor modifications. 
By Lemma 4, 0 € ch°{*"<?»„(Ai)/n(Ai)} with probability approaching 1 as n —• oo so that a positive 
Rn(Po) exists in probability. In view of (14), we can express the extrema fi„(90) = n£Li(l +7>)_l with 
7t = tg05»o(Ai)fn(Ai), |7«l < 1. where t®0 e Rp satisfies Qn(0o,tga) = 0 for 
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As in Owen (1988, 1990), we next show 
||WI=0,(n-'/2). (48) 
Set ||t#01| = bo wo, lluoll = 1. Let 
Wn9o = /„»„ = ^E9»o(Ai)/n(Ai). 
i=l 
Then, 
0 = ||Q„(0O,t®o)ll > IKQn(So,t»„)ll 
N N 
- ¥Ks»ww')- e' 
j=i 
where ei,...,ep denote the standard basis vectors for ŒV" and 
Yn = i™<w IISOoMII'nM = °P("1/2). (49) 
by Assumption A.2 and Lemma 7. By Lemma 5 and p = 0, we have 
|e,/n*| = Op(n-1/3). (50) 
We apply Lemma 6 to find 
ll^„»o-M^oll=Op(l) (51) 
so that Wn9„ is nonsingular in probability and UQH^„8ou0 > trw + op(l) where <rw > 0 is the smallest 
eigenvalue of We0. Hence, (1 + 6oKn)-l6o = Op(n~1^2). It then follows from (49) that 6o = ||(@„|| = 
Op(n~l/2), establishing (48). 
We note that by (48) and (49), 
max |7i| < l|t»0l|in = Op(n-l/2)o„(nI/2) = op(l). (52) 
With a little algebra, we write 
if 
o = Qn(0o,tao) = /„*, - wn$at„Q + ^  
and can solve for t9o = W~9loInea + <f>n. By Lemma 6, (48), (49), and (52), 
114*11 < rn||t9o||2||tr-^|| £ \\ge0(\i)\m\i)) { max (1 + 7i)"1} 
= Op(n1/2)Op(n-l)Op(l)Op(l)Op(l) = op(n"l/2). 
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When ||t#0l|Yn < 1 in (52), we apply a Taylor's expansion 
ln(l + 7i) = 7i - ^  |Ai| < ||t8„||3KnllS8o(Ai)||2/=(Ai)(l - IM^»)-
for each 1 < i < N. Then 
N r N N H 
*n(flo) = 453in(! +7i) = 22537i-537»? 
i=l t=l •* i=l 
2 2 7, - 7t2 = — [2t'g0 /nflo - tig Wn«o tOo 
1=1 i=l L 
= (irlVnflg)-l/„»0 - n4>'n{TrWnBo)-l(pn. 
By Lemmas 5 and 6, nl'ng0 (*Wn9a ) ~ l/n«0 Xr- We also have 
n<l>'n(irWne0)~l<t>n = nOp(l)op(n~l) = op(l) 
and, in probability, 
£>*l < ||t8o||3rn(i - l|t»,lir„)-3f.(i ^ HggotA,)!!2/^)) 
i=l ^ i=l / 
= nOp(n-3/2)op(nl/2)Op(l)Op(l) = o„(l) 
by (48), (49), (52), and Lemma 6. Applying Slutsky's Theorem, we have Theorem l(i). 
N 
(53) 
We now establish Theorem 1 (ii) and (iii). We have here that fg0 — f. By assumption, 0 € 
ch°{'rff«o(A«)(Ai(Ai) - /(Ai))}2-1 in probability ensuring that a positive Rn,r(00) exists in probability. 
We then repeat the exact same arguments for proving Theorem 1(») replacing each occurrence of /„(A,) 
with /„(Ai) — /(A*) instead; we denote the resulting quantities with a tilde: 
ÏU = ^  E^o(A<)sJ0(Ai)(/„(Ai) - /(Ai))2, /„»„ = ^  5>„(Ai)(/n(A<) - /(Ai)), 
t=l i=l 
7i, Âi, 0n. etc. All the previous points made follow except for two, which are related and straightforward 
to remedy: 
• By Lemma 6, \\2Wngn — W»,|| = op(l). Note by Lemma 5, is the limiting covariance matrix 
of both Inâ0 and ïngQ under Theorem l(it)-(iu) conditions. 
• In (53), we must write 
/v jV 
= 2%]ln(H.7i) = nî^a(2wWlU)a)-lfnSo-n^n(2ir\VKearl<fn + 2^2Âi, 
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where nî'ngo(2nWnga) l/^0 xl by Lemma 5 and 
N 
n<f>'n(2irWne0) l0„ = oP(l), ~ "pC1)-
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. • 
We require some additional notation before proceeding with the proof that the spectral MELEs 9n 
and 9n<r exist in probability (Lemma 8). Define the functions on 0 x Rr: 
We will also use the functions above to prove Theorems 2 and 3. 
Lemma 8 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2: 
(») As n —• oo, the probability that £n(9) attains a maximum 6n in the ball ||9 — Soil < n~m converges 
to 1, form = max{l/3,1/4 +(a - 0)/2, (1 + a + <T)/4} < 1/2. 
(it) If Theorem 2(ii) assumptions are satisfied, then (i) above holds with respect to ln^(6) and 9n-,. 
proof: Let 
We give first a detailed proof of Lemma 8 (i) and after discuss modifications necessary to show Lemma 8(ti). 
Many aspects of the following argument are adapted from Qin and Lawless (1994). We show first that, 
in probability, Rn(9) exists finitely for 0 € Bn and can be written as in (14). First, 
l+WiXW)-/»(*<))' 
Bn = {9 € 9 : ||0 - Soil < n"m}, 9B„ = {9 € 0 : ||9 - 0O|| = n~m }. 
< sup ^^|l9»0(Ai)-g9(Ai)||/n(Ai) < Cn~l~m £ A"4/n(Ai) = Op(n~m), 
»6B„ " 
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by Lemma 14(i). By this, Lemma 4 and (27): 
N 
P( mit E ^ 2) X 
•€»* l=i ' 
Consequently, P(0 6 ch0{xffs(Ai)/n(Ai)}^1, 9 6 Bn) —> 1. As in Owen (1990), we can then write 
Rn(0) = n^Jl +7i«]-1 where 7^ = t,9S9(Ai)/„(Ai) and t9 is determined by 
Qm{0,te) = 0 (54) 
for each 9 6 Bn (with probability approaching 1). 
Define ^ ^ 
Ine = ^nB ~ ~T^gs(A»)gg(Ai)f„(Ai). 
1=1 »=1 
We need to establish a few properties of Ine and Wna before proceeding further. By a Ist-order Taylor 
expansion of ge around So, 
sup IIW < l|/n»0|| + Cn-m f i V At-,/„(Ai)) = Op(n~m), (55) 
®ee„ / 
where ||/„»0|| = Op(n-l/2) by Lemma 5. We also have by Assumption A.2 and the bound on dge/d9, 
N 
\Wne - Wnflo|| < Cn~l 
96B„ (=1 
< Cn~m~l ^ Af-'/^A,) +Cn~2m~l £ Af2'/2^) 
i=l i=L 
= Op(n-<l-2m>) =o„(l), (56) 
by Lemma 14(ii). It follows from (51) that 
sup || „8  e \\ ~ljr (||S,(A,)|| + ||g»„(Ai)||)||gfl(Ai) -^(AJ||72(AJ 
N N 
sup ||W„6 - Wfl„|| = Op( 1 ). (57) 
96 B, 
This also implies 
pf Sup ||W„fl  - Wflo|| < o, | l1_1|,N) < P(W„8 is nonsingular, 9 e Bn) —• 1- (58) 
\96B„ ^11 "90 II ' 
Let t» = 6»Ufl, ||u»|| = 1. We now wish to show 
sup ||t#|| = Op(n m). (59) 
96 B. 
In view of (54), we can follow Owen (1990) and write 
O = ||Qi„(0,t»)|| > |uiQi„(6,te)| 
~ 1 +• baZn ~ E -C\\9~ flol|n-153 Ai) 
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where {ej}?=l is the standard basis of 1RP and 
Z„ = sup max ||g»(Ai)||/n(Aj). 
sea, l<*iN 
The two negative terms above are Op(n~m) by Lemma 5 and Lemma 14(i) so that, denoting am as 
the smallest eigenvalue of Wgv, it follows from (57) that u'9Wngug > <rw + op(l), where the error is 
uniform in 6 6 Bn. We have then sup86fl-i |6g(l + bgZn)~l\ = 0p(n-m). Note that by Lemma 7 and 
Lemma 14(ii) 
Zn < im«cf(||fl»0(Ai)||+C||fl-90||Ar')/n(Ai) 
, N \ 1/2 
< c m*XN xUn^i)+Cn-m\J2K2Sln^i)) = op(nm) 
so that (59) now follows. 
We can obtain an expression for tg by rewriting (54), 
jV 
sup n<f>'ne(itWne) tf>ne = op(n 2m) 
6€B„ 
and, when sup8eBm ||t»||Z„ < 1 in (61), 
n  , , N  
^n(S) = nIng(irWn$) InS — nip'ne(llWng) <t>ng + 4A,g 
t=l 
-1.A - — « z„t- \ 
*£>«1 < CnZM3 (1 £ ||fl8(A<)||2^(Ai)) (l - sup ||t8||Zn) * = op(n^ 
feî 5i ' x «es» y 
uniformly in 9 6 Bn. Hence, for Q € fl„. 
(60) 
0 = Qm(9,4) = /n» - Wn9tg + — £ g9(A1t)^(A'hl9, 
n ^ l + 7i8 
and solving for tg = W~8lfnfl + <£nfl, where 
HtMl < CZn||tS||2||^-sl||^£l^(A')l|2/n(A*)) = "PC""")' 
uniformly in 6 € B„ by (57), (59), (60), Lemma 6, and 
sup max bie| < sup \\t9\\Zn = o„(l). (61) 86B„ t<»<" 96fl„ 
As in (53), we can now write for each 0 € B„, 
N 
en{0) = n/^^Wn»)-1/^ +0p(n1-2m) 
= nI'ne{TzWe0)-1 Ine +op(nl-2m) (62) 
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uniformly in 9 € B„ by (55) and (57). 
We may expand 
N 
Ine = Ineo+Dne0{e-e0)+Ene (eu = ^  E d9BggX,)lM) 
— Ine0 + DnSaiQ ~ ^ o) + Op(n-m) (63) 
uniformly in 9 € B„, using ||£na|| < C||9 - 60||2 n 1 \ SIn{K)- In addition, 
Dnea ^^-fWdX = ^ (64) 
n 
since 2ir/n f(^i)dge0 (Ai)/39 —• Dga/2 by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem (dgga/89 
is Riemann integrable and bounded by C|A|~<t) and a straightforward modification of the arguments 
for (43) [using <î + a < 1 instead of 2a — 20 < 1 there] yields 
E(Dne0)~ £  ^ fdX =o(l), Var(D„j0) = o(l). 
Ftom (55), (64), and sup96fli% |E„a| = op(n~m), we find 
sçb n I k " 8 ~ ~  i1»'» + — »o)) W (/„»„ 4—— flb)) I 
= Optn1-2"*). (65) 
Because /nfl0 = Op(n-'/2) from Lemma 5, it holds now in probability (or with arbitrarily large proba­
bility as n —• oo) that uniformly for 9 € dBn, 
U9) = n(op(n-l/2)+n-m^^)W90)-l(op(n-l/2)+n-m^i) + op(nl~2m) 
> (<r. - c)n1-2m, 
where <r. — c > 0 and <r. is the smallest eigenvalue of D'ia {AnWga )~lDga. 
From Theorem 1, £n(®o) = Op(l). Then (54) and (58) imply that in fact tg is a continuously 
differentiate function of 9 on Bn and so in{9) is as well (Rn(9) admits the representation from (14)). 
Hence, as in Qin and Lawless 1994, £n(9) attains a minimum 9n (or equivalently Ln(9) finds a maximum) 
in Bn \ dBn with probability approaching 1 and at 9n: 




= -^Q2n(9n,tê ) (66) 
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We sketch the proof of Lemma 8(ri), where we assume / = /»„ and p = 0 e Œtr. (If #C4,C = 0, 
the same proof establishes a version of Lemma 8(ii) that is valid for any p 6 IRr.) We can proceed 
in the same manner as above, beginning from (54), with Rn,r(0) = IlteiU + 7to]-1 where now 7,g = 
tg9»(Ai)(/n(Ai) - /»(A«)) for tg satisfying Qin(0,tg) = 0. Let 
/«• = — Vff»(Ai)(/n(Ai) - /»(Ai)), WnB = — V W(A«)fli(A,)(/n(A,) - /«(A<))2. 
" 
n èî 





- A T   
-£(»(Ai)/«(Ai) -S»o(>i)/».(Ai)) < Cn-"*-1 53 A-«(Af + A-') = 0(n~m) (67) 
i=l i=l 
and also |]/n90ll = Op(n-1/2) from Lemma 5 under Lemma 8(ii) conditions so that by (55), 
sup ||/„»|| = Op(n~m). 
flee. 
Also, by Lemma 14, 
N ,  N 
sup 
»ee„ 
- Ë (3e9gfe(.K) - g»oS»0/»o(Ai))/n(Ai) + ~ E (9i9efg{At) - 9e09eafa0(^t)j 
i=l t=l 
N 
< Cn"™-1 5] A"a(A2d + Af-,n-mA-2<)[Ar« + /„(A,)] = Op(n'<l-2m') = op(l), 
so that we have 
sup HWnflg - WnBo\\ = Op(l) 
9€B„ 
using (56). However, by Lemma 6, in this case: — Wj0|| = op(l), where itVVg0 is the limiting 
covariance matrix of î„e0 by Lemma 5. Then, (58) holds replacing Wng with 2lVng in the probability 
statement. 
For the tg defining Rn^(9), we find (59) still holds after a straightforward modification of the 
previous argument to account for /„(A<) - fg(A<); namely, we use (67) and also the fact that 
Z„ = sup mM Hgfl(Ai)Hl/n(Ai)-/(Ai)| = op(nm) 9€Bn lS»<AT 
because 
"g9(A«)"/g(A«) < c jnax/Af + n m \ — 6\ \ —a 
JV x 1/2 Z \ 
-  
c A f A r a + C n ~ m  (  E  K 2 S ~ 2 a )  =  ° ( n -
X Ï^I Z 
by Lemma 7 and Lemma 14(i»ï). 
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We can then write tg = Û^/Zn» + 4>ne for 0 6 Bn with ||^w|| = op(n m). Since the counterpart of 
(61) is still valid, namely 
sup max pyiol < sup \\ta\\Zn = op(l), 
»68. !<• < N 96B» 
we expand in^(9) for each 0 € Bn analogous to (62) [using a multiple of 2] 
tn.A0) = 2£[H-7i9l = n/^(27r^n»)-l/„» +op(nl-2m) 
1=1 
= ni'ngfaWg,,)'1 ïnê +op(nl-2m). (68) 
Then following the same essential steps in (63), we make a Taylor expansion around 8Q to write 
Âi9 = /fi9o + DnBa — ®o) — Dn0a ~~ ®o) + £n«, 
uniformly for 0 6 Bn, where 
and ||£nfl|| < C||9-50||2n-1 ZZi(*f + K*)^ + /»(*<)) = °p(n"m). 
By the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, as n —> oo, 
D-n„a lln (^/9o+^^)dA = 5^[/1/89f,dA = 0 6 lRr (69) 9=0 o 
since the conditions of Theorem 2 imply we may take partial derivatives outside the integral and 
fn fsSe dA = p is constant in the B„-neighborhood of OQ. 
Hence, we may write uniformly for 0 € Bn 
ïne = Â«9o +^i8o(® — ®o)+ Op(n_m)- (70) 
Then, Lemma 5 implies /„»„ is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix irWg0 under 
the assumption that p = 0 or K4,r = 0 and p ^ 0. After substituting ïn$a,in,r(9) for /nffo,£„(0), the 
remaining arguments from (64) and (66) can now be applied to show that £n,rW attains a minimum 
Ôn^ on Bn \ 9Bn with probability approaching 1 and dn^ satisfies 
o — Q l n { 9 n ^ j t g ^ r ) ,  
= ~Q2n(fin,fi '5,^)1 (71) 0 = a<«^) 
99 
in place of (66). The proof of Lemma 8 is now finished. • 
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Proof of Theorem 2. We follow the essential steps in the proof of Theorem 1 of Qin and Law­
less (1994). We first establish the asymptotic normality of the MELE S„ maximizing Rn(0). Taking 





2TT A dg60(Ai) Cli 










Expanding Qm(0n,t9 ), Q2n(0n,t9 ) at (0o,O), we have by (66) 
0 — Qln(fin,tg^) —Qln(®0,0) + 




(0n — OQ) +• 
ae 





('»„ - 0) + Ein, 
(t»„ -0)4- E2n- (72) 
For dn = ||tg-J| + ||0„ - Soil, one may verify: 
N 
\\Ei nil, HS-nll = Op(<înn-l52(n-2'nA-M+a-mAf-,5+n-mAf)(/2(Al)+/n(Ai))) = o p ( S n ) ,  
\ 1=1 > 
by Lemma 14. Then, 
—Qin(So.O) +op(5„) v ( X _ -><I VO,v/ -T- " V. 
^ Ô- — dn ' • Op(<$n) 0n  Oo
By Lemma 6 and (64), 
p If ~2^"»o Da, 
v _ 
r —n — 




L D' fk 0 
. £- t _ I* Aii„ Ai2n j _p^ 1 I" —2Uev DeaVgç 
•4jin A22n •* 2x ^ VeaD'ggW9~l Aî 22  J L 9oOJo 7o 2V8o 
Then \/nQin(^o,0) -V*(0, !rtVsa) by Lemma 5 and so it holds that <$n = Op(n~1/2). We also have 
that 
\Z"(#n — Oo) = —V» A21n<3tn(9o,0)+Op(l) jV(0, V#„), 
— 0) = — Vn An„Qin(flo,0) + op(l) A/"(0, C/»0). 
(73) 
Note finally that Vg0D'8a W9q W9<JUg0 = 0, implying t9^ and 0n — #o are asymptotically uncorrelated. 
We now show the asymptotic normality of y/n(0n^ — 0o, t9 _/2). Taking derivatives, 












where Z)*9o is from (69). Analogous to above, we can use (71) and a Taylor expansion to write 
—<3in(So.O)+op(Jn) 
Én( . té"r ) = [ 
V <>n,r ~ 9o ' L 
]_ F ~XlnVO.v; -rvpv. 
' op(5„) 
Sn = 
—Qln(^O)O) + Ein 
Ê3„ 
dQ ln{0o,0)/dt dQm(9o,0)/ae 
dQ2n(»o,0)/9i 0 
where J„ = ||(g,^|| + ||y„,, -0O|| and 
N  
ll&nll, llAnll = Op(5„rrl 53[/„(A<) +/'(A<) + A-2o](n-2mA-M +n-mAf"' +n-mA=9)) = op(Jn) 
i=l 
by Lemma 14. Then by Lemma 6, (64), and (69), 
En 
-Wg0  Dg0  
1 D'e0 0 





Again, %/n<2in(0o,O) N{Q,ir\Ve0) by Lemma 5 and so that Sn = 0p(n 1/2); 
y/n(ffn,s—8o) = — Vn.42in<2in(flo.O) +op(l) —> A/"(0, Vg0); 
-°)/2 = -2-lVSÂn„Qi„(flo,0) +op(l) -A jV(0,CZ9o); 
and as before r and 9n-, — S0 are asymptotically uncorr elated. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is now finished. • 
(74) 
We need some additional notation for the next proof. For a matrix X with X ' X  nonsingular, let 
P x  =  X { X ' X ) ~ l X '  d e n o t e  t h e  p r o j e c t i o n  m a t r i x  o f  X .  
Proof of Theorem 3. Consider £n(9o) first. By (50), (51), and (53), 
tn(0) = n<2'ln(9o,0)(fftyeo)-lQi„(flo,0)+Op(l) 
= [^(T^a)"t/JQlt.(flo,0)]'[AW»)-l/2(2ln(tfo10)] +Op(l). 
Note as well that if / = /g„ 
InAOo) = nQ'in(Co,O)(fl-W9o)-lQlfl(0o,O)+op(l) 
= [^(^»o)"l/I<3ln(9o,0)]'[v^(^S.)-I/JQl»(ffo,0)] +Op(l), 
by the two annotated comments in the last paragraph from the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Note by (57), (62), (64), and (65), we can write 
tn{Sn) = n(Qt„(0O, 0) + ^(fln - ftl)) W«o)*1 (<îl»to>. 0) + ^(5*n - ».,)) + °p(l) (75) 
= [>/n(irW(N,)-l/aQi„(fc,0)]'(/„, - Pw-"*D.o ) [v^W0)"l/2Qm(»o,0)] + o„(l) 
using (73) and the convergence of A2in (in probability) for the second equality above and writing f„, 
as the r x r identity matrix. Likewise by (57), (68), (70), (74), and the convergence of Aain.: 
tn,AÔ n,r) = [v^W„)-l/2Qlrl(flo,0)]'(/.x,-Pw-,/,D<o)[>/H(«-W'9o)-l/:1Qlfl(9o,0)] +Op(l). 
By Lemma 5, 
V^worl/2<3,„(0O,o) -4 ,V(0,/,„,), vh(^w»o)-l/2qin(eo,0) -4 a/\o,/,„,). 
Theorem 3 now follows from: Pw-\/iD and /,,, — Pw-mD are orthogonal idempotent matrices; 
•o 'o •o 'o 
rank '/3 D,0 ) = rank(Wg~1/2D8o) = rank(D9o) = p; 
rank(/,„, - PW|-,y,D<J = r - trace[P^-i/j^J = r - rank^-./^J = r-p. • 
Proof of Theorem 4. We only consider establishing Theorem 4(t), as Theorem 4(a) follows from 
minor modification (similar to those found in the proof of Lemma 8, Theorem 2(ti), and Theorem 3 (it)). 
The subsequent arguments draw heavily from the proofs of Lemma 8, Theorem 2, and Theorem 3. To 
ease the notation, we write the functions if>[0), *(9) as ip$, in the following. 
We first establish the existence of 9*. Let 
QlniQttjV) = Qln(9,t), Q2n(0,t, £/) = Qln{9,t) + Q3n(9,t,u) = 1pg 
and define Un  = {(9, t, v) € 1RP x IRr x IR* : 9 6 Bn, ||t|| + ||i/|| < n-(1+2m)/4} with the same m from 
Lemma 8. We start by showing that the system of equations: 
<3r„(fl,t,f)=0, t = l,2,3 (76) 
has a solution (0*, t*, t/*) € Un. On a set of arbitrarily large probability as n —• oo, te is a continuously 
differentiable function of 9 € Bn, where Q'n(9, tg) = 0. Differentiating with respect to 0, we find 
n  _ dQnn(9,tg) 
09 
= fdgo(*i)l gfl(*«)-ff(*«) r,,, )dta i s dgg(A*)l 
n t r a  + WWM)!. ae J (l + SMAO/nMpL- 'a* * as J 
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' that 
+op(l) = \we~lDe0 +o,(l) 
uniformly for 0 € Bn, using (57)-(61), (64) and Lemma 14. We can write 
it den{0) 2ir dln((l + fggg(\j)ln(\i))) = 2tt A Jn(AQ /^(AOV 
2n 99 n 99 n ^ 1 + t'0ff9(Xi)In(\) V 39 ) i=l 
= Fn{9)te. 
By (61), (64), and a Taylor's expansion, 
sup ||f„(0) - -D J = Op(l). 
eefl. 
Using Lemma 14, we can also show 
(9 — 0o) 9* between 9, 9q 
Then, uniformly for 9 € Bn, 
x ain(fl) _ x den(0o) 
2n 39 2n dfl 
= 
where sup ||fl„(9)|| = op(n"m), /Zn(9) continuous fles„ 
by (59), (77), (78), (79) [see the proof of Lemma 8(i)j. For 9 € B„, write 
0»-*»o(fl-»o) = ||S - 8 oI |2A:(6), 
where &(8) is continuous and bounded. Note that *80V»0*^o is invertible so that, since 
I I ^  C | | 9 - * , l l  <  C n ~ m ,  




° + 7r*»(*»o^0*'»)-1 (||fl -flol|2fcW -
= xV9~l(0-0O) - Bn(fl) À»(6) continuous, sup ||fi„(fl)|| = op(n-m). 
«es» 
= -tj(fl). 
We show now that 77(d) has a root inside Bn \ 3Bn. Note 77(A) is continuous on Bn and 
p^î"(9) = + 
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where fio is the minimum eigenvalue of ttV9(j 1 ; for large n, on a set of arbitrarily large probability, 
suP»68B„ ||fin(0)||nm < no, implying that there exists S* € Bn \ dBn such that 
10n) = 0, 
by Lemma 2 of Aitchison and Silvey (1958). [The lemma states that if g : 1R* —> IR* is continuous, 
such that 9'g(9) < 0 for every ||9|| = 1, then there exists a point 9 such that ||9|| < 1 and g(6) = 0.] 
Then, 
0 = = ||S*-0ol|2fcrâ + •*(£ -»o) = Wi­
lt also follows that 
so that 8* and 
»n = -T(*S0r»o*'j;)-l*g0^0^5^) (82) 
satisfy (76). 
We next prove that any solution of (76) in Un, say (9,t,ù), minimizes £n(0) on B„, subject to the 
condition = 0. If 9 € B„, = 0, then we make a Taylor's expansion around 9: 
h [£n(9)  "£n(9)] = ~ ~9)  +  ix {e  ~ô),da e a V { e  " y ) '  8 '  b e t w e e n  s ' y -
Since 9 satisfies (76), it follows from some algebra that 9 also satisfies (81), substituting 9 for 9*. Note 
that 
0 = tpe-tpg = *9-(S-8)+o(||8-8||2). 
Using 9 in (81), we find 
^^^(9-9) = [(*»„ V»0t'5)-I]'t'5(fl - 9) = op(||9 — 8||2). 
It follows from arguments in (80) that 
19=9 
We then have 
en(9)-in(9) > (w,+0p(l))n||9-9~||2, 
where the op(l) term is uniform for 9 € Bn, i/ig = 0. We have therefore established that there exists a 
consistent MELE of So, 9* = 9*, satisfying the condition tp{9*) = 0. Correspondingly, we will denote 
from (82). 
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We now show 
^('"rf8") ^ Po° ^J)' 1 - (a3) 
Expanding Q*n(B,t,u) at (8q,0,0) and using that (9*,tge, v*) satisfies (76), we have [see (72)]: 
P$O = {jr*r - y@o), 
A»o = «" (*80V»o *é0) 
f 





_ 9 o  .s; = dQ2n(0o,O)Idt 0 *80 
< < ) 0 *8, 0 
where S'n = ||8* - 0O|| + l|t»;ll + IKII- Then, 
-W* 0 
% 0 *00 = 





C u  =  -  W g 0 ,  C22 = 
0 *'fl So 
*80 0 
Note that det(C) = det(Cu) det(Qc) = det(—W9o) det(7rV'9o 1 ) det(—/28ql) ^ 0, for Qc = C22 -
C2iCulCi2, and 
C ~ l  =  -




I_ i-fiflo *80 
Since, by Lemma 5, V"Oin(8o,0) —» vV(0, ttW»,,), it follows that <?' = Op(n l/2). Then, 
= -v^q;lC2,tre-lqln(9o,0) + Op(l) 
M I 0,x P»„ 0 
0 
As in (75), we can then expand 
UÔ*n) 
= n(Qin(9o,0) + ^(9* - So)) W«„rl (flu(fc,0) + ^ (9" - 60)) + Op(l) 
= fi<yin(«o,0)(/,„ - \DeoP9oD'9oWe-l)\xWeorl (/,_ - ^D»0P®0C',oH^1)(2ln(9o,0) +op(l) 
= [VS(«-Weo)-l/aQin(flD,0)],[f,x, - (Pw-it*oH - P«.„)] [Vn(irWi.)-l/aQi„(flo,0)] + oP(l), 
where HSo = Then, 
en(ê*)-en(Ôn) = [VH(xtr9o)-1/2Qin(9o,0)]'p„,o[Viï(îrtV(,o)-l/2(3ln(8Q,0)] -hOp(l), 
enm-en{ê*) 
= [^n(irWi0)-1/aQlnW),0)]Vw-wD.o - P«.„ ) 0)] + 0,(1). 
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Note now that V"('rIVflo)-l/2Oin(5o,0) -^+ JV(0, f,„) by Lemma 5, P„,o and Pw-i/tD^ - P„,o are 
idempotent matrices with 
rank(p„,o) = rank(/fflo) = rank(*»0) = <j; 
rank(Pw-,/3D<o -P„,0) = p-trace[P„,J = p-rank[P„,J = p-q. 
(We use rank(Hfl0) < rank(*g„), rank(*»„) = rank(DggWfgl,2He0) < rank(/f»0) above.) Theorem 4 
now follows. • 
Proof of Theorem S. By assumption, / is continuous on II; by Corollary 3.2 of Dahlhaus (1985a), 
C*. dX~E[ T». dX) -V(0, HV), (84) 
where V is the covariance matrix from Lemma 5 and H = /Ql A4 dx/(f^ hr dx)2-, and by Theorem 1 of 
Dahlhaus (1983): for ai,...,a» € H, 2 < fc < 8 
k k K 
cum(d„(at ),..., tin(afc)) = (2x)k~lHlkT' ( £2 )«*,«&( a^J JJ b(-aj) + Rn (85) 
J=l 7=1 j=i 
!iî„| = o(n) uniformly in ai,...,afc. 
Since |^T'(A)| < CLno(A) [see Dahlhaus (1983)], we find Lemmas 1 and 2 still hold with respect to 
the tapered discrete Fourier transform: 
n—1 
<C'(A) = £ h ( t / n ) X t + l e ~ i t x ,  A6H, 
£=Q 
as does Lemma 9 (with a = 0 = 0). Lemma 4 also remains valid after substituting the tapered 
periodogram /^T|. (The same essential arguments can be used to justify the tapered version of Lemma 4 
after replacing Hn,Kn by £fJT',#<1'n, where 
|^T1(A)|2/(2x^T)(0)) tf'T) (0)5*0 
0 #2r,(0) =0. 
Note that #l1T| (A) is an approximate identity in that: 
sup f $C,T' dA < oo, lim f *(,T' dX = 1, lim f *(,T) dA = 0 for p > 0. 
n Jti "—>co Jn "—>0° 7n\{|x|<p} 
Also, (26) holds in probability with the tapered periodogram again by the same arguments in Han-
nan (1973), since r<,r)(u) r(u) = COV(XJ,Xj+u), where 
r
"
T1(u) = 2^(0) §A(^r")A(5Xe+i+|u|'Ye+t' " 6 z° 
$r(A) =: 
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From (84) and the proof of Lemma 5 under Condition 3 of Assumption A 3, we find that Lemma 5 
holds replacing /„,V with HV. 




' = = ^Z9(^ M )^/(a;)At,(A,), 
j= I J=L 








because the remaining elements of the proof of Lemma 6 are still valid upon using /£"' [see (41) 
and (43)]. However, these convergence results follow easily from the product theorem for cumulants 
[replacing (2im)aE(£(A«)) with E{[2^n(0)/^'(A,)]2} in (42)], (85), and |JÏ^'(A)| < C£n0(A). 
Because Lemma 7 still holds and —> H as n —• oo, we can now follow the proof of Theorem 1 
with minor and straightforward modifications. The proof of Theorem 5 is now finished. • 
Proof of Proposition 1. We give a sketch of the proof, which essentially repeats many details from 
the proofs of Lemma 8, Theorem 2(ii), and Theorem 3(ii). Since {vYt} is Gaussian, it follows that 
E(|e0|*) < oo, fc > 1 and we can extend Lemma 1 to include cumulants of order k > 8, while Lemmas 2 
and 3 also remain valid. 
Using results in Fox and Taqqu (1987), Beran (1992) established the limiting bivariate normal 
distribution of (fInCf~2 dA, Incf~l dA)' under Proposition 1 conditions. Modifying the proof of 
Theorem 1 in Beran (1992) (since gjfc has the same growth rate as fgQl near the origin) and using the 
Cramer-Wold device, we find: for any a € 1RP, 6 € 1R 
£ blUëa2+Inca'gldX - J\b + fa'g?0d\ A ,v(o, Q) 
with positive definite , Wg*; or equivalently, 





Because fgal satisfies Assumption A.3, we can show f$a2 satisfies A.3 as well so that 
2tt ^ fge(Xj) f'4W 
using the same arguments in Lemma 5. 
By the cumulant product theorem [cf. Brillinger (1981)], we can show that 
= Op(l), 
— °p(l)> 
by proceeding with moment arguments as in (41). From this and Lemma 6, we find 
i= i 
an extension of (40). We can extend Lemma 7 to show additionally that 
= o(n'), mœ^f^XrfX?)2 = op(n6). 
Also, we find ||5/^"2(A)/dfl||, \\d2 fg2(X) ( d0d0'\\ < CA-l,+fl in a neighborhood of 9Q and that Lemma 14 
is valid along with extensions to Lemma 14(ii)-(iii): 
N 
(ay a-™"1 53 Af-'/^AO = Op(n-<l-2m>), 
t=l 
n-2m-l ^ A2fl-2<{/4(Ai) + 73(Ai)| = 
iV N  
(Hi)' 53 X20~s~3a = 0(n3m), 53 Aj8-M-4a = o(n4m). 
1=1 1=1 
We now have all the tools needed to prove Proposition 1 and we can proceed with the same steps and 
analogous arguments used to prove Lemma 8, Theorem 2(it), and Theorem 3(it). The modifications 
required are straightforward. 0 
8 Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 1. To show Lemma 1 (i), note that for Aen, |oi — A| < |oi|/2, we have 
|fln(A)| < CM"1, |J*„(ai+a2-A)| < CM"1, 
by (24) since 1/n < |a2|/2 < |(ai +a% — A)mod2x| (consider cases |oa| < ir/2 or > i r / 2 ) ;  if |ot— A| > |ai|/2 
then 
/(<U — A) < (7|oi|-a. 
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Integrating separately over |at - A| < |al|/2 and |ot — A| > |oi|/2: 
|cum(dnc(ai),dnc(a2))| 
< f |Bn(ai + a2 — A)||fl'fl(A)|/(ai — A) dA J n 
< J C\a,\- l \a l \- l \a l-\\-ad\ + C\a i \~a  J Ln 0(a l+a2-\)Ln0(\)d\ 
|oi-A|<|at|/2 11 
< C|ai|_a(|a2|_l +• Lni(ai + a2)), 
using Lemma 2(D). 
For Lemma l(ii),  note the joint cumulant may be expressed as [cf. Yajima (1989), Lahiri (1999]: 
cum(dnc(ai),...,dnc(afc)) = Ke,*(27r) *+l / /(zl,...,z*_l|ai,...,a*_l)dzi,...,dzfc_i; 
J n*-' 
/ * fc—I v > fc—I v k — l 
Irtish • • * j %k — 11^1 j • • •, Ofc—i) Hn f ^  2  ^ 3  ^  !  ^  /  (  ^  ^ ^ j )  J  Û j )  }  *  
j=l  /  ^ ;=1 /  >=1 
where /cCi* denotes the fcth innovation cumulant, 2 < fc < 8. Let £ = ,z*_i) € nfc~l : |zj—û,| < 
|aj|/2fc, j  = l,...,fc}. On B, \H(zj)\  < C\aj\~ l  and |a*|/2 < |o* -£*=t (zj ~aj)l < 3|afc|/2 implies 
I / ^ * —I \ | 
Hv -5Zzï ) - Cmax||afcrl,2/7rj < C|at|-1 
1  ^ j=l  j=l  ' I  
by (24). Then applying Holder's inequality 
r k - l  
f I6( 52to [6(sfc-t -at-Oldzfc-L 
.1^». .!/« ' Xj=l ' |n_i-Ok_i|<|a»_i|/2* 
< [ /  WA),»A • y |A-af c_ tradA 1/2 
1 - ^ — O f c — i | / 2 f c  
and for 1 < j < fc — 1, 
/ |6(z, -a,)|dz, < 
Hence, 
< C|at_t|(1-Q'/2; 
r *_ I  
J |/n(zt,-..,z*_i|aL,...,at_i)ldzl,...dzfc_l < C(|afc|-l|af c_ir1 / 2) JJ |a3|-a/2. 
8 j'=i 
Now write B, = {(zi,...,z*-i) e H*-1 : |zj — a3| > |oj|/2fc} for each 1 < j  < k — 1. On Bj, 
|b(zj - a,)| < C|a,|~a/2, |ff(z,-)| < Cn, and 
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Jn |*(I> - E »i) 6(2>i " zi)) = Jn \H{ak - A)||b(—A)| dA (86) 
< J C|at|-l|A|_a^2 dA + J C\ak\-a'2Ln0(ak-\)dX < C |at|-°/2 ln(n), 
|A|<|AK|/2 |A|>|OI|/2 
by Lemma 2(iv). For j' 6 fc - 1 }\{j}, we follow the same in (86) to get 
f |tf(r,.)li6(z3<-ar)\dzy = f \H{ar - A)||b(-A)| dX < CM""/aln(n). 
Jn J ii 
Since II* 1 \ B = \J Bj,  we have j=i 
J*l/nC^i » • * * » i |ûi i * • • i QJk —1)| dz\, i • • * i dzit — i 
n*-l\s 
fc—i - fc 
^ I |/n(-i î • • • ) -fc— i[ûii * » • i Qfc—1)| dzii -. • idzfc—x ^ C n In (n) ^ |cij| 
j=lo J  =  1 
The proof of Lemma 1 is now complete. • 
The following lemma combines some items which are useful in many proofs of the paper. 
Lemma 9 Let r(k) = Cov(À"o,À'*), fc € Z. Under Assumption A.l, 
(i) |r(fc)| < C|*|-<l->/or a« fc > 1,. 
(ii) (2îrn)-lE{/nc(0)} < Cn", (2Tn)-lE{/nc(7T)} < C. 
(iii) If g : II —• R is an even, integrable function with |g(A)| < C|A|y, 0 < 0 < 1 then |cng(0)| < C n'13. 
proof: To prove Lemma 9(i), fix fc > 1. Note |r(fc)| < C fn | cos(fcz)|z-adx. Then, 
./ta») ,»/(=*) kxi-°sia(kx) 
L 1 — a 
< CATl+a. 
r 1 — a • dx 
For i = 1,.. ,,fc — 1 and k > 1, let 6$ = tt(2i + l)/(2fc), a* = tt(2i — l)/(2fc) and note 
f x~a\ cos(fcr)|dx = f x~a cos(fcr)<£r| 
Ja% Ja i I 
— i jx-a sin(fcx)| +a J x~a~l sin(fcx)dz| 
< C fc-1 [(o"a - 6,-°) + - «i)] 
< Ck~l+a[(2i - l)"a - (2i +1)-°] + Ck~1+a(2i — 1)-I~ 
< C fc_l+a(2t — l)-l-Œ, 
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by the mean value theorem. The constant C is not dependent on i = — 1. Hence, 
L rbi l—i+a 53 f ' x~a\cos{kx)\dx < Ck~l+a^2j-l~a < Ck 
i=L j=l 
Finally, 
[ |cos(fcx)|dx < (tt/2)-0 f |cos(fcr)|dx = (ir/2)~ak~l < Ck 
J ir—ir/(2fc) Jw—w/( 2k) 
We have now established part (i) of Lemma 9. 
To show Lemma 9(ii), note 
E{/„c(0)} = (2«n)~l f Kn(X)f{X)dX 
II 
< Cn"lJ J n|A|-°dA+ J n~aKn(X)dX 
|A|<l/n |A|>I/n 
<  C n - ,  
where we used above: Kn is nonnegative, /„ Kn(A) dA = 1, and |ivT„(A)| <Cn. 
And 
E{/„c(ir)} = {2irn)~l JKn(X — ir)f(X)dX 
a 
< n"lc| y n|A|"adA+ J {x/2)~aKn(X - n) dA 
|A|<ir/2 |A|>*/2 
< C. 
We use Kn(X) < C n~lL„0(A) and the growth rate of g to show 
| cnf l (0) |  <  J Kn(X)\g{X)\dX < J Cn|A|^+ J C n~l\X\-2^ dX < Cn~s, 
n |A|<l/n |A|>l/n 
which establishes Lemma 9(iii). • 
Lemma 10 Suppose Assumptions A.1-A.3 and A.5 hold with respect to a real-valued, even g = g$0. 
Then for Enf = (2ir/n) Yl'jLi 9(Aj)/(Aj), 
- I" gfdx 
J 0 "
= 0(1). 
proof: If fg is of bounded variation, \Enf — gf dA| = 0(n~l) [cf. Brillinger (1981)]. 
If fg is piecewise Lipschitz of order 7 > 1/2 on [0,it], then we may write 0 = oq < ai < ... < 
ad < Od+i = it where x, y 6 (aj,aj+i) implies |g(x) — g(y)| < C\x — y|7. Say n is large enough that 
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ir/2 < min(ai+i — Oj) and hence there exists ji 6 N}, Aj, < <H < AJl+t for each i = l,...,d. 
Then, 
'
v_l fa,+i /-IT fat /•* rA J+i  r* r*i
E n f -  g f d X  =  E n f  -  5 3  /  g f d X -  g f d X -  g f d X  
Jo 'An Vo 
< c{n-T + jt - Ajv + n-l+a-fl 4- 53 (n~lA^° + A'3"0 dA) } 
i=i •'A'i 
< Ctn"1 +n-lnm"(°-°-5>} = o(n~1'2) 
using a - 0 < 1/2 and tt - Ajv < ir/n. 
If df/dx exists on (0, ?], 
i-n/ - f gf dA 
Jo 
£ {^9(Aj)/(Aj)-/(c,) j gdA}|+C(n-*+n 
j=l a, 
< u„ + u„ +o(n~l/2), 
— H-a—dx 
where c, 6 [A,, Aj+t] using the continuity of / and the mean value theorem; 




< Cn-l+m"(°-a-d>ln(n) = o(n"I/3), 
while: if g satisfies Condition 1 of Assumption A 3 for some 7 > 1/2: 
/v-l 
"n = 53 /(C)) 
j=l 
r*i+i 
/ g(Aj) - g(A) dA 
J\,  
(87) 
if g meets Condition 2, then as in (87) 
jV —1 rc 
u„ < Cn"2 £ A7a-l+<? < Cra-l+mlxt0'o-,i>53j"1 = o(n"l/2); 
j=i j=i 
under Condition 3, g is bounded variation so that g(x) = hl(x)-h2(z) -ha on [0, %| for /ij(x) nonnegative 
and nondecreasing [cf. Royden (1988)] and |/(cj)| < Cn" with a < 1/2 so that 
2 jv-l 2 
ûn < CnQ  53 53 —(/.i(AJ+1) - ^(A,-)) < Cn«- l53(/t<(T)-MO)) = o(n~i). 
t=l j=l i=l 
The proof of Lemma 10 is now finished. • 
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Lemma 11 Suppose Assumptions A.1-A.2 hold for real-valued, even g = gea which satisfies Condition 2 
of Assumption A 3. Then, 
vîE f glncdX — [ gfdX = o(l). 
I Jo Jo 
proof: Note g, f and Inc are even functions. As in (36) and using fa KndX = 1, 
x/"|e f glnedX - [ gfdX = >/n| f Kn(X -y)/(y)(g(a) -g(y))dydX 
I Jn J n 17m 
< y/n f Kn(X-y)f{y)\g(X)-g(y)\dydX (88) Jxp 
< rn3'2 f f ( y ) \ 9 W - 9 ( y ) \  /(y)lfl(A)-g(y)| J (1 + |(A - y)mod2ir|n)2 (1 + |(A 4- y)mod2;r|n)2 
to.»!3 
< Cn*'2 J ( l  +  \ X - y \ n r 2 f ( y ) \ g ( X ) - g ( y ) \ d y d X ,  
(O.jtP 
where the second to last inequality follows from (25) and the last from |(A -t- y)mod2ir| > |A — y|, 
A, y e (0,jt]. 
We now modify the argument in Giraitis and Surgailis (1990), p. 99. If 0 < y < X < IT, Iff (A)— g(y)\ < 
Cy-1+<3|A — y|. Since g is continuous, we pick some 0 < p < 1/2 and write 
/(y)ls(A) - 9(y)| < C/(y)|s(A) - g(y)|1-" < Cy~l+"'\X - yj1"", p'=p + 0(l-p)- a. 
Likewise, if 0 < A < y < tt, /(y)|g(A) — g(y)| < CA_l+,,'|A — y(l—**. Note p' < 1 but we require that 
p' > 0 or equivalently, that p > (a — 0)/(l — 0). If a — 0 > 0, we need 1/2 > (a — 0)/{l — 0) (which 
holds by Condition 2) to find a p < 1/2 and 0 < p' < 1. We will also make use of the fact that there 
exists C > 0 whereby 
f00 y— l+p' 
l a+A-^.'frSCIAP'". AeK <0 <„'<!). 
Then, 
" J s  
(O.irl» (0,n»|i 
/•nir 
< Cn~l/2~"+" / X~l+"'dX 
Jo 
< Cn-l/2+fi = o(l). 
The proof of Lemma 11 is now finished. • 
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Lemma 12 Suppose Assumptions A.l, A.2 hold for a real-valued, even g = gga  which satisfies Condi­




Cnfl(A)/nc(A) d\ i: g W I n c W d X  
—  £a(\ ) I n ( \ }  ) -  f C n g ( X ) I n c ( X ) d X  





proof: We begin showing (89), starting with 
2E I [ c n g ( X ) - g ( X ) \ I n c ( X ) d X  = e |  J /„ c(A)[y* /UA-y)(g(y)-g(A))dy 
II n 
< E f Ine{A) [ f Kn(X - y)|g(y) - g(A)| dyl dA 
II II 
= J K n { X - w )f(w)dw^ iVn(A - y)|g(y) - y(A)| dyj dA = tn, 
where we apply the evenness of cn,g, /nc, the properties of Kn, and (35). It suffices to show y/n tn = o(l). 
With Fiibini's theorem, 
s/ïïtn = y/n J fCn(X - w)Kn(X - y)/(tti)|g(y) - g(A)| d w  d y  d X  
il3 
<  V" j  K n ( X  -  w ) K n ( X  -  y)/(u/){|g(y) -g(w)| + |g(w) - g(A)|} dm dydA 
ri3 
< y/n J Kn{X - w)f(w)(g(w)-g(X)\dwdX 
i1 




= Vn(t[„ + t2n) 
where we used above Kn is even, fa Kn(X — y) dy = 1. We have already shown that y/ntin = o(l), fol­
lowing the arguments beginning from (88). We need now only focus on tin- Applying (2), Lemma l(v), 
and (25) sequentially, we get: 
[  K n ( X - w ) K n ( X - y ) d X  <  C n ~ 2  f LlQ{X-w)L2n0(y-X)dX J a Jn 




v/nt2„ < Cv?'2 j (1 + |(y — tu) mod2jr|n)2 
na 
dwdy 
< en3'2 f /MlaW-sMI f{w) \g(y)  -gMI d  .  
— y (1 + |(y — to) mod 27r|n)2 (1 + |(y 4-w) mod27r|n)2 
(0,»13 
= o(l), 
which we established in Lemma 11 starting with (88). This shows (89). 
To establish the validity of (90), note that by (23) and (33), 
N  
2Vn ~ £ 9^j)In{Xj) - [ CngWlncW dA 
n J
° 
<rn + f„; 
Tn = ^ Î3 ^ "(AJ)|c„g(Aj) - g(A,)|, f„ =-^(|c„g(0)|/„c(0) + |c„g(T)|/nc(x)). 
We wish to show that r„, f„ = op(l). We easily have 
E(fn) < Cn~l,2[na~s + l\ = o(l) => f„ = op(l), 
using Lemma 9(ii) and (iii) and ||c„g||„ < ||g||_ < oo. To show that r„ = op(l), it suffices to show: 
l < j < i V , n > 3  
|Cf.g(Aj) -g(Aj)l < CA?(j 1 ln(n) + ajrl), a,„ = < ^ ^ 
t (n-2j)"1 j > n/4, 
where C is independent of j, n; this is because, from (91), we have 
r
" - n1/2 J (^; l) - n'/2 } = 0p(1)' 
by Lemma 7. (Note as well that n  —  2 j > n  —  2 N  > 1 for j  > n/4.) 
We now prove (91). First we decompose the difference: 1 < j < N, 
| cnS(Aj) -g(Aj)| = K n ( y ) { g ( \ j  - y ) -  g { X j ) )  dy | < j  ^  d j n { y )  d y  +  d*n(y) d y  
djn(y) = My)[g(Aj + y) - g(A,)], <Çn(y) = fcn(y)[g(Aj - y) - g(A_,)]; 
we then handle each absolute integral. We begin with d,n and note 




d j n ( y ) d y  
I // tZ,n(y)dy 
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r l / n  
<  C X J l + 0  j  L M y d y  < C X j ~ ln~ l  <  C j ~ l X ?  
5 5TîiF* 
= C A-'+^n"1 [ - + ln(u + 1) 
< Cn-lln(n)A-l+fl 
< Cj-lln(n)Af, 
by (24) and (25). (Note (it — A,)n > 1.) If A, < jt/2, then by (25) 
(<r-X,)n-| 
I 
d j n ( y )  d y  <  C n ~ l L f o / 2 )  f  ||g||_dy < C n ~ l AJt 
Jx-X, 
using above ir/2 < y < t. If A, > tt/2, then by the symmetric, periodic extension of g: 
2*-2A, 
*-a. 
d j » ( y )  d y  
2ir-2A, 
JT—Aj K"n(y)[g(Aj + y - 2n) - g(A,)] dy j 
= | Kn(2* - t - A, )[g(t) - g(Aj )] dt| = 2tt - A, - yj 
5 Ck
' + (W')-^)l<C(t-A,)A;) 
C Xj /•<*-*»)»> 
~  n  J o  
C Xj I. 
(l+n(2ff-2Ai) -u)2 
u 
(" = (t - Aj)nj 
n [(1 + n(27r - 2A;) - u) 
< C n-1 ln(n)A?, 
•+• ln(l + r»(2?r — 2Aj) — u) 
(*-a ,)n' ) 
using (25) for the first inequality; using a substitution t = 2;r — A, - y and (25), 
2ir-2A. 
d>n(y) d y  
— I [ ^n(27T — t — X j  
I * jt-A) )2||fflUdy 
-dt < C f n 
Jit-a, (1 + (2ir — Aj — t)n)2 
< C [— (1 + (2ît — 2 X j ) n  +- z)_I|g2A,-ir)n] (z = (Aj-t)n) 
<  C ( n  —  2 j ) ~ l X ?  ( 2 X j / i r  >  l ) ,  
where [n/4j + 1 < j < JV so that 1 < n — 2j < N. We have now shown that the bound in (91) applies 
to ISÔ djft *1-
Now consider djn. Note that 
lfl(Aj - y) - g(Ay)| < C(A, - y) t+fly, 0 < y < Xj 
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and hence by (24) 
rl/n 
d* j n(y) dy 
X,/2 
l/n 
d j n ( y )  d y  
R L / N  
<  c  ( A j - y ) - l + f S d y  <  C n ~ l \ ~ l + 0  <  
7o 
<  f  j ^ 2 y ~ H * j  - y ) ~ l + 0 d y  <  C[a{n)*> < C ln(n)rl\ij, 
It djn(y) dy " /A,/2 
S 5 Cj™'1? (br#>0)' 
< Cn-'||g||_(A,/2)tio(l,/2) < Cj-'A? (for 6 =oj. 
If Aj < ir/2, then with (24): 
If djn(y) dy < CL^(A,) f"' |g(y - Aj) - g(Aj)| dy ( < Cj-% if/?=o) 
< &^'(2Aj-y)(y-Aj)-^dy 
^ [(2Aj - y)(y - A,)" +(y - Aj)^l(l + /S)"1^'] 
nA^/9 I 
£ crli?: 
II"; <,(y)dy < — [ y"2ly(y-Aj)-y(Aj)|dy " V2A, 
CA-1+^ /•' 
<  r — /  y " 2 ( y ~ 2 A j ) d y  
n V2A, 
< Cr'Af [-y-l(y-2Aj)+ln(y) 
using |g(y - Aj) -g(Aj)| < CA~l+"(y - 2Aj) for 2Aj < y < K. If Aj > ir/2 (so that ff — A j < Aj), then 
IX, 
< C ln(n)j-% 
<n(y) dy 
< Cn-^2o(Aj)||g||_(x - Aj) < Cj-'Af, (for 0=oj 
< C£"°(Aj) f'x (2Aj - y)(y - Aj)"l+fldy (for 0 > o) 
" ^[(2Aj™ y)(y - Aj)" + (y - Aj)/3+l(/S +1)-1 
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using |G(y-AJ)-G(AJ-)| < C ( 2 X j - y ) { y - X j ) ~ l + 0  for 2A, < y < tt, /3 > 0. We have now that | djndy| 
conforms to the bound in (91) as well. Hence, we are finished with the proof of Lemma 12. 0 
Lemma 13 With Assumption A.l, suppose g,w are real-valued, even Riemann integrable functions on 
13 such that |G(A)|, |UJ(A)| < C|A|FL, 0 < /3 < 1, a — 0 < 1/2. Then, 
vn = Var ( ~ )) = o(l). 
^ 7=1 
proof: Expand un as 
"n = 5Zg2(Aj)u;2(Aj)cum(/2(A3),/2(Aj)) 




|v„| < Cn-«5](Ajrcum(|dnc(Aj)|Mdnc(A;)r) 
j=l 
+ Cn-S £ (AiAj)20|cum(|dro(Ai)|Mdnc(A,)|'') | = vm+u^, 
l<i<j</V 
using (23) above and |dnC(A)|2 = dnC(A)dnc(—A). Define P to be the set of all indecomposable partitions 
of the labels in the two row table 
Oil Oi2 Oi3 Ou 
a2l a22 023 a24 
[cf. Brillinger ( 1981), Section 2.3]. We write the elements of a partition P = (Pt,..., Pr), 1 < r < 7. 
For 1 < i < j < N, define a'jt, s = 1,2, 1 < t < 4 so that 
°u = °12 — ~al3 — —at4 — At, a2t = Oj2 = —"23 = *^34 ~ Aj. 
By the product theorem for cumulants [Brillinger (1981), Theorem 2.3.2], 
cum(|dn(Ai)|\ |dn(A,)|4) = 53 cuniy„(P), cumy„(P) = JI cum(dnc(a%) : a,t 6 Pu). 
P=(Pi P,)€7' "=l 
Because E(d„c(A)) = 0, we may WLOG only consider 
V' = {P = (Pi,...,Pr) 6 V : 1 < IPtl < < |Pr|, 1 < r < 6}, 
where |A| denotes the size of a finite set A; that is, consider only partitions in V where each set in the 
partition has 2 or more elements a,t. Then, 




GUP) = n-8 53(A,)4fl|cum„-„(P)|, G2„(P) = n"8 £ (A<Aj)^|cum,^(P)|. 
j=l l<i<j<N 
To show Vin = o(l), it suffices to show 
Gin(P)=o(l), P 6 P' t = l,2. (92) 
We start with ui„. By Lemma 1, we have |cum_,jn(P)| < Cn4A~4Q, P € V so that 
w  .  N  
Gm(P) < G n-2 £ (Aj)4''-40' < Cnm"(0-2<,-2fl>-l(-53A2y-20 
j=i j=I 
since q — P < 1/2. Hence, (92) is established for Gin and ui„ = o(l). 
We now consider G2n(P) and several cases of P = (Pi,...,Pr) 6 V to show (92) holds under each: 
case 1: r = 1 case 4: r = 2, |P2| = 4 
case 2: r = 2, = 6 case 5: r = 3, |Pa| = |P2| = 3 
case 3: r = 2, |P2| = 5 case 6: r = 3, [Pal = 4, |P2| = 2 
case 7: r = 4, |Pi| = |P2| = |Ps| = |Pi| = 2 for which we have the following subcases: 
7.1: There exists k £ fc' where £a.,e/\ a% = 0 = £a„e/v 
7.2: There exists exactly one k where 53a.,€/\ a«e = 0-
7.3: For each m, Ea„eP^ ^ 0; and | £0.,6Pl> o%| = 2A<, | £a.l6/v = 2A, for some fc, fc'. 
7.4: For each m, | Ea„€Pii> °itl 0 {0,2Aj,2A3}. 
We handle each case separately and assume throughout that j > i and P = (Pi, • • • , Pr). 
case 1: Here |Pt| = 8. By Lemma l(ii) and (24), |cumy„(P)| < C{n3/2 + nln7(n)}(A,Aj)~2a so 
C2„(P) < Cn-5/=(i53A2fl-2aY = o(l). 
^ j—i ' 
case 2: If53..,ef^a" ^ 0, then the same bound in case 1 applies and G2„(P) = o(l). If a" = °> 
we can bound |cum(d„(a^) : a,t € P2)| < CnX~a or Cn\Ja by Lemma l(i) and (24) and obtain 
|cumijn(P)| < C{n5/2 + n2ln5(n)}(A,Aj)-20 with Lemma 1; hence, 
G2„(P) < Cn-3/2(i£A2fl-2°y = o(l). 
case 3: Apply Lemma 1 (ii) and (24) twice, |cum,jrl(P)| < C{n3/2 -t- n ln4(n)}2(A,Aj)~2a and 
G2„(P) < Cn-lQ53A2fl-2ay =o(l). 
J = o(l)0(l) = o(l), 
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case 4: The bound and result in case 3 applies. 
case 5: If a > 0, then by considering all possible {a'jt : a,t 6 Pi} and using Lemma 1, 
|cumijn(P)l < Cn{A7<,/2n3/2-Q +nln2(n)}{n(3-°)/2 + nln2(n)}X-a(XiXj)-3°/2; 
GUP) < Cm-'/2 ln2(n) (1 £ Ê A2^24" = o(l). 
^ i=L ^ j=l '  ^ j=l '  
If or = 0, |cum(dnc(oye) : a,t 6 P*)| < C{A,~3/2 + nln2(n)} for fc — 2,3; and |cum(d„e(a^) : a,t € 
Pi) | < Cn so that 
f\ N \2 N 
G2„(P) = Cn-lln4(n)(-53Af j +Cn~2 £ i~3 = o(l). 
;=l ' i,j=l 
case 6s Note > I for fc = i or J. If (|a%| : al£ 6 P*} = {A, } for fc = 1 or 2 (and 
there can be at most one such fc), then by Lemma i(i) 
H |cum(dnc(ayt) : a,< € P*)| < C n2(A,A3)-a, 
k=l 
|cum(dne(aii) : a,< € P3)| < C {A™/2"1 A,-l/2 + n ln3(n)}A-3o/2A-°/2; 
if not, then 53a-t€Pi /([au|=Xjt > 2 so that, for fc = 1,2, |cum(dnc(o',t) : a<t 6 P*)l < C n X ~ a  and 
|cum(d„c(aii) : a,t e P3)| < C {Af 2-lA"l/2 + nln3(n)}(AiAj)—. Hence, 
|cum0„(P)| < Cn2{Af2-lA-t/2+nln3(n)}A-3aA-a, 
C2n(P) < Cn'"2 (± £ A2(i-2a) 2 + n»"1 ln3(n) (1 £ A25"2») (1 £ X*~A = o(l). 
^ i=L '  ^ i=l '  ^  i=l '  
Before proceeding to the treatment of case 7, we define a few sets to ease our upcoming summation 
notation. For 0 < p < ?/2, let 
A" = {(j'.i) l < i < j < N , X j > p } ,  




Api = {(i.O 1 
A -
,









1) or i = 1}, 
Ap2 = (CM) 2 < i < j < N , X j < p , j < i 2 / ( i - 1)}, 
An/4 = {0\0 1 < i < j < AT, i +j > n/4}, 
An/4 = {(i»0 l < i < j < N , i + j <  n/4}, 
We will use A„ i, Ap2, An/4, A„/4 only to handle subcase 7.1. 
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subcase 7.1: WLOG say fc = 1, fc' = 2. We have | o%| = | £0.«SP« «itI 6 {Aj ~ A«, Aj +>«} 
and, by Lemma 2(i), fliLi |cum(*«c(a%) : a,t € P*)l < Cn2(AiA,)"a. If | Ea.,e/>„ a£l = ~ A»> 
m = 3,4, then by Lemma 3, (24), and Lemma 2(i) (for the sum involving A4 or A, > p) and Lemma 1 (i), 
(24), and Lemma 2 (iii) (for the sum with Aj < p) 
2 
A» 
= ffln(p) +32n(p)ï 
f f i n ( p )  <  C ( p ) n - 2 (  £ Af-°(j-i)-2+ (n-lflnp)2 £ A?-°) 
< C(p) £;-2 + (n-'fln,)2 A?"°) ) = o(l). 
X J=L X j=l // 
Using Lemma 2(tit) on the sums over Apt and AP2". 
(AiAj)2<3~2a 
)d -W 5 c ( l  E *î»-),+c.-EJèëp^--Zs^ 
X *.<*,«> ' A„ U ' A,, V 
< c(i E f 
X >1<A, <P 7 
Then, 
G^(9in(p) + g 2 n (p)) < C(£ x20~2a) = Cp1+2<3-2a/(l +20 — 2a) 
for a C that does not depend on 0 < p < tt/2. Hence, Gin(P) = o(l). 
If | Ea.,6aîil = A< + A,, m = 3,4, then with the same steps as above: 
Ç{P)  \ â -a r r  t \  , \ \ , id h2 , ^7 ^ x2fl-3a .25-a A"l + " L J 0' + i)dJ C2„(P) < -^53 Af-
a[Ln0(A, + Aj) + |^||2 4-^53 X\°-3a\f 
A* A, 
— 93n(p) +94n(p)-
Using Lemma 2(i), 
» - < " s  -  £  < S *  
< C^n-l+m"t0.a-^^_7-2 + (rl-liîn<))2^I^Afl-a^ = 0(1). 
Note g 4 n ( p )  <  g i n ( p )  so that Ï Ï m ( g 3 n ( p )  +  g 4 n ( p ) )  <  C  p l + W - * < *  for 0 < p < ir/2 and again G2n(P) = 
o(l). 
subcase 7.2: WLOG suppose fc = 1. There exists m, m' where | Ea.,€P^ °<tl = Aj+Aj, | 5Za.teP , a«tl 
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X j  — Ai. Then by applying Lemma 3, (24), Lemma l(i), and Lemma 2( i i )  for a selected 0 < p  <  jt/2: 
GUP) < ^ £ Af-" [l«o(A« + A,) + + l^plj 
+ £(AiAj)2fl-aA~2° |AJ"1 +• Lni(Aj + A,)] £a~1 + Ln\.(Xi — Aj)] 
— 95n(p) + 96n(p)-
By Lemma 2(ii) 
g U p )  <  C n -  J 2  * ? 0 - 3 a X ? - a  [ A " 1  +  
A, L  u  '  
=  C g 2 n ( p ) ,  
l^nfl 95n(p) < ^(L^jrï[jr7 + n"llfln»l] + Z^j[j^7 + n-1 
+ (n-Mfin»l)(^|:Af-0)) 
<  C ( p )  fn-i+™ax{0.»-fl} ^r2 + (n-ii^l) (1 £ Af-°) ) = o(l). 
X  J=L j=l  ' '  
Hence, lim (gs„(p) + gen(p)) < C pl+2&~2a so that GUP)  = o(l) follows. 
subcase 7.3: There exists some m such that 152a„€pm a.cl = Aj — Aj or Aj + Aj. Note |cum(dnc(a^) : 
a,t € P*)l < CnAfQ, |cum(dnc(a^) : a,t € P*-)| < CnXJ" by Lemma l(i). 
Suppose first that 1520.,eP™ °'»tl = Aj - At. Again pick 0 < p < TT/2. Then by Lemma 3, (24), 
Lemma l(t), and Lemma 2 ( i i ) :  
GUP)  <  Y  Af "" [n + |flnP|] + Iflno 
+ §-DA«Aj)2fl"°A."2o[A7l 
= STn(p)  + gUp) -
U  -  i ) d  
Then, we have that g?n < C(p)( 1 +- n-I|Rnp|)gin(p) and gsn(p) = Cg U p )  implying further that 
(fl7n(p) + gsn(p)) < C pl+2B~2a. Since p is arbitrary, G2„(P) = o(l) follows. 
If | 52o.,6P„ aVtl = Aj + Aj, then repeating essentially the same steps as above 
GUP)  <  ^ E Af- [n +1 «ml] [*-(Ai + Aj) +U^l]2 
A* 
= g9n(p) +giOn(p). 
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Then, g9n(p) < Cp (1+ n-l|iZnP|)S3n(p) and 9to„(p) = Cg4n(.P) so that we again have Hm (g9n(p) + 
ffion(p)) < C pl+20~2a for any 0 < p < TT/2 and Gi„(P) = o(l) follows. 
subcase 7.4: There are 3 possible partitions P: for each m, | 530.,ep„ aitl = A, +• A<; for each m, 
I Ea.,6P„ "it I = Aj - A<; or there exist m,m' where | Eo.,6P„ aiil = Aj 4-Ai, | £a.,ePm, aiel = Aj - A<. 
Fix 0 < p < ît/2. 
With the first possibility, we use Lemma l(t), (24), Lemma 3, and Lemma 2(ii) to find 
GUP) < ^#£Af [LnoJAi + Aj) + ^ £(A,Aj)^A-* 4° 
A' * A, 
= fflln(p)+5l2n(p).  
l-l " 
X J  + U  +  i ) d \  
Then, we can write gii„(p) < C(p) [ l+n- l |^npl] 293n(p) since {Aj/(2;r)} ° > 1. Note that n 2A, "[A™1* 
n(j + 0~dl2 < A~a(j_l + j~d] < 2AJ"°, using -d +- a < 0. Hence, we have gi2n(p) < CgUp)-
Consider now the next possible partition, 15Za.,eP„ tt«tl = Aj — At for each m. We again use 
Lemma l(i), (24), Lemma 3, and Lemma 2(it) to find 
o-c) 5 + + 
A' 
= 9l3n(p) + 9 U n ( p ) -
By Lemma 2{ H i ) ,  n ~ 2 \ J a [ \ - 1  +  n ( j  - i)"d]2 < A"a + A~ a ( j  - i)"" < A"™ + 2A"a so that g U n { p )  <  
Cg2n(p)- Also, Sl3n(p) < C„ [1 + n"1 |iinpi]201n(p). 
In the last possibility, the sets in the partition P correspond to {Ai, — Aj}, {Aj,—Aj}, {-Aj,Aj}, 
{—Aj, Aj}. Again we use Lemma l(i), (24), Lemma 3, and Lemma 2(it") to write 
G=n(P) < £ Af [Ln0(Ai + Aj) + l^npl]2 [j^-T + Iflnpl " 
+-â Z(W'^4a [vl + jjTir} [A7l + (j^ip] 
= 9lSn(p) + giSnip) '  
Then, g\Up) < Cp [1 + n-l|Rnp|}2g5n(p) using again {Ai/(2ff)}~° > 1. It follows from the preceding 
use of Lemma 2(iu) that 
n
~
2K" [A/1 +" n(j + i)-*] [AT1 + n(j - i)-d] <  n ~ 2 X J a  [A"1 + n ( j  -  i ) ~ d ] 2  <  3A7», 
so that we have gien(p) < Cgtn(p)-
Now for any 0 < p < TT/2, 
Sm f 53 9fcn(p)) < C pI+2â_2a 
xt=n ' 
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so that for any of the 3 possible partitions P allowed under the considered subcase 7.4, we have 
C?2n(p) = o(l). 
We have now established (92) and the proof of Lemma 13 is complete. • 
We use the following lemma in the proofs of Lemma 8 and Theorems 2-3. 
Lemma 14 Let S < 1, 0 < 0 < 1 such that a + S < 1 and a — 0< 1/2. Let m = max{l/3,1/4 + (a — 
0)/2, (a + 6 4-1)/4}. Under Assumption A.l, 
N  
( i )  n"l£Ar4/„(Ai)=Op(l), 
1=1 
N  
( i i )  n-m-1£A?-f{£(Ai)+/„(Ai)} =Op(n-<l-2m>), 
i=l 
n~a—l£ArM{iî(A0 + /»(Ai)} =0p(n-d-2m))i 
1=1 
N S 
( H i )  £ Af-"s-2a = 0(n3m), £ A-M-2a = o(n4m). 
1=1 1=1 
proof: By (23), Lemma 1, (24), and (42), we have E(/„(A,)) < CAf°, E(/£(A,)) < CX~2a for 1 < i  <  
N. Lemma 14(i) then follows from n-1 A"'-0 = O(l); and to show Lemma 14(it), it suffices to 
establish Lemma 14(iii). 
Let si„ = Efe! X f ~ s ~ 2 a ,  S ; n  =  Z t i  K 2 S ~ 2 a -  U 0 - S - 2 a >  -1, s ' l n  = 0(n) and 3m > 1; if 
0 -6- 2a = —1, then sfn = 0(nln(n)) and m > 1/3; if 0 - J — 2a < -1, then s*„ = O(n2o+,_(J) and 
m > a — 0, 2m > a + 6. Hence, we have s,n = 0(n3nt). 
If 2<$ + 2a < 1, then sîn = 0(nln(n)) and 4m > 1; if 25 + 2a > 1, then s,n = 0(n2S+2a) and 
2m > a +- 6. Hence, = o(n4m). 
The proof of Lemma 14 is now complete. • 
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